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The purpose of this study was to systematically evaluate the degree to which univariate 
and multivariate measurement model structures were related to value-added model 
parameters, teacher estimates, and rankings.  Most value-added assessment methods use a 
single test score to estimate teacher effects, but reliance on a single test score assumes 
that scores are an error-free approximation of the latent construct of academic 
achievement.  The unique contribution of this study was the systematic evaluation of both 
univariate and multivariate measurement model structures in a particular value-added 
model to examine the utility of incorporating latent variable approaches within a 
traditional value-added framework.  The proposed study was a 4x2x2x2x2x2 mixed 
factorial design.  Value-added models varied by the degree to which teacher estimates 
were allowed to persist over time (complete, partial, half-life, and zero) and within each 
persistence assumption measurement model structures varied by two levels of 
measurement assumptions (parallel and non-parallel indicators), two levels of variable 
combinations (univariate and multivariate), two levels of scaling [Item Response Theory 
(IRT) scale scores and normal curve equivalent (NCE) scores], two levels of longitudinal 
invariance (non-invariant and invariant), and two levels of dependent variables (static 
achievement scores and change scores).  Model parameters and teacher rankings were 
 evaluated to assess the degree to which results were consistent across experimental 
combinations.  The results showed that multivariate models, particularly the ones from 
the static achievement score conditions, were more stable across experimental conditions 
than the univariate.  Although there was one type of univariate model that demonstrated 
strong rank-order correlations, the univariate models were less stable as a whole.  
Additionally, the multivariate models produced fewer outliers than the univariate models, 
indicating that they were less susceptible to bias across the experimental conditions 
examined in this study.  The current study used empirical data to evaluate the consistency 
of model parameters and rankings, but future research will need to evaluate the degree to 
which univariate and multivariate models recover known population parameters.
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 
Recent incentives from the Race to the Top competitive grants (RTT; 2010), 
proposed changes to the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), and ESEA 
flexibility options have generated enthusiasm for the use of value-added assessment 
(VAA) systems to measure teacher effectiveness.  For instance, one of the conditions of 
the new ESEA waivers is that for states to receive flexibility regarding their ESEA 
requirements (adequate yearly progress, school improvement programs), they must to 
implement teacher and principal evaluation systems that incorporate student growth data 
(U.S. Department of Education, 2011).  The momentum behind these systems is fueled 
by the belief that value-added techniques can isolate teacher effects by controlling for 
student-level factors outside the control of teachers and schools.  The logic behind the 
implementation of these systems is that students’ academic achievement reflects teacher 
performance, thus teachers should be held accountable for student achievement.  Based 
on this rationale, several districts and states have proposed or implemented changes in 
their teacher evaluation systems to incorporate measures of student growth.  
Consequently, decisions related to teacher retention, promotion, and tenure will be tied to 
the estimates and rankings produced by VAA systems if they are adopted. 
Some of the issues with the current wave of reform and implementation of VAA 
systems are the potential for error and misclassification.  Educational and psychological 
measures are not the same as physical measures; it is not possible to directly observe 
constructs such as IQ or depression the same way one might observe a gallon of water or 
six feet of tape.  Because constructs are not directly observable, obtained scores are a 
combination of both “true scores” and “error.”  The degree of error in the obtained scores 
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influences the reliability and reproducibility of scores as well as any subsequent 
classifications derived from the scores.  In the case of VAA systems, any degree of error 
in student achievement scores plays a role in the precision of any subsequent teacher 
rankings.  Additionally, there are assumptions inherent in some obtained scores regarding 
construct invariance and the relationship between the latent trait and measures (items or 
subscores).  For instance, some scaling [e.g., Item Response Theory (IRT) scale scores 
and normal curve equivalent (NCE) scores] and statistical (sum score) methods assume 
tau-equivalent measures
1
, which assume an equal relationship between the latent trait 
(academic achievement) and the instruments used to measure the construct (e.g., test 
scores).  That is, test scores are assumed to measure academic ability with the same 
degree of accuracy at one time as well as across time. However, research (e.g., 
Martineau, 2006; Muthén, Khoo, & Goff, 1997) has found that academic achievement 
may not be stable or unidimensional at one time or across time.  These findings have 
called into question the ability to assume that the relationship between the latent trait and 
the measures used to assess those traits are tau-equivalent.  It is unknown how robust 
model parameters and teacher rankings are when these assumptions are not met.  The 
assumptions regarding measurement error (reliability) as well as the relationship between 
the measures (items or subscores) and the underlying latent trait have the potential to 
influence both the consistency and validity of any results. Given the proposed uses of 
VAA systems, any misclassifications could potentially alter the course of an individual’s 
career.  Current VAA techniques tend to rely upon univariate measures of achievement 
                                                 
1
 According to Kline (2011, p.243), tau-equivalent indicators measure the same construct 
with equal true score variances. 
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and only a few account for measurement error, but none account for both measurement 
error and construct invariance in test scores.  
Multilevel modeling is one of the techniques used to create value-added estimates.  
The outcome variable in multilevel modeling is a single univariate measure considered to 
be an error-free representation of the construct of interest.  Yet, single observed scores 
are more prone to error.  For instance, mathematics scores may be influenced by the 
combination of measured content and skills within the test at one time and over time they 
may be susceptible to content shifts across grade levels. The majority of VAA techniques 
tend to rely on a single measure of student achievement, thus there is reason to question 
the degree to which constructs are adequately measured with a univariate achievement 
score and the subsequent impact on the teacher effects.  A potential solution is to 
incorporate multiple measures within a latent variable model (LVM) framework. 
The key distinction between LVM and the multilevel modeling (MLM) 
techniques used by several types of VAA models is the unit of analysis employed by the 
models.  The outcome variable in MLM is a single univariate measure considered to be 
an error-free representation of the construct of interest.  Because constructs such as 
academic achievement are inferred from observed variables, a single univariate measure 
may not adequately represent the hypothesized construct.  Instead of using a single 
observed measure, latent variable techniques incorporate multiple variables to evaluate a 
construct that cannot be measured directly (Ludtke et al., 2009).  The use of multiple 
indicators has the potential to reduce the impact of measurement error in VAA systems, 
which subsequently could improve the reliability and validity of any teacher rankings. 
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In order to evaluate the potential benefits of incorporating multiple measures of 
achievement into VAA systems, the current study systematically examined several 
methods for incorporating multiple measures of student achievement within traditional 
value-added methods to explore the degree to which student-level measurement model 
structures were related to teacher value-added estimates derived from the student-level 
data.  The primary objectives of this study were to: 
(a) evaluate model parameters, teacher estimates and rankings for value-added 
modeling approaches with univariate and multivariate measurement model 
structures and  
(b) evaluate the degree to which effect persistence and measurement model 
assumptions were related to the stability of model parameters and subsequent 
teacher effectiveness rankings across conditions.  
Specifically, the goals of this study were to answer the following questions: 
1. To what degree are model parameters, teacher estimates and rankings related 
to different univariate and multivariate measurement model structures? 
2. To what degree do measurement assumptions (parallel vs. non-parallel)2 relate 
to estimates of teacher effectiveness and subsequent rankings? 
3. To what degree does scaling (IRT vs. NCE scores) relate to estimates of 
teacher effectiveness and subsequent rankings? 
4. To what degree does longitudinal invariance (invariance or non-invariance) 
relate to estimates of teacher effectiveness and subsequent rankings? 
                                                 
2
 According to Kline (2011, p.243), parallel indicators measure the same construct with equal true score 
and error variances. 
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5. To what degree does teacher effect persistence (complete, partial, half-life, or 
zero) relate to estimates of teacher effectiveness and subsequent rankings?  
6. To what degree does the type of dependent variable (static achievement scores 
or change scores) relate to estimates of teacher effectiveness and subsequent 
rankings? 
The central hypothesis is that a longitudinal, non-invariant multivariate latent 
variable model will decrease measurement error, which in turn will positively relate to 
the reliability and stability of VAA teacher estimates and rankings.  The multivariate 
longitudinally non-invariant non-parallel latent variable model is hypothesized to 
demonstrate the least amount of bias because the most realistic set of assumptions about 
the true state of the data is that: (a) obtained scores contain measurement error, (b) not all 
measures are equally effective indicators of a construct (non-parallel), and (c) the 
construct should change over time (longitudinal non-invariance).  Given the assumptions 
about the true state of the data, a multivariate longitudinally non-invariant non-parallel 
latent variable model should demonstrate the least amount of bias due to poor reliability 
in the outcome measures and longitudinal non-invariance. 
The current project is a 4x2x2x2x2x2 mixed factorial design that utilized 
empirical data from Project STAR, a longitudinal randomized experiment evaluating the 
effect of class size on student achievement (Finn, Boyd-Zaharias, Fish, & Gerber, 2007).  
Value-added models varied between groups by the degree to which teacher estimates 
persisted over time (complete, partial, half-life, and zero) and within each value-added 
technique, measurement model structures varied by two levels of measurement 
assumptions (parallel and non-parallel indicators), two levels of variable combinations 
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(univariate and multivariate), two levels of scaling (IRT scale scores and NCE scores), 
two levels of longitudinal invariance (non-invariant and invariant), and two levels of 
dependent variables (static achievement scores and change scores).  The design for one of 
the value-added modeling conditions is depicted in Figure 1.   
 
 
Figure 1. Experimental design.  Note. IRT refers to Item Response Theory, NCE 
indicates normal curve equivalent, Sum Score refers to a summary score which is the 
average of the three scales, LVM indicates latent variable modeling, PI refers to parallel 
indicators, Change score-PI indicates a manifest change score between sum scores, 
Change score refers to the difference score between latent factor scores, and Piecewise 
refers to a latent growth model with change scores. 
 
Mathematics, reading, and listening scale scores from the norm-referenced 
Stanford Achievement Test (SAT) were used as indicators of a latent “achievement” 
construct in each of the four value-added models.  In the univariate conditions, summary 
scores were created as the average of the three scale scores.  Factor and change scores in 
the univariate condition were created based on a prior estimation (e.g., single score 
created from a latent variable or a weighted approach).  In all of the multivariate latent 
Complete	persistence	model
Longitudinal
Invariance Scaling Paralle	Indicators Univariate Multivariate
Static Non-Invariant IRT	scores Parallel Sum	Score-PI LVM-PI
Non-parallel Factor	score LVM
NCE	scores Parallel Sum	Score-PI LVM-PI
Non-parallel Factor	score LVM
Invariant IRT	scores Parallel Sum	Score-PI LVM-PI
Non-parallel Factor	score LVM
NCE	scores Parallel Sum	Score-PI LVM-PI
Non-parallel Factor	score LVM
Change Non-Invariant IRT	scores Parallel Change	score-PI Piecewise-PI
Non-parallel Change	score Piecewise
NCE	scores Parallel Change	score-PI Piecewise-PI
Non-parallel Change	score Piecewise
Invariant IRT	scores Parallel Change	score-PI Piecewise-PI
Non-parallel Change	score Piecewise




variable conditions, factor loadings were extracted from a prior estimation.  Multivariate 
models were estimated with a combination of measurement model conditions.  There 
were a total of four possible measurement model combinations that varied by longitudinal 
invariance and measurement assumptions.  Specifically, models assumed: (a) parallel or 
non-parallel factor loadings and errors and (b) longitudinal invariance or non-invariance.   
In this evaluation, measurement model structures ranged from overly simplified 
(e.g., longitudinally invariant parallel univariate static scores) to complex (e.g., 
longitudinally non-invariant multivariate latent growth model).  Given the range of 
conditions, a potential finding was that some measurement model assumptions were not 
as important as others.  That is, “simpler” measurement model structures may yield 
essentially the same teacher estimates as more complex measurement model structures.  
Thus, this study not only evaluated the value of incorporating latent variable methods 
with traditional value-added models, it also examined the degree to which violations of 
different measurement model assumptions were related to the consistency of teacher 
estimates and rankings.  
Model fit, parameter estimates, and teacher rankings were systematically 
compared across experimental conditions. Teacher effectiveness was measured by 
computing value-added estimates using the best linear unbiased predictors (BLUPs) from 
each time point. Teacher estimates (BLUPs) were then used to create rankings for 
teachers at each time point.  Spearman’s rho rank-order correlation was used to evaluate 
the general relationship between teacher estimates across conditions.  Additionally, two 
methods were used to evaluate the consistency of teacher estimates across experimental 
conditions.   
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One of the methods used to measure stability across experimental conditions 
focused on a particular portion of the distribution of teachers—the lowest performing 
teachers.  Because teachers in the bottom of the performance distribution may face 
potential sanctions, Cohen’s Kappa was used to compare the consistency of teacher 
rankings in the lowest quartile across experimental conditions.  Teachers in the first 
quartile were categorized as “underperforming” and all other quartiles (2nd – 4th) were 
categorized as “performing.”   
Consistency and precision were further evaluated by calculating the percentage of 
teachers statistically different from expected (i.e., zero) using the 95% confidence 
intervals.  This method was used because some researchers have criticized the use of 
quartiles (or quintiles) in evaluating the lowest performing teachers because these 
methods do not take into account confidence intervals.  Thus, rather than dividing 
teachers by quartiles teachers were categorized based on whether or not their estimates 
were statically different from zero.  Teacher estimates in which the 95% confidence 
intervals included zero were categorized as  “expected,” otherwise estimates whose 
confidence intervals fell below zero were categorized as “below expected” and those 
above zero were categorized as “above expected” (Briggs & Domingue, 2011).  This 
approach was used to determine the degree to which teachers could be distinguished from 
each other after taking into account sampling error using the 95% confidence intervals.  
The overarching hypothesis guiding this study was that the multivariate 
longitudinally non-invariant non-parallel model would demonstrate the least amount of 
bias across all experimental conditions.  Although several methods were used to evaluate 
the consistency in terms of rank-order correlation coefficients, these methods masked 
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some of the systematic bias across experimental conditions.  Scatter plots of the rank- 
order correlations revealed that several conditions contained noticeably consistent 
outliers.  Subsequently, additional methods were used to evaluate the degree of bias 
across univariate and multivariate experimental conditions.  Because the true teacher 
rankings were unknown, consistency was taken as a limited indication of truth.  Bias was 
operationalized in terms of the presence of outliers across experimental conditions.   
Overall the results showed that univariate models, as a whole, were less stable 
than the multivariate models across experimental conditions.  Multivariate models, 
particularly those within the static achievement score conditions, performed well across 
all experimental conditions and performance metrics.  As a group, multivariate models 
were more robust with respect to changes across experimental combinations than the 
univariate.  Additionally, the static multivariate models demonstrated the least amount of 
bias across experimental conditions.  Yet, there was a particular set of univariate 
conditions that demonstrated strong correlations with the multivariate results.  Rank-
order correlations were strong across the longitudinally invariant parallel IRT and NCE 
conditions and multivariate models from the static achievement score conditions.  
Although this particular combination (univariate longitudinally invariant parallel IRT and 
NCE conditions v. multivariate) was not evaluated by using all of the models examined 
in this study, the correlation results were promising (correlations were all above 0.95).  In 
these conditions, the simplest measurement model structures consistency ranked teachers 
the same as their more complex multivariate counterparts. 
Although multivariate models as a whole were more consistent across 
experimental combinations, there were some logistical problems with these methods.  In 
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particular, there were several implementation problems with the multivariate models and 
some of these concessions may limit their practical utility.  Without knowledge of the 
true teacher effects it is difficult to determine if the strengths of the multivariate models 
fully outweigh their weaknesses.  Future research will need to examine not only the 
consistency of teacher estimates across experimental combinations, but the degree to 




CHAPTER II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
The current wave of education reform, spurred by the passage of the No Child 
Left behind Act of 2001 (No Child Left Behind [NCLB], 2003), the blueprint for the 
reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) (U.S. 
Department of Education [DOE], 2010), and the Race to the Top grant applications 
(RTT; 2010), and ESEA flexibility options have generated enthusiasm for the use of 
student test score data to inform teachers’ professional development, merit pay, retention, 
and tenure.  For instance, one of the conditions of the new ESEA waivers is that for states 
to be considered for flexibility regarding their ESEA requirements (adequate yearly 
progress, school improvement programs), they must implement teacher and principal 
evaluation systems that incorporate student growth data (U.S. Department of Education, 
2011).   
 One approach gaining momentum in these discussions is the use of value-added 
assessment (VAA) systems to evaluate teacher effectiveness.  VAA are a collection of 
statistical techniques that use “multiple years of test-score data on students to try to 
estimate the causal effects of individual schools or teachers on student learning” 
(McCaffrey & Hamilton, 2007, p. xiii).  The enthusiasm behind these methods comes 
from the belief that they are able to isolate teacher and/or school effects by accounting for 
student-level factors (e.g., socioeconomic status, prior test scores) outside the control of 
teachers and schools (McCaffrey et al., 2004).  
Value-Added Assessment  
A growing movement in educational policy is a push to make teacher pay and 
tenure decisions based on measures of student performance rather than traditional 
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measures like graduate degrees and certifications.  Currently, the states Tennessee, 
North Carolina, Florida, Pennsylvania, and Ohio as well as cities such as Minneapolis, 
Dallas, Houston, Denver, and Washington, DC, use a type of VAA system to evaluate 
teachers and/or schools.  Additionally, the Texas Governor’s Educator Excellence Award 
Programs (GEEAP) has allocated a substantial percentage of their $330 million dollar 
annual budget to similar performance-based rewards (Koedel & Betts, 2009).  With the 
incentives attached to RTT and the proposed ESEA waivers, more states are working to 
expand their teacher evaluation practices to include a type of VAA system.   
In the context of VAA, achievement is operationalized as students’ gain on 
standardized achievement tests.  Statistical or econometric methods are used to predict 
future performance based on students’ prior tests scores.  Teacher effectiveness is 
measured by the degree to which students have attained, exceeded, or failed to attain a 
predicted score relative to a typical teacher (Braun, 2005; Harris & McCaffrey, 2010).  
Value-added methods purport to estimate “proportions of variance in changes in student 
achievement” after accounting for the influence of factors outside the control of the 
teacher and/or school (Rowan, et al. 2002, p. 1529).  “Good teachers are ones who get 
large gains in student achievement for their classes” (Hanushek, 2002, p. 3).   
The statistical methodology used to implement VAA can range from simple gain 
score regression models to complex models including statistical adjustments to account 
for the nesting structure of the students within classrooms and schools, measurement 
error, and differences in student, school, or community characteristics.  Given that 
various articles present diverse forms of value-added models, it is often difficult to 
understand what exactly constitutes a value-added model.  To be clear, the value-added 
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piece of any statistical model used in a VAA system is dictated by the use or proposed 
use rather than any explicit model specification (Betebenner, Wenning, & Briggs, 2011).  
As such, the type of methodology employed in a particular VAA system often varies by 
the background and training of the researcher or organization conducting the analyses as 
well as the context. 
The term value-added has its roots in the econometrics literature, specifically 
education production functions (EPFs), and refers to the function of inputs to outputs 
(Harris & McCaffrey, 2010).  The concept is built on the premise that schools and/or 
teachers are responsible for providing every student with a year of growth, regardless of a 
student’s education level at the start of the year.  Although some of the methods used to 
create value-added estimates are complex (sometimes including several adjustments to 
account for differences in school and community characteristics as well as the nesting 
structure of the students within classrooms and schools), the appeal of these techniques is 
due to their potential to provide an objective means of evaluating teachers through the use 
of multiple years of students’ standardized test scores rather than the current status-based 
methods that rely on cross-sectional data.  
While there is apparent promise with VAA systems, it is important to recognize 
that VAA systems depend on a number of assumptions, both in terms of the models as 
well as the outcomes being measured over time.  In particular, there are several different 
types of models used to measure teacher effectiveness and a general lack of consensus as 
to which method performs best.  This is primarily due to the fact that there is no one 
value-added model per se.  Value-added models are defined by the use or proposed use of 
the model information, rather than any specific model specification (Betebenner, 
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Wenning, & Briggs, 2011).  The models are discussed in more detail in the sections 
below, but this lack of consensus is due to the fact that model choice depends on the 
particular context and uses for the estimated teacher effects (Braun & Wainer, 2007).  
The lack of consensus and standardization poses problems in terms of validity.  The 
empirical literature is mixed across model assumptions, so it is difficult to determine 
which models are most useful and valid for evaluating teachers.  
In addition to the decisions regarding the type of model, the outcome measures 
themselves are often plagued with problems.  Given the large databases needed to 
conduct these types of analyses, data quality becomes an issue.  The presence of missing 
data plays a role in the efficacy of model results.  Missing data and incomplete records 
are the norm rather than the exception with the increased development and expansion of 
longitudinal data collection and it is not uncommon to encounter situations in which 30 – 
40 percent of relevant student data are missing (Braun & Wainer, 2007; Lockwood, 
2006).   
Additionally, all value-added methods assume data are missing at random (MAR), 
but there are numerous ways this assumption can fail (Braun & Wainer, 2007).  Missing 
data produced by student mobility, teacher non-response, and general data 
mismanagement leads to ignorable nonresponse data [e.g., missing completely at random 
(MCAR) or missing at random (MAR)] but other types of missing data may fall into the 
category of nonignorable missingness (e.g., missing not at random; MNAR) (Schafer & 
Graham, 2002).  For instance, low-performing, disadvantaged students tend to have 
higher rates of student mobility which in turn leads to their having higher rates of missing 
data (Baker et al., 2010).  In this case, value-added estimates calculated only from 
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students with complete records could potentially bias any inferences drawn from the 
scores.  Policy makers can also exert a considerable influence on the degree of missing 
data by defining the minimal standards for including student data into teacher 
evaluations.  In the Dallas value-added assessment system, students’ data are only 
included if students have been “continuously enrolled” in a school.  Under this definition, 
students must be in attendance by the end of the first six weeks and remain in the same 
school until the end of the year (Webster & Medrano, 1997).  Ballou et al. (2004) 
comment that teacher effects in Tennessee cannot be based on gains of students who have 
spent less than 150 days in a particular class. 
Overall, these factors only scratch the surface in the myriad of issues involved 
with the use of VAA.  The following sections provide more detail concerning the 
analytical and validity questions regarding VAA.  Given the diversity of methods 
available to create value-added estimates, the following review focuses on several of the 
most prominent methods discussed in the literature.  Each review includes detail 
regarding the mathematical formulas and assumptions, research findings, and potential 
shortcomings for the most common econometric and statistical models. 
Econometric and Statistical Models 
  The literature related to VAA is large and disconnected (Goe, Bell, & Little, 
2008).  This is due in part to the diverse fields involved in research related to value-added 
methods.  Current value-added approaches have their roots in econometrics, statistics, 
and various ad hoc methods (Harris & McCaffrey, 2010).  The main players in the 
literature tend to come from the econometric and statistics tradition, whereas ad hoc 
methods are typically analyses developed by individual schools, districts, or states.   
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Econometric models.  “Economists start with an explicit model for students’ 
potential outcomes given their current classroom assignment and establish a set of 
assumptions for that model” (Harris & McCaffrey, 2010, p. 260).  Compared to statistical 
models, econometric models attempt to make causal attributions based on student-, peer-, 
and school-level inputs (covariates).  The rationale behind this approach is that it is 
necessary to account for factors that may influence test scores that are not under the 
control of teachers or schools (Harris & McCaffrey, 2010).   
Econometric models have numerous assumptions built into them from the start of 
the modeling process.  According to Harris and McCaffrey (2010), some of the 
assumptions that vary across models include but are not limited to: (a) age independence 
(growth is invariant across age); (b) additive separability (effects do not interact); (c) 
fixed family inputs over time; (d) geometric decay (input effects decline at a constant 
rate); (e) interval scale; (f) uniform effectiveness (inputs are equally effective for all 
students); and (g) students are assigned to schools based on fixed characteristics 
(assignments are not based on prior gain).  Models use a combination of these 
assumptions to form the basis for estimating parameters and making causal 
interpretations of the estimates, as long as the assumptions hold (Harris & McCaffrey, 
2010).  
Models also include several student-, peer-, and school-level covariates to account 
for factors outside the control of teachers (or schools) that may influence test scores.  
Some examples of the types of student- and school-level inputs include but are not 
limited to: (a) a variable for fixed student contribution assumed to be determined by 
factors unknown to the analyst but constant over time (also referred to as innate ability); 
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(b) prior achievement scores; and (c) student- and school-level covariates (e.g., 
socioeconomic status, race, etc.).  Another difference between the two traditions is the 
type of methodology employed to estimate teacher effects.  The majority of statistical 
approaches use methods that account for hierarchically nested data [hierarchical linear 
models (HLM) or multilevel models (MLM)] or Bayesian methods such as MCMC 
estimation, while the econometric tradition tends to rely primarily upon linear regression.   
Missing data can be problematic in econometric models given their reliance on 
covariates.  In particular, these models tend to include several student-, peer-, and school-
level covariates, which requires an extensive longitudinal database.  Given that several 
assumptions hinge on the inclusion of student- and school-level variables, incomplete 
information would influence any model results.  Missing data lead to a geometrically 
decreasing amount of complete student-teacher linkage information over time, which is 
especially problematic for methods which model current achievement as a function of 
prior achievement.  Also, missing data have a pronounced impact on teacher value-added 
estimates from models that only use data from two adjacent years.  Overall, given the 
amount of missing data in longitudinal databases, these constraints could decrease 
precision and introduce bias in the estimates.  
 Covariate adjustment.  The covariate adjustment model is one of the most 
common models used in the econometrics literature (McCaffrey et al., 2004).  These 
models can be specified using either linear regression or hierarchical methods.  An 




                                                       
                                                
                                                              (1) 
 where the math score (Sit) for person i in year t, is a function of a vector of race/ethnicity 
(Race/Eth) and English language development (ELD) variables, a dummy variable 
indicating whether a person repeated a grade, previous years’ achievement scores (math, 
reading and language arts), teacher effects (             and error (it).  In this particular 
example, the authors observe that it is common to also include school fixed effects in 
these types of models even though they chose to omit them from their particular analyses.  
Teacher effects are assumed to include an unknown fixed effect (         , experience 
(Experteacher,yr*) and a random component (teacher,yr) (Gordon, Kane, & Staiger, 2006).  
In this example, the authors estimated a separate model for each year and the coefficients 
for the entire list of covariates were allowed to vary over time.   
Following specifications outlined by McCaffrey et al., a hierarchical covariate 
adjustment model without school effects is expressed as follows,  
         
     
          
        
       . (2)
 
Outcomes from student j at year i are a function of an overall mean μi, the random teacher 
effect θi, the ji proportion of instruction to student j, time invariant covariates xj (gender, 
race, socioeconomic status, etc.), the zji time varying covariates (classroom variables, 
accommodations, etc.), and previous year’s scores yji-1.  Teacher effects and residual 
errors from each year are i.i.d. normal random variables with mean zero and variances 
independent of each other.  Additionally, the model restricts both the teacher effect and 
residual error matrices to be autoregressive.  Prior year scores do not have to be on the 
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same scale and they are assumed to account for teacher effects from the previous year 
as well as the cross-classification of students across classrooms and teachers (McCaffrey 
et al., 2004).   
 Value-added in this case is the difference between the observed and average 
outcome for student j at year i due to unexplained teacher-level variance θi and the 
combination of time invariant and time-varying components.  The meaning of value-
added depends on the teacher-level variance and how the model adjusts for the various 
covariates.  Covariates have an important role because teachers’ relative positions will 
change depending on how many covariates are included in the model and how they 
interact with each other.  Additionally, in order to measure the contribution teachers 
make to students’ learning over time, the model can be parameterized so that all school 
inputs decay at the same rate to estimate the teacher’s effect as a classroom mean.  The 
classroom mean represents the average potential outcome for students assigned to a 
specific classroom (teacher) (Harris & McCaffrey, 2010).  Teacher effects are obtained 
by including additional student-level variables into the model in order to control for 
students’ contribution.  Students’ learning trajectories are measured each year as they 
move across teachers to determine whether particular teachers produce faster than 
average rates of growth.  Random teacher effects are assumed to persist undiminished 
over time because they are a component of the previous years’ scores even though they 
are not directly parameterized in the model.   
One of the criticisms of this model is the use of student achievement scores, rather 
than gain scores as the dependent variables.  Rowan and colleagues (2002) claim that 
covariance adjustment methods model student status rather than changes in student 
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achievement.  “If one really wants to assess the size of teacher effects on changes in 
student achievement, models of annual gains are preferable” (Rowan, Correnti, & Miller, 
2002, p. 5).   
Gain score.  While the covariate adjustment model regresses current scores on 
prior years’ scores, another econometric model discussed by McCaffrey et al. (2004) uses 
difference scores to model achievement gains across years.  In the gain score model, 
scores from adjacent years are differenced to obtain “gains” from one year to the next.  
The difference score, dij = yij – yij-1 for j 1 is modeled as follows,  
         
       
               (3)
 
where  indicates the mean gain in grade j, the random teacher effect is represented as θi, 
ji indicates the proportion of instruction to student j, the additional parameters xj and zji 
reflect the time invariant covariates (gender, race, socioeconomic status, etc.) and time 
varying covariates (classroom variables, accommodations, etc.), respectively.  As with 
the covariate-adjustment model, teacher effects and residual errors are i.i.d. normal 
random variables with mean zero and variance independent of each other.  In particular, 
this model assumes that teacher effects persist undiminished over time and that there is 
no correlation across years between the residual errors for a student’s gains (McCaffrey 
et al., 2004).  Similar to the covariate adjustment model, student-, teacher-, and school-
level covariates are used to control for factors outside of the teachers’ control.  
Additionally, the difference score is assumed to account for the cross-classified structure 
as well as any cross-grade correlation.  
Due to the use of student-level covariates (prior test scores, etc.) and the type of 
outcome variable (difference score), the benefits and drawbacks to the econometric 
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models are different from the statistical models discussed above.  Both models have 
been criticized for producing inconsistent estimates, because gains may be “unreliable 
when true differences among students in academic growth are small” (Rowan et al., 2002, 
p. 9).  Missing data can also be problematic with gain score models because the method 
only uses students with data from two adjacent years.  Given the amount of missing data 
in some longitudinal databases, this constraint could decrease precision and introduce 
bias in the estimates.  Furthermore, both models make restrictive assumptions about 
teacher effects and error terms that may also influence the reliability of the value-added 
estimates. 
Although a great deal of work cited in the value-added literature has been done 
with covariate adjustment and gain score models, these methods tend not to take into 
account of the hierarchical structure of the underlying data.  Because students are nested 
within classrooms, teachers, and schools, observations are not independent of each other; 
these methods may “make unsuitable assumptions on the variance-covariance structure 
since they assume independence of the observations” (Grilli & Rampichini, 2009, p. 66).  
It is important to account for nesting via methods such as multilevel modeling because 
results from students in the same classrooms and schools will be correlated due to shared 
unobserved factors (Grilli & Rampichini, 2009).  Additionally, outcomes from gain score 
approaches are difficult to interpret if: (a) measures are not on the same scale, (b) there 
have been substantial changes to the test, or (c) a new test is adopted across years.  In 
these cases, growth is confounded with changes in the test. 
Value-added methods have their roots in the econometrics literature, a paradigm 
that concentrates on inputs, production, and outputs.  Economic theory is focused on 
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determining the relationship between a combination of inputs (teachers) and possible 
outputs (test scores, graduation rates) in order to make causal attributions.  In contrast, 
statistical approaches seek to describe and understand the relationship among variables.   
Statistical models.  Harris and McCaffrey (2010) assert that the main focus of 
statistical approaches to VAA is to describe the correlation among scores for students 
nested within the same classroom (or school) and the different sources of variance.  
Specifically, models are designed to provide a description of growth trajectories, the 
correlation among scores, and the degree of variation around the average students who 
share a classroom, school or multiple measures across grades (e.g., repeated observations 
within students) (Harris & McCaffrey, 2010).  Value-added teacher effects are defined as 
the random effects for classroom (teacher) assignments.  McCaffrey and colleagues 
(2003; also cited in Mariano et al., 2010 and Lockwood et al., 2007) note that the random 
effects are not necessarily causal or intrinsic teacher effects, but unexplained 
heterogeneity among students within an individual teacher’s classroom.   
Statistical approaches tend primarily to use multilevel modeling (MLM) to 
estimate teacher value-added effects.  One of the benefits of MLM as opposed to 
conventional general linear modeling is the ability of the models to handle missing data.  
MLM views data as complete relative to a single occasion and the predictors included in 
the model.  MLM does not require listwise deletion of whole persons unless a time-
invariant predictor is missing, but it does delete incomplete cases based on the time 
points within a person.  However, as with the covariate adjustment and gain score models 
discussed in the previous section, models become more sensitive to missing data as the 
number of covariates increase.   
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There are several different types of statistical methods discussed in the value-
added literature.  For the purpose of this review, the focus concerns the specification of 
the teacher effect persistence parameter.  As discussed below, the main difference 
between the models presented is the assumption regarding the degree to which teacher 
effects either persist indefinitely over time, fade-away over time, or extinguish 
completely at the end of the school year.  This assumption plays a significant role in the 
validity of these models to accurately estimate teacher effects. 
Layered or complete persistence model.  One of the most widely known VAA 
systems is the Educational Value-Added Assessment System (EVAAS) model, also 
referred to as a layered or complete persistence (CP) model (Ballou et al., 2004; Braun, 
2005; Braun & Wainer, 2008; McCaffrey et al., 2004; Sanders, Saxton, & Horn, 1997, 
Wright et al., 2010).  Although there are numerous types of methods used to produce 
teacher value-added estimates, the EVAAS model has been used by several states such as 
Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Tennessee.  These models assume teacher effects persist 
undiminished and unchanged over time, so teacher effects from subsequent years are 
added in layers to the initial year.  Hence, the effect of a good or poor teacher in third 
grade is assumed to impact students’ learning in the fourth grade, fifth grade, and so on.  
Teacher effects are a function of a student’s base ability, the current teacher, and the 
summation of the effects of previous teachers.   
 Wright, White, Sanders, and Rivers (2010) assert that the EVAAS model has the 
flexibility to model both multivariate and univariate outcomes.  EVAAS methods 
incorporate longitudinal, linear mixed models in which either a single subject (univariate) 
or sets of students’ test scores (multivariate) are simultaneously fit in the model.  Teacher 
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estimates are produced for every subject included in the model.  That is, multivariate 
models that include test scores from mathematics and reading produce two teacher 
estimates. The model uses at least three years of student assessment data in order to 
project a future score.  Model projections “provide information regarding students’ track 
towards proficiency and the influence educational entities such as schools or teachers 
have on the students’ progress” (Wright, Sanders, & Rivers, 2006, p. 396).  Projections 
are the estimated score for a student, had he or she received an average schooling 
experience (Wright, Sanders, & Rivers, 2010).  According to Sanders et al. (1997), the 
longitudinal nature of the data allows students to serve as their own controls (e.g., each 
child is a blocking factor), which permits the model to produce estimates free of bias 
from demographic, socioeconomic, or other potentially biasing factors.  These authors 
contend that this blocking method controls for differences among students, thus allowing 
for a more precise estimate of the factors that influence academic gain (Sanders et al., 
1997). 
 In their extensive review, McCaffrey et al. (2004) parameterized three years of 
data for a univariate CP model as follows,  
                 (4)
 
                       
                             
 
where the ui are year-specific means and the k teacher effects are independently and 
identically distributed (i.i.d.) N(0,2) and the jk measures the proportion of instruction 
provided to student j by teacher k at time i.  The ji are assumed normally distributed and 
independent across students.  The estimated variance-covariance matrix for the random 
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effects, also called the G matrix, is an independent diagonal matrix of variances and 
covariances among teacher variance components (Wright & Sanders, 2008).  The 
estimated variance-covariance matrix for the residuals, also called the R matrix, contains 
the variance and covariances among student residuals.  In this case, the R matrix is a 
block-diagonal correlation matrix with a block for each student, because residuals are not 
independent within a student.  Wright and Sanders (2008) note that each student’s R 
matrix is the same (e.g., equal variances) and all of the diagonal elements have the same 
value of 2.  Value-added teacher estimates are the residuals from the best linear 
unbiased predictors (BLUPs), specifically the shrunken estimates of the teacher effects.  
 An important difference between a standard growth model and the CP model is 
the parameterization of the means and covariances (Wright et al., 2006).  Specifically, the 
CP model does not assume a linear growth pattern for the means, an assumption made by 
other models, and the variance-covariance matrix is completely unstructured.  It is 
assumed that the variance-covariance matrix is the same within student cohorts but may 
vary across cohorts (OECD, 2008).  Wright and colleagues (2006) highlighted that this 
model does not require vertically linked data and has the ability to incorporate data from 
multiple subjects because the model does not require predictors to be on the same scale. 
In fact, the only requirement they stipulated for the model is the use of “good predictors” 
which could potentially be from different subject tests and different vendors (Wright et 
al., 2006).   
 Several researchers have criticized the CP model’s assumptions of complete 
persistence.  In particular, critics contend that the assumption of undiminished persistence 
is an excessively restrictive assumption, which does not hold in practice or with some 
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types of data.  Given these criticisms, McCaffrey et al. (2004) developed a model 
similar to the CP, which they refer to as a variable persistence model (Lockwood, 
McCaffrey, Hamilton, Stecher, Le, & Martinez, 2007; Lockwood, McCaffrey, Mariano, 
& Setodji, 2007).   
 Variable persistence model.  Compared to the CP model, the variable persistence 
(VP) model explicitly parameterizes the degree to which teacher effects persist over time 
rather than assuming undiminished (cumulative) persistence.  Specifically, teacher effects 
are “simple rescalings of the proximal year effect, with separate rescaling factor for each 
year but future effects are otherwise unchanged” (Mariano, McCaffrey, & Lockwood, 
2010, p. 260).  A student model that includes teacher effects across three years of data is 
expressed as,   
                   (5)
 
                          
                                   
where outcomes for student j at year i is a function of a year-specific overall mean ui, the 
random teacher effects i which are the independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) 
N(0, 2) classroom level random component, the jk proportion of instruction to student j, 
and the persistence of teacher effects ii.  Error, ji, are assumed to be (i.i.d.) N(0, 
2) 
residual terms.  McCaffrey and colleagues (2004) assert that student test scores do not 
need to be on a developmental scale, the model is capable of handling scores from 
linearly related scales.  Extensions to the model can include time varying and/or time 
invariant covariates, multiple school systems, subjects, or cohorts (McCaffrey et al., 
2004).   
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Although scores from the same student are likely to be correlated, an 
unstructured variance-covariance matrix allows for different variance estimates at each 
occasion, thus variance is free to change across time (McCaffrey et al., 2004).  
Additionally, residual errors have an unrestricted covariance matrix.  Cross-classification, 
contextual changes due to aspects such as student mobility or teacher turnover which 
alters the initial hierarchical model, is captured by including the effects of prior teachers 
(and/or schools) in the model for current years’ scores (McCaffrey et al., 2004).  Teacher 
and school effects are assumed to be independent within a specific year and across time. 
Teacher effects are linked to the student by the jk proportion of instruction 
provided to the student, in which values can range from 0 to 1 with j jk = 1.  Zeros 
indicate students did not receive instruction from the corresponding teacher, and a 1 
indicates that the teacher provided all of the student’s instruction (Lockwood et al., 
2007).  Fractional values in between these two extremes indicate that multiple teachers 
were involved in a student’s instruction.  The contribution of prior teachers, the 
persistence parameter ii, is estimated directly from the data and assumed to be constant 
across students.  The model allows “the effect of a teacher on his or her student’s future 
scores to equal his or her effect from the year she taught the students times a persistence 
parameter” (Mariano, McCaffrey, & Lockwood, 2010, p. 255). If all ii are zero, then 
prior teachers do not contribute to current scores.  When all of the persistence parameters 
equal 1, prior teacher effects persist and contribute equally to the current years’ scores 
(e.g., equivalent to layered and cumulative cross-classified models).  When all ii > 1, 
then teacher effects have a positive influence on student gains and conversely for any 
negative effects on gains.  However, when all ii 1, prior teachers are assumed not 
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contribute to gains in scores (McCaffrey et al., 2004).  If all ii are less than 1, the 
effects of prior teachers contribute inversely to gains and students’ regress to the mean 
after leaving the teacher’s class (Lockwood et al., 2007; McCaffrey et al., 2004).  
Furthermore, if ii are less than one and decay exponentially between observations, 
teacher effects follow a stationary autoregressive structure (ii’ = 
i-i' for  < 1) 
(McCaffrey et al., 2004). 
 There has been some empirical support for the assumptions underlying the VP 
model.  For instance, research by Lockwood et al. (2007) found that past teachers (2 or 
more years removed) did not contribute to students’ test performance.  However, the 
persistence parameter tends to complicate estimation with the variable persistence model 
(Braun & Wainer, 2007).  In order to mitigate some of difficulty in the estimation 
process, Lockwood et al. (2007) developed a Bayesian approach to estimate model 
parameters.  This approach uses Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling 
algorithms to repeatedly sample from the conditional posterior distributions of specific 
parameters.  Conditioning on the random effects reduces the complex covariance matrix 
and facilitates the estimation of the persistence parameters.   
 Although researchers have had success with the VP model, Mariano, McCaffrey, 
and Lockwood (2010) developed a less restrictive version of the model to account for 
some of the restrictions placed on teacher effects.  Specifically, current and future teacher 
effects are allowed to differ and be imperfectly related to each other.  As explained 
below, this model also uses Bayesian formulation to estimate teacher effects based on 
informative priors.   
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Generalized persistence model.  Both the CP and VP models assume that a 
teacher’s effect on future scores is perfectly correlated with the effect the teacher has on 
current scores.  Thus, a teacher effect one standard deviation above the mean in the 
current year is assumed to be constant across all future years.  This can be problematic if 
scores are not on the same developmental scale, due to aspects such as construct shifts 
(non-overlap) across years, construct multidimensionality, or the natural evolution of 
assessment and curriculum standards (Mariano et al., 2010).  Given these challenges, 
Mariano and colleagues developed the generalized persistence (GP) model to address 
both teacher effect persistence as well as scale and content changes across years. 
 The GP model assumes student achievement is from a single cohort of students 
across grades, and outcomes are measured on a continuous scale that does not have to be 
vertically scaled.  As with the CP and VP models, achievement is modeled as a function 
of the an overall mean for all students, the cumulative sum of current and prior years 
teacher effects, and a random residual error term.  A model of student j’s performance at 
time i in a teacher’s classroom k, is parameterized as,  
        (∑ ∑     
  
   
 
         )      (6) 
where t is the overall mean for the current i year and it is the residual error.  Residual 
error terms are assumed to be multivariate normally distributed random variables, with a 
mean of zero and an unstructured variance-covariance matrix.  Additionally, error terms 
are assumed to be independent across students.  Teacher effects are the product of  ijk 
and g[kt], where ijk indicates the proportion of instruction provided to the student.  In 
contrast to the other two models, the GP model does not place any constraints on the 
variances of the teacher effects and correlation structure between the effects is arbitrary 
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(Mariano et al., 2010).  Each teacher has Ki = T – i + 1 vector of effects based the 
current year i and all future years T (Mariano et al., 2010).  Thus, a third grade teacher 
has a specific effect when students are in that grade, but that effect is allowed to differ 
when students move on to higher grades.  For instance, the first two elements in the 
teacher effect matrix from grades 3-4 are the effects third grade teacher k  in the proximal 
year t = i and t = i +1 (1[k1] and 1[k2]) while the first element for the fourth grade teacher 
is t = i (2[k2]). 
Teacher effects for each year i are assumed multivariate normal with a mean of 
zero and unstructured covariance matrix i.  Further, effects are assumed independent 
within and across years as well as student-level residuals.  According to Mariano et al. 
(2010, p. 259), the Ki-dimensional multivariate normal distribution reduces to univariate 
normal because Ki = 1 for i = T.  The model can also be extended to include both time 
invariant and time-varying variables such as student- and school-level covariates.  The i 
covariance matrix is composed of a nonnegative diagonal matrix of teacher effect 
variances Si for each year and the Ci nonnegative definite correlation matrix of the same 
effects (i  = Si
1/2
CiSi
1/2).  Additionally, the number of parameters in the i  matrix are 
related to the number of teachers, thus there are (Ki)(Ki +1) free parameters in Si and 
(Ki)(Ki -1)/2 correlations in Ci.  
The main difference between the GP other models [CP, VP, and the zero 
persistence (ZP) discussed below] is the number of free parameters in the i covariance 
matrix and the localization of teacher effects (Mariano et al., 2010).  For instance, the CP 
model restricts the i covariance matrix to a single free parameter, the variance of the 
initial teacher effect i
2.  Because the CP model assumes that teacher effects persist 
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undiminished into the future, the effect variances follow pattern where Si = SiI and the 
nonnegative definite correlation matrix has all 1s, Ci = J (Mariano et al., 2010).  The VP 
model has a few more free parameters, Ki, the diagonally elements of Si, but Ci is still 
constrained to be all 1s (Ci = J) because the teacher effects are assumed to be perfectly 
correlated with the initial year.  An additional result of constraining the correlation matrix 
is that models (CP and VP) give more weight to the initial year than future year scores in 
subsequent estimates (Mariano et al., 2010). In terms of localization, the CP and VP 
models restrict the correlation matrix to be all 1s (ZP restricts all elements other than i
2 
to zero), thus change and persistence in the teacher effects are forced to meet certain 
assumptions which are fully absorbed into S (Mariano et al., 2010).  Because the GP 
model relaxes the assumption that effects need to be constant over time (Ci = J), both the 
variance and correlation matrices in i share any influence from persistence.   
CP, VP, and GP models all assume an unstructured covariance matrix with added 
teacher random effects.  In contrast, Raudenbush and Bryk (2002) suggested the use of a 
random coefficient growth model which is augmented by a “deflection model” for the 
teacher and/or school value-added (Raudenbush, 2004).  Specifically, cross-classified 
models directly estimate students’ individual growth curves as well as teacher (and/or 
school) effects.   
 Cross-classified mixed effects model.  One of the limitations of traditional 
hierarchical models is that they only apply to individuals who remain in a single context 
(classroom, school, or neighborhood) over the course of an investigation (Raudenbush & 
Bryk, 2002).  This tends to be a rather restrictive assumption, especially given that 14% 
(approximately 40 million) of people in the United States moved between 2002 and 2003, 
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and mobility rates for some schools is as high as 100% (National Research Council and 
Institute of Medicine, 2010).   
 In order to account for changes in context, such as different classrooms, schools 
or neighborhoods, Raudenbush and Bryk (2002) suggested modeling contextual effects as 
“deflections” from a child’s linear growth trajectory.  These “deflections” influence the 
intercept of the growth curve but not the growth rate (i.e., slope) (Wright, Sanders, & 
Rivers, 2006).  They provided two examples for modeling teacher effects demonstrating 
the flexibility of the cross-classified mixed effects model.  Specifically, teacher (or 
school) effects were modeled as cumulative effects that continued undiminished over 
time and time-specific acute effects that diminished at the conclusion of the school year.  
Similar to the layered or CP model, a cumulative cross-classified model assumes 
that teacher effects persist undiminished over time.  For example, student j’s performance 
at time i in classroom k, over the course of three years can be expressed as, 
                        (7) 
                                    
                                            
in which u0 represents average achievement in the first year, c1 is the average learning 
growth, b00j represents the random effect of student j on achievement in grade 1, b10j is 
the student’s random effect for learning rate, and 00k denotes the random teacher effect 
for teacher k.  Teacher effects 00k are independently distributed N(0,c00) and random 
effects for achievement and learning rates are assumed correlated.  Gain at the end of the 
year is a combination of a student’s growth rate and a teacher deflection.  Similar to the 
CP and layered models, the cumulative cross-classified model assumes that a teacher’s 
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effect persists undiminished through time.  That is, prior teachers have a persistent, 
lingering effect on current student achievement.  
Raudenbush and Bryk (2002) also presented a case in which teacher (or school) 
effects disappear at the conclusion of each year.  Mariano and colleagues (2010) referred 
to this type of scenario as a zero persistence (ZP) model, in which a teacher’s effect does 
not persist into the future.  Based on the example described by Raudenbush and Bryk 
(2002), an acute cross-classified mixed effects model of student j’s performance at time i 
in classroom k, over the course of three years can be represented as,  
                         (8) 
                               
                                  
where u0 is the average achievement in the first year, c1 represents the average rate of 
learning, b00j is the random effect of child j on achievement in year 1, b10j represents the 
random effect for child on the learning rate, and 00k is the random teacher effect for 
teacher k.  As with the cumulative model, teacher effects 00k are independently 
distributed N(0,c00) and random effects for achievement and learning rates are assumed 
correlated.  Compared to the other models presented thus far, this model assumes that 
teacher effects are time specific.  That is, a teacher no longer has an influence on 
students’ achievement once they transition to another class.  Essentially, the teacher 
effect disappears at the end of the school year (or upon the conclusion of a student’s time 
within a teacher’s classroom).  Additionally, both the acute and cumulative models are 
flexible in that they can specify linear, polynomial, or non-linear growth for the outcome 
over time (Raudenbush, 2004; Wright et al., 2010).   
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  Summary.  While there are several different types of statistical models 
available to researchers and practitioners, the models share the same general goals.  In 
particular, statistical models provide a description of growth trajectories, the correlation 
among scores, and the degree of variation around students who share a classroom (Harris 
& McCaffrey, 2010).  As discussed in the proceeding section, econometric models have 
different goals than statistical models and as it stands, there is a lack of consensus 
concerning which statistical and/or econometric model performs best.   
Defining “best” is not easy because the decision is relative to a number of 
different factors.  In particular, the choice of model depends largely on the training of the 
researchers conducting the analyses as well as the context and uses for the estimated 
teacher effects.  Despite the relative nature of defining the best fitting model, there are 
important assumptions that vary across the type of value-added method.  It is important to 
understand these assumptions along with the research behind them in order to evaluate 
the efficacy of the models to accurately measure teacher effectiveness.   
While technical issues related to the models and their assumptions are important, 
the validation process requires a more encompassing perspective that also considers the 
context and potential uses of estimates from VAA systems.  Different schools of thought 
evaluate and specify models based on the modus operandi of their field.  Statisticians and 
econometricians have different views concerning what constitutes a value-added model.  
Yet despite the modus operandi, there are large looming questions regarding the degree to 
which any of the models accurately measure teacher effectiveness. 
Validity of Value-added Estimates  
 In the last half-century, the concept of validity has evolved from the definition of 
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three distinct types of validity (i.e., criterion-related, content-related, and construct) 
that needed to be addressed separately to a more integrated model (Angoff, 1988).  The 
current Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing (American Educational 
Research Association [AERA], American Psychological Association [APA], & National 
Council on Measurement in Education [NCME], 1999) defines validity as a unitary 
concept that examines “the degree to which all the accumulated evidence supports the 
intended interpretations of test scores for the proposed purpose” (AERA, APA, NCME, 
1999, p. 11).  Instead of separating validity into three components, construct validity has 
emerged as the overarching concept encompassing all other approaches.   
Constructs are unobserved, latent characteristics that are given meaning through 
the combination of measurable attributes, skills, or traits.  The combinations of attributes, 
skills, or traits used to operationalize constructs are based on psychological theory and 
previous research.  Construct validity is a judgment concerning the extent to which 
“empirical evidence and theoretical rationales support the adequacy and appropriateness 
of inferences and actions based on test scores or other modes of assessment” (Messick, 
1989, p. 13).  Construct validity and the umbrella of construct evidence subsume other 
types of validity because almost all sources of evidence contribute to the understanding 
of the construct that a test is trying to measure.  The test itself is not the subject of the 
validation process; rather, validation focuses on the “interpretations of the data arising 
from a specified procedure” (Cronbach, 1971, p. 447).  Because construct validity can 
subsume a large amount of evidence, the current discussion focused on issues related to 
context and statistical conclusion validity of VAA estimates.   
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In order to understand the technical aspects of value-added, the statistics have 
to be put in context.  Teacher estimates are derived from achievement scores and there 
are several potential threats to the reliability and validity of test scores.  Context is 
important in VAA systems, because the system hinges on the assumption that model 
inputs are reliable and valid indicators of student achievement.  Potential threats to the 
foundation of VAA systems could invalidate any findings.  That is, corrosion in the 
pillars holding up the models has the potential to bring down the whole house.   
Context.  There are several potential threats to the validity of value-added teacher 
estimates due to the environment of the K-12 educational system.  Several potential 
factors such as peers, classrooms, teachers, school, neighborhoods, and home 
environments have the potential to influence student achievement.  The combination of 
these influences creates a very complex environment from which to draw inferences from 
students’ test scores.  Although several models include multiple covariates in order to 
account for factors such as peer, school, and home environments, it is not possible to 
include all possible factors influencing student achievement.  Overall, the educational 
context is anything but static, which poses threats to the validity of any type of 
measurement.   
In addition to the challenge of accurately measuring constructs in a dynamic 
environment, value-added methods depend on a number of assumptions regarding the 
degree to which student achievement scores measure the intended construct both at one 
time and across time.  Because students’ test scores are the linchpins in the calculation of 
teacher effects, it is important to address what achievement tests are measuring (or not 
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measuring) at a single point in time as well as across time and the potential threats to 
any conclusions that can be made from student achievement scores.  
 Student achievement.  States rely on large-scale criterion-referenced tests to 
measure how much a student has learned relative to a set of content standards.  Test 
specifications and items are developed to measure specific content standards within a 
particular domain (e.g., mathematics, reading, etc.).  The goal of these tests is to inform 
test-users such as parents, teachers, principals, and state personnel, how much ability or 
knowledge a student has attained relative to a cut-score or the percentage of possible 
points (Haladyna, 2002).  
 Although decisions such as grade retention, promotion, and high school 
graduation depend on students’ test scores, a common misunderstanding with educational 
tests is that scores represent a complete measure of achievement (Koretz, 2008).  Tests 
are comprised of only a subset of the complete battery of measures that could be used if 
time and resources were infinite.  Because resources are not infinite, tests measure a 
sample of behavior in order to make an inference back to a larger content and skill 
domain.  Test scores are only a single indicator of learning and “one that is unavoidably 
incomplete and somewhat prone to error” (Koretz, 2008, p. 10).   
 Given that tests are samples of behavior from different subjects, proficiency 
within a subject domain depends on a collection of knowledge and skills.  Although 
mathematics may be interpreted as a single broad subject area, the collection of 
knowledge and skills needed to be successful on one test may not be consistent across 
different tests or time.  For instance, scores on one mathematics test may depend on a 
combination of items measuring computational proficiency and problem solving skills, 
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while another test may emphasize more advanced mathematics items with less familiar 
item formats.  It can be difficult to compare scores and draw inferences from different 
tests given that changes to the substantive elements within a test can lead to bias or 
measurement error for both cross-sectional and longitudinal inferences (Hamilton et al., 
2006).  
 “Because no test can provide a perfectly accurate or valid assessment of a 
student’s mastery of a content domain, the Test Standards cautions against over reliance 
on a single score when making high-stakes decisions about students” (Linn, 2002, p. 42).  
Test score inflation and dimensionality are two potential threats to the validity of 
achievement scores (Hamilton et al., 2006).  For example, a recent report found that 
states tend to set low performance standards relative to international standards (Phillips, 
2010).  Phillips (2010) points out that more than 60% of the variation in state success 
rates (e.g., numbers of proficient students) is related to where the states set their 
performance standard.  In fact a recent example of potential score inflation can be found 
in New York State, where the State Education Department (NYSED) recently decided to 
change their cut scores because the “bar was set too low” (NYSED, 2010).  According to 
their press release, more students were scoring proficient on the state accountability test, 
while National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) scores remained flat.  In 
addition to setting low performance standards, a potential contributing factor in score 
inflation may be the practice of “teaching to the test.”  With increasing pressure to 
produce measurable results, it is not uncommon to find teachers adjusting their teaching 
practices to align with the state achievement tests.  Overall, test scores may increase, but 
without a corresponding improvement in student learning (Shepard, 2000).   
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While score inflation is one component that may introduce potential threats to 
the validity of student test scores and the subsequent value-added estimates, another 
important threat to consider is test dimensionality.  Because tests are samples of behavior, 
the collection of knowledge and skills needed to be successful on one test may not be 
consistent across different tests or time.  As such, proficiency in a subject domain 
depends on the collection of knowledge and skills included within a specific exam.  Test-
users commonly assume that tests function as unidimensional measures of a single 
construct (e.g., mathematics) even though tests are comprised of many items, each 
measuring a range of content and skills.  A test may have several subscales, but it is often 
the case that a single score is reported and interpreted as a unidimensional measure of the 
specific construct.  Yet all tests are inherently multidimensional and the degree to which 
they deviate from unidimensionality can pose a threat to the inferences drawn from test 
scores (Hamilton et al., 2006).  
For instance, Muthén and colleagues (1997) investigated the dimensionality of the 
1992 NAEP mathematics test using a structural model with latent variables.  Although 
there was support for the unidimensionality of the test, Muthén and colleagues explored 
the dimensionality of the test by examining content-specific performance.  Using latent 
variable modeling, they found additional dimensions as well as interactions between 
student background variables and different factors that produced differential results.  
Specifically, students matched on overall score but belonging to different subgroups were 
“expected to perform quite differently in a particular content area” (Muthén, Khoo, & 
Goff, 1997, p. 3).   
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“Treating student performance that is multidimensional in nature as 
unidimensional can have the effect of misrepresenting student ability” (Briggs & Wilson, 
2003, p. 98).  While the results of the study by Muthén and colleagues (1997) 
demonstrate that the substantive elements of a test can differentially affect performance, 
it is important to consider both the dimensionality of the content and the weights used to 
combine measures within a test.  For instance, two tests built to measure 3
rd
 grade 
mathematics can differ both in content emphasis as well as the weights used to combine 
subscores into an overall test score.  Additionally, creating a single summary score from 
the average of five subscales equally weights all of the subscales and assumes that each 
subscale measures the construct equally despite the fact that scales may differ in content 
or quality. The combination of these two aspects, dimensionality and the weighting, can 
influence students’ achievement scores and any subsequent value-added estimates.  
Regardless of the tradition, value-added estimates are calculated from a 
combination of student achievement measures.  Models require longitudinal data in order 
to evaluate both student growth and teacher effects over time.  The potential threats to the 
validity of achievement scores such as score inflation and test dimensionality introduce 
bias and error that can affect model inferences in a single year’s scores.  These threats, 
coupled with additional longitudinal concerns, have the potential to compound and 
expand across measurement occasions.  In particular, longitudinal analyses require 
additional assumptions regarding comparability between outcome measures and 
longitudinal invariance.  Growth can be estimated with a simple difference score or more 
complex methods such as a CP model, yet regardless of methodology, scores need to be 
comparable across time (Linn, 2005). 
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Longitudinal outcomes.  “Valid use of a longitudinal approach requires that 
change on tested elements across grades correctly signals inferences about performance 
change on elements relative at that grade range” (Hamilton et al., 2006, p. 418).  
Measuring achievement over multiple years requires that outcomes be comparable across 
grades.  Changes or growth across the scale need to reference a common unit — an 
interval scale.  This is important because differences on an interval scale have the same 
meaning at all points across the scale.  That is, a 5-point increase is the same on any point 
on the scale (e.g., 35 to 40 is equivalent to 65 to 70).  An interval scale is designed to 
support meaningful interpretations of growth, but this assumption can be problematic.  
Specifically, “weight given to alternative topics or the methods used to create scores from 
students’ responses (the “scaling” of the test) could affect conclusions about the relative 
achievement or growth in achievement across classes of students” (RAND, 2004, p. 3).  
While vertical scaling was developed to support inferences regarding student 
growth, the methods used to link test forms across grades can introduce error into the 
system.  In particular, psychometric properties and content differences across vertically 
scaled tests can lead to limitations in the inferences and interpretability of scores (Kolen 
& Brennan, 2004).  These authors also reported additional complications to any 
inferences from vertically scaled tests due to scaling assumptions and procedures.  
Specifically, scaling results are dependent upon examinee group, dimensionality of the 
subject matter, and the curriculum dependence of the subject matter.  Also, the choice of 
vertical scaling procedure may affect the distribution of gains along the score scale, 
which subsequently influences model results such as the value-added estimates.  Overall, 
the score scale tends to be very sensitive to aspects such as the chosen IRT model, linking 
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method, and estimation approach used in during the scaling process.  The combination 
of these factors can lead to the score scale being stretched or compressed (Briggs, Weeks, 
& Wiley, 2008). 
In addition to technical concerns related to the development of a vertical scale, 
there are construct dilemmas as well.  While it is implicitly assumed that a vertical scale 
measures the same construct across all grade levels, shifts in content emphasis across the 
scale can alter the construct.  Braun and Wainer (2007) cautioned that vertical scaling 
may suffer from construct under-representation leading to biased teacher estimates.  
Content standards covered in 2
nd
 grade mathematics are not the same as those in 5
th
 
grade.  Children may take a mathematics test in these two grades, but the tests will be 
measuring two very different constructs because math content in the 2
nd
 grade is not the 
same as that in the 5
th
 grade.  In other words, what constitutes elementary school 
mathematics is not consistent across time. 
 An empirical study by Martineau (2006) demonstrated that construct shifts in a 
vertical scale across grades could lead to biased value-added teacher effects.  The results 
showed that effectiveness is distorted in grade levels where the shift in construct is the 
largest.  Large construct shifts led to less reliable value-added estimates, which could 
impact model inferences (Martineau, 2006).  Martineau concluded that, “it is unlikely 
that one can create a vertical scale for a pure construct; therefore VAA [value-added] 
models are unlikely to be of practical utility for supporting an interpretation of value-
added to a single construct” (p. 56). 
Although the majority of value-added methods require that test scores be 
vertically scaled, some models simply require that scores across grades be linearly 
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related.  For instance, McCaffrey and colleagues (2004) claim that the variable 
persistence model can accommodate the non-constant variances and covariances from 
different developmental scales across grades as long as the scales are linearly related.  
Additionally, gain score and covariate adjustment models are possible alternatives in the 
absence of a vertical scale.  Yet measurement error in prior test scores can introduce bias, 
which compounds over time and subsequently influences the efficacy of teacher effects.   
Summary.  Overall, there are several issues related to student achievement, both 
in terms of cross-sectional and longitudinal measurement.  All of these aspects pose 
potential threats to the validity of inferences drawn from student achievement scores and 
any subsequent value-added teacher effects.  Value-added measures stand on the 
shoulders of student achievement; that is, model efficacy depends on the validity of 
student achievement scores.  It does not take an intuitive leap to suggest that teacher 
estimates may also be subject to error due to score inflation, linking error, dimensionality, 
weighting, scaling and other threats affecting student achievement scores.  
It is important to remember that achievement scores are samples of behavior that 
are prone to measurement error.  Thus, any validity discussion related to VAA systems 
needs to consider both the model inputs (e.g., achievement scores) as well as the model 
outputs (e.g., teacher effects) because the two are intrinsically linked.  Even in a perfect 
world where researchers could remedy potential sources of error in test scores there 
would still be questions as to the statistical conclusion validity of these models.   
Statistical conclusion validity.  Value-added methods make some heroic leaps in 
terms of inferring teacher effects from student achievement scores.  Statistical conclusion 
validity evaluates “the appropriate use of statistics to infer whether the presumed 
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independent and dependent variables covary” (Shadish et al., 2002, p. 37).  There are 
several questions concerning the statistical conclusion validity of VAA systems.  In fact, 
Briggs and Domingue (2011) pointed out that the push to increase the rigor in educational 
sciences is being ignored in the discussions related to value-added because the methods 
do not meet the standards of the Institute of Education Sciences’ What Works 
Clearinghouse (WWC).  For the current discussion, the focus is narrowed to issues 
related to the reliability of VAA systems, because “without reliability there is no validity” 
(Moss, 1994, p. 6).  
“Reliability refers to the consistency of a measurement procedure and indices of 
reliability describe the extent to which the scores produced by the measurement 
procedure are reproducible” (John & Benet-Martinez, 2000, p. 342).  True scores 
illustrate the stable construct across repeated measurement while the random variables, 
observed scores and error, reflect temporary, unstable characteristics (Haertel, 2006).  
Observed scores are a combination of true scores and measurement error, thus the 
difference between observed and true scores is relative to the degree of error.   
The focus with reliability is the stability of scores across replications.  Although 
consistency is not indicative of truth, information that demonstrates a construct’s stability 
or domain homogeneity provides evidence of how well a test measures a construct.  For 
instance, a bathroom scale may consistently indicate that your weight fluctuates around 
200 pounds, but that measure could be systematically too low or too high.  Even if a scale 
is consistent it may not be accurately measuring the intended construct.  Reliability is a 
necessary component in the validation process, but it is not the sole judge of how well an 
instrument measures what it is designed to measure. 
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While reliability information plays an important part in the test validation 
process, “the reliability of a test is not a property of a test per se; rather, the reliability is a 
property of a test administered to a particular population of examinees under certain 
conditions” (Miller, 1995, p. 256).  While it is not uncommon for students’ scores to vary 
both within an administration as well as across time, variation becomes problematic in 
terms of value-added estimates.  Variation in students’ test scores can come from several 
different areas including but not limited to test-level sample domain (e.g., item content 
and format), classroom- or school-level factors (e.g., peers, teachers, etc.), and individual 
differences (Papay, 2011).  Sources of variation influence the degree of measurement 
error and the subsequent reliability of test scores, which in turn potentially influences the 
efficacy of any value-added estimates calculated from the scores.   
Given these concerns, researchers have examined several aspects related to 
reliability and VAA systems.  Similar to validity, reliability is a multifaceted concept.  
For the current work, reliability is discussed in terms of sources of error, consistency over 
time and across measures, and the degree to which teacher effects persist over time.   
Sources of error.  It is important to recognize that classroom characteristics (e.g., 
composition, testing conditions) and other contextual factors (e.g., motivation, peers, 
teachers, etc.) introduce different sources of variation in students’ test scores.  While, it is 
not uncommon for students’ scores to vary within an administration and across time due 
to different sources of variation, any error in students’ test scores influence the 
subsequent value-added estimates.  While research has found that value-added estimates 
tend to vary from year to year, it is difficult to tell whether this variation is due to true 
teacher effects and real variation in student performance or error in the estimates (Braun 
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et al., 2010).  Even if a teacher’s effectiveness remains largely stable across years, 
average student performance will differ from one year to the next due to extraneous 
factors such as classroom climate (e.g., a few particularly bright or rowdy students) or 
testing conditions (e.g., construction, temperature, etc.) (Gordon et al., 2006).  Given 
some of the potential sources of variation influencing both student achievement scores 
and the subsequent value-added estimates, it may be the case that estimates are 
confounded with contextual factors.   
There are limitations in the ability to accurately measure and account for the 
different sources of variance potentially influencing teacher value-added estimates.  In 
particular, a big problem is the lack of sufficient data with which to estimate teacher 
effects.  In a given year, teachers generally teach a small number of students across 
several classes, which can make it difficult to sufficiently reduce the degree of error 
variance.  Classroom factors also create additional sources of error in students’ scores and 
teacher estimates.  Ideally, these random errors subside with repeated measurement, but 
the limited number of classes a teacher instructs each year can make it difficult to 
sufficiently reduce the “noisiness” of these factors.  
Because several sources of error is present in the value-added estimates, it is 
common to report rankings with confidence intervals.  Sampling error is accounted for by 
computing a 95% confidence interval to account for the range of possible true scores for 
the value-added estimates.  Estimates are graphed with their 95% confidence interval 
bands, commonly referred to as “caterpillar plots.”  Teachers (or schools) are considered 
statistically different when the confidence intervals from their respective rankings do not 
overlap (Grilli & Rampichini, 2009).  In practice, research has found that confidence 
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intervals tend to be quite wide, reducing the ability to distinguish between teachers.  
For instance, Briggs and Domingue (2011) found that between 43% and 52% of Los 
Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD) teachers could not be distinguished from 
average.  They caution that teacher value-added rankings published in L.A. Times may 
have suffered from a significant number of false positives and false negatives. 
 Corcoran (2010) reviewed teacher data reports from New York City’s Teacher 
Data Initiative (TDI), an experiment evaluating principal’s use of value-added reports, 
and also found large confidence interval widths for teacher estimates.  Teacher data 
reports were produced for both mathematics and English language arts (ELA).  Corcoran 
(2010) calculated confidence intervals for over 12,000 teachers participating in the TDI 
experiment.  With a single year of information, the average interval widths for 
mathematics and ELA were 61 and 66 percentile points, respectively.  Intervals narrowed 
with more information, so with three years of data, intervals reduced to 34 and 44 
percentile points for mathematics and ELA.  Corcoran also examined the degree of 
overlap between confidence intervals and found that more than 60 percent of 
mathematics teachers in the same grade could not be statistically distinguished from each 
other.  He cautioned that the degree of imprecision should not be understated.  Overall, 
findings such as these in an academic study or intervention attempting to draw between-
group comparisons would be rejected outright. 
The limited research on the influence error plays in value-added estimates has 
demonstrated mixed results.  For instance, a study by Kane and Stagier (2008) found 
large standard deviations in teacher effect estimates, which were cut in half after 
including peer and student baseline performance and characteristics (.448 to .231 and 
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.453 to .184 for mathematics and reading, respectively).  Their results also showed 
large standard deviations between classrooms (i.e., teachers) for the error term, nearly 
equal to the standard deviation in the teacher effects (standard deviation for classroom 
error term of .179 and .219 for mathematics before and after including covariates).  In 
another study, Ferrão and Goldstein (2009) adjusted traditional value-added models for 
error by experimentally manipulating the range of reliability coefficients and correlations 
for variables such as prior achievement and parent’s education.  Their results showed that 
the inclusion of measurement error tended to impact the fixed parameter estimates and 
standard errors, but the value-added estimates were generally unaffected.  While this 
study found that teacher estimates were not strongly influenced by manipulating the 
degree of measurement error, value-added estimates may depend on the kind of 
measurement error introduced into the model.   
 “Ultimately, however, the stability of the [value-added] estimates depends on the 
stability of the underlying components, and how well we can isolate those components to 
identify productive teaching” (Goldhaber & Hansen, 2008, p. 12).  Observed scores are a 
combination of true scores and measurement error, so the difference between observed 
and true scores is relative to the degree of error.  It seems intuitive that random error in 
the test administration would lead to similar error in teacher estimates.  Item selection, 
level of familiarity with a test, and other factors related to the test setting and contextual 
environment can propagate into errors in estimated value-added effects (Hanushek & 
Rivkin, 2010).  Because reliability and measurement error are inversely related to each 
other, as error increases, reliability subsequently decreases.  Given this relationship, any 
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discussion related to measurement error is incomplete without equal due diligence to 
the consistency of teacher effects over time and outcome measures. 
Consistency.  The majority of the literature related to the reliability of value-
added techniques has focused on the sensitivity of estimates to different models and 
specifications (e.g., Ballou et al., 2004; McCaffrey et al., 2004; Tekwe et al., 2004).  
While the literature on these topics has been mixed, new research on the consistency of 
estimates has shifted the focus from model specifications to error rates, the amount of 
data needed for reliable estimates, and the consistency of estimates across different test 
forms or subscales.  
Schochet and Chiang (2010) explored the degree of error in teacher and school 
performance systems based on test score gains.  This study was unique in that rather than 
investigating error rates after the fact, the authors examined reliability from a design 
perspective.  Specifically, the authors wanted to determine the best ways to design a 
performance system to account for measurement error.  In their study, they used a series 
of simulations to investigate Type I and II errors, false discovery, and false non-discovery 
rates as well as false positives and negatives for value-added estimates.  A within-school 
and a between-school model were used to calculate value-added estimates with either 
ordinary least squares (OLS) (e.g., fixed effects) or Empirical Bayes (EB) (e.g., random 
effects).  The results showed that Type I and II errors for the OLS teacher-level estimates 
were about 26% if typical sample sizes (e.g., three years of data) are used to estimate 
teacher effects.  That is, in practice 1 in 4 teachers who are average will be misclassified 
and 1 in 4 teachers who are truly different from the average will be overlooked.  Error 
rates for the EB estimates were about 3 to 6 percentage points higher than the OLS 
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estimates.  Additionally, error rates were highest with a single year of data (i.e., greater 
than 33%) but dropped down to about 20% with five years of information.  
  Schochet and Chiang (2010) also examined the reliability of teacher value-added 
estimates based on the amount of data included in the analyses.  Reliability with one year 
of data and a within-school model was low (0.32).  Although reliability improved when 
three years of data were included in the analyses (0.58), reliability did not reach 
acceptable levels (0.82) until ten years of data were included.  The same pattern was also 
observed for estimates that compared teacher performance between-schools.  Overall, 
their results showed that “value-added estimates for teacher-level analyses are subject to 
a considerable degree of random error when based on the amount of data that are 
typically used in practice for estimation” (Schochet & Chiang, 2010, p. 35).   
Schochet and Chiang (2010) cautioned that policymakers need to consider error 
rates in designing and implementing VAA systems if they are going to be used to make 
high-stakes decisions such as teacher retention and tenure.  In particular, they pointed out 
that acceptable levels of error in a performance system depend on the goals of the 
evaluation system as well as stakeholder perspectives.  For instance, false positives may 
be more damaging to teachers than false negatives in a system used to identify and punish 
low performing teachers.  Given their results, they urge caution in the use of value-added 
estimates.  In particular, the authors suggested that value-added estimates be used in 
conjunction with other measures of teacher quality in order to mitigate potential error.  
In addition to examining ideal design conditions for reliable value-added 
estimates, recent studies have shown that the degree to which teacher effects are robust 
across different outcome measures.  The main push behind this new wave of research 
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hinges on the assumption that valid measures of teacher effectiveness should be 
invariant with respect to the type of outcome used in the model.  That is, an effective 
teacher should have similar estimates on two subscales of the same content and/or high- 
and low-stakes exams. 
Lockwood et al. (2007) estimated a series of models across two mathematics 
subscales of a single achievement test.  Subscales included in the analyses were the 
Problem Solving and Procedures sections of the Stanford 9 assessment.  These scales 
were designed to measure different aspects of mathematics.  For instance, the Problem 
Solving scale included items measuring number systems, algebra, patterns and functions, 
while the Procedures scale included items covering symbolic notation, rounding, and 
thinking skills.  Correlation between the two subscales within years and students ranged 
from .59 to .76.  Four models (i.e., gain score, covariate adjustment, complete 
persistence, and variable persistence) were used to estimate teacher effects from the two 
scales.  In addition to varying the type of model, the authors also explored five types of 
model specifications for control variables (i.e., none, demographics only, prior test 
scores, demographics and prior test scores, and teacher level aggregates of student 
characteristics).   
Correlations between estimated teacher effects across models, outcome measures, 
and specifications tended to be low, ranging from .01 to .46.  In general, relationships 
were strongest within the second year, but deteriorated in strength with the third year of 
information.  Correlations across outcome measures were the lowest with models that 
included aggregate covariates (e.g., percentage of students in the free-reduced lunch 
program, average prior math score, etc.).  While estimates from the two subscales were 
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markedly different, there was some stability within outcome measures.  In particular, 
the correlations between the estimates from the same outcome measure (e.g., problem 
solving) were relatively higher across years and model specifications (correlations ranged 
from .57 to 1.00).  Overall, estimates were more sensitive to the outcome measure than 
the type of model or controls includes in the analyses.  Given these results, the authors 
explored some of the factors that accounted for the variance in teacher estimates.  Their 
results showed that the interaction between teachers and outcome measure accounted for 
the majority of the explained variability (e.g., R
2
 = .89 in years 2 and 3).  This interaction 
was substantially larger than the main effect for teachers, suggesting that variation in the 
outcome measures within teachers was larger than the overall variation between teachers 
(Lockwood et al., 2007). 
Moreover, Lockwood et al. (2007) found that differentially weighting the 
subscales altered the order of the teacher estimates as well as their significance.  Teacher 
estimates remained constant for about 62% of teachers in the second year and 38% in the 
third year.  Additionally, the majority of the consistent effects were not statistically 
different from zero.  Out of the effects detectably different from zero, only 26% in the 
second year and 16% in the third year were not affected by the differential weighting.  
Thus, it appears that teacher effects are particularly sensitive to the content coverage of 
the outcome measure as well as the measurement assumptions underlying the 
combination of parameters used in the model. 
The authors suggested that these results might indicate that teachers are 
differentially effective across subdomains and it might be necessary to break down 
teacher effect by subdomain rather than using a single summative measure.  While 
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encouraged by the relative insensitivity of estimates to different models and 
specifications, Lockwood and colleagues (2007) caution that more research is needed to 
understand the underlying mechanisms influencing the teacher effects across different 
outcome measures.  They caution against interpreting value-added estimates as stable 
measures of teacher effectiveness without examining the degree to which the tests are 
aligned with the curriculum and instruction.  Although it may seem reasonable to assume 
that teachers’ differ in their strengths, teacher effectiveness is generally perceived as a 
stable trait.  These results suggest that quality may differ both across years and subjects; 
further complicating attempts to capture and quantify teacher effectiveness. 
 Papay (2011) also investigated the consistency of value-added estimates from 
different measures of mathematics achievement.  In his study, outcome measures 
included achievement scores from the Stanford Achievement Test (SAT), a specific state 
test, and the Scholastic Reading Inventory (SRI).  Both the state test and the SAT were 
vertically equated but the SRI was scaled separately within each grade.  He modeled 
teacher effects with a covariate adjustment model that included prior test scores as well as 
several covariates.  Covariates included both student-level (e.g., race, gender, free and 
reduce-price lunch status, gifted/talented status, etc.) and classroom-level variables (e.g., 
peer and class composition of race, gender, poverty status, etc.).  Given the choice of 
model, only students with non-missing adjacent year test scores (i.e., prior year or 
baseline scores) were included in the analyses.   
Similar to Lockwood et al. (2007), the results showed that teacher estimates were 
more sensitive to the choice of outcome measure rather than model specifications (e.g., 
covariates).  Nine models were estimated with varying specifications using data from two 
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mathematics subscales of the SAT.  Correlations between the two mathematics 
subscales ranged from 0.52 to 0.65, depending on model specification.  Because scores 
from these two subscales came from a single test administration there is a degree of 
stability in the classroom and contextual factors contributing to the error between the 
outcome measures (Papay, 2011).  Papay suggested that this situation isolates the 
contribution test content has on teacher value-added estimates.  Although the subscales 
were intended to measure the same construct (e.g., mathematics), the scales required 
students to have different types of knowledge and skills.  As such, teacher estimates 
reflected the divergent emphases of the scales. 
Papay (2011) also explored the stability of teacher value-added estimates from 
three different reading assessments (state test, SRI, and SAT).  The results showed 
moderate correlations between the state achievement test and the SRI (ranging from .44 
to .58), but slightly lower correlations between the state test and SAT as well as the SAT 
and SRI (correlations ranged from 0.15 to 0.36 and 0.23 to 0.40, respectively).  Similar to 
the previous analyses, teacher rankings differed a great deal depending on the outcome 
measure used in the analyses.  About half of the teachers in the top 25% based on the 
state test would not maintain their status if rankings were based on the SRI.  Specifically, 
one in four of those teachers would drop below the 50th percentile.  Whereas 36% of 
teachers in the bottom half of the distribution based on the state test would move above 
the midpoint using the SRI.  Overall, about half of all teachers would maintain their 
relative ranking with either measure, but 25% would move up and 25% would move 
down in the rankings depending on the outcome measure used in the analyses.  This 
pattern was even more extreme when stability was compared between the state test and 
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the SAT.  In this case, nearly 60% of the teachers changed position on the distribution 
when using rankings from the state test as opposed to the SAT. 
 Relatively speaking, teacher value-added estimates were more robust with respect 
to different model specifications (correlations exceeded 0.79) compared to different 
outcome measures.  Test timing also played a role in teacher estimates.  Papay (2011) 
found that correlations between models that used scores from the same time of year 
(fall/fall or spring/spring) were higher than those comparing estimates from two different 
time points in the year (spring and fall).  Given these results, performance evaluation 
systems could identify markedly different groups of teachers as top performers depending 
on these sources of error.  Similar to Lockwood et al., Papay advocated for the use of 
multiple measures of teacher performance in addition to value-added estimates to 
mitigate any effects timing and measurement error might introduce on a single 
assessment.  
 Both Lockwood et al. and Papay examined the reliability of value-added estimates 
from subscores within the same test.  Another recent study investigated the consistency of 
estimates across different measures, specifically a low- and high-stakes test.  Corcoran, 





 grade reading and mathematics scores on the Texas state assessment test 
(TAAS/TAKS) and the Stanford Achievement Test (SAT).  Third grade scores were 
incorporated as lagged scores in the models and sixth grade data were used to examine 
effect persistence.  It is important to point that both of these measures were administered 
during the spring semester, but the purposes of the exams differed.  The TAAS/TAKS is 
a criterion-referenced exam and the SAT is norm-referenced.  Moreover, it is worth 
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mentioning that the Texas assessment changed over the course of the study (TAAS 
changed to TAKS).  Estimates were calculated using data from all students taught by a 
particular teacher, so some teachers had data from more than 200 students across as many 
as 8 different classes. 
The results showed that the magnitude of the teacher effects varied across tests.  
Teacher effects were larger on the high-stakes than the low-stakes exam.  Specifically, 
effects on the high-stakes tests were about 18 to 31% larger for reading and 15 to 26% 
larger for mathematics.  Estimates from the two exams were only moderately correlated 
across reading and mathematics subscales, .50 and .59 respectively.  Correlations were 
stronger within-tests than between content areas.  For example, reading and mathematics 
subscales from the TAAS/TAKS had a higher correlation (.68) within the battery than 
between tests of the same content area (SAT mathematics and TAAS/TAKS 
mathematics).   
In order to explore the stability of teacher rankings across exams, Corcoran et al. 
(2011) divided teachers into quintiles and compared rankings across high- and low-stakes 
measures.  The results showed that only 46% of top quintile teachers on the TAAS/TAKS 
reading test retained their status with the SAT.  Of the bottom quintile, only 48% of 
teachers maintained their ranking based on estimates from the SAT.  Even on the extreme 
ends of the ranking continuum, only a small percentage of teachers maintained their 
position for all four tests.  For instance, out of more than 3,600 teachers, only 17 ranked 
in the bottom 5% on all four exams.  These results suggest that any potential sanctions for 
low performance based on a teacher’s effectiveness ranking could vary a great deal 
depending on the type of test used to calculate the value-added estimates. 
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Given that the type of outcome measure has the potential to influence teacher 
rankings, certain model assumptions may also play a role in value-added estimates.  In 
particular, estimates may be influenced by the degree to which different VAA methods 
model the magnitude and consistency (or lack thereof) of teacher effects over time.  
Misspecification with respect to the persistence of teacher effects has the potential to 
influence both the reliability and validity of any teacher rankings. 
Effect persistence.  Depending on the type of value-added method, teacher effects 
can be modeled on a continuum between complete persistence and time-specific acute 
effects.  The choice between these opposing sides of the continuum depends on the 
framework used to conceptualize learning over time.  In particular, those who advocate a 
type of persistence model claim, “academic achievement at any point is a cumulative 
function of current and prior family, community, and school experiences” (Rivkin et al., 
2005, p. 422).  Models that reflect this perspective are the EVAAS system (e.g., layered 
model) as well as econometric models.  However, some researchers have criticized the 
assumption of persistence noting that these claims are “based on an unfounded 
assumption that single year gains, even under the best circumstances, can simply 
accumulate if multiplied for several years, without any fade-out” (Rothstein, 2010a).  In 
response to critics, a few methods such as the VP, GP, and cross-classified mixed effect 
models allow for decay in teacher effectiveness over time.  Yet, research on this topic has 
been mixed.  Due to the variety of assumptions regarding the persistence of teacher 
effects and the lack of consistent evidence, the type of persistence specification could 
have a differential impact on parameter estimates. 
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 For instance, Sanders and Rivers (1996) examined the persistence of teacher 
effects using three years of elementary student achievement data from two large 
metropolitan systems in Tennessee.  Their analyses demonstrated that teacher effects on 
student achievement were cumulative and additive over time.  The authors claimed that 
residual effects of prior ineffective teachers could be measured in current student 
achievement scores.  In another study, Konstantopoulos (2007) used data from several 
Tennessee elementary schools participating in the Project STAR experiment to evaluate 
the degree of teacher effect persistence.  Konstantopoulos examined whether prior 
teacher effects were a significant predictor of subsequent student achievement.  His 
results showed that teacher effects persist over time; specifically, kindergarten teacher 




 grades.  
While these results suggest that teacher effects are cumulative over time, the data also 
showed that the magnitude of the effects decreased over time.  Konstantopoulos 
suggested that these results were consistent with the assumptions of the variable 
persistence model, which relaxes the assumption of complete persistence and allows 
effects to decay over time.  
 Several researchers have found that complete persistence tends to be a restrictive 
assumption that tends not to hold in practice.  For instance, Kane and Staiger (2008) 
found that teacher effects declined at a rate of 50 percent each year.  That is, teacher 
effects decline each year by half (e.g., 1, 0.5, 0.25, and 0.125).  A study by McCaffrey 
and colleagues (2004) fit two types of models (e.g., layered and variable persistence) with 
and without student-level covariates to three years of student achievement data to 
evaluate teacher effect persistence.  They found that the VP model, which does not 
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assume teacher effects persist undiminished, fit the data better than a layered (CP) 
model that assumes effects persist undiminished into the future.  The estimated 
persistence parameters were substantially lower than the parameters assumed by the CP 
model, which suggests that prior teachers contributed little to current achievement 
outcomes.  In terms of teacher effects, the VP and CP models produced similar estimates 
(correlations between models ranged from .69 to .83).  Overall, McCaffrey et al. (2004) 
found that the estimated teacher effects in their study were fairly robust with respect to 
model specifications such as the degree of persistence. 
 Research by Corcoran and colleagues (2011) suggests that the type of test used in 
the model may influence effect persistence.  Their results showed that a smaller 
percentage of teacher effects persist on a high-stakes test compared to the low-stakes 
exam.  Specifically, about 32% of 4
th
 grade teacher’s effect on the high-stakes reading 
section remained in 6
th
 grade compared to 53% of the effect on the low-stakes reading 
section.  With the mathematics section, 28% of the effect measured on the high-stakes 
exam remained compared to 46% from the low-stakes test.  The authors suggested test 
scaling or changes in test content across grade levels might be influencing the persistence 
of teacher effects across the two tests. 
Overall, the results on this topic are mixed.  McCaffrey and colleagues (2004) 
found that teacher effects were robust with respect to model specifications regarding 
effect persistence, but others caution that there is a potential to bias value-added teacher 
effects due to inconsistent amounts of decay in student learning across grades (Goldhaber 
& Hansen, 2008).  Inconsistent decay could potentially bias model results because 
estimates may be over-or underestimated in certain grades.  Although the VP model was 
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developed to mitigate concerns about inconsistent decay, the decay parameters 
complicate model estimation (Braun & Wainer, 2007).  That is, the decay parameters 
may be more precise but it comes at the expense of the ease of implementation.   
 Summary.  The majority of research on VAA systems has focused on the impact 
model specifications (e.g., inclusion of different student- and school-level covariates) and 
the type of model have on value-added teacher estimates.  While these studies have built 
a substantial literature base, recent work has shown that model type and specifications are 
not as important as once believed.  Current research has demonstrated that teacher value-
added estimates tend to be more sensitive to the choice of outcome measure than the type 
of model and/or specifications.  Even when a test displays empirical unidimensionality, 
inferences about the relationships between student achievement and teacher (or school) 
effects are sensitive to different ways of weighting or combining items on an exam at any 
one time as well as across time (Lockwood et al., 2007).  These findings suggest that 
researchers need to pay more attention to model inputs and how they influence value-
added estimates.   
Not all model inputs are created equal—test scores depend on several factors, 
including, but not limited to, the content and purpose of the exam.  In particular, some 
VAA researchers use several different exams across years to estimate teacher value-
added effects.  Although all of the tests are from the same subject-domain (e.g., 
mathematics), other aspects may differ across the tests used in the models.  Some of these 
differences include but are not limited to the use of vertical equating, test vendors, 
content, scaling, and purposes (e.g., norm-referenced versus criterion-referenced).  While 
some experts believe that tests simply need to be linearly related, this assumption does 
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not take into account the mixture of content and skills that may vary across exams due 
to aspects such as vertical equating and purposes.   
Current models used for VAA do not account for differences in test content across 
exams.  For this reason, additional research is needed investigate the sensitivity of teacher 
estimates to the outcome, specifically in terms of multiple dimensions or constructs.  One 
technique that shows promise as a potential tool to explore the differences in content and 
skills across exams is latent variable modeling (LVM).  There is potential to incorporate 
LVM in the value-added context as a means to explore aspects such as sources of error, 
consistency, longitudinal invariance, scaling, and the degree of effect persistence in the 
construct(s) influencing test scores and subsequently any value-added teacher estimates.   
Latent Variable Modeling 
LVM techniques, such as confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) and structural 
equation modeling (SEM), allow for the relationships between one or more independent 
and dependent variables to be examined (Ullman, 2006).  Variables can be either 
manifest (e.g., observed) or latent, so a combination of variables can be used to evaluate a 
latent construct that is not directly measured.  Because it is not possible to directly 
measure a latent construct, the next best method is to create a measurement model to 
evaluate the hypothesized relationships between the observed variables and the construct 
of interest.  An example of this is intelligence, a variable that cannot be directly observed 
or measured, but inferred from a sample of behavior on manifest indicators (test items or 
sub-scores).  Latent variables can include, but are not limited to, theoretical constructs 
about characteristics of individuals (mathematical reasoning), higher-order units (e.g., 
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characteristics of schools), or measures (teacher related information versus school 
related information) (Kline, 2011). 
One of the many advantages of LVM techniques is their flexibility with respect to 
aspects such as reliability and measurement error (Green & Yang, 2009; Raykov & 
Marcoulides, 2006).  “Reliability of measurement can be accounted for explicitly within 
the analysis by estimating and removing the measurement error” (Ullman, 2006, p. 679).  
Specifically, error variances are included in the estimated model parameters (Raykov & 
Marcoulides, 2006).  Measurement error variables serve as proxy variables representing 
all sources of residual variance not explained by the common variance.  Within this 
residual error variance two types of variance are represented—random error 
(unreliability) and sources of systematic variance not due to the factors, such as the 
measurement method (Kline, 2011).  It is possible to account for random variation to a 
degree by including more participants and/or increasing the number of observations for 
participants.  Additional observations, increases the chance that random error variation 
cancels out in the long run.  Systematic errors do not tend to cancel out with more 
observations, but because this type of variation is constant it is potentially predictable 
(Kane, 2010).   
Both sources of variation can lead to potential pitfalls in the context of 
educational accountability.  In terms of systematic variance, any factor not under the 
control of the school and/or teacher is a source of potential systematic error.  For 
instance, the extent to which students come to school with different levels of preparation 
influences the degree to which it is possible to attribute differences in student outcomes 
to school effectiveness (Kane, 2010).  In terms of random variation, the measures used 
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for accountability are susceptible to error due to aspects such as the sampling of items, 
content, occasions, and context.  LVM techniques allow researchers to explicitly account 
for these sources of variation in the model parameters and separate the common variance 
of the observed variables from their error variance.  Subsequently, researchers can 
evaluate the degree of error variance, and assess any potential relationships between the 
error terms and other variables.  
In addition to the ability to model error variance, LVMs are “more sensitive to 
capturing deviations from unidimensionality” (Muthén et al., 1997, p. 3).  
Multidimensionality can be due to the observed variables (indicators) as well as 
measurement error (Kline, 2011).  For instance, multiple indicators may measure 
different aspects of a construct, but some measurement model structures assume that the 
indicators all measure the construct with equal precision.  Parallel indicators, a restrictive 
assumption in terms of dimensionality and invariance, assume that the relationship 
between measures and the latent trait are equal and any measurement error (unreliability) 
is constant across the latent trait.  Some scaling methods, such as IRT scale scores 
presume parallel indicators, which can be problematic when indicators do not measure 
the construct with equal precision at any one time as well over time.  Because parallel 
indicators assume equal discrimination between outcome measures and the latent trait, 
any discrepancies between the outcome measures is attributed only to the latent trait. 
Multidimensionality and invariance have the potential to impact model inferences, but 
latent variable approaches provide a mechanism to explicitly model these relationships.  
Specifically, these techniques enable researchers to simultaneously estimate and test 
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complex, multidimensional relationships as well as examine both direct and indirect 
effects of variables within the model (Raykov & Marcoulides, 2006).  
The benefits of LVM can also be extended to situations where the assumption of 
independent observations is violated, as is the case with hierarchically nested data.  The 
key distinction between LVM and multilevel modeling (MLM) techniques (used in a 
large number of VAA models) is the unit of analysis employed by the models.  The 
outcome variable in MLM is a single univariate measure considered to be an error-free 
representation of the construct of interest.  Yet, as discussed throughout this document, 
univariate achievement scores used in VAA models are not perfect.  Tests can only 
evaluate a sample of behavior, and research indicates that a great deal depends on the 
mixture of content and skills included on a particular assessment.   
Instead of using a single observed measure, LVM techniques incorporate multiple 
variables to evaluate a construct that cannot be measured directly (Ludtke et al., 2009).  
Because constructs are inferred by observed variables, a univariate measure may not 
adequately represent the hypothesized construct.  A single indicator is not error-free and 
thus not perfectly reliable.  The use of multiple indicators tends to reduce the impact of 
measurement error in any individual measure.  Also, systematic variance in a single 
indictor may not entirely reflect the construct of interest, which suggests that scores may 
not be completely valid (Kline, 2011).  Overall, using a set of measures (e.g., multiple 
indicators) tends to be a more reliable and valid method than relying on a single measure.  
Because VAA techniques tend to rely on a single measure of student 
achievement, there is reason to question the degree to which constructs are adequately 
measured in a single test administration and the subsequent impact on the estimated 
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teacher effects.  “A student’s true score on one test is a noisy measure of a latent 
achievement—the test’s ability to represent latent student achievement depends on 
selection of the content domains tested” (Papay, 2011, p. 170).  While a mathematics 
exam may be perceived as measuring a unidimensional construct, the combination of 
measured content and skills within the test may create multiple dimensions within the 
measure influencing both students’ achievement scores and teacher value-added 
estimates.  Additionally, content shifts across grade levels have important implications 
for the degree to which test scores accurately measure the intended construct.  If tests are 
measuring unstable constructs, it is difficult to draw inferences about teacher quality on 
the basis of student test scores because quality is confounded with construct weights 
(Lockwood et al., 2007). 
A multivariate LVM has the potential to address some of these concerns because 
LVM techniques explicitly model aspects such as measurement error and invariance.  
Blending LVM techniques with VAA methodologies offers the potential to answer 
questions concerning growth and the stability of the construct.  In particular, latent 
variable approaches allow researchers to evaluate the degree to which a construct is 
invariant at any one time as well as across time.  That is, researchers can directly evaluate 
the degree to which cross-sectional and longitudinal indicators are parallel or non-
parallel.  Instead of assuming that cross-sectional and longitudinal outcome measures 
measure the latent trait with the same level of precision, latent variable methods provide 
the mechanism to directly assess these assumptions.  Although incorporating latent 
variables into a value-added framework may seem difficult, it is simply an extension of 
the General Latent Variable framework (Muthén & Asparouhov, 2009). 
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Multilevel latent variable model.  Raudenbush, Rowan, and Kang (1991), 
propose a multilevel latent variable model as a special case of the following three-level 
hierarchical linear model: 
                                      (9) 
     (    )                           
     
where Yjk is a vector of observed variables, each Ap is a matrix of predictors, each θp is a 
vector of coefficients, and e is a vector of measurement errors for students j nested within 
teachers k (Raudenbush et al., 1991). It is assumed that θ2, θ3, and e are multivariate 
normally distributed and mutually independent   
Raudenbush et al. (1991) used the general three-level model as a base for a 
multilevel latent variable model where the lowest level is a measurement model linking 
items (or in this case test scores) with latent true scores for each person.  This 
specification permits the parameterization of measurement error variation at level 1 
(Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002).  For instance, assuming each item measuring p constructs is 
equally weighted, the level 1 model is parameterized as 
,       (10) 
where apijk takes a value of 1 if the item i measures the construct p and πpjk represents the 
latent true score for person j within teacher k on construct p.  Raudenbush and colleagues 





    
    
    




    











    
    
    
    






In this example, each pair of scores Y1, Y2 and Y3, Y4, measure the latent true score (π1jk 
and π2jk, respectively) with measurement errors eijk.  Errors are assumed to be 
independent with a constant variance, σ2.  The measurement model is analogous to a 
confirmatory factor analysis model, where factor loadings can be either constrained to be 
invariant or non-invariant at one time and/or across occasions.  Subsequently, the 
measurement model can then be incorporated into the more general multilevel model.   
Because the lowest level serves as a measurement model, the two higher levels 
can be considered a multivariate two-level model for latent true scores (Raudenbush et 
al., 1991).  In the second level, πp, the distribution of true scores for persons within a 
teacher are  
,         (12) 
or based on the example 
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)       (13) 
where βpk0 represents the true score mean on construct p for teacher k, and rpjk is the 
person-specific random effect.  True scores can vary randomly across teachers (or 
schools) and random teacher effects are assumed to be multivariate normal with a mean 0 
and variance-covariance matrix Tπ.  
At the highest level, teacher-level parameters are allowed to vary randomly within 
the model as a function of the residual .  For the level 3 model, each teacher mean 
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or based on the example 
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)       (15) 
Random effects at the third level are assumed to be multivariate normal with means 
of 0 and covariance matrices of Tβ.  Overall, the combined model can be expressed as 
                                     (16) 
Model estimation is based on the EM algorithm, which uses an iterative procedure to 
produce maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters as well as the conditional 
density of the random effects (Raudenbush et al., 1991).  The EM algorithm is a two-step 
procedure, in which the first E or expectation step uses the given data to iteratively 
estimate the complete data sufficient statistics based on current parameter estimates and 
their conditional expectations.  The expected statistics obtained in the E step are then 
used in the next M or maximization step to obtain new parameter estimates.  These two 
steps continue until the algorithm converges.   
 Although a multilevel LMV model can be theoretically derived, there are a few 
technical limitations in terms of implementation.  Specifically, factor loadings for the 
measurement model have to be fixed or obtained from a prior estimation rather than 
being estimated simultaneously.  While it is theoretically possible to add multiple levels 
of nesting, the fit indices and factor loadings are restricted and unable to be 




simultaneously estimated across the multiple levels.  To date, current SEM software 
such as Mplus 6.1 (Muthén & Muthén, 2010) is unable to accommodate the simultaneous 
estimation of the three levels in the model without either fixing the loadings for a 
particular level or including an additional step in the model estimation.  Accordingly, the 
two available options are less optimal and less efficient than a simultaneous estimation 
procedure, because the loadings may be slightly biased due to the additional estimation 
steps.  Although the next generation of Mplus (version 7; Muthén & Muthén, 1998-2012) 
offers the ability to simultaneously estimate a three level multilevel LVM, the technology 
was not available at the time the analyses were completed.  See the future directions 
section below for comments regarding plans to compare the 2-step approach used in this 
study with Mplus version 7.0.   
Shaw and Bovaird (2011) explored the feasibility of incorporating a latent 
variable measurement model with cumulative and acute cross-classified mixed effect 
models to explore the degree to which outcome measures influence intervention efficacy 
results and teacher rankings.  Models were implemented using data from a randomized 
efficacy trial evaluating a school-based intervention where interventions were delivered 
through a teacher in the same fashion as traditional instruction.  In place of academic 
achievement, the primary study outcomes were teacher evaluations of students’ social-
emotional outcomes and behavioral concerns. Four different measurement model 
structures were used to measure the multivariate student outcomes: (a) summary scores; 
(b) factor scores; (c) direct latent variable modeling assuming longitudinal invariance of 
the measurement model over repeated assessment periods; and (d) direct latent variable 
modeling not assuming longitudinal invariance.   
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The results showed that teacher estimates were more robust with respect to type 
of model (i.e., persistence assumption) compared to measurement model structure.  In 
particular, one of the socio-behavioral outcomes demonstrated low consistency of 
teachers ranked in the bottom quartile of the performance distribution across 
measurement model structures.  This low degree of consistency was primarily found 
within the univariate conditions, whereas the multivariate conditions that did produce a 
solution demonstrated stronger consistency.  However, it was not possible to fully 
evaluate the differences between univariate and multivariate conditions because a large 
majority of multivariate conditions did not provide a solution. Overall, the results showed 
that measurement model structure played a role in the relationship between estimates and 
teacher rankings, but the authors cautioned that more work was necessary to determine 
the accuracy of the pattern of results.  
Summary.  Extending VAA methods to incorporate latent variable approaches is 
the next logical step in the evolution of VAA.  Given the high-stakes decisions that may 
be informed by value-added estimates, it is important to explore the reliability of 
estimates across different measurement model specifications.  The utility of value-added 
methodologies depends on their ability to provide an unbiased and stable measure of 
teacher effectiveness across time (McCaffrey et al., 2009).  Although latent variable 
approaches may not provide all of the answers to the previously raised questions 
concerning VAA (in fact they may result in additional questions), they do have the 
potential to address some of the recent concerns related to reliability, invariance, scaling, 
and construct validity of teacher value-added estimates.  Ideally, the incorporation of 
latent variable methods and VAA models may improve the reliability and statistical 
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A number of authors have commented on the need to evaluate the reliability and 
validity of value-added modeling techniques (Amerein-Beardsley, 2008; Baker et al., 
2010; Braun, 2005; Hill et al., 2010).  In particular, there is a general consensus that 
student test scores alone should not be used in high-stakes personnel decisions because 
scores alone are not sufficiently reliable and valid indicators of teacher effectiveness 
(Baker et al., 2010).  For instance, Lockwood et al. (2007) and Papay (2011) both found 
that value-added teacher estimates were more sensitive to the choice of mathematics 
subscale than any particular model specification.  Additionally, Corcoran and colleagues 
(2011) demonstrated teacher estimates were sensitive to the type of exam (high-stakes vs. 
low-stakes).  While enthusiasm behind VAA systems comes from the belief that they are 
able to statistically isolate teacher and/or school effects, the jury is still out on the 
efficacy of these methods.  “Evidence for the reliability and validity of value-added 
estimates is not sufficiently strong to support their use as the sole basis for high-stakes 
decisions” (National Research Council and National Academy of Education, 2010, p. 12). 
One of the issues with these methods is the overreliance on a single univariate 
measure of student-achievement.  To address this issue, the current study compares a 
series of value-added models that incorporated multivariate latent variable measurement 
models to traditional univariate methods.  Following a similar model as Raudenbush et al. 
(1991), measurement error was modeled via latent variable techniques.  The primary 
objectives of this study are to (a) evaluate model parameters, teacher estimates, and 
rankings for value-added modeling approaches with univariate and multivariate 
measurement model structures and (b) evaluate the degree to which effect persistence and 
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measurement model assumptions were related to the stability of model parameters and 
subsequent teacher effectiveness rankings across conditions. 
Primary Research Questions 
The primary research questions are as follows: 
1. To what degree are model parameters, teacher estimates and rankings related 
to different univariate and multivariate measurement model structures? 
2. To what degree do measurement assumptions (parallel vs. non-parallel)3 relate 
to estimates of teacher effectiveness and subsequent rankings? 
3. To what degree does scaling (IRT vs. NCE scores) relate to estimates of 
teacher effectiveness and subsequent rankings? 
4. To what degree does longitudinal invariance (invariance or non-invariance) 
relate to estimates of teacher effectiveness and subsequent rankings? 
5. To what degree does teacher effect persistence (complete, partial, half-life, or 
zero) relate to estimates of teacher effectiveness and subsequent rankings?  
6. To what degree does the type of dependent variable (static achievement scores 
or change scores) relate to estimates of teacher effectiveness and subsequent 
rankings? 
The overarching purpose of this study is to systematically evaluate the degree to 
which univariate and multivariate measurement model structures were related to model 
parameters and subsequent teacher rankings.  In particular, the context of this study is 
students’ longitudinal progression across classrooms over the course of a randomized 
                                                 
3
 According to Kline (2011, p.243), parallel indicators measure the same construct with equal true score 
and error variances. 
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experiment.  The outcomes of interest are multiple measures of student achievement in 
order to estimate teacher effectiveness via value-added modeling techniques.   
 Rather than simply using a single measure of achievement to estimate teacher 
effects, the unique contribution of this study is the evaluation of both univariate and 
multivariate measurement model structures in a particular value-added model.  Most 
value-added techniques use a single test score to estimate teacher effects, which leads to 
an overemphasis on a single test score in the model.  The fundamental assumption is that 
a single score is a reliable approximation of the latent construct of academic achievement, 
but observed scores are a combination of true scores and measurement error.  Thus, any 
random error in the test administration may lead to similar error in teacher estimates.   
 Several researchers have noted the potential problems associated with the use of a 
single measure related to issues such as reliability, scaling, invariance, construct 
representation, and longitudinal invariance.  For instance, Lockwood et al. (2007) and 
Papay (2011) both found that value-added teacher estimates are sensitive to the choice of 
outcome measure.  Corcoran and colleagues (2011) showed similar results in terms of the 
type of outcome measure.  Specifically, they found that teacher estimates differed across 
high-stakes and low-stakes exams.  In all of these studies, teacher rankings differed based 
on the choice of outcome measure used in the value-added model. 
 One of the potential factors contributing to these divergent results is the degree of 
measurement error in the teacher estimates.  Kane (2010) points out that the variability 
from one student to another can lead to a large source of considerable error when using 
student performance for school level means of accountability.  Yet, the degree of error 
found among value-added school level measures of performance is smaller than that from 
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teacher-level measures of performance.  As noted by Braun and colleagues (2010), 
teacher value-added estimates are calculated from relatively smaller sample sizes 
compared to school-level estimates.  Thus, the smaller sample sizes used to calculate 
teacher estimates in turn leads to wider standard errors, making it difficult to distinguish 
the majority of teachers from average.  For instance, studies have shown that teacher-
level value-added estimates tend to have very wide confidence intervals. For instance, 
data reports from New York City’s TDI showed average interval widths for a single year 
of data from mathematics and ELA teachers were 61 and 66 percentile points, 
respectively (Corcoran, 2010).  Intervals narrowed with more information, but intervals 
only reduced to 34 and 44 percentile points for mathematics and ELA, respectively.  The 
degree of overlap between confidence intervals demonstrates the amount of imprecision.  
More than 60 percent of mathematics teachers in the same grade could not be statistically 
distinguished from each other.  
Additional factors such as the assumption of parallel indicators, longitudinal 
invariance, scaling, and the type of dependent variable outcome measure may also play a 
role in the reliability and validity of value-added estimates.  In particular, different 
measurement model assumptions such as parallel indicators assume that the relationship 
between the dependent variables (items, subscales, scales, etc.) and the latent trait are 
equal and any measurement error is constant across the latent trait.  Additionally, 
longitudinal invariance presumes that the relationship between the dependent variables 
and the latent trait are constant across time.  That is, the factor structure between the 
dependent variables and the latent trait are the same across time.  Both of these restrictive 
assumptions presume equal discrimination across the different outcome measures at one 
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time and across time, thus all items or subscales are assumed to consistently measure 
the latent trait with the same degree of precision.  In contrast to current value-added 
methods, latent variable approaches allow researchers to evaluate the degree to which 
indicators are parallel and/or invariant at any one time as well as across time.  Rather than 
assuming parallel indicators and longitudinal invariance hold in practice, researchers can 
directly assess these assumptions. 
 Based on the research regarding the type of dependent variable, scaling, 
invariance, the consistency of estimates across different outcome measures, and the 
potential for measurement error, the current study was conducted to investigate the utility 
of blending latent variable modeling approaches with traditional value-added techniques.  
Latent variable modeling (LVM) approaches have potential to improve value-added 
techniques by explicitly modeling aspects such as the degree to which indicators are (or 
are not) parallel and/or invariant, and measured free from error.  As opposed to a single 
measure of academic achievement, LVM uses multiple measures to evaluate the 
underlying latent construct.  Thus, LVM techniques provide researchers with a method to 
evaluate construct validity by testing the degree to which observed measures of 
achievement actually measure the latent construct they are designed to assess.  Adapting 
value-added methods to incorporate LVM techniques offers the potential to answer 
questions concerning both growth and the stability of the construct over time.  In 
particular, these techniques could allow researchers to directly assess the degree to which 
outcomes measures accurately represent the construct at one time as well as across 
different points in time.   
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 Previous research has demonstrated that value-added estimates are sensitive to 
aspects such as the choice of outcome measure (Corcoran et al., 2011; Lockwood et al., 
2007; Papay, 2011), imprecision (Corcoran, 2010), effect persistence (Corcoran et al., 
2011), changes in the construct over time (Martineau, 2006), as well as error and 
reliability (Schochet & Chiang, 2010).  Based on the combination of these findings, it is 
hypothesized that a multivariate latent variable approach has the potential to mitigate 
several of these factors.  Specifically, the central hypothesis of this study is that a 
longitudinal, non-invariant multivariate latent variable model will decrease measurement 
error, subsequently influencing the reliability and stability of teacher estimates and 
rankings.  A multivariate longitudinally non-invariant non-parallel latent variable model 
is hypothesized to demonstrate the least amount of bias because the most realistic set of 
assumptions about the true state of the data is that: (a) obtained scores contain 
measurement error, (b) not all measures are equally effective (non-parallel), and (c) the 
construct (academic achievement) should change over time as student gain more 
knowledge (longitudinal non-invariance).  That is, the model with the least amount of 
assumptions should most accurately reflect the true state of the data.   
In this evaluation, measurement model structures range from simplified (e.g., 
longitudinally invariant parallel univariate static scores) to complex (e.g., longitudinally 
non-invariant multivariate latent growth model).  Given the range of modeling 
conditions, a potential finding is that some measurement model assumptions are not as 
important as others.  That is, “simpler” measurement model structures may yield 
essentially the same teacher estimates as more complex structures.  Thus, this study not 
only evaluates the potential added value of incorporating multivariate latent variable 
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methods with traditional value-added models, it also systematically examines the 
degree to which violations of different measurement model assumptions relate to the 
reliability and stability of model parameters and subsequent teacher rankings.  
 In addition to the measurement model structures, it is also hypothesized there will 
be differential impact on inferences depending on the type of outcome variable (static 
achievement scores or change scores) and the degree to which teacher effects are allowed 
to persist within a particular value-added model.  Previous research on teacher effect 
persistence has yielded mixed results, so it is important to evaluate both the main effects 
as well as the interaction between the degree of persistence and the measurement model 
structures included in the study.  It may be the case that persistence plays a stronger role 
in the reliability and stability of value-added estimates for some conditions rather than 
others.  The same holds true for the type of dependent variable used in the value-added 
models as well.  It may be the case that static achievement measures and change scores 
yield different inferences across univariate and multivariate conditions. 
Considering the potential benefits of blending LVM and VAA techniques, this 
study is primarily concerned with the added value LVM approaches provide to traditional 
VAA methods.  In order to evaluate the utility of a LVM approach, several measurement 
model combinations are examined across both univariate and multivariate outcomes. 
Choice of Measurement Model Structures 
The primary objective of this study is to evaluate model parameters, teacher 
estimates, and rankings for value-added modeling approaches with univariate and 
multivariate measurement model structures.  In this case, the term measurement model 
structure includes the: (a) measurement assumptions (parallel and non-parallel 
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indicators), (b) scaling (IRT scores and NCE scores), (c) longitudinal invariance (non-
invariant and invariant), (d) variable combinations (univariate and multivariate), and (e) 
dependent variables (static or change scores).  The justification for each of these 
measurement model conditions is detailed below.  
Measurement assumptions and variable combinations.  Measurement 
assumptions such as parallel or non-parallel indicators and variable combinations are 
intrinsically linked.  For instance, a univariate, summary score is created by assuming 
parallel indicators because each outcome measure used to create the summary score is 
given equal weight in the final score.  Parallel, equally weighted, indicators assume 
strong invariance between the outcome measures (items or subscores) and the latent trait.  
Specifically, the outcome measures are assumed to be equally discriminant and any 
measurement error is considered constant across the latent trait.  This restrictive 
assumption presumes that all outcomes measure the latent trait with the same level of 
precision, but as shown by Lockwood et al. (2007), the weight (equal or differential) 
given to different mathematics subscales can produce different value-added estimates.  
Thus, the type of measurement assumption (parallel or non-parallel indicators) may be an 
important factor in the reliability and validity of value-added estimates.   
Latent variable approaches allow researchers to evaluate the degree to which 
measurement outcomes are parallel or non-parallel rather than assuming any one 
condition.  Within latent variable methods, there are options to model outcome measures 
with either univariate or multivariate variables.  Univariate factor scores are regarded as 
proxies for latent variables (Brown, 2006).  These scores can be considered the same as 
those that would have been obtained if it were possible to directly measure the latent 
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variable.  There is potential that a single factor score may be a more efficient method 
of addressing issues related to measurement error and invariance compared to more 
complex approaches using multivariate measures.  As such, it is important to evaluate the 
potential of both univariate and multivariate latent variable methods because a univariate 
factor score may yield essentially the same teacher estimates as more complex 
multivariate structures.  Overall, the interaction between the type of measurement 
assumption (parallel or non-parallel indicators) and the combination of variables 
(univariate or multivariate) are important factors to examine in the systematic evaluation 
of the reliability and validity of value-added estimates.   
Scaling.  Scaling is an important consideration in VAA systems, due to the 
different assumptions scaling methods make in terms of growth over time.  IRT scores 
measure the latent trait of achievement on a continuum, whereas NCE scores measure 
achievement in terms of relative standing on a normal distribution.  NCE scores measure 
relative position across years rather than absolute progress and range from 1 to 99 with an 
average of 50.  IRT and NCE scaling conditions were chosen based on the available data 
and current practices in states such as Pennsylvania and Tennessee (e.g., teacher 
estimates are reported in NCE).  
Goldschmidt and colleagues (2004) used Monte Carlo simulation to compare 
school performance growth with NCE and IRT scale scores.  Their results showed that 
NCE scores consistently underestimated absolute growth in school performance 
compared to scale scores.  Although NCE scores are not a good measure of absolute 
growth, they tend to be the scaling method of choice for some VAA systems because the 
scores are considered to be more comparable if changes have been made to the 
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achievement tests over time (Goldschmidt, Choi, & Martinez, 2004).  Yet, in the 
context of value-added performance systems, any underestimation of growth in the 
outcome measure due to scaling could influence subsequent teacher rankings.  Because 
growth is an important component in the estimation of teacher effects and rankings, it is 
important to examine the degree to which inferences made about teacher effectiveness are 
tied to choice of scaling method in addition to the various measurement model structures. 
Longitudinal invariance.  Several researchers have criticized the ability of 
methods such as vertical scaling and equating to capture changes in latent constructs over 
time.  For instance, Braun and Wainer (2007) cautioned that vertical scaling may under-
represent constructs and lead to biased value-added teacher estimates, because constructs 
measured on a 2
nd
 grade mathematics exam may not be consistent across subsequent 
grades.  In fact, an empirical study by Martineau (2006) demonstrated that construct 
shifts in a vertical scale across grades lead to distorted effectiveness estimates in grade 
levels where the shift in the construct was the largest.   
Given the potential for construct misrepresentation across measurement 
occasions, two levels of longitudinal invariance are included in this evaluation.  
Longitudinal invariance is an important aspect because change (growth) across time may 
be due to true change or change in the measurement of the construct.  It could be the case 
that changes in the construct rather than true change influence model parameters and 
value-added teacher estimates.  Current methods assume longitudinal invariance, so this 
study evaluates the degree to which this assumption influences the reliability of the 
model results across the various experimental conditions. 
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 Choice of dependent variable.  In addition to the measurement model 
structures and effect persistence, the current study evaluates the degree to which model 
inferences vary due to type of dependent variable used in the models.  In practice, value-
added methods tend to use either static achievement scores or change (difference or gain) 
scores.  The choice of dependent variable depends on factors such as the contractor or 
professional hired to conduct the analyses.  For instance, professionals trained in 
econometric methods might be more inclined to use a change score as the model 
outcome, whereas a state contracting with SAS and using an EVAAS model would use a 
static achievement score as the outcome of interest.  Because both types of dependent 
variables are used in practice, it is important to evaluate the degree to which static and 
change scores influence teacher estimates.  Some researchers consider difference scores 
problematic because gains may be “unreliable when true differences among students in 
academic growth are small” (Rowan et al., 2002, p. 9).  However, it may be the case that 
latent variable methods are able to compensate for some of the potential unreliability in 
the scores.   
Choice of Value-added Methods 
There are several types of value-added methods available for researchers.  In the 
context of this particular study, the method of interest was a cross-classified mixed 
effects model.  This study compared and contrasted one type of cross-classified mixed 
effects models that varied across four degrees of teacher effect persistence.  Effect 
persistence plays a role in distinguishing methods such as the complete persistence (CP), 
variable persistence (VP), and zero persistence (ZP) models, but research on the degree to 
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which effect persistence influences teacher estimates and subsequent rankings has been 
mixed.  
While McCaffrey and colleagues (2004) found that teacher effects were robust 
with respect to effect persistence, others caution value-added effects may be subject to 
bias due to inconsistent decay patterns in student learning across grades (Goldhaber & 
Hansen, 2008).  More specifically, if teacher effects are incorrectly specified, due to 
inconsistent decay patterns, model results may be biased because estimates could be over 
or underestimated in certain grades.  Additionally, it may be difficult to determine the 
degree to which persistence should be specified because the type of test plays a role in 
persistence as well.  Research by Corcoran and colleagues (2011) showed that a smaller 
percentage of teacher effects persist on a high-stakes test compared to a low-stakes exam.  
Though the central goal of this study is to compare and contrast teacher estimates 
and rankings from univariate and multivariate latent variable measurement model 
structures, the degree to which teacher effects persist over time is also evaluated because 
it is a distinguishing factor between the statistical models.  Some value-added modeling 
techniques make strong assumptions about the degree to which teacher effects persist 
over time.  For instance, similar to the strong assumption of parallel non-invariant 
indicators, the CP model assumes teacher effects persist undiminished over time.  In 
order to evaluate the efficacy of the value-added teacher estimates and rankings across 
different measurement model assumptions, it was also necessary to examine the impact 




 Based on previous research demonstrating the sensitivity of value-added estimates 
to the choice of outcome measure (Corcoran et al., 2011; Lockwood et al., 2007; Papay, 
2011), imprecision (Corcoran, 2010), effect persistence (Corcoran et al., 2011), changes 
in the construct over time (Martineau, 2006), as well as error and reliability (Schochet & 
Chiang, 2010), the current study is designed to examine the stability of model parameters, 
teacher estimates, and rankings across a variety of measurement model combinations.  
Measurement model structures range from simplified (e.g., longitudinally invariant 
parallel univariate static scores) to complex (e.g., longitudinally non-invariant 
multivariate latent growth model) across six conditions (i.e., 4x2x2x2x2x2 mixed 
factorial).  The experimental conditions vary between groups by the degree of effect 
persistence (complete, partial, half-life, and zero) and within each persistence condition 
by measurement assumptions (parallel and non-parallel indicators), scaling (IRT and 
NCE), longitudinal invariance (non-invariant and invariant) and dependent variable 
(static achievement and change scores).  The central hypothesis is that a longitudinal, 
non-invariant multivariate latent variable model will decrease measurement error, 




CHAPTER III. METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
 Traditional VAA methods tend to use a single univariate outcome measure as an 
assumed reliable approximation of the underlying latent construct of academic ability.  
Subsequently, there is potential error in the reliability and validity of value-added 
estimates due to measurement assumptions made when selecting or constructing the 
single outcome such as parallel indicators, longitudinal invariance, scaling, and the type 
of dependent variable.  Thus, there is a need to evaluate the degree to which measurement 
model structures impact the inferences derived from value-added methods.  Specifically, 
the current study investigates the potential benefit latent variable models (LVMs) bring to 
VAA systems.  In order to evaluate the degree to which LVMs “add value” to traditional 
VAA methods, the current study utilizes data from Project STAR to empirically compare 
a cross-classified mixed effects model with four varying degrees of teacher effect 
persistence across several different measurement model structures.   
Project STAR 
The STAR-and-Beyond database contains student- and school-level data from a 
longitudinal experiment conducted in Tennessee beginning in 1985 and ending in 1989 
(Finn, Boyd-Zaharias, Fish, & Gerber, 2007).  The experiment, named Project STAR, 
lasted for four years, with a single cohort of students progressing from kindergarten 
through third grade.  More than 10,000 students participated in the entire study over the 
course of the longitudinal time frame.  At least 75 schools and 339 teachers participated 
at any one time-point during the study.  Across the four years, teachers had an average of 
20 students per classroom.   
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Achievement and non-achievement (self-concept/motivation and identification 
with the school) data were collected annually.  For the current study, the norm-referenced 
Stanford Achievement Tests (SATs) are used as a measure of academic performance.  
SATs were administered to Project STAR participants in the spring of each year.  
Specifically, the current study used scores from three scales—mathematics, reading, and 
listening—to measure the latent construct of academic ability.  Scores on the scales are 
reported as IRT scale scores, which are comparable across grade levels (Finn et al., 2007). 
Empirical Sample 
Due to estimation problems, a random sample of 2,000 students with complete 
data across the first three years of the Project STAR dataset (grades K-2) was used as the 
final empirical sample.  There are aspects of this project that made the combination of 
large amounts of missing data and multiple random effects problematic.  It is 
hypothesized that unbalanced data (due to missing data), additional random effects (from 
using four time points instead of three) and the complex model structures put an extreme 
burden on the software.  Also, the presence of missing data can be problematic with 
change scores because students need to have data from two adjacent years in order to 
contribute to teacher estimates.  This was important because missing data could introduce 
potential confounds in the results due to different sample sizes.  That is, if missing data 
are present in the dataset, static achievement and change score could be estimated with 
different samples of students.  If missing data are present, it is difficult to determine the 
degree to which the experimental conditions influence teacher estimates or differences 
between sample sizes due to missing data across consecutive years (i.e., change scores).  
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Thus, the use of complete data is not only useful for aiding estimation, it also serves to 
mitigate potential confounds. 
It is important to note that these concessions will not adversely affect the 
inferences made from this study.  Given that the primary goal of this project is to evaluate 
the consistency of teacher estimates and rankings across different measurement model 
structures, the number of students is less relevant to the substantive focus.  Although 
sample size plays an important role in any analysis, it is less of a factor in this study 
because the final sample is a sufficient size (N=2,000; average of 326 teachers) and a 
fixed factor in the analyses.   
As mentioned above, the final empirical sample contained 2,000 students with 
complete data across three time points (K – 2nd grade).  Although the number of students 
is fixed across all time points, the number of teachers per student varied across time 
points.  In the final sample, the first two time points included 327 teachers with an 
average of 6.1 students per class, and the final time point had 324 teachers with an 
average of 6.2 students per class.  Within each time point, there were varying numbers of 
students per individual teacher.  At the first time point (kindergarten), there were 53 
teachers with fewer than four students per class and 45 teachers with 10 or more students 
per class.  In the second time point (1
st
 grade), there was the same number of teachers 
with small class sizes as there were those with large (45 teachers with classes fewer than 
4 and 10 or more students).  By the third time point (2
nd
 grade), these numbers were again 
unbalanced, favoring the smaller class size.  Specifically, there were 51 teachers with 
fewer than 4 students per class and 44 teachers with class sizes greater than or equal to 10 
in the last time point. 
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In the current study, the final empirical dataset is a fixed factor used to inform 
experimental conditions.  That is, information from the final dataset was used to create 
additional variables specific to each of the experimental conditions.  New variables were 
created based on the analytic procedures described in the following section.    
Analytic Strategy 
 The following study is a 4x2x2x2x2x2 mixed factorial design in which 
persistence conditions vary between groups and measurement model structures vary 
within each persistence condition.  The experimental design for one of the persistence 
conditions (complete persistence) is shown in Figure 2.  
 
Figure 2. Experimental design.  Note. IRT refers to Item Response Theory, NCE 
indicates normal curve equivalent, Sum Score refers to a summary score which is the 
average of the three scales, LVM indicates latent variable modeling, PI refers to parallel 
indicators, Change score-PI indicates a manifest change score between sum scores, 
Change score refers to the difference score between latent factor scores, and Piecewise 
refers to a latent growth model with change scores. 
 
A combination of SAS 9.3 software using the HPMIXED procedure and Mplus 
6.1 software was used to analyze the empirical data from Project STAR.  Analyses were 
Complete	persistence	model
Longitudinal
Invariance Scaling Paralle	Indicators Univariate Multivariate
Static Non-Invariant IRT	scores Parallel Sum	Score-PI LVM-PI
Non-parallel Factor	score LVM
NCE	scores Parallel Sum	Score-PI LVM-PI
Non-parallel Factor	score LVM
Invariant IRT	scores Parallel Sum	Score-PI LVM-PI
Non-parallel Factor	score LVM
NCE	scores Parallel Sum	Score-PI LVM-PI
Non-parallel Factor	score LVM
Change Non-Invariant IRT	scores Parallel Change	score-PI Piecewise-PI
Non-parallel Change	score Piecewise
NCE	scores Parallel Change	score-PI Piecewise-PI
Non-parallel Change	score Piecewise
Invariant IRT	scores Parallel Change	score-PI Piecewise-PI
Non-parallel Change	score Piecewise





repeated multiple times with different experimental combinations.  Within each 
persistence condition, each of the methods described below were repeated to create 
teacher estimates for the two scaling metrics (IRT and NCE scores) and two dependent 
variables (static achievement and change scores).  Additionally, all procedures were 
repeated four times across each persistence condition with the appropriate measurement 
model combination.  The following sections describe the software programs used for the 
analyses and each of the steps used to create the experimental conditions.   
Software Programs 
The current study used a combination of SAS 9.3 software using the HPMIXED 
procedure and Mplus 6.1 software to analyze data from Project STAR.  A large number 
of researchers use the software program R to conduct value-added analyses, especially 
with cross-classified data structures (see for example Luo & Kwok, 2012 and Roberts & 
Bates, 2012).  However, the commonly used programs (LME4 and NLME) did not 
support all of the analyses required for this particular project.   
The R package LME4 (Bates, Maechler, Bolker, 2012) is often used to estimate 
cross-classified mixed effect models because it incorporates sparse matrices for the 
random effects and sparse Cholesky factors.  The ability to handle sparse matrices (i.e., 
the matrix has a small number of non-zero elements) is important with cross-classified 
data because students are not fully nested across time.  That is, students change teachers 
each year rather than staying with the same teacher across all time points.  This data 
structure is problematic because the random effects matrix becomes larger with each new 
teacher and student combination.  However, there are a large number of zero elements in 
the matrix because students are nested within different teacher combinations (i.e., 
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students are not purely nested).  A large dataset with multiple cross-classified effects is 
computationally burdensome to standard software packages both in terms of estimation 
and memory.  Although LME4 is capable of handling sparse matrices, it was not possible 
to specify the variance-covariance matrix for the random effects in this package.  
Subsequently, this R package did not have the capability to estimate the models used in 
these analyses. 
It is possible to specify the variance-covariance matrix for the random effects in 
the other R package for mixed models, NLME (Pinheiro et al., 2012), but this package 
does not incorporate the sparse matrix algorithms, which allow LME4 to easily 
implement multiple random effects.  However, SAS 9.3 software using HPMIXED is 
functionally comparable to a combination of these two R packages.  HPMIXED in 9.3 
uses a sparse matrix algorithm, which allows for multiple crossed random effects and 
permits the ability to specify covariance structures for the random effects via the repeated 
statement (repeated effect and residual covariance structure). 
 All of the cross-classified mixed effect models were estimated with SAS 9.3 
software using the HPMIXED procedure.  Several of the variables used in the cross-
classified mixed effect models were created in a prior analysis.  Specifically, Mplus 6.1 
was used to create all but the sum score variables and manifest change scores (i.e., static 
multivariate latent variable models, change score multivariate models, univariate factor 
scores and univariate BLUPs).  The specifics are discussed in more detail in the 
measurement model section below.  
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Measurement Model Structures 
 Multiple experimental combinations were specified within each cross-classified 
mixed effect model.  Measurement model structures vary by two levels of measurement 
assumptions (parallel and non-parallel indicators), two levels of variable combinations 
(univariate and multivariate), two levels of scaling (IRT scale scores and NCE scores), 
two levels of longitudinal invariance (non-invariant and invariant), and two levels of 
dependent variables (static achievement scores and change scores).  Each of the methods 
described below were repeated to create teacher estimates for the two scaling metrics 
(IRT and NCE scores) and two dependent variables (static achievement and change 
scores).  
 Static achievement scores.  Static achievement scores were operationalized as 
students’ individual scores at each time point.  Subsequently, there were three static 
scores included in the model—one for each wave of the analysis (K – 2nd grade).  Static 
scores were created for a combination of univariate and multivariate measurement model 
structures. 
Univariate.  Univariate static achievement scores were operationalized as either 
sum scores or factor scores.  Manifest univariate summary scores were created by taking 
the average of the three scale scores (mathematics, reading, and listening scores from the 
SAT).  Univariate factor scores were obtained by estimating a latent variable model for 
each time point and obtaining the empirical Bayes weighted factor score based on the 
analysis.  Factor scores from Mplus were generated using maximum a posteriori scoring 
(MAP; Embretson & Reise, 2000; Muthén, 2008). The latent variable model used to 
estimate the empirical Bayes factor scores assumed a combination of measurement 
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(parallel or non-parallel indicators) and longitudinal invariance assumptions (invariant or 
non-invariant).  More precisely, there were four possible combinations within each 
scaling condition (i.e., longitudinally invariant parallel NCE, longitudinally invariant 
parallel IRT, longitudinally non-invariant parallel NCE, etc.).  Conditions with parallel 
indicators constrained all factor loadings and errors equal whereas non-parallel conditions 
permitted factor loadings and errors to be freely estimated.  Figure 3 illustrates the 




Figure 3.  Parallel and non-parallel indicators.  Note.  Parentheses indicate that 
loadings and error are constrained to be equal. 
 
In terms of longitudinal invariance, there were two conditions, one constraining 
the factor loading and errors for an item to be equal across time (longitudinal invariance), 
and another allowing all factor loadings and errors to be uniquely estimated regardless of 
time point (longitudinal non-invariance).  Figure 4 illustrates the relationship between the 






Figure 4.  Longitudinally invariant and non-invariant conditions.  Note.  Parentheses 
indicate that loadings and error are constrained to be equal across time. M refers to 
mathematics, R refers to reading, and L refers to listening 
 
After the latent variable models were estimated using Mplus, factor scores were 
integrated into SAS 9.3 software and data were transformed to person-period format 
(“stacked” format) for analyses in HPMIXED.  A cross-classified mixed effects model 
was used in HPMIXED to estimate each of the univariate summary and factor score 
conditions.  
Cross-classified mixed effect model.  The current study operationalized a cross-
classified mixed effect model as a value-added model.  A single baseline cross-classified 
mixed effect model was used in each univariate and multivariate measurement model 
structure, but models varied across four persistence conditions.  An example of one of the 
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persistence conditions, complete persistence, is detailed in equation 17.  In a cross-
classified mixed effect model with complete persistence, student j’s performance at time i 
in classroom k, over the course of three years can be expressed as, 
                          (17) 
                                      
                                              
In the equation 17, u0 represents average achievement in the first year, c1 is the average 
learning growth, b00j represents the random effect of student j on achievement in grade K, 
b10j is the student’s random effect for learning rate, and 00k denotes the random teacher 
effect for teacher k.  Teacher effects 00k are independently distributed N(0,c00) and 
random effects for achievement and learning rates are assumed correlated.  Gain at the 
end of the year is a combination of a student’s growth rate and a teacher deflection.  
This baseline cross-classified model was used for all of the univariate static score 
analyses.  However a modified cross-classified mixed effects model was used to estimate 
the multivariate models.   
Multivariate.  Similar to the data management procedures described above for the 
factor score conditions, multivariate latent variable models were initially estimated using 
Mplus 6.1 software (Muthén & Muthén, 2010).  Factor loadings were obtained for use in 
a successive cross-classified mixed effects model by estimating a latent variable model 
with the three measures (mathematics, reading, and listening scores from the SAT) as 
indicators across each time point.  The latent variable model used to obtain the factor 
loadings varied across a combination of scaling (IRT or NCE scores), measurement 
(parallel or non-parallel indicators) and longitudinal invariance assumptions (invariant or 
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non-invariant).  A total of eight multivariate models were estimated across the scaling, 
measurement (all factor loadings equal or freely estimated) and longitudinal invariance 
conditions (factor loadings held equal across time or allowed to vary).   
After the latent variable models were estimated in Mplus, all data were 
transformed to person-period format by repeated measure (“stacked”) format and factor 
loadings were integrated into SAS 9.3 software.  This was accomplished by modifying 
the intercept term to consist of a vector of fixed factor loadings instead of a vector of 1s.  
A modified latent variable cross-classified model was used to estimate the multivariate 
conditions.  The model specification is described below. 
Multivariate latent variable model.  While two-level multilevel models are 
possible in the SEM framework, SEM programs do not allow for cross-classified nesting 
structures needed for the particular VAA model used in this analysis.  As such, this study 
incorporated the procedures developed by Raudenbush, Rowan, and Kang (1991) for 
implementing a measurement model in the multilevel model framework.  Raudenbush 
and Bryk (2002) and Raudenbush et al. (1991) note that it is possible to consider the first 
level of a hierarchical (multilevel) model as a measurement model.  Thus, a measurement 
model was incorporated into a multilevel model by assuming each item measuring p 
constructs was equally weighted.  Given this assumption, the level 1 model was: 
     ∑                 (18) 
where apijk takes a value of 1 if item i measures the construct p and πpjk represented the 
latent true score for student j within teacher k on the p construct.  On the second level of 
the model, the distribution of true scores for persons within a classroom (πp) was 
expressed as:  
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               (19) 
where βpk0 represents the true score mean on the construct p for teacher k, and rpjk was the 
person-specific random effect.  In the third level, teacher means vary around the grand 
mean, which was expressed as:  
               (20)
 
Random effects in level 2 and 3 were assumed multivariate normal with means of 0 and 
covariance matrices of Τπ and Τβ, respectively.  
Multivariate conditions were estimated following the model specifications 
outlined by Raudenbush et al. (1991).  The HPMIXED procedure in SAS 9.3 was 
essential for this particular model because the software is capable of handling sparse 
matrices and provides the ability to specify covariance structures for random effects.   
 Change scores.  Change scores were operationalized as the difference (i.e., 
change) between students’ scores at consecutive time points.  More precisely, two change 
scores were created: 1) Time 2 – Time 1 (T2-T1), and 2) Time 3 – Time 2 (T3-T2).  In 
contrast to the static achievement score dataset, which had three outcome measures, there 
were only two outcome measures included in the change score dataset.  The procedures 
used to create the univariate and multivariate conditions are described below. 
Univariate.  Change scores were created based on the univariate static 
achievement scores.  Specifically, change scores were the differences between scores at 
consecutive time points (i.e., T2-T1 and T3-T2) from both the univariate static summary 
and factor scores.  The change between summary scores was operationalized as Change 
score-PI, the manifest change score between summary scores assuming parallel 
indicators.  Change between the factor scores from the static conditions were 
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operationalized as, Change score, the difference score between latent factor scores not 
assuming parallel indicators.   
The base scores were already present in the data file from the static achievement 
score conditions; so all data management (i.e., change score creation) was conducted in 
SAS 9.3.  Once univariate change scores were created, a cross-classified mixed effects 
model was used to estimate each of the univariate change score conditions.  Because 
there were only two time points in the model and three teachers who contributed to 
student achievement, some modifications were made to the teacher effect parameters.  
These modifications are discussed in more detail in the persistence section below.   
In addition to the modifications to the teacher effect persistence parameters, 
additional modifications were made to the multivariate change scores conditions due to 
the use of change scores rather than static achievement.  Specifically, the multivariate 
change score outcomes were created using a different latent variable model than the static 
score conditions.  Multivariate conditions utilized a piecewise model for latent change.  
Multivariate.  Multivariate change score models were operationalized as 
piecewise latent growth curve models with and without parallel indicators (PI).  
Piecewise models are an extension of latent growth models (LGM), which can be used to 
divide time series data into meaningful time periods (e.g., developmental periods) and 
summarize change within each subset (Duncan & Duncan, 2004).  In this particular 
study, the three time points were segmented into two points of change: 1) Change 1 (T2-
T1) and 2) Change 2 (T3-T2).  Piecewise latent growth curve models were estimated in 
Mplus and the latent change scores (i.e., slopes for each developmental period) were 
recorded.  Latent change scores for the two slopes (change 1 and change 2, see detail 
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below) were then integrated into a cross-classified mixed effects model for analyses in 
HPMIXED.   
Piecewise model.  A piecewise growth curve model was used to model the 
multivariate latent change score conditions.  According to Duncan and Duncan (2004), 
piecewise models can examine aspects such as: a) differences in the rate of change in a 
latent construct across developmental periods, b) the degree to which individual rates of 
change in the latent construct differ between different periods of interest, and c) 
significant predictors of change in the latent construct during specific developmental 
periods.   
A latent growth curve model served as the base model for the prior estimation in 
Mplus.  The first level of the model is parameterized as: 
                                      (21) 
where j is a matrix of factor loadings for student j within i occasions and k teachers and 
0j, 1j, and 2j represent the latent “academic achievement” factors at the three time 
points.  The second level of the model is parameterized as: 
               (22) 
               (23) 
               (24) 
where 0jk represents the intercept, 1jk indicates the growth trajectory at the first change 
point (change 1 or slope 1), 2jk indicates the growth trajectory for the second change 
point (change 2) and student-level deviations from the factor scores are represented by 
jk.   
The third level of the piecewise model is expressed as: 
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       (25) 
       (26) 
       (27) 
where 0k, 1k, and 2k represent the variability in the mean factor scores for teachers k. 
Figure 5 illustrates an example of one of the piecewise latent variable models used for the 
multivariate change score conditions.  
 
Figure 5.  Piecewise latent variable model.  Note. The piecewise model used for 
the multivariate longitudinally invariant parallel change score condition (Piecewise-PI). 
Parentheses indicate that factor loadings and errors are constrained equal. 
 
The piecewise latent growth curve model was used as the initial model to estimate 
the latent changes between the two change points (T2-T1 and T3-T2).  Latent change 
scores from the multivariate piecewise model were recorded and entered in the 
subsequent analysis in SAS HPMIXED.  A cross-classified mixed effect model was 
estimated using the two latent change scores from the piecewise model across all of the 




Once the data were created for each of the measurement model structure 
combinations, cross-classified mixed effects models were estimated across four 
persistence conditions.  Specifically, models in this study varied between groups by the 
degree to which teacher effects were allowed to persist over time (complete, partial, half-
life, and zero).  Because effect persistence implies continuation beyond the initial time 
point (T) that a teacher has a student in class, all persistence parameters were 100% in the 
initial year, and then varied across persistence conditions for each subsequent year (T+1).   
The four effect persistence conditions were specified as: (a) complete persistence 
(100% persistence each T+1 occasion), (b) partial persistence (50% persistence each T+1 
occasion), (c) half- life persistence (50% decline each T+1 occasion) and (d) zero 
persistence (0% persistence each T+ 1 occasion).  A cross-classified mixed effects model 
was chosen because of the flexibility it offers in terms of specifying teacher estimates.  
Figures 6 and 7 detail the matrices for the four value-added models in the static 
achievement and change score conditions. 
 In practice, models tend to assume complete persistence.  One of the most 
popular statistical methods for calculating value-added, the EVAAS model, assumes 
complete persistence and common econometric methods such as covariate adjustment 
and gain score models also assume complete persistence.  Some methods also utilize 
Bayesian techniques to directly estimate the degree to which teacher effects decay over 
time.  In particular, the variable persistence (VP) and the generalized persistence (GP) 
models discussed in the previous section explicitly parameterize the degree to which 




Figure 6. Matrices for the cross-classified mixed effect models in the static achievement 




Figure 7. Matrices for the cross-classified mixed effect models in the change score 
conditions. Note. T indicates time-point and the letters A, B, and C indicates three 
different teachers. 
 
These value-added techniques utilize MCMC sampling algorithms to repeatedly 
sample from the conditional posterior distribution.  Yet, one of the criticisms of these 
techniques is that the methods can be computationally burdensome (Braun & Wainer, 
2007).  Also, practitioners tend to favor methods such as EVAAS, covariate adjustment, 
or gain score models that assume complete persistence.  While the ability to estimate the 
degree of persistence with MCMC methods is an option for value-added analyses, it was 
not used for this particular study.  Because the primary objective of this study is to 
evaluate parameters from different measurement model structures, persistence was fixed 
and limited to the four conditions—complete, partial, half-life, and zero persistence.  
These model specifications were directly specified with SAS 9.3 software using the 
HPMIXED procedure rather than estimated using MCMC procedures. 
Time point A B C A B C A B C A B C
T1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
T2 1 1 0 0.5 1 0 0.5 1 0 0 1 0
T3 1 1 1 0.5 0.5 1 0.25 0.5 1 0 0 1
Complete persistence Partial persistence Half-life persistence Zero persistence
Matrices for the value-added models in the static achievement score conditions
Change A B C A B C A B C A B C
Change 1 (T2-T1) 1 1 0 0.5 1 0 0.5 1 0 0 1 0
Change 2 (T3-T2) 1 1 1 0.5 0.5 1 0.25 0.5 1 0 0 1
Matrices for the value-added models in the change score conditions
Complete persistence Partial persistence Half-life persistence Zero persistence
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Each measurement model and persistence combinations were estimated in SAS 
9.3 using the HPMIXED procedure.  Model results and teacher estimates were further 
evaluated for fit and consistency across experimental conditions.  The analytic procedures 
used to evaluate the experimental conditions are detailed in the following section. 
Analytic Procedures 
In total, 128 conditions (4x2x2x2x2x2 mixed factorial) were estimated in SAS 9.3 
software using the HPMIXED procedure.  Although there were a number of conditions, 
there were only four main analytical procedures used across all conditions.  Analytical 
procedures were used to evaluate the consistency in model fit, teacher estimates, and 
rankings across measurement model structure and persistence conditions. 
Model Parameters and Fit 
Model parameters were evaluated across conditions for general trends.  
Parameters were not compared using any particular method; they were evaluated in terms 
of magnitude and consistency across conditions.  Model parameters and fit were used to 
evaluate a portion of the first research question (To what degree are model parameters, 
teacher estimates, and rankings related to different univariate and multivariate 
measurement model structures?).  All other research questions were primarily concerned 
with consistency across teacher estimates and rankings.  However, the evaluation of the 
model parameters and fit across the univariate and multivariate models provided a 
general overview of the patterns within both measurement model structures and 
persistence conditions. 
Model fit was evaluated using Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC; Akaike, 
1987) fit indices because the models were not nested (Hox, 2010).  Fit indices were used 
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to compare models that matched in terms of dependent variable (static or change scores), 
scaling assumption (IRT or NCE scores), and variable combination (univariate or 
multivariate).  Comparisons were made within a particular combination of these three 
factors (i.e., univariate static IRT models) but not across conditions because the datasets 
were inherently different.  Models with smaller information criteria are considered to 
have “better” fit.   
The evaluation of model parameters and fit accounts for a small portion of the 
analyses (Research Question 1) and provides a general overview of the patterns found 
across measurement model and persistence conditions.  The majority of the evaluation 
focused on the consistency of teacher estimates and rankings across experimental 
conditions.  Several methods were used to evaluate consistency across the combination of 
univariate and multivariate measurement model structures and effect persistence. 
Teacher Estimates and Rankings 
All of the research questions focused on the consistency of teacher estimates and 
rankings across particular experimental combinations.  At each time point, teacher 
effectiveness was operationalized as the best linear unbiased predictors (BLUPs) 
(Lockwood et al., 2007).  BLUPs were estimated by adding the SOLUTION option in the 
RANDOM statement.  After the teacher estimates (BLUPs) were recorded for each time 
point, they were then used to create teachers rankings.  Because the true teacher effects 
were unknown, the goal of this study was to not to evaluate the validity of the estimates; 
rather the goal was evaluate the consistency of the estimates across experimental 
conditions.  Several methods were chosen to evaluate consistency across conditions.   
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Rank-order consistency.  Spearman’s rho rank-order correlation coefficients 
were used to evaluate the relationships between teacher estimates across conditions.  
While correlation coefficients provide a good indication of the general relationships 
among teacher rankings, they do not provide information about the consistency of teacher 
rankings within specific portions of the performance distribution.  Subsequently, two 
additional methods were used to evaluate the consistency and precision of estimates 
within particular areas of the performance distribution.  One method used to measure 
consistency across experimental conditions focused on a particular portion of the 
distribution of teachers—the lowest performing teachers.   
Lowest quartile rank consistency.  Teachers in the bottom quartile were 
assigned to an “underperforming” category and all other quartiles were assigned to a 
“performing” category.  This method was chosen based on researchers who claim that 
removing the lowest performing teachers has the potential to increase student 
achievement and bridge achievement gaps (Gordon et al., 2006; Hanushek, 2009; 
Hanushek & Rivikin, 2010).  For instance, Hanushek (2009) hypothesized that removing 
the bottom 5 percent of teachers could increase student performance gain an average of 
0.28 – 0.42 standard deviations.  
Because the bottom of the performance distribution has such potential high stakes, 
Cohen’s Kappa was used to compare the consistency of teacher rankings in the lowest 
quartile across experimental conditions.  These categories were chosen to mirror some of 
the proposed teacher tenure legislation in several states where teachers who consistently 
have lower rankings can potentially be terminated.  For instance, tenure policies in the 
state of Florida were designed to base up to 50% of teachers’ evaluations on value-added 
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results and teachers who receive two unsatisfactory ratings within three years could be 
terminated (Marshall, 2011).  However, these policies are being contested in court at the 
present time (Solochek, 2012a).    
Estimate precision.  Another method used to evaluate consistency and precision 
incorporated both teacher estimates and their 95% confidence intervals.  This method was 
used to evaluate the consistency of teachers who were statistically different from average 
(i.e., zero) across conditions.  Researchers have criticized the use of quartiles (or 
quintiles) for ranking teachers because these methods do not take into account confidence 
intervals (i.e., measurement error).  Thus a more conservative approach used by Briggs 
and Domingue (2011) classified teachers into three groups based on whether or not their 
confidence intervals were different from zero.  In particular, estimates in which the 95% 
confidence interval included zero were classified as “expected” and those that did not 
intersect zero were considered either “below expected” (if below 0) or “above expected” 
(if above 0).  Although Briggs and Domingue (2011) refer to teachers with confidence 
intervals including zero as “average,” the label expected was chosen for this project 
because some comparisons were made with averages.  Specifically, it was clearer to say, 
“the average percentage of teachers classified as expected” rather than “the average 
percentage of teachers classified as average.”  Figure 8 provides an example of a 




Figure 8. Caterpillar plot.  Note.  Caterpillar plot of the longitudinally non-
invariant parallel IRT score condition from the univariate static achievement score model 
(Complete persistence at time 1) 
 
Although true teacher effects were unknown, the goal was to evaluate the 
consistency of these categorizations across experimental conditions.  This approach 
(called estimate precision from this point forward) was evaluated by calculating the 
difference in percentage of teachers classified in each of the categories (above expected, 
expected, below expected) across conditions.  Percentage differences less than +/- 5-
points were considered acceptable, whereas those outside this boundary were flagged as 
unfavorable.  
Not surprisingly, researchers have found that the length of teachers’ confidence 
intervals depends upon the number of students they have taught (Briggs & Domingue, 
2011).  Although sample size is a relevant issue in the precision of value-added estimates, 
it was not a factor in this particular study because sample size was fixed across all 
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conditions.  Subsequently, any fluctuation in the consistency of teacher classifications 
across the three categories was attributed to the experimental manipulation of the 
modeling process, rather than sample size.   
Summary 
 The current study examines the consistency of model parameters, teacher 
estimates, and rankings across a variety of univariate and multivariate measurement 
model combinations and persistence assumptions.  Experimental conditions vary between 
groups by the degree of effect persistence (complete, partial, half-life, and zero) and 
within each persistence condition by measurement assumptions (parallel and non-parallel 
indicators), scaling (IRT and NCE), longitudinal invariance (non-invariant and invariant) 
and dependent variable (static achievement and change scores).  The central hypothesis is 
that a longitudinal, non-invariant multivariate latent variable model will decrease 
measurement error, subsequently influencing the reliability and stability of teacher 
estimates and rankings. 
 A total of 128 conditions were estimated in SAS 9.3 software using the 
HPMIXED procedure.  Four main analytical procedures were used to evaluate the 
consistency of model results across conditions, yet model fit was used for Research 
Question 1 only.  Because models were non-nested, model fit was evaluated using AIC fit 
indices.  Model fit information provides information on the general patterns within a 
particular combination of dependent variable (static or change scores), scaling 
assumption (IRT or NCE scores), and variable combination (univariate or multivariate), 
but not across combinations because the datasets were not identical.   
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For the most part, analyses concerned the stability of teacher estimates and 
rankings across experimental manipulations.  There were three methods used to evaluate 
the consistency of estimates and/or rankings across conditions.  General patterns were 
evaluated using Spearman’s rho rank-order correlations.  This methodology provides 
information about the strength of the relationship across conditions, but did not focus on 
any particular portion of the distribution.  Two additional methods were used to examine 
consistency in the lowest quartile and across the entire distribution.  Cohen’s Kappa was 
used to evaluate the stability of teacher rankings in the lowest quartile of the distribution.  
Another approach, estimate precision, examined the consistency of teachers who were 
classified teachers into three groups based on whether or not their 95% confidence 
intervals were different from zero.  In particular, estimates in which confidence intervals 
included zero were classified as expected and those that did not intersect zero were 
considered either below expected (if below 0) or above expected (if above 0).  Teachers 
were categorized into three groups based on their confidence intervals (below expected, 
expected, and above expected) and the consistency of these categorizations was evaluated 
across the entire distribution. 
Overall, the primary objective of this study is to evaluate model parameters, 
teacher estimates, and rankings for value-added modeling approaches with univariate and 
multivariate measurement model structures.  The analytical procedures used to evaluate 
consistency examined both general patterns as well as specific portions of the 
performance distribution.  Although consistency is not indicative of truth, the goal of 
these analyses was to identify the degree to which the experimental manipulations (i.e., 
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measurement model structures and persistence assumptions) were related to the 





Chapter IV. Results 
This chapter presents the results from the analytic procedures used to answer the 
six research questions in this study.  Prior to the results is a brief summary of the analytic 
procedures conducted for each of the conditions.  Additionally, information regarding the 
estimation problems encountered during the analyses is provided prior to the empirical 
results. 
Several analyses were conducted in order to answer each research question.  One 
of these, model fit, was only used to evaluate Research Question 1.  The majority of the 
analyses were focused on the consistency of teacher estimates and rankings across the 
experimental conditions.  Consistency of teacher estimates and rankings were evaluated 
with rank-order correlations, the Kappa statistic, and estimate precision using the 95% 
confidence intervals.  Results are presented sequentially by research question.  Within 
each research question, results are organized according to the type of analysis (i.e., rank-
order correlation) and dependent variable (or variable combination for Research Question 
6).  Tables corresponding to each particular research question can be found in 
Appendices B - E.   
Analytic Procedures 
Once the initial data management steps detailed in Chapter III were completed 
(i.e., creation of summary scores, latent factor scores, and factor loadings), all primary 
analyses were conducted via SAS 9.3 software using the PROC HPMIXED procedure.  
The HPMIXED procedure in 9.3 was chosen because it is designed to handle both large 
numbers of random effects as well as observations.  The HPMIXED procedure in SAS 
9.3 is uniquely suited for these particular analyses because it uses a sparse matrix 
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algorithm, which allows for multiple crossed random effects and provides the ability to 
specify covariance structures for the random effects via the repeated statement (repeated 
effect and residual covariance structure).  Yet, HPMIXED does not have all of the 
options available in other programs such as the MIXED procedure.  These limitations 
influenced the degrees of freedom, covariance estimation, and covariance test options.   
The current study used the default residual method that performs all tests using 
the residual degrees of freedom because the Satterthwaite method was not an option 
(SAS, 2011).  Only one covariance estimation method is available in HPMIXED, so all 
reported parameter estimates were obtained through restricted maximum likelihood 
(REML).  However, the focus of this study was model variances, so REML was the 
preferred method even if maximum likelihood (ML) had been an option.  Also, 
HPMIXED does not support the COVTEST option, so standard errors were not provided 
for the covariance parameters (Kiernana, Tao, & Gibbs, 2012).  Standard errors were 
available for the random effects using the “CL” command on the random statement. 
Several analyses were conducted to evaluate model parameters and consistency of 
teacher rankings across experimental conditions.  Within each research question, model 
fit, rank-order correlations, lowest quartile rank consistency, and estimate precision via 
95% confidence intervals (CIs) were examined.  Model fit was evaluated via AIC fit 
indices because fit indices can be used to compare non-nested models as long as the 
datasets are identical (Singer & Willet, 2003).  Models with smaller information criteria 
were considered to have “better” fit, but since fit indices do not produce p-values, these 
were considered relative rather than absolute judgments.  Fit indices were used to 
compare models that matched in terms of dependent variable (static or change scores), 
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scaling assumption (IRT or NCE scores), and variable combination (univariate or 
multivariate).  Comparisons were made within a particular combination of these two 
factors (i.e., univariate static models) but not across conditions because the datasets were 
inherently different.   
In addition to model fit, rank-order correlations were examined to evaluate the 
relationships between estimates across the experimental conditions.  Teacher estimates 
were operationalized as the best linear unbiased predictors (BLUPs) from each time 
point.  From this point forward, the time point in which the teacher had the student in 
class was used to refer to the specific set of teacher estimates.  Specifically, estimates 
from the first teacher were synonymous with the first time point (Teacher 1 = Time 1), 
estimates from the second teacher with the second time point (Teacher 2 = Time 2), and 
subsequently estimates from the third teacher were with the third time point (Teacher 3 = 
Time 3).  Estimates from each condition were ranked from lowest to highest and 
Spearman’s rho rank-order correlations were used to evaluate the consistency of rankings 
across the different experimental assumptions.  BLUPs were obtained with the 95% 
confidence intervals (CIs) in order to evaluate the precision of estimates across models.  
Caterpillar plots of the expected values across repeated observations (e.g., 95% CIs) were 
created and precision was evaluated by calculating the percentage of teachers statistically 
different from average (i.e., 0).  Estimates in which the 95% confidence interval did not 
intersect zero were considered “below expected” (if below 0) or “above expected” (if 
above 0) (Briggs & Domingue, 2011).   
Finally, the Kappa statistic was used to evaluate the stability of teachers in the 
bottom quartile of the distribution.  Because the bottom of the performance distribution 
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has such potential high stakes, it was important to explore the consistency of teacher 
rankings in this particular portion of the distribution.  Teachers were assigned to one of 
two categories based on their quartile rank: “underperforming” (1st quartile) and 
“performing” (2nd-4th quartiles).  These categories were chosen to mirror some of the 
proposed teacher tenure legislation in several states.  
Two different Kappa analyses were used to evaluate the consistency of teachers in 
the lowest quartile across conditions.  In order to answer the first research question 
regarding the stability across all univariate and multivariate measurement model 
structures, each experimental condition was considered a different “rater” and interrater 
reliability was analyzed using a SAS macro.  Specifically, this macro calculated Kappa 
from multiple raters using the Fleiss methodology (Chen, Seel, & Zaebst, 2005).  The 
SAS macro and Kappa for multiple raters was also used to evaluate the impact of 
persistence conditions and the type of dependent variable (static achievement and change 
scores), but all other experimental conditions had narrower research questions.  For 
instance, several research questions focused on the difference between similar conditions 
differing on one aspect (e.g., longitudinally non-invariant IRT score models assuming 
either parallel or non-parallel measures).  In these cases, the SAS macro for multiple 
raters was not used to calculate Kappa because there were only two raters (e.g., parallel 
or non-parallel conditions). 
Estimation Problems 
Although HPMIXED was best suited for these analyses, not all of the intended 
128 conditions converged to provide solutions.  Estimation problems primarily occurred 
within the static achievement score models.  Within the static achievement score models, 
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two univariate conditions and five multivariate conditions did not produce solutions (i.e., 
model parameters or BLUPs).  Table 1 lists all of the non-convergent conditions within 
the static achievement score models.  
Table 1.  Non-convergent conditions within the static achievement score models. 
 
 
In order to diagnose some of the potential issues affecting the non-convergent 
static achievement score models, additional datasets were created and non-convergent 
models were re-estimated until a solution was found.  The same selection procedures 
were used to create the additional datasets, but the random seeds were changed for each 
new dataset.  Tables 2 and 3 contain descriptive information from each of the new 
datasets and the models that converged within each specific dataset. 
Univariate/Static:
Multivariate/Static:
Longitudinally Invariant Parallel IRT           
(Half-life) 
Longitudinally Non-Invariant Non-parallel IRT  
(Complete)
Non-convergent conditions
Longitudinally Invariant Parallel IRT        
(Complete & partial)
Longitudinally Invariant Non-parallel IRT              
(Complete, partial & zero)
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Table 2. Descriptive statics across models from each new dataset. 
 
 
Table 3. Models that converged within each new dataset. 
 
 
Within the change score conditions, the first time points from the zero persistence 
models did not produce credible teacher effects.  Specifically, all of the BLUPs (teacher 
estimates) from the first time point were “0.”  Yet, this was not a surprise because the 
first time point in the change conditions was given a “0” as a persistence parameter.  As 
shown in Figures 9 and 10, the zero persistence models assumed no lingering effects 
from prior teachers.  
Main File Dataset 2 Dataset 3 Dataset 4 Dataset 5 Dataset 6
Time 1
Teachers 327 327 327 327 328 327
Students:Teacher 6.12 6.12 6.12 6.12 6.10 6.12
Teachers with > 9 students 45 26 35 27 37 37
Teachers with < 4 students 53 49 51 49 56 51
Time 2
Teachers 327 327 329 329 329 329
Students:Teacher 6.12 6.12 6.08 6.08 6.08 6.08
Teachers with > 9 students 43 30 37 27 37 33
Teachers with < 4 students 45 51 53 50 60 50
Time 3
Teachers 324 325 323 325 325 326
Students:Teacher 6.17 6.15 6.19 6.15 6.15 6.13
Teachers with > 9 students 44 30 35 27 34 33
Teachers with < 4 students 51 45 51 51 54 47

























Figure 9. Matrices for the value-added models in the static achievement score conditions. 
Note. T indicates time-point and the letters A, B, and C indicates three different teachers. 
. 
 
Figure 10. Matrices for the value-added models in the change score conditions. Note. T 
indicates time-point and the letters A, B, and C indicates three different teachers. 
 
Subsequently, the zeros produced in the first time point within the change score models 
were considered non-solutions because these effects were artifacts of the fixed 
persistence parameters.  All other change score conditions converged with credible 
teacher effects. 
Research Question 1. 
To what degree are model parameters, teacher estimates, and rankings related to 
different univariate and multivariate measurement model structures? 
Model Parameters and Fit  
Summary tables of model parameters from all univariate and multivariate 
measurement model parameters can be found in Appendix A.  Specifically, the fixed 
effect, random effect, and model fit indices from the univariate and multivariate 
conditions are in Tables A.1- A.32.  Model fit comparisons were not made across 
variable combinations, scaling assumptions, or dependent variables [i.e., variable 
Time point A B C A B C A B C A B C
T1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
T2 1 1 0 0.5 1 0 0.5 1 0 0 1 0
T3 1 1 1 0.5 0.5 1 0.25 0.5 1 0 0 1
Complete persistence Partial persistence Half-life persistence Zero persistence
Matrices for the value-added models in the static achievement score conditions
Change A B C A B C A B C A B C
Change 1 (T2-T1) 1 1 0 0.5 1 0 0.5 1 0 0 1 0
Change 2 (T3-T2) 1 1 1 0.5 0.5 1 0.25 0.5 1 0 0 1
Matrices for the value-added models in the change score conditions
Complete persistence Partial persistence Half-life persistence Zero persistence
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combination (univariate or multivariate), scaling (IRT or NCE scores), or dependent 
variable (static achievement or change scores)] because the datasets were not identical.  
For instance, comparisons were made within univariate static achievement score models 
that used IRT scale scores but not across multivariate static achievement score models 
that used IRT scores, any NCE score models, or any change score models.  
Static achievement scores.  The general patterns found across model parameters 
from the static achievement score conditions were contrasted between univariate and 
multivariate conditions.  However, model fit was not compared across variable 
combinations or scaling assumptions because the datasets were not identical.  Model fit 
was evaluated within variable combination (univariate and multivariate measurement 
model) and scaling (IRT and NCE score) conditions only. 
Model parameters.  There were some general patterns found in the random and 
fixed effects from the univariate and multivariate static achievement score models.  
Within the IRT score scale conditions that converged, there were different intercepts 
across the univariate and multivariate conditions.  In particular, intercepts were higher in 
the multivariate conditions.  Although the intercepts were different among the 
multivariate models, slopes were generally consistent across experimental conditions.  
This pattern was not found among the NCE score scale models; models had very similar 
intercepts and slopes across conditions. 
In addition to some differences in the fixed effects, there were divergent patterns 
found among the random effects across the experimental conditions.  In general, the 
random effects depended upon the measurement model combination and the type of 
persistence assumed by the model.  In the univariate conditions, the complete persistence 
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models estimated different teacher parameters compared to the other three persistence 
conditions, particularly for the first teachers.  For instance, Table A.1 shows that teacher 
random effects variance at the first time point (kindergarten teachers) in the complete 
persistence condition were 248.51, which were almost 20 times larger than the next 
largest estimate (12.84) in the half-life condition.  This pattern was more extreme for IRT 
score conditions, but was consistent across the NCE scaling conditions as well.  The only 
condition that did not demonstrate this pattern (e.g., extremely large estimates for the first 
teacher in the complete persistence condition) was the longitudinally invariant parallel 
NCE score condition (see Table A.6).  As shown in Table A.6, random effect variances 
for the first teacher in the complete, partial, and half-life conditions were closer to each 
other than the other conditions.  Unfortunately, it was not possible to evaluate this 
occurrence with the IRT scale scores using the same model assumptions because only 
two of the persistence conditions converged. 
In the multivariate conditions, teacher random effects variance from the complete, 
partial, and half-life conditions tended to be fairly similar across all experimental 
conditions.  However, random effects from the zero persistence conditions were 
noticeably lower than those from the other persistence models, particularly for the initial 
teacher.  As shown in Table A.9, the parameter for the first teacher was 211.54, almost 
half the size of the other three conditions (minimum of 400.49 from the other three 
conditions).  The latter two teacher random effects variance from the zero persistence 
condition tended to be closer to the other three conditions, but overall the random effects 
from the zero persistence models were lower relative to other persistence models.   
Overall, the multivariate teacher random effect variances in the static achievement 
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score conditions tended to be larger than those from the univariate models.  The one 
exception was found in a particular condition—the longitudinally invariant parallel NCE 
score condition.  As shown in Tables A.6 and A.14, the random effect variances from the 
univariate and multivariate longitudinally invariant parallel NCE score conditions were 
quite similar.  Additionally, this was the only condition that produced consistent fixed 
and random effects across all eight univariate and multivariate models.   
Model fit.  Although the general patterns in model parameters can be compared 
across univariate and multivariate models, it was not possible to compare these groups in 
terms of model fit.  In order to clearly distinguish the results within this section, findings 
are separated by variable combination.  
Univariate.  Fit indices among the univariate static achievement score conditions 
depended upon the experimental combination.  For instance, models that assumed 
longitudinal non-invariance fit best with parallel measures.  Model fit indices were lower 
for models that assumed longitudinal non-invariance and parallel measures (see Tables 
A.1 and A.2), compared to models that assumed non-parallel measures (see Tables A.3 
and A.4).  The opposite pattern was found for model fit when models assumed 
longitudinal invariance.  When experimental conditions assumed longitudinal invariance, 
the best fitting models were those that also assumed non-parallel indicators.  Tables A.5 
and A.7 show that AIC indices from the longitudinally invariant parallel IRT score 
condition (half-life and zero persistence parameters are the only indices available) were 
much larger than indices from the same persistence conditions using a model that 
assumed non-parallel measures. 
The degree to which the univariate models were related to persistence was 
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inconsistent in terms of good fit, but fairly stable for poor fit.  That is, it was easier to 
determine which models were more problematic than it was to determine which models 
were positive.  Specifically, the zero persistence models tended to have the worst fit 
across the majority of univariate static achievement score conditions based on AIC fit 
indices.  This pattern was fairly consistent across the univariate models, so it was 
relatively easy to determine that model fit among the experimental conditions was 
differentially impacted by at least one of the persistence models.  Finding a pattern 
among the best fitting models was less clear.  The complete and the half-life persistence 
models had lower AIC fit indices the majority of the time, but there was one condition in 
particular where the complete had the worst fit.  Specifically, the complete persistence 
model had the worst fit in the longitudinally invariant parallel NCE score condition (see 
Table A.6).    
In terms of scaling, there was a consistent pattern found between both of the 
conditions.  Model fit was not compared across scaling conditions, but the patterns found 
within each scaling condition were compared.  In both the IRT and NCE score 
conditions, the best fitting models were the longitudinally non-invariant parallel models.  
Within each scaling assumption, the worst fitting models were the most complex—the 
longitudinally non-invariant non-parallel models.   
Multivariate.  Similar to the univariate models, model fit between parallel and 
non-parallel conditions in the multivariate static achievement score models was related to 
the assumptions regarding longitudinal invariance.  Multivariate models that assumed 
longitudinal non-invariance tended to fit better with the conditions that also assumed non-
parallel measures (similar univariate models preferred parallel measures).  Specifically, 
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when models assumed longitudinal non-invariance and non-parallel measures (Tables 
A.9-A.12), both the IRT and NCE score conditions had lower AIC fit indices.   
Identical comparisons could only be partially made with the multivariate models 
that assumed longitudinal invariance, because several of the IRT score conditions 
associated with the longitudinally invariant models did not converge.  It was possible 
however, to compare measurement assumptions among the NCE score conditions.  When 
the multivariate models assumed longitudinal invariance and used NCE scores, fit was 
virtually identical between the parallel and non-parallel measurement models. 
In terms of effect persistence, there were consistent trends regarding which 
conditions had the best and worst fit across the four persistence conditions (see Tables 
A.9 – A.16).  Specifically, the best fitting models in the multivariate static achievement 
score conditions assumed partial persistence, whereas the worst fitting models assumed 
complete persistence.  Yet, there were not large differences between the best and worst 
fitting models.  Differences between the AIC indices from the best and worst fitting 
models ranged from 159 – 236, so none of the persistence models were substantially 
larger than the others. 
Interesting model fit patterns were found within each of the scaling assumptions.  
Multivariate static models that used NCE scale scores had almost identical AIC indices.  
The largest difference between AIC indices from other NCE score models was less than 5 
points.  Subsequently, there was little difference in model fit between multivariate NCE 
models.  Model fit did change across different IRT score models.  Although it was not 
possible to evaluate all possible combinations (several models did not produce solutions), 
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the best fitting IRT score model was the longitudinally non-invariant non-parallel model 
and the worst was the longitudinally invariant parallel model.   
Change scores.  Patterns found across model parameters from the change score 
conditions were compared across univariate and multivariate conditions.  Yet, as 
mentioned previously, model fit was not compared across variable combinations or 
scaling assumptions because the datasets were not identical.   
Model parameters.  In the change score conditions, all of the models except the 
longitudinally invariant parallel IRT score condition had different intercepts and slopes 
across the univariate and multivariate conditions.  As shown in Tables A.21 and A.29, 
intercepts and slopes across all of the persistence models in the univariate and 
multivariate longitudinally invariant parallel IRT score conditions were very similar.  
Other than this one particular condition, the assumptions regarding students’ initial 
starting points and the rate of change depended upon the type of univariate or 
multivariate model.  
In terms of the teacher random effects variance, it appeared that random effects 
were related to both the dependent variable and persistence assumption.  Overall, it was 
difficult to find consistent patterns across some of the primary modeling conditions.  For 
instance, random effects in the multivariate half-life and zero persistence models from the 
longitudinally non-invariant parallel IRT and NCE score conditions (see Tables A.25 and 
A.26) had erratic patterns.  Instead of steadily increasing or decreasing estimates, 
parameters tended to be large for the first teacher, relatively smaller for the second, and 
then increase again for the third teacher.  When these two multivariate conditions were 
compared to their univariate counterparts (see Tables A.17 and A.18), these patterns were 
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not quite as pronounced and in some cases different.   
In order to demonstrate the types of inconsistencies found across conditions, the 
following examples focused on teacher random effect variances from the zero persistence 
models.  When models were contrasted by scaling assumptions, it was found that the 
general trend for random effects were exactly opposite across the univariate and 
multivariate conditions.  Random effects from the longitudinally invariant non-parallel 
IRT conditions demonstrated an increasing pattern (albeit small) from the first to the third 
teacher with the univariate models.  In contrast, there was a decreasing pattern in the size 
of the random effects within the multivariate models (see Tables A.23 and A.31).  
Changing the comparison to measurement assumptions (parallel and non-parallel 
measures) altered the inferences gathered between the scaling conditions.  
As shown in Tables A.21 and A.29, when models were contrasted by 
measurement assumptions, the teacher random effect variances from the zero persistence 
model in the univariate and multivariate longitudinally invariant parallel IRT conditions 
followed the same decreasing pattern from the first to the third teacher.  However, 
random effects from the longitudinally non-invariant parallel condition (Tables A.17 and 
A.25) showed no pattern between multivariate and univariate teacher random effects 
variance in this particular condition.  Effects in the univariate condition increased from 
the first teacher to the third teacher, whereas those in the multivariate condition tend to be 
large with first teacher, decrease with the second, and increase again with third.  In 
general, these types of inconsistencies across experimental assumptions made it difficult 
to find patterns among fixed and random effects from the change score models. 
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Model fit.  It was not possible to compare univariate and multivariate change 
score models in terms of model fit because the datasets were not identical.  Subsequently, 
this section is divided according to the variable combination in order to clearly 
distinguish that fit indices were not compared across univariate and multivariate 
conditions.  Additionally, it was not possible to compare across scaling conditions (IRT 
and NCE).  The general patterns found in the scaling conditions are described within each 
of the sections below but they were not compared against each other. 
Univariate.  Model fit across parallel and non-parallel models in the univariate 
change score conditions was related to the assumptions regarding longitudinal invariance.  
In particular, the same patterns found in the univariate static score models were repeated 
within the univariate change score models.  Models with parallel measures fit best with 
longitudinally non-invariant models, and models with non-parallel measures fit best with 
invariant models.  For instance, model fit indices from both the IRT and NCE conditions 
that assumed longitudinal non-invariance and parallel measures (see Tables A.17 and 
A.18) were better than those from models that assumed non-parallel measures (see Tables 
A.19 and A.20).  Yet, when experimental conditions assumed longitudinal invariance, 
model fit favored the conditions that assumed non-parallel indicators.  Tables A.21 - A.24 
show that AIC indices from the longitudinally invariant non-parallel IRT and NCE score 
conditions were much lower than indices from the same conditions that assumed parallel 
measures.   
In terms of persistence conditions, fit indices from the univariate change score 
conditions did not overwhelmingly favor any one persistence model.  The half-life 
persistence models had the lowest fit indices in four out of the eight experimental 
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conditions, so these models won in terms of majority.  However, across the remaining 
four conditions, each of the persistence models had an occasion in which they had the 
lowest fit indices.  That is, each one of the persistence models was considered the best 
fitting model within the four remaining experimental conditions.  Similar to the 
univariate static achievement score models, there was more consensus in terms of worst 
fit.  Specifically, the complete persistence models had the highest AIC indices in five out 
of the eight conditions.  In the three remaining conditions, the zero persistence models 
had the highest AIC indices. 
Although it was not possible to compare across scaling conditions, it was possible 
to compare the patterns found within each condition.  Similar model fit patterns were 
found in both the scaling conditions.  IRT and NCE score models had the lowest fit 
indices from the longitudinally non-invariant parallel conditions and the highest AIC 
values were from the longitudinally invariant parallel condition.   
Multivariate.  In the multivariate conditions, model fit for the parallel and non-
parallel conditions depended on both the longitudinal invariance and scaling assumptions. 
For instance, IRT scaling conditions that assumed longitudinal non-invariance fit better 
with the conditions that also assumed non-parallel measures (see Tables A.25 and A.27).  
In contrast, NCE scaling conditions from models that assumed longitudinal non-
invariance, fit better with the conditions that also assumed parallel measures (see Tables 
A.26 and A.28).   
In terms of effect persistence, there were consistent trends regarding which 
conditions had the best and worst fit across the four persistence models (see Tables A.9 – 
A.16).  Specifically, the best fitting models in the multivariate static achievement score 
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conditions assumed partial persistence, whereas the worst fitting models assumed 
complete persistence.  Yet, there were not large differences between the best and worst 
fitting models.  Differences between the AIC indices from the best and worst fitting 
models ranged from 159 – 236, so none of the persistence models were substantially 
larger than the others. 
Different model fit patterns were found within each of the scaling conditions.  
Within the NCE score models, the lowest AIC values were found with the longitudinally 
non-invariant parallel model and the highest values were found in the longitudinally non-
invariant non-parallel model.  Within IRT score conditions, there were clear patterns 
indicating which model fit best but less clear indications of the worst fitting model.  The 
best fitting IRT score condition was the longitudinally invariant non-parallel model.  In 
terms of worst fitting model, both the longitudinally non-invariant parallel and 
longitudinally invariant parallel models tended to have the highest AIC values. 
Teacher Estimates and Rankings 
 Within each experimental condition, consistency across the experimental 
conditions was evaluated by several methods.  Specifically, the consistency of teacher 
estimates and rankings were evaluated with rank-order correlations, the Kappa statistic 
and estimate precision using the 95% confidence intervals.   
Rank-order correlations.  Scatter plots of the rank-order correlations for value-
added estimates and summary tables of the Spearman’s rho rank-order correlation 
coefficients across all univariate and multivariate measurement model conditions can be 
found in Appendices B and C, respectively.  Teacher estimates were operationalized as 
the best linear unbiased predictors (BLUPs) from each time point.  Estimates from each 
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experimental condition and persistence model were ranked from lowest to highest and 
rank-order correlations were used to evaluate the consistency of rankings across the 
different assumptions.   
Rank-order correlations across all experimental static achievement score 
conditions can be found in Tables C.1-C.12.  These large comprehensive tables provide 
the estimates from all conditions in order to evaluate the relationships both within and 
between univariate and multivariate conditions.  Specifically, correlation coefficients in 
the top left are within univariate conditions (#1-8), coefficients in the lower right are 
within multivariate conditions (#9-16), and the bottom left is between univariate and 
multivariate conditions.  Additionally, Tables C.25 – C.47 contain the correlation 
coefficients needed to evaluate this specific research question (correlations across 
univariate and multivariate models).  These tables are subsets of the larger tables (e.g., 
Tables C.1 – C.12), created to aid the reader in evaluating the degree to which estimates 
in the static achievement score conditions were related to univariate or multivariate 
measurement model structures. 
Static achievement scores.  Rank-order consistency was strong in the multivariate 
static achievement score conditions.  Specifically, coefficients ranged from 0.97 – 1.00, 
indicating that the multivariate conditions correlated strongly amongst themselves despite 
differences in the measurement model structures (see Tables C.1-C.12).  The 
relationships within univariate conditions were not quite as strong—ranging from 0.63 – 
1.00.  Subsequently, there was more variability in the rankings produced by the univariate 
conditions.   
Tables C.25-C.36 show the rank-order correlations between the univariate and 
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multivariate models.  In general, the IRT scaling conditions tended to have the lowest 
correlations across time and persistence conditions, but this trend depended on the 
specific model combination.  One of the more problematic conditions was the 
longitudinally non-invariant parallel IRT score condition in the second time point (#1 on 
the tables).  As shown on Tables C.26, C.29, and D.35, correlation coefficients for this 
particular variable were all between 0.72 – 0.77.  Although these coefficients were not 
necessarily poor, the numbers were relatively low compared to the other conditions.  
Another problematic condition between univariate and multivariate measurement 
models was another one of the IRT scaling conditions.  The longitudinally invariant non-
parallel IRT score condition (#7 on the tables) tended to perform poorly in two particular 
persistence models, relative to the other conditions.  Tables C.30 and C.33 show the 
relationships between univariate (#7 on the tables) and multivariate measurement models 
were not strong, specifically with the partial and half-life persistence models at the final 
time point.  While these correlations were acceptable in the absolute sense (ranged from 
0.73 – 0.84), they were low relative to the other coefficients. 
Yet, the correlation coefficients across the univariate and multivariate conditions 
patterns depended on the specific modeling combination.  For instance, some of the 
strongest correlation coefficients occurred with the longitudinally invariant parallel IRT 
models (half-life and zero persistence only).  Although only two of the persistence 
conditions converged with this particular variable, the correlation coefficients between 
univariate and multivariate conditions were all higher than 0.98 across all three time 
points in the half-life and zero persistence models.  The NCE version of this 
measurement model structure also showed consistently high rank-order correlations.  
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Specifically, the correlation coefficients between the univariate and multivariate model 
from the longitudinally invariant parallel NCE score conditions were always greater than 
0.98 across all conditions and time points. 
Change scores.  Within each of the measurement model structures, correlation 
coefficients within the multivariate change score conditions were slightly better than 
those from the univariate models.  Specifically, multivariate coefficients ranged from 
0.77 – 0.99 across measurement and persistence conditions (see Tables C.13-C.24).  The 
relationships within univariate models were not much lower—ranging from 0.67 – 1.00.  
Tables C.25-C.36 show the rank-order correlations between the univariate and 
multivariate models across each of the persistence conditions.  In general, relationships 
between the models tended to be the weakest at the first time point but increase over 
time.  For instance, correlation coefficients in the first time point ranged from 0.72 – 1.00 
compared to 0.81 – 1.00 in the last time point.  Although the change was not drastic, it 
was apparent that models started to agree more in the latter time points.   
 One of the most consistent patterns across the persistence models occurred with 
the longitudinally invariant parallel IRT score condition.  This model had perfect or near 
perfect correlations between the univariate and multivariate versions across all time 
points.  That is, teacher rankings from the univariate and multivariate longitudinally 
invariant parallel IRT models were virtually the same across all conditions.  
 Lowest quartile rank consistency.  In order to further evaluate consistency 
across experimental conditions, teachers were assigned to one of two categories based on 
their quartile rank, and the Kappa statistic was used to measure the stability of teachers in 
the bottom quartile of the distribution.  In order to answer this particular research 
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question, a SAS macro was used to calculate Kappa from multiple raters using the Fleiss 
methodology (Chen, Seel, & Zaebst, 2005).  Tables with the Kappa values across 
persistence and measurement model structures can be found in Appendix D.  Table D.1 
specifically addresses the research question regarding the consistency between univariate 
and multivariate measurement model structures. 
It was decided that Kappa values needed to meet a benchmark in terms of the 
quality and consistency of agreement.  Based on the guidelines from Landis and Koch 
(1977) and the potential stakes involved with teacher rankings, a target value for Kappa 
was established.  It was established that Kappa values should meet or exceed 0.61 
indicating substantial agreement between conditions. 
Static achievement scores.  Kappa values across all 16 static achievement score 
measurement model conditions from each of the four persistence models are shown on 
Table D.1.  As can be seen on Table D.1, all of the Kappa values comparing rankings 
between the univariate and multivariate conditions in the static achievement models 
failed to meet the established criterion.  That is, all Kappa values between static 
achievement score conditions were less than 0.61, indicating that univariate and 
multivariate conditions produced divergent rankings.  However, the majority of values 
fell within the next boundary for Kappa, indicating fair agreement (range from 0.41 - 
0.60).  Overall, there was only fair agreement between conditions for the lowest quartile 
of teacher rankings. 
The only conditions that did not consistently meet this next criterion (moderate 
rather than substantial agreement) were Kappa values from the complete persistence 
models.  The level of agreement between univariate and multivariate measurement model 
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structures in the complete persistence models ranged from moderate to fair (see Table 
D.1).  Additionally, the agreement in the complete persistence conditions declined 
sharply after the first time point.  Subsequently, there was less stability in the teachers 
who occupied the lowest quartile ranking when complete persistence was assumed. 
 Change scores.  Agreement between univariate and multivariate measurement 
model structures was stronger in the change score conditions.  Specifically, all Kappa 
values met or exceeded the established standard of 0.61.  In other words, there was 
substantial agreement in the lowest quartile of teacher rankings across univariate and 
multivariate models within the change score conditions.  Although there tended to be a 
slight dip in values for some persistence models at the second time point, Kappa values 
tended to increase across time.   
Interestingly, Kappa values from the complete persistence models had almost the 
opposite pattern as those in the static achievement score conditions.  In fact, the strongest 
Kappa value across both static achievement and change score models was obtained from 
the last time point with change scores in the complete persistence model ( = 0.82).  This 
same persistence condition and time point yielded the lowest Kappa value ( = 0.36) 
within the static achievement scores. 
Estimate precision.  Teacher estimate precision was evaluated by calculating the 
percentage of teachers categorized as below expected (if 95% CI below 0), expected (if 
95% CI was within 0), and above expected (if 95% CI above 0) across the experimental 
conditions (Briggs & Domingue, 2011).  Tables with the percentage breakdown of 
teachers in the three categories across persistence and measurement model structures can 
be found in Appendix E.  Tables E.1 – E.4 contain the full percentage breakdowns across 
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all persistence and measurement model structures for both the static achievement and 
change score conditions. 
In order to evaluate the impact of univariate and multivariate measurement model 
structures on the precision of teacher estimates, estimates within each experimental 
condition were averaged across persistence models to create a single overall estimate for 
each experimental cell (see Tables E.5 and E.6).  Consistency was evaluated by 
calculating the average percentage difference in the number of teachers within each of the 
three categories across the univariate and multivariate conditions (see Tables E.7 and 
E.8).  Percentage differences less than +/- 5-percentage points were considered 
acceptable, whereas those outside this boundary were flagged as unfavorable. 
 Static achievement scores.  As shown on Table E.5 and E.7, the most consistent 
condition across the univariate and multivariate models was the longitudinally invariant 
parallel NCE score condition.  In fact, this was the only condition where the percentage 
breakdowns between the univariate and multivariate models were always within 5-
percentage points of each other.  All of the other conditions had at least one time point 
where the percentage of teachers classified as below expected, expected, and above 
expected differed by more than 5-percentage points across univariate and multivariate 
models. 
In terms of consistency, some of the least consistent classifications across the 
univariate and multivariate models were found with the other three NCE score 
measurement model conditions.  In these three conditions, the average percentage of 
teachers classified as expected differed by more than 10 across all time points (see Table 
E.7).  For instance, the average percentage of teachers classified as expected in first time 
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point in the longitudinally non-invariant non-parallel NCE score condition was 94.11% 
with the univariate model compared to 81.96% with the multivariate model.   
The second time point in particular produced substantial differences between 
categories based on the type of variable combination (univariate or multivariate models). 
Six out of the eight measurement model structures had a minimum of an 18.96 difference 
between the average number of teachers categorized as expected between the univariate 
and multivariate models (see Table E.7). Out of these six models, the univariate models 
tended to categorize more teachers as expected compared to their multivariate 
counterparts.  For instance, in the non-invariant non-parallel NCE condition, 99.54% 
teachers were categorized as expected on average with univariate models compared to 
79.66 with the multivariate. Although the true percentage breakdown is unknown, it was 
troubling to see an almost 20% difference between estimates from univariate and 
multivariate measurement models. 
The two conditions that had different patterns during the second time point were 
the longitudinally invariant parallel NCE and IRT score conditions.  As mentioned 
previously, the NCE score condition from this measurement model structure was very 
consistent across univariate and multivariate models.  However, this same consistency 
was not found with the IRT score condition.  In the second time point, the longitudinally 
invariant parallel IRT score conditions exceeded the 5-percentage point boundary but in 
the opposite direction than the other models.  At the second time point 68.81% of 
teachers were classified as expected on average with the univariate models compared to 
78.08 with the multivariate (see Table E.5).  Thus, the longitudinally invariant parallel 
IRT model produced more conservative estimates in the multivariate conditions 
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compared to the univariate.   
 Change scores.  Some of the results found among the change score models 
directly contrasted with those found in the static achievement score conditions.  For 
instance, one of the least consistent conditions between the univariate and multivariate 
measurement model structures was the longitudinally invariant parallel NCE score 
condition.  In fact, the largest difference between univariate and multivariate 
measurement model structures within the change score conditions was found in the third 
time point for this particular condition (longitudinally invariant parallel NCE).  At the 
third time point, there was a difference of about 27% between the numbers of teachers 
classified as expected with a multivariate (88.89%) compared to a univariate (61.57%) 
model.  
 While this particular condition was one of the most inconsistent overall, several 
other conditions had divergent percentage breakdowns across the univariate and 
multivariate models.  In particular, the percentage of teachers categorized as expected 
during the second and third time points were very different across measurement model 
structures.  This was particularly interesting given that the rank-order correlations were 
the most consistent at the third time point.  Subsequently, consistency depended on the 
method used to evaluate the teachers, rank-order correlation do not take into account 
confidence intervals which in this case changed the consistency among conditions at the 
third time point. 
On a positive note, the most consistent classifications occurred in the 
longitudinally invariant parallel IRT score condition.  As shown on Table E.6 and E.8, 
the average percentage breakdowns for below expected, expected, and above expected 
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categories were always within the established boundary across univariate and 
multivariate conditions.  The largest difference between the univariate and multivariate 
measurement models structures in this condition was in the expected group at time 3 
(difference of 3.94 percentage points; see Table E.8).   
 
Research Question 2 
To what degree does measurement assumptions (parallel vs. non-parallel) relate to 
estimates of teacher effectiveness and subsequent rankings? 
Teacher estimates and rankings 
 Consistency among the teacher value-added estimates and rankings from each 
experimental condition were evaluated by a series of methods.  The methods included 
teacher rank-order correlations across conditions, the lowest quartile rank consistency 
using the Kappa statistic, and teacher estimate precision via caterpillar plots with 95% 
confidence intervals. 
Rank-order correlations.  Scatter plots of the rank-order correlations for teacher 
value-added estimates and summary tables of the Spearman’s rho rank-order correlations 
across all univariate and multivariate measurement model conditions can be found in 
Appendices B and C, respectively.  Teacher estimates from each condition were ranked 
from lowest to highest and rank-order correlations were used to evaluate the consistency 
of rankings across the experimental conditions.  All of the rank-order correlations are 
provided in Tables C.1- C.24.  Data from these large tables were used to create additional 
tables with only the information specific to this research question.  Tables C.48 – C.51 
contain the correlations for parallel and non-parallel conditions across all univariate and 
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multivariate models.   
Static achievement scores.  Based on the information in Table C.48, rank-order 
consistency between parallel and non-parallel measures was fairly strong in the univariate 
conditions.  Across all persistence conditions, correlations between parallel and non-
parallel measurement conditions ranged from 0.81 – 1.00, and slightly favored the 
models that assumed longitudinal non-invariance.  More precisely, the lowest correlation 
coefficient from models that assumed longitudinal non-invariance was r = 0.89 (group 
ranged from 0.89 – 1.00), while the lowest coefficient from models that assumed 
longitudinal invariance was r = 0.81 (group ranged from 0.81 - 0.92).  Although all of the 
correlations between the two measurement assumptions (parallel and non-parallel 
indicators) were good, the relationships among the models that assumed longitudinal non-
invariance were slightly better.  
Correlation coefficients were even stronger within the multivariate conditions 
(Table C.49), although some comparisons were not possible to assess due to estimation 
problems (i.e., longitudinally invariant conditions).  Out of the possible comparisons, all 
of the Spearman’s rho rank-order correlation coefficients were perfect.  Thus, it appears 
that the multivariate models were robust to differences in measurement assumptions. 
Change scores.  Similar to the patterns found in the static achievement scores, 
rank-order consistency between parallel and non-parallel measures was fairly strong in 
the univariate change score conditions.  Across all persistence conditions, correlation 
coefficients between parallel and non-parallel conditions ranged from 0.80 – 0.99, and 
tended to favor the models that assumed longitudinal non-invariance (see Table C.50).  
The lowest correlation coefficient from models that assumed longitudinal non-invariance 
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was r = 0.92 (group ranged from 0.92 – 0.99), while the lowest coefficient from models 
that assumed longitudinal invariance was r = 0.80 (group ranged from 0.80 - 0.99).  
Although all of the correlations between the two measurement assumptions (parallel and 
non-parallel indicators) were acceptable, models that assumed longitudinal invariance 
were slightly superior.  
Correlation coefficients were also strong in the multivariate change score 
conditions, but not to the same extent found in the multivariate static score conditions.  
Across all persistence conditions, correlation coefficients between parallel and non-
parallel models were greater than r=0.92 (Table C.51).  Although these correlations were 
strong, they were not quite as strong as the perfect relationships found in the multivariate 
static score conditions.  Nevertheless, multivariate change score models were not 
differentially related to the assumption of parallel and non-parallel indicators. 
Lowest quartile rank consistency.  Appendix E contains tables with the Kappa 
values across persistence and measurement model structures.  Specifically, Tables D.2 – 
D.5 contain the Kappa values that address the degree of agreement between parallel and 
non-parallel models.  As mentioned previously, it was established that Kappa values 
should meet or exceed 0.61, indicating substantial agreement. 
Static achievement scores.  Table D.2 contains the Cohen’s Kappa values 
comparing models differing only by measurement assumptions (parallel vs. non-parallel 
indicators) across all persistence conditions.  More precisely, the table contains Kappa 
values which indicate the degree to which teachers in the lowest quartile with the 
longitudinally non-invariant parallel NCE score condition were also ranked in the lowest 
quartile with the longitudinally non-invariant non-parallel NCE score condition.   
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Based on the information in Table D.2, measurement assumptions were fairly 
robust across conditions in the univariate static achievement score conditions.  The 
majority of Kappa values across all of the persistence and measurement model structures 
were greater than the benchmark of 0.61, indicating substantial agreement.  Only one 
condition had a Kappa value much lower than the set benchmark.  Specifically, there was 
only fair agreement ( = 0.37) between measurement conditions for the longitudinally 
invariant IRT score conditions in the third time point with the zero persistence model.  
Otherwise agreement was strong across the measurement conditions within univariate 
static achievement score models. 
Agreement was even stronger between measurement conditions in the 
multivariate conditions.  Out of the conditions that produced solutions (several did not 
estimate), all of the Kappa values were greater than or equal to 0.93.  The large majority 
of the Kappa values indicated perfect agreement across experimental conditions.  Overall, 
the degree to which multivariate achievement score models had parallel or non-parallel 
measures did not differentially affect the consistency of teachers ranked in the lowest 
quartile. 
Change scores.  Cohen’s Kappa values across all persistence conditions within 
the change score models are found on Table D.4.  As shown in the table, all of Kappa 
values across the persistence and measurement model combinations were greater than the 
benchmark of 0.61.  Thus, there was substantial agreement across conditions in the 
univariate change score conditions regardless of measurement assumptions.   
While not as definitive as the patterns found in the multivariate static conditions 
(all were exactly 1.00), agreement among multivariate change score models was very 
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good.  In fact, all of the conditions exceeded the established criteria of substantial 
agreement ( = 0.61).  An interesting pattern found in both the multivariate static 
achievement score and change score conditions was that Kappa values tended to remain 
strong across time.  In contrast, Kappa values in the univariate conditions tended to 
fluctuate across time.  So, not only were Kappa values in the multivariate conditions 
strong, they were also consistent across time and measurement assumptions. 
Estimate precision.  Appendix F contains the summary tables with the 
percentage breakdown of teachers in the three categories across persistence and 
measurement model structures.  Specifically, Tables E.1 – E.4 contain the full percentage 
breakdowns across all persistence and measurement model structures for both the static 
achievement and change score conditions.  In order to evaluate the impact parallel and 
non-parallel indicators had on the precision of teacher estimates, estimates within each 
measurement model structure were averaged across persistence conditions to create a 
single overall estimate for each experimental cell (see Table E.5 and E.6).  Consistency 
was then evaluated by computing the average percentage difference in each category 
across parallel and non-parallel conditions (see Tables E.9 – E.12).   
Static achievement scores.  As mentioned previously, estimates from Tables E.1 
and E.2 were averaged across the four persistence assumptions to create a single overall 
estimate for each experimental cell (see Table E.5 for static achievement score 
conditions).  Based on the information from Table E.5 and E.9, the large majority of 
estimates were not differentially impacted by the assumption of parallel or non-parallel 
measures.  That is, most of the percentage breakdowns across the three categories were 
within 5-percentage points when comparing similar conditions differing only on their 
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measurement assumptions (e.g., non-invariant parallel IRT vs. non-invariant non-parallel 
IRT).   
Although most of the experimental conditions did not have differences exceeding 
the 5-percentage point boundary, there were two conditions of note where the percentage 
breakdowns for the three categories were not consistent across measurement 
assumptions.  One of those conditions was the longitudinally invariant NCE score 
condition.  There was a general pattern found in this particular condition, where the non-
parallel models categorized more teachers as expected compared to the parallel models.  
For instance, the average percentage of teachers classified as expected at the second time 
point in the parallel condition was 75.84% compared to 98.70% in the non-parallel 
condition (see Table E.5).  This was a difference of about 23% based solely on the 
measurement assumptions between conditions.  Subsequently, this difference was then 
reflected in the number of teachers categorized as below expected and above expected.  
About 10% more teachers were identified as below expected and close to 13% more 
teachers were above expected when the modeling condition assumed parallel instead of 
non-parallel measures (see Table E.9).   
The one other comparison of note that had percentage breakdowns differing by 
more than 5-points across parallel and non-parallel conditions was the longitudinally 
invariant IRT condition.  Within the univariate models, there was only one time point 
where the differences exceeded the established boundary, but the difference was quite 
large.  Specifically, there was about a 26% difference in the average percentage of 
teachers classified as expected with a parallel and non-parallel model.  The more 
conservative of the two models was the longitudinally invariant non-parallel model, 
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which classified 94.34% as expected compared to 68.81 with the parallel model.  It 
appeared that teachers who were not classified as expected with the parallel model were 
instead largely classified as above expected (see Table E.9).   
In the multivariate static achievement score models, there was also a discrepancy 
between longitudinally invariant IRT models at the second time point.  However, the 
multivariate models tended to be more conservative in the conditions that assumed 
parallel indicators as opposed to non-parallel.  While the differences were not quite as 
large as those seen in the univariate conditions, the average percentage of teachers in the 
expected category was lower for non-parallel (72.48%) than the parallel condition 
(78.08%).  
Although the true percentage breakdown across the measurement conditions in 
unknown, there were some experimental conditions that were differentially related to the 
assumption of parallel or non-parallel measures.  Interestingly, the differences in the 
longitudinally invariant IRT models tended to favor the upper end of the performance 
distribution.  When teachers were not classified as expected they were instead classified 
as above expected with these specific models. 
Change scores.  Table E.6 contains the average percentage breakdowns across the 
three categories for each of the experimental change score conditions.  In the univariate 
conditions, there was some disagreement in the percentage breakdown between the three 
categories within the models that assumed longitudinal invariance.  As shown in Table 
E.6 and E.11, both IRT and NCE scaling conditions for the longitudinally invariant 
models had divergent percentage breakdowns, especially in the last two time points.  For 
instance, the average percentage of teachers classified as expected in second time point 
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for the longitudinally invariant IRT scaling conditions that assumed parallel measures 
was 79.05% compared to 92.13% with non-parallel measures.   
The largest difference in the average percentage of teachers classified as expected 
based on measurement assumptions was in the third time point for the longitudinally 
invariant NCE scaling conditions.  In particular, Table E.6 shows that models that 
assumed parallel measures classified 61.57% of teachers as expected compared to 
92.21% when the assumption was non-parallel measures.  This was a difference of about 
33% between the two conditions based solely on the choice of parallel or non-parallel 
indicators. 
Within the multivariate models, the majority of the percentage breakdowns were 
within the established boundary.  The only discrepancy of note in this group was found in 
the third time point with the longitudinally non-invariant IRT scaling conditions (see 
Table E.12).  The percentage of teachers classified as expected in this group was 57.25% 
when conditions assumed parallel measures and 66.05% when non-parallel measures 
were assumed.  It is also worth pointing out that IRT scale conditions were much less 
conservative overall in the time point.   
 
Research Question 3. 
To what degree does scaling (IRT vs. NCE scores) relate to estimates of teacher 
effectiveness and subsequent rankings? 
Teacher Estimates and Rankings 
As mentioned above, teachers were ranked within each condition based on their 
BLUPs and consistency was evaluated using teacher rank-order correlations across 
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conditions, teacher estimate precision via caterpillar plots with 95% confidence intervals, 
and the Kappa statistic.   
Rank-order correlations.  All of the rank-order correlations are provided in 
Tables C.1- C.24.  Correlation coefficients from these large tables were used to create 
additional tables with only the information specific to this research question.  Tables C.52 
– C.55 contain the correlations between IRT and NCE scaling conditions across all 
univariate and multivariate models.   
Static achievement scores.  Rank-order correlations between IRT and NCE score 
conditions from the univariate conditions were fairly strong across persistence and 
measurement assumptions in the first time point but gradually declined across time in 
some conditions (see Table C.52).  However, the degree of decline was not consistent 
across persistence and measurement conditions.  For instance, the lowest correlations in 
the second time point were found within the longitudinally invariant non-parallel 
measurement conditions.  Specifically, correlations between the IRT and NCE score 
conditions from the longitudinally invariant non-parallel measurement conditions ranged 
between 0.77 – 0.81.  This pattern continued with the third time point, where correlations 
between the IRT and NCE score conditions from the longitudinally invariant and non-
parallel measurement conditions ranged between 0.66 – 0.81.  At this same point in time 
(time 3), the relationship between IRT and NCE scores also declined for another 
experimental condition, the longitudinally non-invariant parallel condition.  Correlation 
coefficients between the NCE and IRT models in this particular condition and time point 
were low in the partial and half-life persistence conditions (r=0.76 for both persistence 
assumptions).   
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The most robust correlations were found in the simplest experimental condition.  
Specifically, the relationships between IRT and NCE score models in the longitudinally 
invariant parallel conditions were strong and consistent across all time points.  Although 
it was not possible to fully evaluate the strength of the relationship between these two 
conditions because IRT models did not converge in the complete and partial persistence 
conditions, the information available for the half-life and zero persistence conditions was 
positive and strong.  The half-life and zero persistence models from the longitudinally 
invariant parallel condition did not seem to be differentially related to scaling 
assumptions.  
Within the multivariate conditions, rank-order correlations were very strong 
across all persistence and measurement model combinations.  In fact the lowest 
correlation coefficient across all of the multivariate models was r = .98 (see Table C.53).  
Based on these strong, consistent coefficients, it seems that multivariate models were 
robust to differences in scaling assumptions. 
Change scores.  Rank-order consistency between the univariate IRT and NCE 
scaling conditions tended to be weaker in the first time points and gradually increase by 
the last time point.  In fact, correlation coefficients across all persistence and 
measurement conditions were greater than or equal to r =0.82 by the last time point (see 
Table C.54).  Relationships between the two scaling conditions were relatively weaker in 
the first time point, particularly with the longitudinally invariant non-parallel score 
conditions assuming complete and partial persistence.  As shown in Table C.54, the 
relationship between IRT and NCE scores from this condition was weaker than the other 
measurement model combinations (r = 0.79 for complete and r = 0.72 for partial).  While 
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these correlations were not necessarily poor, they were weaker relative to the other 
correlations at the first time point. 
Similar to the relationships found within the static achievement score models, the 
strongest, most consistent correlations between the scaling conditions were from the 
models that assumed longitudinal invariance and parallel measures.  Across all of the 
univariate change score models, the lowest correlation between the IRT and NCE scale 
score conditions from models that assumed longitudinal invariance and parallel measures 
was r = 0.97.  Additionally, the correlations between IRT and NCE scaled models in the 
longitudinally invariant parallel conditions remained stable across all three time points. 
Compared to the multivariate static achievement score conditions, correlation 
coefficients were not as strong within the multivariate change score models.  Although 
the lowest correlation coefficient across all of the models was acceptable (r = 0.79), these 
conditions were markedly different from the static conditions.  The correlation 
coefficients across all of the persistence and measurement assumptions in the multivariate 
static conditions were above r = 0.98, but none of the coefficients in the multivariate 
change conditions exceed 0.93.  
Lowest quartile rank consistency.  In order to answer this particular research 
question (the degree of agreement between IRT and NCE score models), the SAS macro 
for multiple raters was not used because there were only two “raters.”  Appendix D 
contains tables with the Kappa values across persistence and measurement model 
structures.  Specifically, Tables D.6 – D.9 contain the Kappa values that address the 
degree of agreement between IRT and NCE scaled models.   
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Static achievement scores.  In the univariate static achievement score models, 
two conditions were robust to scaling assumptions across time.  Interestingly, these 
conditions were on the extreme ends of the spectrum in terms of model restrictions.  The 
non-invariant non-parallel and the invariant parallel conditions had Kappa values greater 
than 0.69 across all three time points and persistence models.  Of these two conditions, 
the least restrictive longitudinally invariant parallel condition had the highest and most 
consistent degree of agreement across IRT and NCE models (Kappa ranged from 0.82 – 
0.95). 
The least consistent degree of agreement between scaling assumptions was found 
in the longitudinally invariant non-parallel condition.  Although there was strong 
agreement in the first time point, agreement sharply declined over time.  For instance, the 
Kappa value from the complete persistence model in the invariant non-parallel condition 
was 0.95 in the first time point and declined to 0.56 by the last time point. 
Similar to the univariate conditions, agreement tended to decline over time in the 
multivariate models.  However, the rate and degree of decline was not as severe as that of 
the univariate models.  In fact, all of the Kappa values from the multivariate static 
achievement score models were well above the established criterion.  Even the lowest 
values never fell below  = 0.80 (see Table D.7).  Thus, even with a slight decline over 
time, the agreement between scaling conditions within the multivariate models was 
strong.  
Change scores.  All of the Kappa values from univariate change score conditions 
met or exceeded the established criterion of substantial agreement.  While values were a 
little weaker at the first time point (ranging from 0.61 – 0.89), the majority increased by 
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the third time point (see Table D.8).  The strongest and most consistent degree of 
agreement was found with the longitudinally invariant parallel models.  Specifically, the 
agreement for the lowest quartile of teachers across the IRT and NCE scaling conditions 
ranged from 0.87 - .93.  This pattern was found across all time points and persistence 
models. 
Within the multivariate change score models, there was only one condition where 
Kappa values failed to meet or exceed the established criterion of  = 0.61.  The Kappa 
value from the second time point in the longitudinally invariant non-parallel model that 
assumed complete persistence fell slightly shy of the criterion ( = 0.56).  However, this 
value was not substantially outside the boundary.   
Overall, it appeared that Kappa values in the change score conditions indicated 
strong agreement across different measurement model and persistence assumption.  It 
was promising to see that the teachers in the lowest quartile were consistent across the 
different scaling assumptions.  
Estimate precision.  Appendix F contains the summary tables with the 
percentage breakdown of teachers in the three categories (above expected, expected, and 
below expected) across persistence and measurement model structures.  The full 
percentage breakdowns across all persistence and measurement model structures for both 
the static achievement and change score conditions can be found in Tables E.1 – E.4. 
In order to evaluate the impact of IRT and NCE scaling assumptions on the 
precision of teacher estimates, estimates within each measurement model structure were 
averaged across persistence conditions to create an overall estimate for each experimental 
cell (see Table E.5 and E.6).  Consistency was then evaluated by calculating the average 
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percentage difference in categories between IRT and NCE scaling conditions (see Tables 
E.13 – E.16).   
Static achievement scores.  In the univariate models, there were several 
measurement model conditions where the percentage breakdowns were greater than 5-
points when comparing similar models differing only on their scaling assumptions (IRT 
or NCE scale scores).  At the first time point, the percentage of teachers categorized as 
expected differed across all of the univariate measurement model structures (see Tables 
E.5 and E.13).  The largest difference in this first time point was between the 
longitudinally invariant non-parallel IRT score and NCE score conditions (75.61% for 
IRT scores and 92.89% for NCE scores).  In other words, the scaling assumption in the 
longitudinally invariant non-parallel models led to a 17% difference between who was 
classified as meeting expectations.  While this condition had the largest percent 
difference, the percentage difference for teachers classified as expected based on scaling 
assumptions ranged from 9.3% - 17.29%.  In all of conditions at the first time point, NCE 
score models categorized a larger percentage of teachers as expected compared to the 
IRT conditions.   
Classifications were much more consistent at the second time point.  In fact, the 
only condition where the percentage of teachers classified as expected differed by more 
than 5-percentage points was the longitudinally invariant parallel condition.  Similar to 
the pattern found with the model at the first time point, the NCE models were more 
conservative than the IRT models in categorizing teachers as expected (68.81% for NCE 
and 75.84% for IRT; see Table E.5).  Interestingly, there was a difference between time 1 
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and time 2 in terms of where teachers were classified when they were not categorized as 
expected.   
As shown in Tables E.5 and E.13, teachers in the first time point tended to be 
classified as below expected rather than expected with the IRT models at the first time 
point.  Thus, when teachers’ confidence intervals were outside zero, they tended to be on 
the lower portion of the distribution.  In the second time point, teachers tended to be 
classified as above expected rather than expected with the IRT models.  That is, when 
teachers’ confidence intervals were outside zero, they tended to be on the higher portion 
of the distribution.  These pattern shifts are important to note because they may be related 
to the assumptions IRT and NCE scores make in terms of growth. 
In the third time point, the percentage of teachers classified as expected differed 
by more than 5-percentage points in three out of the four measurement model conditions.  
While the differences found between measurement model conditions at the first time 
point were all consistent (all NCE score conditions had a larger percentage classified as 
expected), this was not the case in the third time point.  In the two longitudinally non-
invariant models (parallel and non-parallel), more teachers were classified as expected 
with NCE score models compared to IRT.  The remaining condition, the longitudinally 
invariant parallel models, favored IRT over NCE score conditions. 
The average percentage difference of teachers classified as expected between the 
longitudinally invariant parallel IRT and NCE score conditions at the third time point was 
about 10 percentage points.  Compared to all other conditions, this was the only time 
where IRT score models were more conservative than NCE score conditions (85.03% for 
IRT and 75.39% for NCE; see Table E.5).  Additionally, when teachers were not 
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classified as expected in the NCE models, they tended to be classified instead as above 
expected. 
There was stronger consensus between multivariate models in terms of portion of 
the distribution related to differences across scaling conditions across the last two time 
points (see Table E.14).  In the first time point, there were only two conditions 
(longitudinally invariant and non-invariant non-parallel models) where there was a 
greater than 5-percentage point difference in the number of teachers categorized as 
expected.  In the first time point, NCE scores were more conservative from these 
particular models.  That is, compared to IRT, NCE score models had on average a higher 
number of teachers categorized as expected.   
In the latter two time points, IRT score conditions were the more conservative of 
the two scaling assumptions.  As shown in Table E.14, this occurred across all of the 
models, particularly on the upper end of the distribution.  Many of the differences 
between the scaling conditions were concentrated on top of the performance distribution.  
Specifically, NCE models on average labeled fewer teachers as expected and more 
teachers as above expected compared to the IRT models.  This pattern was consistent 
across all of the measurement model conditions in the third time point. 
Change scores.  Tables E.15 and E.16 provide the average differences between 
categories (above expected, expected, below expected) based on IRT and NCE scaling 
conditions in the univariate change score models.  There were only a few conditions in 
the first two time points with more than a 5-point difference in the percentage breakdown 
across the three categories due to scaling assumptions.  Two conditions produced 
inconsistent categorizations in the first point.  Specifically, the longitudinally non-
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invariant parallel and longitudinally invariant non-parallel conditions produced more 
conservative estimates from the NCE score condition compared to the same IRT.  In the 
first time point, the non-invariant parallel NCE score model categorized 90.67% of 
teachers as expected compared to 97.02% with the IRT model (see Tables E.6 and E.15).  
At this same time, the invariant non-parallel NCE models categorized 99.77% of teachers 
as expected compared to 90.14% from the same IRT model. 
At the second time point, the invariant non-parallel conditions and the non-
invariant non-parallel conditions were both different across scaling assumptions in terms 
of the percentage of teachers categorized as expected.  More precisely, both of the NCE 
models in the invariant non-parallel conditions and the non-invariant non-parallel 
conditions were more conservative than the IRT models.  For instance, the average 
percentage of teachers classified as expected with the NCE models was 99.24% 
compared to 91.82% in the IRT. 
While there were only slight disagreements between scaling conditions for the 
first two time points, there were large disagreements in the third time point.  Only one 
model (longitudinally invariant parallel) had percentage breakdowns within the 5-
percentage point boundary across IRT and NCE scaling conditions.  All other 
measurement model conditions had differences in the percentage breakdowns across all 
three categories ranging from 6.72% – 25.93%.  NCE score conditions were consistently 
more conservative than the IRT models at the third time point.  For instance, in the 
longitudinally non-invariant parallel condition, the NCE model categorized 97.23% of 
teachers as expected compared to 71.60% in the IRT score model (see Table E.6).   
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Additionally, it is worth pointing out that the majority of teachers not classified as 
expected by the IRT score models tended to be classified as above expected.  In the 
longitudinally non-invariant parallel model, about 18% of the roughly 26% of teachers 
not classified as expected by the less conservative IRT score model were classified as 
above expected.   
This pattern was consistent across all of the measurement model structures in the 
third time point, except the longitudinally invariant parallel models.  The longitudinally 
invariant parallel models were within the 5-percentage point boundary across all time 
points.  Thus, these models seemed to be unaffected by the choice in scaling assumptions. 
In the multivariate models, all the models were within 5-percentage points when 
comparing similar conditions differing only on their scaling assumptions at the first time 
point.  However, this pattern started to break down in the second and the third time 
points.  In the second time point, only the longitudinally non-invariant parallel score 
conditions were unaffected by scaling.  All other measurement model conditions had on 
average a 10% difference in the number of teachers classified as expected between the 
two scaling conditions.  Across these three conditions, NCE models were consistently 
more conservative than the IRT models.  For instance, an average of 91.44% of teachers 
were categorized as expected with the NCE models compared to 79.59% with the IRT.  
Teachers not classified as expected with the less conservative IRT models tended to be 
classified as below expected.   
At the last time point there were large disagreements between categories (below 
expected, expected, above expected) due to scaling assumptions.  These inconsistencies 
were found across all measurement model conditions and categories (see Table E.16).  
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Across the board, NCE score conditions generated the more conservative classifications.  
That is, more teachers were classified as expected in the NCE score conditions compared 
to the IRT.  The largest difference between conditions was found in the longitudinally 
non-invariant parallel condition.  In this condition, 57.25% of teachers were classified as 
expected using IRT scaling compared to 83.87% with NCE.  
There was pattern in the multivariate change score conditions that contradicted 
the univariate change score conditions.  In the univariate conditions, the majority of 
teachers not classified as expected tended to be classified as above expected, thus when 
teachers’ estimates were outside of zero, they were more likely to be on the high end of 
the distribution.  In contrast, teachers not classified as expected in the multivariate 
conditions tended to be classified as below expected.  Thus, when teachers’ estimates 
from the multivariate condition were outside of zero, they tended to be on the low end of 
the distribution (see Tables E.15 and E.16).  This is important to keep in mind when 
considering that teachers in the lower portion of the distribution (below expected or 
lowest quartile) have more at stake with the potential uses of value-added estimates.  
 
Research Question 4 
To what degree does longitudinal invariance (invariance or non-invariance) relate to 
estimates of teacher effectiveness and subsequent rankings? 
Teacher Estimates and Rankings 
Consistency among teacher estimates and rankings was evaluated by several 
methods, such as Spearman’s rank-order correlations, the Kappa statistic, and teacher 
estimate precision.   
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Rank-order correlations.  All of the rank-order correlations are provided in 
Tables C.1- C.24.  Data from these large tables were used to create additional tables with 
only the information pertaining to this research question.  Tables C.56 – C.59 contain the 
correlations for longitudinally invariant and non-invariant models across all univariate 
and multivariate conditions.   
Static achievement scores.  In general, rank-order correlations between the 
longitudinally invariant and non-invariant conditions within the univariate static 
achievement score models were good (all greater than or equal to r =0.75).  The strongest 
correlations were found from the conditions that assumed non-parallel indicators (all 
greater than 0.86), whereas the relationships within the conditions that assumed parallel 
indicators tended to be slightly weaker.  In fact, two of the lowest correlations (r = 0.75) 
were found in the second and third time points between the longitudinal invariance 
conditions that assumed parallel indicators and IRT scaling (see Tables C.56).  While 
these correlations were not weak in an absolute sense, they were noticeable by relative 
comparison. 
The correlations between the longitudinally invariant and non-invariant conditions 
in the multivariate models were perfect.  Although some comparisons were not possible 
across all of the persistence and measurement model combinations, all of the conditions 
that produced estimates had correlations equal to 1.00.  Based on these strong, consistent 
coefficients, multivariate static achievement score models were robust to differences in 
longitudinal invariance assumptions. 
Change scores.  Similar to the pattern found within the univariate static 
achievement scores, rank-order consistency between the longitudinally invariant and non-
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invariant models in the univariate change score conditions was good (all greater than or 
equal to r =0.68).  There was a tendency for relationships to be slightly weaker within 
models that assumed parallel indicators compared to those that assumed non-parallel.  
For instance, correlations between the longitudinally invariant and non-invariant models 
that assumed parallel indicators ranged from 0.68 – 0.98, whereas those from the non-
parallel models ranged from 0.88 -1.00 (see Table C.58).  The strongest, most consistent 
relationship between the two invariance conditions was found in the non-parallel NCE 
score condition.  The correlation between the two invariance assumptions from this 
particular model never fell below r = 0.97 across all persistence conditions.   
Another pattern found within the univariate change score models was that 
correlations from the first two time points were not as strong as those from the third.  In 
general, the relationships between the two invariance models (invariant vs. non-invariant) 
tended to be weaker at the first time point and gradually increased over time.  For 
instance, correlations at the first time point ranged from 0.68 – 0.98, compared to 0.88 -
0.98 in the final time point.   
Rank-order correlations between the two invariance conditions within the 
multivariate change score models were very strong.  Yet, they were not as strong as the 
near perfect relationships found in the multivariate static achievement score models.  All 
rank-order correlations in the multivariate change score conditions were greater than r = 
0.90.  Similar to the multivariate static achievement score models, multivariate change 
score models were robust to the assumptions regarding longitudinal invariance. 
Lowest quartile rank consistency.  Appendix E contains tables with the Kappa 
values across persistence and measurement model structures.  Tables D.10 – D.13 contain 
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the Kappa values that address the degree of agreement between the two longitudinal 
invariance conditions.  A benchmark of   0.61 (substantial agreement) was established 
to evaluate the degree of agreement across conditions. 
Static achievement scores.  Within the univariate static achievement score 
models, the majority of Kappa values were larger than the benchmark of   0.61.  There 
were a few specific conditions that did not meet the established criterion, primarily within 
the parallel score models.  As presented on Table D.10, there was not consistent 
agreement of teachers ranked in the bottom quartile by the half-life and zero persistence 
models in the parallel IRT condition.  That is, the degree of agreement between the 
longitudinally invariant and non-invariant models did not always meet the established 
criterion in the parallel IRT score condition.  In particular, agreement within this model 
tended to be lowest with the zero persistence (Kappa ranged from 0.46 – 0.75 across the 
three time points) compared to the half-life persistence models (Kappa ranged from 0.57 
– 0.70).  The other condition where Kappa values did not meet the standard of substantial 
agreement was the NCE parallel condition.  At the first time point, Kappa was 0.59, 0.48, 
and 0.54, for the partial, half-life and zero persistence models, respectively.  However, 
values from the latter two time points within this condition all exceeded the criterion. 
The teachers ranked in the bottom quartile by the two invariance conditions were 
nearly perfect within the multivariate models.  The degree of agreement between the two 
invariance conditions was very strong across the experimental conditions.  Specifically, 
Kappa values from the multivariate models never fell below  = 0.97.  Agreement among 




Change scores.  In the univariate change score models, the majority of conditions 
met or exceeded the benchmark.  There was a general trend found in the data, in which 
Kappa values tended to increase over time.  For instance, at the first time point values 
ranged from 0.52 – 0.97 compared to the final time point where values ranged from 0.62 
– 0.95.  Although the majority of conditions met the established benchmark, there were a 
few cases within the parallel conditions (both IRT and NCE) where Kappa values fell 
below the criterion.  For instance, Kappa values for the agreement between longitudinally 
invariant and non-invariant parallel NCE score models in the first time point ranged from 
0.52 – 0.67 across the four persistence models.  Additionally, values from the second 
time point within the parallel IRT score condition ranged from 0.54 – 0.74.  On average, 
the degree of agreement between these models (parallel IRT and NCE) met the 
benchmark, but agreement depended upon the type of persistence model (see Table 
D.12). 
Within the multivariate change score models, there was strong, consistent 
agreement between the two longitudinal invariance conditions in terms of the teachers 
ranked in the lowest quartile.  That is, the assumptions regarding longitudinal invariance 
did not differentially impact the teachers ranked in the bottom of the performance 
distribution.  All Kappa values were greater than  = 0.76.  Agreement within the 
multivariate change score models was robust across both invariance and persistence 
assumptions. 
Estimate precision.  Appendix E contains summary tables of the percentage 
breakdown for teachers in the three categories across all measurement model structures 
and persistence conditions.  In order to evaluate the degree to which the longitudinal 
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invariance assumptions were related to the precision of value-added teacher estimates, 
estimates from Tables E.1 and E.2 were averaged across persistence assumptions to 
create an average estimate for each measurement model structure.  Tables E.5 and E.6 
contain the average estimates across the four persistence conditions from each univariate 
and multivariate measurement models combinations.  In Tables E.5 and E.6, the average 
estimates across persistence conditions were used to create difference scores between the 
two longitudinal conditions.  Tables E.17 – E.20 show the average difference between 
categories across all static achievement and change score models based on the data from 
E.5 and E.6.   
Static achievement scores.  Within the univariate static achievement score 
models, the conditions that assumed parallel indicators had the largest disagreements 
across the three categories.  As presented on Tables E.5 and E.17, there were two 
conditions where the percentage breakdowns were greater than 5-points across invariance 
assumptions.  The largest differences for these particular conditions (both IRT and NCE 
scaled non-invariant parallel models) were found in the second time point, where there 
was about a 28% percentage point difference in teachers classified as expected from the 
IRT scaling conditions and about a 23% point difference for teachers in the NCE scaling 
condition. That is, the longitudinally non-invariant parallel IRT score model categorized 
more teachers as expected than the invariant model (97.13% with the non-invariant 
compared to 68.81%).  Similarly, 99.16% of teachers were classified as expected in the 
non-invariant parallel NCE condition compared to 75.84% in the invariant parallel NCE 
condition (see Table E.5).  
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Overall, the least consistent percentage breakdowns across the two longitudinal 
invariance models (invariant and non-invariant) were found within the parallel NCE 
condition.  The difference scores from the longitudinally invariant and non-invariant 
models within this particular condition were greater than 5-percentage points across all 
three time points (Table E.17).  Within this particular condition, differences were spread 
somewhat equivalently across all three categories rather than favoring a particular side of 
the distribution.  This pattern was more apparent when compared to the differences in the 
parallel IRT score conditions in the second time point on Table E.17.   
Additionally, differences across categories within the non-invariant parallel IRT 
score condition tended to be larger towards the upper end of the continuum, indicating 
there were disagreements between the two invariance models (invariant and non-
invariant) in the percentage of teachers classified as above expected.  That is, when 
teachers in the parallel IRT condition were not classified as expected, about 5% were 
classified as below expected and the remaining 23% were classified as above expected.  
In contrast, when teachers were not classified as expected in the NCE parallel condition, 
about 10% were classified as below expected and 13% as above expected.  Teachers not 
classified as expected were more equally distributed across the performance distribution.  
Although the true distribution of teachers across the three categories was 
unknown, it was troubling to see some of the differences across the conditions.  In 
particular, the least complex models that assumed longitudinal invariance and parallel 
indicators, tended to be the least conservative.  Given the potential uses of value-added 
assessment, the assumption of longitudinal invariance seems as though it could play a 
significant role in the percentage of teachers at risk for potential sanctions based on their 
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value-added estimates.  In particular, the less conservative models increase the risk of 
false positives and negatives (i.e., teachers whose true state is expected but are identified 
as below or above expected). 
In the multivariate static achievement score models, there was much stronger 
consensus in terms of the percentage of teachers categorized as below expected, 
expected, and above expected across the two longitudinal invariance conditions.  Across 
all time points and measurement model structures, there was only one particular 
condition where the percentage breakdown exceeded the 5-point boundary.  Specifically, 
there was about a 7% difference in the number of teachers categorized as above expected 
in the second time point, between the longitudinally invariant and non-invariant non-
parallel IRT models (see Table E.18).  Other than this single instance, the percentage 
breakdowns across conditions were consistently within an acceptable range. 
Change scores.  Tables E.19 and E.20 contain the average difference scores 
across the three categories for the change score models based on longitudinal invariance.  
In the univariate conditions, the percentage breakdowns from the parallel IRT and NCE 
score conditions tended to differ a great deal across longitudinal invariance assumptions.  
More precisely, there were large percentage differences across most of the time points 
from both the IRT and NCE models that assumed parallel indicators.  Some of the largest 
difference scores were found in the last two time points.  Specifically, the longitudinally 
non-invariant parallel score conditions produced more conservative estimates compared 
to their longitudinally invariant counterparts.  In the second and third time points, the 
non-invariant parallel IRT score model categorized 96.10% and 71.60% of teachers as 
expected compared to 79.05% and 62.19% with the invariant parallel model.  Similarly, 
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the non-invariant parallel NCE score model at the second and third time points 
categorized 99.39% and 97.53% of teachers as expected compared to 79.66% and 
61.57% with the invariant parallel NCE model (see Table E.6).   
As shown in Table E.19, when teachers were not categorized as expected in the 
second time point with the IRT and NCE parallel score conditions, the differences tended 
to be equally distributed between the below and above expected categories.  That is, 
disagreements between the two longitudinal invariance conditions in the second time 
point did not favor a particular side of the distribution.  However, this was not the case 
for the IRT models in the third time point.  When teachers were not categorized as 
expected with the invariant parallel models in the third time point, those teachers were 
classified as below expected with the IRT score models.  NCE score models continued to 
distribute the differences equally across conditions (see Table E.19).   
Without the ability to know the true percentage of teachers who belong in each 
these categories, it was important to highlight the degree to which these models did not 
agree across longitudinal invariance conditions.  Reliability is a precursor for validity and 
in the case of the parallel IRT and NCE score models, it would appear that teachers could 
be differentially categorized based on the assumptions of longitudinal invariance or non-
invariance.  Within NCE score conditions, as many as 36% of teachers could be 
incorrectly classified as being above or below expected based on the assumptions 
regarding longitudinal invariance. 
Within the multivariate change score models, the percentage breakdowns across 
the three categories were fairly consistent.  As shown on Table E.20, there were only 
three times where the difference scores across the longitudinal invariance assumptions 
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were greater than 5-percentage points.  In all of these cases, there was a difference 
between longitudinal models (invariant and non-invariant) in terms of the number of 
teachers classified as expected.  However, the differences were small enough that they 
did not adversely impact the other categories.  That is, none of the above expected or 
below expected categories exceeded the 5-percentage point markers.   
Although the differences across the two invariance assumptions were not 
substantially large, they were important to point out because the directionality changed 
across time.  In the second time point, 88.69% of teachers were classified as expected 
with the non-invariant parallel IRT model compared to 80.50% with the invariant model.  
So, the non-invariant model was more conservative in the second time point.  Yet, by the 
third time point this changed and the longitudinally invariant model became the more 
conservative of the two (57.25% with the non-invariant and 66.13% with the invariant).   
 
Research Question 5 
To what degree does teacher effect persistence (complete, partial, half-life, or zero) 
relate to estimates of teacher effectiveness and subsequent rankings?  
Teacher Estimates and Rankings 
The consistency of value-added estimates and rankings from each experimental 
condition were evaluated by a variety of methods.  These methods included teacher rank-
order correlations, lowest quartile consistency using the Kappa statistic, and teacher 
estimate precision incorporating the 95% confidence intervals.   
Rank-order correlations.  In order to evaluate the rank-order consistency across 
persistence models, rank-order correlations were conducted within a particular 
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experimental cell.  More precisely, the experimental condition was held constant and the 
persistence model was allowed to vary within a particular condition (e.g., the four 
persistence models within the longitudinally invariant parallel IRT score condition).  
Tables C.60 – C.63 contain the rank-order correlations across persistence models within 
each of the univariate and multivariate experimental conditions.   
Static achievement scores.  There were clear patterns found within the univariate 
static achievement score models.  In particular, the complete persistence models had the 
lowest correlations in the first and second time points across all of the experimental 
conditions.  In the first time point, rank-order correlations between the complete and all 
other persistence conditions ranged from 0.09 – 0.93 (see Table C.60).  The lowest 
coefficients were found between the complete and zero persistence models at this time 
point (ranged from 0.09 – 0.73).  By comparison, the correlations within the partial, half-
life and zero persistence conditions at the first time point ranged from 0.84 – 1.00.  The 
relationships between the complete persistence conditions were not much stronger in the 
second time point.  At the second time point, rank-order correlations between the 
complete and other three persistence models ranged from 0.11 – 0.84, compared to 0.84 – 
1.00 within the partial, half-life and zero persistence models (see Table C.60).  At the 
third time point, all of the correlations in the univariate static achievement score models 
were greater than or equal to 0.75.  In particular, there was a dramatic change in the 
relationships between the complete persistence models at the first two points in time and 
the final time point.  For instance, the correlations between the complete and zero 
persistence models in the longitudinally non-invariant parallel NCE score models were 
0.09 and 0.54 in the first two time points, but then increased to 0.99 at the last time point. 
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Rank-order correlations within the multivariate conditions were more consistent 
than those from the univariate models.  In general, some of the lowest relationships were 
found between the complete and zero persistence models across all experimental 
conditions but these were still stronger than the relationships found within the univariate 
conditions.  Correlations between the complete and zero persistence models ranged from 
0.54 – 0.92 across the three time points.  Comparatively, rank-order correlations across 
all other comparisons ranged from 0.83 – 1.00 (Table C.26).  Overall, the multivariate 
static achievement score models were more robust to the assumptions of persistence than 
the univariate conditions. 
 Change scores.  In the univariate change score conditions, the relationships 
among the persistence models were strong—all of the rank-order correlations were 
greater than or equal to 0.71 (see Table C.27).  The two lowest correlations (0.74 and 
0.71) were found between the complete and zero persistence models in both non-parallel 
IRT score conditions (invariant non-parallel and non-invariant parallel).  Although these 
were not particularly weak, they were low relative to the other conditions. 
 Rank-order consistency was also strong within the multivariate change score 
conditions.  Specifically, the correlations between the four persistence models were 
always greater than r = 0.77.  Some of the strongest relationships were found between the 
partial and half-life persistence models at the third time point.  At this particular point in 
time, these two models had perfect correlations.  
 Lowest quartile rank consistency.  The SAS macro for multiple raters was used 
to address this specific research question because there were multiple raters—complete, 
partial, half-life and zero persistence models.  Kappa was used to measure the 
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consistency of the lowest quartile ranking from similar models that only differed only on 
persistence.  Appendix D contains tables with the Kappa values across persistence 
models within each measurement model structure.  Specifically, Tables D.14 – D.17 
contain the Kappa values that address the degree of agreement between persistence 
models.   
Static achievement scores.  Kappa values across the persistence models in the 
static achievement score conditions are shown on Table D.14.  Overall, the longitudinally 
invariant models had slightly better agreement in the first time point compared to the 
other measurement model structures.  For instance, the Kappa values across persistence 
models in the longitudinally invariant parallel IRT and NCE score conditions were 0.79 
and 0.68, respectively.  It is important to point out that the Kappa value from the IRT 
score condition reflects the agreement between only the half-life and zero persistence 
models because the complete and partial models did not converge.  Although not all of 
the Kappa values within the first time point met the criterion of substantial agreement, all 
of the values did fall within the next boundary for Kappa, indicating fair agreement 
(range from 0.41 - 0.60).   
 Agreement was slightly better between the persistence models at the second point 
in time.  In particular, all but two conditions had higher values at the second time point 
and met the benchmark.  Agreement between persistence models was lower at the second 
time point within the longitudinally invariant non-parallel and longitudinally non-
invariant parallel IRT score conditions.  Yet, by the final time point, all of the Kappa 
values in the univariate conditions met or exceeded the established criterion (Kappa 
ranged from 0.68 – 0.87). 
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 In the multivariate static achievement score condition, there was strong agreement 
across the majority of the measurement model and persistence combinations.  The lowest 
Kappa value was found at the second time point in the longitudinally invariant IRT score 
condition.  Although Kappa did not meet the benchmark in this particular instance it did 
fall within the next boundary for Kappa, indicating fair agreement (range from 0.41 - 
0.60).  Other than this one instance, Kappa values across persistence models in the 
multivariate static achievement score models were greater than or equal to 0.64.  Overall, 
there was substantial agreement in the teachers ranked in the lowest quartile across the 
different persistence models in the multivariate static achievement score conditions. 
 Change scores.  Kappa values from persistence models in the univariate change 
score conditions were strong and generally consistent across all three-time points.  
Specifically, Kappa values never fell below  = 0.72 in the univariate conditions (see 
Table D.16).  This pattern was also found within the multivariate change score models.  
As shown on Table D.17, Kappa values indicated strong agreement across the three time 
points (all greater than 0.72).  Thus, the different persistence models did not significantly 
impact teacher rankings in the lowest portion of the distribution within the univariate and 
multivariate change score conditions. 
Estimate precision.  Appendix E contains summary tables of the percentage of 
teachers classified in each of the three categories across all measurement model structures 
and persistence conditions.  Difference scores were created in order to evaluate the 
consistency of teachers classified in the three categories across the persistence models.  
As opposed to the other conditions, average differences were not used to evaluate the 
stability across persistence models.  Instead, to evaluate this specific research question, 
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difference tables were created using the full percentage breakdowns (Tables E.1 – E.4).  
Difference scores were created by comparing across persistence conditions within each of 
the univariate and multivariate conditions.  Tables E.21 – E.24 contain the difference 
scores across persistence models for all conditions.   
Static achievement scores.  Within the univariate static achievement scores, there 
were several conditions where difference scores exceed the 5-percentage point boundary.  
Unfortunately, as shown in Table E.21, there were no clear-cut patterns within the 
difference scores.  The only discernible pattern was that all of the experimental 
conditions had problems with the complete persistence models at some time point.  More 
precisely, each of the eight measurement model conditions had at least one time where 
difference scores between the complete and another persistence model exceeded the 
established boundary. 
Some of the largest differences were found in the percentage of teachers classified 
as expected in three out the four IRT score models during the second time point.  For 
instance, difference scores between the complete persistence and the other three 
persistence conditions ranged from 20.80 – 21.71 in the longitudinally invariant non-
parallel IRT score condition.  The complete persistence model classified about 78% of 
teachers as expected compared to the other three that classified about 99% - 100% as 
expected.  When teachers were not classified as expected with the complete persistence 
model in this condition, they were instead classified on the high end of the distribution as 
above expected.  Subsequently, several more teachers (17%) would have been recognized 
for exemplary performance with the complete persistence model but not the others. 
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 Within the multivariate static achievement score conditions, there were noticeable 
differences in teacher classifications during the second and third time points.  
Specifically, several inconsistencies were found in the percentage of teachers classified as 
expected from the complete persistence and all other models.  At the second time point, 
inconsistencies in the percentage of teachers classified as expected did not greatly impact 
the other categories because they tended to be slightly outside the established boundary.  
That is, differences in the percentage of teachers not classified as expected with the 
complete persistence model did not favor any particular side of the distribution (e.g., 
below or above expected).  This changed somewhat in the third time point, where 
differences in the percentage of teachers classified as expected by the complete 
persistence model favored the lower portion of the distribution in the non-invariant 
parallel IRT and invariant parallel IRT score conditions.   
As shown on Table E.22, the complete persistence models were not the only 
persistence conditions that had difference scores greater than the 5-percent boundary.  
Specifically, there were inconsistencies between the percentage of teachers classified as 
expected from the partial, half-life, and zero persistence models during the second and 
third time points.  These differences were found among all of the measurement model 
conditions with complete information (some did not produced solutions).  However, none 
of the difference scores between persistence conditions in the multivariate static 
achievement score models were greater than 15%. 
 Change scores.  In the change score conditions there were two distinct trends 
found among the percentage of teachers classified as below expected, expected, and 
above expected.  As presented in Table E.23, there were inconsistences at the first time 
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point across almost all of the persistence models within the non-invariant parallel and 
invariant non-parallel IRT score conditions.  The least consistent was the longitudinally 
invariant non-parallel IRT score condition.  Absolute differences in the percentage of 
teachers classified as expected within this condition ranged from 1.83 – 19.57 (during the 
first time point). 
At the second time point, all of the univariate IRT score models had noticeable 
disagreements between the numbers of teachers classified as below expected, expected, 
and above expected, across each of the persistence models.  The largest inconsistencies 
were found within the longitudinally invariant parallel IRT score condition.  In particular, 
the zero persistence model from this condition categorized 64.22% of teachers as 
expected, compared to 85.02%, 74.31%, and 92.66% from the complete, partial, and half-
life persistence models, respectively.  By the third time point, there was a sharp decline in 
the number of difference scores exceeding the 5-point boundary.  The few difference 
scores that were flagged were all below a slightly larger boundary of +/- 7 points.  So, 
there was much more consistency among teacher classifications at the third time point. 
 In the multivariate change score conditions, the majority of the differences 
between the persistence models (e.g., outside of the established boundary) occurred 
during the second time point.  In particular, these differences tended to be quite large.  As 
shown on Table E.24, there were several substantial discrepancies across the three 
categories within each of the experimental conditions.  Some of the largest differences 
were found in the longitudinally invariant parallel IRT score condition.  Specifically, 
there was an absolute difference of 29.05% of teachers categorized as expected with the 
half-life and zero persistence models.  While this was one of the largest discrepancies, the 
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absolute differences in the percentage of teachers classified as expected across all of the 
persistence models in this condition ranged from 5.81 – 29.05.   
 At the second point in time, the type of persistence model used across the 
experimental conditions had a very large impact on the percentage of teachers classified 
as above expected, expected, and below expected.  Additionally, some of the 
combinations within the measurement model structures and persistence models were 
differentially related to certain areas of the distribution more than others.  That is, when 
teachers were not classified as expected in some of the experimental combinations, they 
tended to be classified as above expected, thus favoring the high end of the distribution.   
Yet, other than the second time point, the percentage of teachers classified within 
the three categories were fairly consistent across persistence models.  There was only one 
particular combination in the first and third time points where difference scores exceeded 
the established boundary.  However, this differences score was not substantial and it was 
only slightly larger than the criterion (-5.56). 
 
Research Question 6 
To what degree does the type of dependent variable (static achievement scores or change 
scores) relate to estimates of teacher effectiveness and subsequent rankings? 
Teacher Estimates and Rankings 
Rank-order consistency between the static achievement and change scores was 
evaluated using Spearman’s rank-order correlations, the Kappa statistic, and teacher 
estimate precision across measurement model conditions.   
Rank-order correlations.  Appendices B and C contain the scatter plots of the 
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rank-order correlations and summary tables of the Spearman’s rho rank-order coefficients 
across univariate and multivariate conditions.  Tables C.64 – C.87 contain the correlation 
coefficients between the static and change scores across all univariate and multivariate 
conditions.   
Univariate.  Rank-order correlations within the first time point (teacher 1) were 
differentially impacted across both measurement model and persistence conditions.  That 
is, correlations between teacher random effects from the two dependent variables (static 
and change scores) varied both by persistence and measurement model assumptions.  For 
instance, the coefficients among the complete persistence models ranged from (-0.58) – 
0.12, compared to (-0.97) – (-0 .42) from the partial and half-life persistence models (zero 
persistence did not produce teacher random effects at this time point).  Some of the 
stronger correlations were found between models that shared the same scaling 
assumptions. 
The relationship between the two dependent variables in the second time point 
ranged from weak to moderately strong across conditions (0.26 – 0.99).  In particular, 
there were no longer any negative correlations within the models at the second time 
point.  The weakest relationships were found among the zero persistence (0.26 – 0.77) 
compared to the strongest in the complete persistence (0.68 – 0.99).  Additionally, 
correlations were stronger when the scaling conditions matched.   
There was a decrease in the strength of the relationships among the majority of 
the measurement model conditions at the third point in time, except within the zero 
persistence models.  The rank-order correlations among the zero persistence models 
noticeably increased at the third time point to range from 0.49 – 0.96.  In contrast to the 
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other two time points, the strongest set relationships across the four persistence models 
were found within the zero persistence models and the weakest were found in the 
complete persistence. 
Multivariate.  Within the multivariate models, rank-order correlations between 
the two dependent variables in the first time point were weaker than those found in the 
univariate models.  Specifically, correlations across all of the conditions ranged from (-
0.61) – (-0.06).  Similar to the pattern found within the univariate models, there was a 
sizeable change in the magnitude and direction among the correlation coefficients at the 
second and third time points.  Rank-order correlations from the second and third time 
points were all greater than or equal to 0.53.  Across the four persistence models, the 
strongest correlations were found within the complete persistence conditions, whereas the 
weakest occurred within the zero persistence conditions.  Rank-order correlations from 
the second and third time points ranged from 0.76 – 0.97 in the complete persistence 
conditions compared to 0.53 – 0.78 within the zero persistence.   
Lowest quartile rank consistency.  The SAS macro for multiple raters was used 
to address this specific research question because there were multiple raters (e.g., the 
sixteen measurement model conditions across the two dependent variables). Tables D.18 
and D.19 contain the Kappa values that address the degree of agreement between static 
achievement and change score conditions within each of the persistence models.  As 
mentioned previously, it was determined that Kappa values should meet or exceed 0.61. 
Univariate.  Not surprisingly (based on the previous results), Kappa values within 
the first time point were very low.  Specifically, Kappa ranged from 0.13 – 0.23 across 
the three persistence conditions (zero persistence did not produce teacher estimates at this 
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time point).  Agreement was best from the complete persistence and worst among the 
partial persistence conditions, relative to the other persistence models.   
There was a noticeable jump in the Kappa values for the second and third time 
points, agreement between the two dependent variables increased.  However, values still 
struggled to meet the established criterion.  At the second time point, none of the Kappa 
values met the established criterion, but they did fall within the next boundary for Kappa, 
indicating fair agreement (range from 0.41 - 0.60).  By the last time point, the partial and 
zero persistence models met or exceeded 0.61, whereas the other two persistence models 
still only had fair agreement. 
Multivariate.  Agreement among the multivariate static and change scores was 
much stronger than the univariate conditions.  Although the first time point had the 
weakest numbers (ranged from 0.28 – 0.35), agreement among the conditions in the last 
two time points exceeded the established criterion.  Specifically, Kappa values in the last 
two time points ranged from 0.62 – 0.76.  In contrast to the univariate conditions, 
agreement in the latter two time points was strongest within the complete persistence 
models. 
Estimate precision.  In order to evaluate this specific research question, estimates 
within each measurement model structure were averaged across persistence conditions to 
create a single overall estimate for each experimental cell in the static and change score 
conditions (see Tables E.25 and E.26).  Consistency was evaluated by calculating the 
average percentage difference of teachers within each of the three categories across the 
static and change score conditions (see Tables E.27 and E.28).   
Univariate.  Table E.25 contains the average percentage of teachers classified as 
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below expected, expected, and above expected across the univariate static and change 
score conditions.  As shown in the table, in the least conservative conditions it was only 
possible to differentiate slightly less than 40% of teachers from expected and some 
conditions did not differentiate teachers at all (i.e., 99.77 % classified as expected).  
Overall, the degree to which teachers were classified in the three categories depended 
upon the dependent variable, point in time, and experimental condition.  That is, the 
percentage of teachers in the categories fluctuated a great deal depending on the 
interaction between these aspects. 
Within the first time point, some of the least conservative conditions were the IRT 
score models that used static scores as the dependent variable.  For instance, the average 
percentage of teachers classified as expected with the static longitudinally invariant 
parallel IRT score condition was 70.80% compared to 99.46% in the same change score 
condition.  As shown in Table E.27, there was more consistency between the conditions 
in the second time point, except for the longitudinally invariant IRT condition.  In this 
specific condition, change score models categorized an average of 79.05% of teachers as 
expected while the static models classified 68.81% of teachers as expected.  Teachers 
who were not classified as expected in the static longitudinally invariant IRT score 
condition were instead categorized as above expected.   
In general, change score models tended to be more conservative within the first 
two time points, but this pattern changed for some of the conditions at the third time 
point.  Specifically, the change score models that used IRT scaling were the least 
conservative at time 3.  For instance, the longitudinally invariant parallel IRT condition 
that used change scores classified 62.19% of teachers as expected compared to 85.03% 
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with the same model that used static achievement scores.  Models from the NCE scaling 
conditions did not follow this trend, except for the longitudinally invariant parallel NCE 
score conditions.  In the third time point, the percentage of teachers classified as expected 
with this model were 61.57% and 75.39% in the change and static conditions, 
respectively (see Table E.25).   
Multivariate.  Table E.26 contains the average percentage of teachers classified as 
below expected, expected, and above expected across the multivariate static and change 
score conditions.  As shown in Table E.26, there were large differences in the percentage 
of teachers classified as expected in the first and third time points.  At the first time point, 
the absolute differences between teachers classified as expected ranged from 17.53 – 
25.69, and in the third time point differences ranged from 4.71 – 29.55.  The large 
differences scores seen on Table E.28 reflect the fact that static score conditions were 
much less conservative (classified about 70% – 94% as expected) than change score 
conditions (about 90% - 100% as expected) at the first time point.  The number of 
teachers classified as expected across both the static and change score conditions 
decreased over time, indicating that both dependent variable conditions were less 
conservative over time.   
In general, NCE score conditions tended to be more conservative than IRT 
conditions, but there was one condition in particular where the NCE condition was less 
conservative than IRT—the longitudinally invariant parallel NCE condition.  In the third 
time point, an average of 75.39% and 61.57% of teachers were classified as expected in 
the static and change score conditions, respectively.  Additionally, change scores were 
the most conservative in the first time point, but the least conservative at the final point in 
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time.  For instance, the average percentage of teachers classified as expected across the 
three time points in the static longitudinally invariant parallel IRT model were 70.80%, 
68.81%, and 85.03% compared to 99.46%, 79.05%, and 69.19% in the change score 
model. 
 
Outliers and Bias 
The overarching hypothesis guiding this study was that the multivariate 
longitudinally non-invariant non-parallel model would demonstrate the least amount of 
bias across all experimental conditions.  This was hypothesized because the most realistic 
set of assumptions about the true state of the data was that: (a) obtained scores contained 
measurement error, (b) not all measures were equally effective (non-parallel), and (c) the 
construct changed over time (longitudinal non-invariance).  Thus, the model with the 
least amount of assumptions should most accurately reflect the true state of the data.  
However, given that this study was not a simulation and truth was unknown, bias was 
defined as the model with the most consistency and the least amount of systematic 
differences across experimental conditions.   
The previous sections evaluated consistency in terms of rank-order correlation 
coefficients, teachers within the lowest quartile (consistency of the bottom quarter), and 
estimate precision (consistency of the percentage of teachers classified in the three 
categories).  Although these approaches provided a global understanding of the 
consistency across conditions, these statistics mask some of the systematic bias across 
experimental conditions.  For instance, the scatter plots of the rank-order correlations (see 
Appendix B) show that several conditions contained noticeable, consistent outliers.  
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Further investigation (discussed below) discovered that some of these outliers were 
systematic across conditions.  That is, the same teachers were differentially affected by 
certain experimental conditions.  Given that the analyses conducted in the previous 
sections provided a global understanding of the consistency across experimental 
conditions, additional work was conducted to investigate areas of potential systematic 
bias. 
Because the true teacher rankings are unknown, consistency was taken as a 
limited reflection of truth.  Subsequently, bias was operationalized in terms of the 
presence of outliers across experimental conditions.  This approach is important in the 
context of value-added because outliers increase the potential for false positives and 
negatives.  In the context of value-added, models with the least amount of bias have less 
risk of classifying teachers on the extreme ends of the spectrum across experimental 
conditions.  That is, teachers are less likely to be systematically high with one model and 
systematically low with another.  This decreases (but does not eliminate) the chances 
penalizing a good teacher who is incorrectly classified as poor or keeping a poorly 
performing teacher who is incorrectly classified as good.  
Two methods were used to evaluate bias—a global and a narrow approach.  The 
global approach evaluated scatter plots from all experimental conditions and persistence 
models to identify the models with the least amount of outliers.  The narrow approach 
targeted a select group of teachers to contextualize some of the potential problems within 
the data.  In order to do this, scatter plots of the rank-order correlations were closely 
examined to identify teachers who were consistent outliers across conditions.  In total, 
five teachers were selected from the larger dataset to contextualize some of the potential 
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for misclassification.  It is important to remember that these teachers reflect the extreme 
ends of the spectrum and the results were not meant to generalize across conditions.  
However, these teachers do serve as examples of how extreme some of the ratings can be 
under certain conditions.  Although there is always a chance of misclassification with any 
system, the presence of these consistent outliers undermines the validity of these systems.   
Global.  As shown in Tables B.1 – B.45, the hypothesized multivariate 
longitudinally non-invariant non-parallel model was not the only model that 
demonstrated a lack of bias.  Instead, all of the multivariate static conditions lacked 
outliers.  These were the only conditions that consistently demonstrated a lack of outliers.  
Combined with the results from the previous sections, the multivariate static models 
demonstrated the most consistent rankings across experimental conditions within each of 
the persistence models.  Research Question 5 revealed that there were some differences in 
the multivariate static conditions across persistence models.  However, it is more likely 
that those using a value-added system will make changes to the measurement model 
rather than changes to the persistence assumption.  Users are less likely to change their 
underlying model (i.e., persistence assumption) because researchers or companies 
contracted to conduct the analyses will have a set tradition or proprietary model (e.g., 
states that contract with SAS to use an EVAAS model for several years will not change 
models).  However, the assumptions made about the data used in the models (i.e., 
measurement model aspects) are more apt to change.   
Overall, multivariate models were robust across experimental conditions.  That is, 
teacher ranking remained constant across multivariate static achievement models despite 
changes in the methods used to model the data over time.  Based on the criteria 
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established for these comparisons, these models demonstrated the least amount of bias in 
this study, because teacher ranking were consistent across all experimental conditions and 
there was less chance of committing a Type I or II error.  It is not possible at this point to 
conclude that this method is always going to be ideal or generalizable across other 
studies, but the results do suggest there is less chance of incorrectly ranking teachers 
using a multivariate model.  
Narrow.  Scatter plots of the rank-order correlations were closely examined to 
identify teachers who were consistent outliers across conditions.  Five teachers were 
selected from the larger dataset in order to further examine some of the potential issues 
occurring within the data.  Teachers’ identification numbers were masked and they were 
given a pseudo identification letter.  Comparisons were limited to rankings from the NCE 
scaling conditions at the third time point.  These experimental conditions were chosen 
because all of the models converged with the original dataset, permitting comparisons 
against all possible outcomes.  Table F.1 contains information about the number of 
students each teacher taught in class during the third time point.   
As shown in the Tables F.2 – F.5, some of the experimental conditions had more 
problems with inconsistency than others.  The most problematic conditions for these five 
teachers were the univariate static and change score models.  In these univariate models, 
teachers’ rankings jumped from extreme to extreme.  Take for instance, teacher B, who 
was rated as one of the best teachers with the longitudinally non-invariant parallel and 
longitudinally invariant parallel models, but rated as one of the worst with the other two 
models.  Additionally, teacher E was consistently ranked as the best teacher except in the 
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longitudinally invariant condition.  In this particular condition, teacher E was one of the 
worst.  
There was much more consistency within the two multivariate conditions.  The 
small sample of teachers had virtually the same rankings across experimental conditions 
within the multivariate models.  Based on the scatter plots, Tables B1. – B.45, there were 
outliers present among the multivariate change score models, but they were different than 
those identified for this subsample.  Yet, in this limited sample of teachers, both of the 
multivariate models demonstrated more consistently than their univariate counterparts.   
It is important to remember that these teachers reflect the extreme ends of the 
spectrum and the results are not meant to generalize across conditions or other studies.  
These teachers were chosen to point out that value-added methods are capable of 
producing extreme rankings under certain conditions.  Although there is always a chance 
of misclassification with any system, there is reason to question the validity of a system 
that could produce such divergent rankings, especially if you are one of the teachers 
affected by the outcomes of these systems.  However, multivariate models may be a 




CHAPTER V. DISCUSSION 
To date, value-added (VAA) techniques tend to rely upon univariate measures of 
achievement and only a few account for measurement error, but none account for both 
measurement error and construct invariance in test scores.  Additionally, while some 
VAA models are referred to as multivariate, these models use multiple univariate 
measures to estimate multiple teacher effects from a single year.  The goal of this study 
was to evaluate the incorporation of a multivariate latent variable model (LVM) 
framework in a cross-classified mixed effect model.  In contrast to other multivariate 
VAA models, multiple measures were used to inform a single latent student achievement 
score which was used to estimate a single teacher estimate each year.  The primary 
objectives of this study were to (a) evaluate model parameters, teacher estimates and 
rankings for value-added modeling approaches with univariate and multivariate 
measurement model structures and (b) evaluate the degree to which effect persistence and 
measurement model assumptions relate to the stability of model parameters and 
subsequent teacher effectiveness rankings across conditions. 
The central hypothesis was that a multivariate longitudinally non-invariant non-
parallel latent variable model would decrease measurement error, which in turn would 
positively the reliability and stability of VAA teacher estimates and rankings.  This 
particular condition was hypothesized to demonstrate the least amount of bias because the 
most logical assumption about the true state of the data was that: (a) univariate 
achievement scores contained measurement error, (b) not all measures were equally 
effective indicators of the construct (non-parallel), and (c) construct changed over time 
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(longitudinally non-invariant).  Subsequently, it was hypothesized that the least restrictive 
measurement model structure would most accurately reflect the assumed state of the data. 
Summary of the Findings 
 Contrary to the hypotheses, no single model combination was robust across 
experimental conditions (i.e., measurement model, persistence, and dependent variable 
combinations).  Overall, the stability of teacher estimates and rankings across univariate 
and multivariate models depended on the experimental combination, but the experimental 
combination played a stronger role among some of the univariate models than the 
multivariate.  That is, all of the models were influenced by the experimental conditions to 
a degree but there were noticeable differences in the degree to which the experimental 
conditions were related to the univariate and multivariate models.  Rank-order 
correlations, Kappa, and estimate precision from the univariate models, fluctuated across 
time as well as the measurement model, persistence, and dependent variable 
combinations.  In contrast, multivariate models as a whole were much more consistent 
across time and experimental conditions.   
Although the multivariate models were more consistent, there were some 
univariate models that closely approximated the multivariate models.  In particular, the 
simplest static univariate models correlated strongly with the multivariate static models.  
That is, the longitudinally invariant parallel IRT and NCE score models demonstrated 
strong rank-order consistency with the multivariate static model.  Additionally, these 
models did not produce some of the outliers found among the other univariate models 
that were discussed in the previous section.  Yet, a full comparison between these specific 
univariate models and the multivariate models was not conducted at this stage in the 
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research process.  At this stage, the information available to evaluate the relationship 
between these simple univariate models and the multivariate models is limited to rank-
order correlations.  The other two methods, Kappa and estimate precision, were primarily 
conducted within a specific dependent variable (e.g., multivariate change scores) to 
examine the consistency across experimental conditions (e.g., measurement, scaling, etc.) 
rather than across dependent variables.   
The majority of the analyses used in this study examined the consistency of 
teacher estimates and rankings across a number of univariate and multivariate 
experimental combinations.  These findings are discussed at length in subsequent sections 
below.  However, in the process of evaluating the consistency of teacher rankings across 
a variety of experimental conditions, additional questions arose regarding model 
parameters and growth.  These issues are discussed prior to the main discussion because 
they played a role in the consistency of rankings across univariate and multivariate 
experimental conditions. 
Model Parameters and Fit 
The evaluation of the model parameters and fit indices across the univariate and 
multivariate models provided a general overview of the patterns within both 
measurement model structures and persistence conditions.  Model parameters and fit 
indices were used to evaluate a portion of the first research question (To what degree are 
model parameters, teacher estimates, and rankings related to different univariate and 
multivariate measurement model structures?).  Overall, model parameters and fit 
accounted for a small portion of the analyses (Research Question 1), because most of the 
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analyses focused on the consistency of teacher estimates and rankings across 
experimental conditions.   
Model Parameters 
Model parameters were evaluated across conditions for general trends, but 
parameters were not compared using any particular method (e.g., Kappa statistic, etc.); 
they were evaluated in terms of magnitude and consistency across conditions.  Although 
there were general patterns found across the model parameters from all of the univariate 
and multivariate models, some of the most consistent and noteworthy trends were found 
in the static models.  In particular, the random effects from the initial teacher were 
strongly related to the type of persistence model.  Within the univariate static models, 
there were noticeable differences in effects from the complete persistence model.  In 
contrast, the zero persistence model played a strong role in the magnitude of the random 
effects within the multivariate static conditions. 
The magnitude of the initial teacher random effect variance was most pronounced 
across persistence assumptions in the static univariate models.  In particular, there were 
large differences in the random effects from models that assumed complete persistence 
compared to the other three persistence models.  For instance, teacher random effect 
variances in the first time point within the longitudinally invariant parallel IRT score 
condition were almost 20 times larger in the complete persistence condition compared to 
the next largest estimate.  Although these patterns were more pronounced within the 
static univariate IRT score conditions, they did occur across similar NCE conditions as 
well.  The only static univariate condition that did not demonstrate this pattern was the 
longitudinally invariant parallel NCE score condition.  In contrast to the patterns found 
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with the complete persistence, the zero persistence models produced the lowest random 
effects for the initial teacher across all of the univariate static conditions. 
In the static multivariate conditions, teacher random effects variance from the 
complete, partial, and half-life conditions tended to be fairly similar across all 
experimental conditions.  However, random effects from the zero persistence conditions 
were lower than those from the other persistence models, particularly for the initial 
teacher.  For instance, in the static multivariate longitudinally non-invariant parallel IRT 
model, the random effects from the first teacher in the zero persistence model were much 
smaller than those from the other persistence conditions.   
The patterns found among the random effect variances from the initial teacher 
were not surprising, particularly the patterns found among the complete persistence 
models.  Other researchers have documented similar findings and expressed concerns 
about the substantially larger random effects from the initial teacher in complete 
persistence models (Lockwood et al., 2007; Mariano et al., 2010).  In fact, one of the 
other models discussed in the literature review was designed with this phenomenon in 
mind (generalized persistence model; GP model).  According to Mariano and colleagues, 
the complete persistence model restricts the covariance matrix to a single parameter, the 
variance of the initial teacher.  Additionally, because the complete persistence model 
assumes undiminished persistence, the non-negative definite correlation matrix is 
constrained to have all 1s.  This constraint gives more weight to the initial year than 
future year scores (Mariano et al. 2010). 
This artifact with the complete persistence models may have played a strong role 
in the results found within some of the experimental combinations.  In particular, there 
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were several instances where there was less consistency among the complete persistence 
models and across persistence models (e.g., complete v. partial persistence).  
Subsequently, some of the results may be influenced by the restrictions placed on the 
covariance matrix by the complete persistence models.  Although it is not possible to 
fully evaluate these patterns without a simulation component, the findings from this study 
were similar to those from previous studies.  The complete persistence model has 
demonstrated similar patterns in prior studies and other authors have questioned their 
reliability.   
Model Fit 
Model fit was evaluated using AIC indices because models were not nested (Hox, 
2010).  Fit indices permit the comparison of models that match in terms of dependent 
variable (e.g., static or change scores), variable combination (e.g., univariate or 
multivariate), and scaling (e.g., IRT or NCE scores).  So comparisons were made only 
within a particular combination of these three factors (i.e., univariate static IRT models) 
but not across conditions because the datasets were inherently different.  
Static achievement score.  Although findings are summarized by dependent 
variable, comparisons were not made across univariate and multivariate static models or 
scaling assumptions because the datasets were not identical.  Yet, it was easier to 
interpret these models together because some of the patterns found among the univariate 
static models were repeated in the multivariate conditions.   
Finding patterns in the fit indices across the experimental conditions in the 
univariate static achievement score models was difficult.  In particular, fit indices 
fluctuated depending upon the experimental combination.  For instance, models that 
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assumed longitudinal non-invariance fit best with parallel measures, but models that 
assumed longitudinal invariance fit better with non-parallel indicators.  One consistent 
finding among the univariate static achievement score models was that zero persistence 
models tended to have the highest fit indices (i.e., worst fit) across the majority of the 
experimental conditions.  Similar model fit patterns were found within the IRT and NCE 
score conditions as well.  Although it was not possible to compare models from these two 
scaling assumptions, it was possible to compare the patterns.  Within both the IRT and 
NCE score conditions, the best fitting models were the longitudinally non-invariant 
parallel models and the worst fitting models were the longitudinally non-invariant non-
parallel models.   
In the multivariate conditions, there were some similar trends in that model fit 
depended upon a combination of different factors.  For instance, fit between parallel and 
non-parallel conditions in the multivariate static achievement score models was related to 
the assumption of longitudinal invariance.  Multivariate models that assumed longitudinal 
non-invariance tended to fit better with the conditions that also assumed non-parallel 
measures.  Additionally, multivariate static models that used NCE scale scores had 
almost identical AIC indices.  Model fit did change significantly across the different IRT 
conditions.  The best fitting IRT score model was the longitudinally non-invariant non-
parallel model and the worst was the longitudinally invariant parallel model.   
Other than in a few instances, it was challenging to evaluate the degree to which 
the experimental conditions were related to model fit in the static achievement score 
models.  There were only two cases where clear trends stood out among the static 
conditions.  For instance, it was clear that the zero persistence assumption was strongly 
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related to fit; model fit indices were much higher with the zero persistence conditions 
relative to the other three conditions.  The other trend which stood out among the static 
models was that, model fit indices from the multivariate conditions models that used 
NCE scores as the outcome measure were almost identical across experimental 
conditions.  Yet, other than these two trends, fit indices in both the univariate and 
multivariate static achievement score conditions were generally tied to the experimental 
combination (i.e., measurement and invariance) and fluctuated a great deal across 
conditions.  Subsequently, the degree of interdependence made it difficult to find 
consistent patterns within model fit indices from the static achievement score conditions. 
Change scores.  Comparisons were not made across univariate and multivariate 
change score models or scaling assumptions because the datasets were not identical.  Yet, 
it was easier to interpret the general trends for the change score models as a whole 
because patterns repeated across univariate and multivariate models.  In particular, some 
of the patterns found in the univariate static score models were repeated within the 
univariate change score models.  For example, models with parallel measures fit best 
with longitudinally non-invariant conditions, and models with non-parallel measures fit 
best with invariant conditions.  Across the four persistence conditions, the complete and 
zero persistence models fit the worst.  Specifically, the complete persistence conditions 
had the highest AIC values in five out of the eight experimental conditions and the zero 
persistence had the highest AIC values in the remaining three conditions.   
In contrast to the univariate static score conditions, there was a consistent trend 
found among conditions in regards to scaling.  Although it was not possible to directly 
compare and contrast IRT and NCE score models across experimental conditions, it was 
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possible to evaluate the patterns found within each condition.  The results show that both 
IRT and NCE score models had the lowest fit indices in the longitudinally non-invariant 
parallel conditions.  The highest AIC values were found in the longitudinally invariant 
parallel conditions, suggesting that the simplest conditions did not fit well with either IRT 
or NCE scores. 
The results were not as consistent across scaling conditions with the multivariate 
models.  In fact, there were different model fit patterns within each of the scaling 
assumptions.  For instance, IRT scaled conditions that assumed longitudinal non-
invariance fit best with conditions that also assumed non-parallel measures.  
Additionally, the best fitting condition among the IRT score models was the 
longitudinally invariant non-parallel condition.  In the NCE score models, the lowest AIC 
values were found in the longitudinally non-invariant parallel conditions and the highest 
were found in the longitudinally non-invariant parallel and longitudinally invariant 
parallel conditions.  Across the persistence conditions, the highest AIC values were found 
in the multivariate change score models that assumed complete persistence.  Yet, the 
differences between the best and worst fitting persistence conditions were not 
substantially large.   
Summary of Model Parameters and Fit 
There were several patterns found in the model parameters and fit indices across 
experimental combinations.  The most consistent finding, in terms of model parameters, 
were the magnitude of the initial teacher random effects variance from models that 
assumed complete persistence.  In one case, teacher random effects in the first time point 
were substantially larger in the complete persistence model compared to the next largest 
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effect.  Other researchers have documented similar findings and expressed concerns 
about noticeably larger random effects from the initial teacher with complete persistence 
models (Lockwood et al., 2007; Mariano et al., 2010).  
In terms of model fit, there were only a few general trends found among the 
different experimental conditions.  In the multivariate conditions, the combination of 
measurement (i.e., parallel indicators) and longitudinal invariance assumptions played a 
smaller role in model fit indices compared to the univariate models.  Model fit tended to 
fluctuate depending on the combination of measurement and invariance assumptions 
across both the IRT and NCE score models in the static and change score conditions.  
Additionally, there was some consensus in regards to model fit across persistence 
conditions, where both the univariate static and change score models demonstrated the 
worst fit in the zero persistence conditions. 
Growth and Change Scores 
There were two types of dependent variables used in the current study—each one 
interpreted growth slightly differently.  Growth in the static achievement score conditions 
was operationalized in terms of the scale scores (IRT or NCE) at each time point.  In 
contrast, change score models used the difference score between two adjacent time points 
(e.g., T2 – T1).   
As discussed in Research Question 6, there was very poor consistency between 
static and change score models at the first time point.  In some cases, the rank-order 
correlations were almost the exact opposite between the teacher rankings from the two 
dependent variables at the initial occasion.  The magnitude and direction of the 
correlations changed in the latter two time points, indicating more agreement between 
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dependent variables.  That is, teacher rank order from the static and change score 
conditions began to agree more over time.  However, these patterns are not surprising 
given the substantive differences in the operationalization of growth and previous 
research regarding change scores.   
The scores obtained at the initial time point with the static achievement and 
change score conditions mean something different in terms of growth over time.  Growth 
models using the static scores modeled the average achievement of students across time, 
whereas the models using change scores modeled the average change in achievement 
over time.  The difference between average growth and average change in growth seemed 
to make the most impact at the first occasion.  As shown in Appendix A, the static and 
change score models have different starting points (intercepts) and rates of change 
(slopes) due to the way growth was operationalized.  Also, teacher random effects were 
created from the deviation between the teacher mean and the grand mean.  In the static 
conditions, the grand mean at the first time point was an actual student achievement 
score, whereas the grand mean at time 1 in the change score condition was the average 
change between time 1 and time 2.   
Several authors have commented on the paradox between initial static scores (e.g., 
initial status) and change scores (see for example Bereiter, 1963; Bryk & Raudenbush, 
1987).  Specifically, change from two points in time will be negatively correlated with 
initial status.  As explained by Linn and Slinde (1977), large positive change scores are 
more likely to occur when an individual has low initial scores, but large positive changes 
are less likely when an individual has high initial scores.  That is, students whose initial 
scores are high tend to change at a slower rate.  Subsequently, scores between initial 
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status and change are likely to be negatively correlated.  In particular, the negative 
correlation is due in part to measurement error and the overall stability of scores across 
time points (Bereiter, 1963; Bryk & Raudenbush, 1987).  Negative correlations may also 
indicate a spurious correlation.  This occurs when difference scores correlate with the 
initial score and the positively weighted errors of measurement in the initial score are 
negatively weighted for the difference score (Linn & Slinde, 1977).   
Although there were problems with the starting point between the two dependent 
variables due to the negative correlations among the initial teacher estimates, the 
agreement between these two conditions (static and change scores) improved over time.  
By the final time point, both the substantive differences and methodological concerns 
between the two dependent variables did not play as strong a role as they did at the initial 
time point.  There was more alignment between the two dependent variables by the third 
time point.   
This finding suggests the need for several time points when using change scores 
to evaluate teacher effectiveness.  In general, it is good practice to include multiple years 
of information because several research studies have reported lower reliability and wider 
confidence intervals when value-added estimates were created using a single year of 
information.  For instance, Schochet and Chiang (2010) found that the reliability of 
teacher value-added estimates did not reach acceptable levels (e.g., greater than 0.80) 
until ten years of data were included in the analyses.  Additionally, Corcoran (2010) 
found that the width of teachers’ confidence intervals narrowed where more data were 
included in the analyses.  Overall, the literature and the current findings suggest that the 
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reliability of value-added estimates from either static achievement or change score 
models benefit from including multiple years of information. 
Consistency Across Teacher Estimates and Rankings 
The majority of the analyses used in this study were focused on the consistency of 
teacher estimates and rankings across a variety of experimental combinations.  In order to 
evaluate the findings of this study, the following sections outline the strengths and 
weakness found across the univariate and multivariate models. 
Univariate Conditions 
As a whole, the univariate models were not as consistent as the multivariate 
models across the experimental conditions.  Yet, consistency was not uniformly poor 
across models; some experimental combinations were more robust than others.  However, 
it was not easy to evaluate the stability across the univariate models because consistency 
depended upon the specific experimental combination and the method used to evaluate 
consistency across conditions.  That is, it was difficult to evaluate the conditions because 
there was inconsistency across the experimental combinations and the degree of 
inconsistency varied across the type of method used to evaluate stability (e.g., rank-order 
correlations, Kappa, or estimate precision).   
This combination made it particularly difficult to find stable patterns within the 
univariate models, because consistency meant something conceptually different across 
the different evaluation methods.  Consistency among rank-order correlations provided 
information about the general trends across the data.  This method revealed some of the 
interdependence between conditions, but did not provide information about specific areas 
of the performance distribution.  In contrast, the Kappa and estimate precision methods 
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were focused on particular areas of the performance distribution and provided 
information about specific contrasting conditions (i.e., parallel v. non-parallel conditions; 
univariate v. multivariate models).  Between these two evaluation methods, it was easier 
to achieve consistency with the Kappa method compared to estimate precision.  Kappa 
focused only on the rank-order consistency within the lowest quartile whereas the 
estimate precision dealt with the entire performance distribution.  Subsequently the most 
conservative measure of stability was the estimate precision method, because only a 
small amount of error was permitted across the three categories (below expected, 
expected, and above expected). 
Given that there were different levels of consistency across the three evaluation 
methods and consistency meant something different across these methods, the following 
sections outline the weaknesses and strengths found with each evaluation method for both 
the univariate and multivariate conditions.  Examples and discussion are provided for 
each of the three evaluation methods. 
Weaknesses in the Univariate Conditions 
As mentioned above, univariate models were weaker than the multivariate models 
in terms of stability.  Consistency fluctuated more within the univariate models, but the 
degree of fluctuation depended on several aspects.  In particular, consistency varied 
across time, experimental combination, and the method used to evaluate stability.   
Rank-order correlations.  Correlation coefficients provided a global measure of 
the consistency of teacher rankings across experimental conditions as well as the 
interdependence across conditions.  In contrast to the other two evaluation methods, rank-
order correlations were calculated across all of the conditions so they provided a relative 
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measure of the degree of association across a variety of experimental combinations.  
Additionally, these methods did not focus on a particular area of the distribution, so 
consistency was tied to teacher rankings as a whole rather than within a specific location 
on the distribution (e.g., lowest quartile; confidence intervals below, within, or above 
zero.   
The rank-order correlations revealed some interactions and interdependence 
within the univariate experimental conditions.  There were several cases where the 
coefficients were contingent upon the combination of measurement model assumptions 
(i.e., longitudinal invariance, measurement, and scaling).  For instance, the strength of 
correlations across the parallel and non-parallel conditions (Research Question 2; RQ2) 
from the univariate static and change score models depended on the assumption regarding 
longitudinal invariance.  In both the univariate static and change score conditions, the 
lowest correlation coefficients occurred with models that assumed longitudinal invariance 
(ranged from 0.81 - 0.92 and 0.80 - 0.99 in the static and change score conditions, 
respectively).  Although all of the correlations between the parallel and non-parallel 
models were strong, the relationships among the models that assumed longitudinal non-
invariance were slightly better.   
Similar patterns of interdependence were found when conditions were compared 
across longitudinal invariance assumptions (RQ4).  There was a tendency for the 
correlations between the longitudinally invariant and non-invariant models in the 
univariate change score conditions to be slightly weaker with models that also assumed 
parallel indicators compared to those that assumed non-parallel.  Coefficients between the 
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longitudinally invariant and non-invariant models that assumed parallel indicators ranged 
from 0.68 – 0.98, whereas those from the non-parallel models ranged from 0.88 -1.00.   
The interdependence between experimental combinations was particularly 
noticeable when univariate models were compared across scaling (RQ3) and persistence 
assumptions (RQ5).  In terms of scaling, the strength of rank-order correlations was 
highly dependent upon the combination of time, invariance, and measurement 
assumptions.  For instance, rank-order correlations between the IRT and NCE scaled 
models in the static conditions were much weaker at the third time point than the first 
(correlations ranged from 0.81-0.99 at time 1 and 0.66 – 0.99 at time 3).  The strongest 
correlations between the scaling conditions were found with the longitudinally 
invariant/parallel experimental combination compared to the worse with the 
longitudinally invariant/non-parallel combination.  
In terms of persistence (RQ5), there was a distinct difference in the consistency of 
teacher rankings across persistence, time, and the experimental combination.  In 
particular, the rankings produced by the complete persistence models in the static 
conditions did not correlate well in the first two time points.  In particular, the lowest 
correlations were found between the complete and zero persistence models.  Although all 
of the correlations in the univariate static achievement score models were greater than or 
equal to 0.75 by the last time point, it was troubling to see some of the very poor 
relationships in the first two time points.  Yet, these dramatic patterns were found only in 
the univariate static achievement score conditions—coefficients from the change score 
models were all greater than or equal to r = 0.70 across persistence conditions. 
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Overall, the majority of rank-order coefficients across the univariate static and 
change score models were greater than 0.70, indicating a fairly good degree of 
consistency across conditions.  While the correlations were within an acceptable range 
for the most part, there was a noticeable amount of fluctuation within univariate models 
across experimental combinations.  In general, the rank-order correlations revealed 
several interactions between experimental conditions, leading one to conclude that the 
relationships found within the rank-order correlations were highly dependent upon time, 
persistence, and the experimental combination.  In general, there were some trends 
among the correlations, but no clear-cut patterns.  
Lowest quartile rank consistency.  The Kappa statistic was used to evaluate the 
consistency of teachers within the bottom quartile of the distribution.  Compared to the 
rank-order correlations, this method focused on a narrow portion of the performance 
distribution.  Additionally, confidence intervals were not used to divide teachers across 
quartiles—teachers were ranked based on their value-added estimates and the bottom 
25% were place in the lowest quartile.  This method was chosen based on the 
recommendations of researchers who suggest that removing the lowest performing 
teachers (i.e., bottom 5%) could have the potential to increase student achievement and 
bridge achievement gaps (Gordon et al., 2006; Hanushek, 2009; Hanushek & Rivikin, 
2010).  Kappa was used to evaluate the degree of agreement between contrasting 
conditions (i.e., parallel v. non-parallel models) and it was established that Kappa values 
should meet or exceed a benchmark of 0.61 (substantial agreement).  Subsequently, 
Kappa values answered a much narrower set of research questions compared to the rank-
order correlation method. 
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Although there were several conditions that consistently met or exceeded the 
benchmark, Kappa values fluctuated across time, persistence, and experimental 
combination.  One set of conditions that exhibited this trend the most was the comparison 
between IRT and NCE scaled models within the univariate static conditions.  The 
agreement between scaling conditions (RQ3) within the longitudinally invariant non-
parallel model was strong in the first time point but sharply declined over time and 
persistence model.  In contrast, the non-invariant non-parallel and the invariant parallel 
conditions had Kappa values greater than 0.69 across all three time points and persistence 
models.  These same trends were not found within the change score conditions—all 
Kappa values in the change score conditions met or exceeded the benchmark. 
The combination of time, persistence, and experimental condition also played a 
role in the consistency between static models across longitudinal invariance conditions 
(RQ4).  In particular, the degree of agreement between the static longitudinally invariant 
and non-invariant IRT models tended to be lowest with the half-life and zero persistence 
conditions.  Although there was also some inconsistency between the longitudinally 
invariant and non-invariant NCE models at the first time point, the majority of the NCE 
conditions met or exceeded the established benchmark.   
There was less fluctuation within the univariate change score models because the 
majority of conditions met or exceeded the criterion and Kappa values tended to increase 
over time.  At the first time point values ranged from 0.52 – 0.97 compared to the final 
time point where values ranged from 0.62 – 0.95.  Kappa values from the univariate 
change score models were the most consistent across the four persistence assumptions 
(values never fell below  = 0.72).   
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By comparison, some of the static conditions in the first two time points 
demonstrated much less consistency across persistence assumptions.  In particular, the 
majority of the static longitudinally non-invariant models did not meet the benchmark 
until the final time point.  Kappa values in the first two time points ranged from 0.44 – 
0.65 within the static longitudinally non-invariant conditions compared to 0.45 – 0.79 
within the invariant models.  While static models struggled to meet the criterion at the 
first time points, all values met or exceeded the benchmark at the final time point. 
Overall, univariate change score models demonstrated stronger Kappa values than 
the static models.  Although the majority of Kappa values ranged from substantial to 
almost perfect agreement across conditions, there were several times across both 
dependent variable conditions (static and change scores) that values fluctuated across 
time, persistence, and experimental conditions.  Subsequently, there was a degree of 
fluctuation and inconsistency in the teachers ranked in the lowest quartile of the 
distribution across experimental combinations.   
Estimate precision.  Both Kappa and estimate precision were used to focus on a 
particular area of the performance distribution.  In contrast to Kappa, estimate precision 
used the 95% confidence intervals (CIs) from teacher estimates to categorized teachers in 
one of three categories.  This method was selected because some researchers have 
criticized the use of quartile/quintile methods that do not account for measurement error.  
A slight degree of imprecision (+/- 5-percentage points) was tolerated with this method 
because consistency needed to be across the entire performance distribution.   
Given that the stability of rankings from the whole distribution was evaluated 
with the estimate precision method, it was not unsurprising to find a degree of fluctuation 
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across time, persistence, and experimental conditions.  However, certain univariate 
conditions were more susceptible to inconsistency than others depending on the 
experimental conditions being contrasted (i.e., research question).  In terms of 
measurement (RQ2; parallel v. non-parallel measures), the longitudinally invariant 
conditions struggled within both the static and change score models.  For instance, there 
was about a 25% difference in the number of teachers classified as expected at the second 
time point in the longitudinally invariant parallel NCE score condition compared to the 
non-parallel condition. These patterns were repeated among the change scores, where the 
absolute differences between the percentages of teachers classified as expected across the 
longitudinally invariant conditions were as high as 33% across the three time points.  
Subsequently, the combination of measurement and invariance played a role in the degree 
of estimate precision when comparisons were made across non-parallel and parallel 
measurement model conditions (RQ2). 
The interaction between time and experimental condition played a part in the 
consistency of estimates across scaling conditions (RQ3).  As shown on Tables E.13 and 
E.15, static conditions fluctuated a great deal during the first and last time points, with 
absolute differences in the percentage of teachers categorized as expected were as high as 
17% in some conditions.  In particular, there was a noticeable change that occurred in the 
third time point where the longitudinally invariant parallel IRT model was more 
conservative than the same NCE model.  This was notable because it  was the only 
instance within the static models that IRT conditions classified a larger percentage of 
teachers as expected compared to the NCE. 
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The change score models were also strongly related to the interaction between 
scaling and time, particularly at the final time point.  More precisely, there were very 
large differences in the percentage of teachers classified as expected between IRT and 
NCE scale score models in the final time point.  The degree of inconsistency depended on 
the additional measurement model assumptions, but absolute differences in the 
percentage of teachers classified across categories were as large as 25%.   
In terms of the longitudinal invariance (RQ4), both univariate static and change 
score models categorized teachers differently in the conditions that assumed parallel 
indicators.  In the static conditions, the percentage of teachers classified as expected 
between the invariant and non-invariant parallel NCE conditions had large differences 
across all three time points.  These patterns also occurred within the univariate change 
score models, where the absolute differences in the percentage of teachers categorized as 
expected between the invariant and non-invariant parallel IRT and NCE conditions were 
as large as 36% across the three time points.  In both the static and change score 
conditions, there were few if any discrepancies between the invariant and non-invariant 
non-parallel conditions that exceeded the established benchmark.  
The degree of estimate precision across the four persistence conditions varied a 
great deal within the univariate static and change scores, particularly across time, 
dependent variable and persistence assumption.  Within the static scores, each of the 
eight measurement model conditions had at least one time where difference scores 
between the complete and another persistence model exceeded the established boundary.  
In particular, some of the largest differences were found in three out the four IRT score 
models during the second time point.  Within the change score conditions there were 
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inconsistencies at the first time point across almost all of the persistence models within 
the non-invariant parallel and invariant non-parallel IRT score conditions.  The second 
time point was also plagued with problems, particularly among the  IRT score models (all 
of the IRT conditions exceeded the established criterion).  Yet, by the third time point 
there were few discrepancies between persistence conditions and the only differences 
over the established boundary were all less than 10%.  This finding reiterates the need for 
multiple years of data when using change scores. 
In contrast to the two other methods used to evaluate the stability across 
experimental combinations, estimate precision incorporated the 95% CIs and examined 
consistency across the entire performance distribution.  Although some degree of 
fluctuation was expected, there were some large fluctuations in the percentages of 
teachers classified across the three categories.  There were several potential aspects at 
play, which lead to inconsistency across the performance distribution.  Based on the 
results, it seems that the discrepancies between the three categories (below expected, 
expected, and above expected) were due to the interaction of time, persistence, dependent 
variable, and experimental condition.  
Summary of weaknesses.  As a whole, the greatest weakness demonstrated by 
the univariate models was their inconsistency.  It was difficult to evaluate each of the 
research questions because few consistent patterns were found within the data.  Although 
there were some general trends, it appeared that each answer to a particular research 
question was qualified with “it depends.”  For instance, across univariate models it was 
difficult to evaluate the degree to which longitudinal invariance was related to teacher 
estimates and rankings because the results were tied to the additional assumptions 
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regarding measurement.  Also, some of the experimental conditions were related to the 
interaction between time and persistence, which only added to the complexity.   
Not only was there inconsistency across experimental conditions, different 
conclusions could be drawn from each of the evaluation methods.  The rank-order 
correlations provided a glimpse of the general trends whereas the Kappa and estimate 
precision focused on a particular area of the performance distribution.  Subsequently, the 
rank-order correlation method tended to be less conservative than the other two 
evaluation methods.  Thus, a different story was told about the consistency of estimates 
based on the method used to evaluate the rankings.  
Although it was difficult to interpret the findings across each of the research 
questions because results varied across experimental combinations and evaluation 
methods, this was itself an important finding.  The goal of this study was to evaluate the 
consistency of teacher estimates and rankings across conditions, so inconsistency itself 
was a sign that something was amiss.  However, without knowledge of the true teacher 
estimates and rankings (via simulation) it was not possible to evaluate the degree of bias 
across experimental combinations.   
Strengths in the Univariate Conditions 
While the consistency within the univariate models suffered from a great deal of 
fluctuation due to the interactions between time, persistence, dependent variable, and 
experimental condition, there were some positive aspects worth highlighting across the 
models.  Most importantly, the univariate models had a significant logistical advantage 
over the multivariate models—their relative simplicity.  Value-added methods range from 
simple to complex, but there are tradeoffs across this spectrum in terms of logistics and 
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practicality.  In particular, the challenge with value-added methods is finding the balance 
between complexity and transparency (Braun et al., 2010).   
The univariate models may not have been as consistent overall, but compared to 
the multivariate models, they were easier to estimate and would be more transparent to 
the public.  Additionally, the univariate models did not require the same number of 
concessions as the multivariate in regards to sample size, software, and time points.  If 
this study had only used univariate models, there would have been fewer concessions 
with the final empirical sample.  The combination of the cross-classification and 
multivariate multilevel modeling pushed the boundaries of the available software, 
requiring certain compromises regarding missing data, time points, and number of 
students.  Although the univariate cross-classified models were not without estimation 
problems (i.e., two IRT conditions did not estimate), univariate models as a whole were 
more logistically feasible than the multivariate models.  Practically speaking, the 
univariate models had an advantage over the multivariate because they were easier to 
implement. 
In fact, there were some experimental combinations where the “simpler” 
univariate models yielded essentially the same teacher estimates and rankings as the more 
complex multivariate models.  Although these findings tended to be sporadic—they did 
demonstrate that some univariate models were not as affected by the experimental 
combinations as others.  These robust models are referenced within each of the three 
methods used to evaluate consistency below. 
Rank-order correlations.  Rank-order correlations from the univariate 
longitudinally invariant parallel IRT and NCE score models correlated strongly with 
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similar multivariate conditions (e.g., RQ1; similar models in terms of persistence and 
time but varied by univariate or multivariate outcomes).  The strongest correlations were 
found among static achievement score conditions.  Specifically, there was strong 
agreement between the all of the multivariate experimental conditions and the simplest 
univariate IRT and NCE conditions within each persistence condition.  Other univariate 
static score models did not correlate as well across multivariate conditions.  However, not 
all possible comparisons could be made between the univariate and multivariate 
longitudinally invariant parallel conditions, because several did not estimate.  Thus, these 
univariate conditions were not a panacea because they suffered from some of the same 
estimation problems as the multivariate models.  Yet, the relationship between the 
simplest univariate and more complex multivariate models was not quite as strong within 
the change score conditions.   
Within univariate models, the most noticeable strengths were found within the 
simplest univariate conditions (invariant/parallel combination).  Although these 
conditions were not always consistent across experimental combinations (there was some 
degree of inconsistency across univariate conditions), they were very strong in some of 
the most important ones.  Specifically, the longitudinally invariant parallel IRT and NCE 
models in the static and change score condition correlated strongly within themselves 
(IRT v. NCE) and across more complex multivariate conditions as a whole.  At this point, 
further research is necessary to evaluate the degree to which the simplest univariate 
conditions (invariant/parallel) and the more complex multivariate conditions recover 
known population parameters.  Until a simulation study is conducted, is difficult to fully 
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evaluate the potential strengths of the simplest univariate combination 
(invariant/parallel). 
Lowest quartile rank consistency.  Although Kappa values within the univariate 
models tended to fluctuate across time, persistence, dependent variable and experimental 
condition, there were some strong points found among the experimental combinations.  
Kappa values from the simplest static univariate models (longitudinally invariant parallel) 
were quite strong across measurement assumptions (RQ2).  Also, similar to the results 
found among the rank-order correlations, there was strong consistency in the teachers 
ranked in the lowest quartile across the two scaling conditions in the longitudinally 
invariant parallel models (RQ3).  Although not all of the invariant/parallel static 
univariate models converged, these models had the strongest agreement between scaling 
conditions in the univariate static models.  The degree of agreement in the univariate 
models was only slightly lower than the multivariate models.   
In fact, the consistency found across scaling assumptions was better within the 
simplest univariate change score models than the multivariate change score conditions.  
While the multivariate models had the strongest Kappa values as a whole, in this 
particular comparison (IRT v. NCE scores) the longitudinally invariant parallel model 
from the change score condition trumped all of the multivariate models.  Kappa values in 
the univariate change score model ranged from 0.87 – 0.93, compared to 0.56 - 0.84 
across all of the multivariate models.   
While univariate models as a whole tended to have lower Kappa values compared 
with the multivariate models, there were some specific conditions that matched or 
trumped the multivariate models.  Specifically, the simplest longitudinally invariant 
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parallel models were just as good if not better than the multivariate in terms of the lowest 
quartile rank consistency across scaling conditions.  
Estimate precision.  In contrast to the other two methods, estimate precision 
evaluated consistency across the entire performance distribution.  The goal of this method 
was to examine the fluctuation of teachers across the three categories based on the 
experimental combination.  While there were experimental combinations within the 
univariate models that demonstrated a high degree of consistency across conditions and 
categories (below expected, expected, above expected), no one model was robust across 
all of the experimental combinations.  Subsequently, the strengths found within the 
univariate models were specific to each research question. 
For instance, when univariate models were compared across measurement 
assumptions (RQ2; parallel v. non-parallel models), the longitudinally non-invariant IRT 
and NCE models from both the static and change score conditions performed well across 
time.  Specifically, there were only two instances in the static and change score 
conditions, where difference scores from models with parallel and non-parallel measures 
exceeded the established benchmark.  However, the non-invariant models did not fare as 
well across scaling assumptions (RQ3).  When scaling was compared, the most consistent 
models were the simplest change score models.  In particular, there were no large 
differences in the percentage of teachers classified as expected with the invariant parallel 
IRT and the invariant parallel NCE models.  All other experimental combinations within 
the static and change score models had at least one time point where differences between 
scaling conditions exceeded the established boundary. 
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In terms of the consistency across longitudinal invariance conditions (RQ4), the 
non-parallel IRT and NCE models performed well in both the static and change score 
conditions.  Across the IRT and NCE models in the static conditions, there was only one 
point where differences exceeded the +/- 5-point criterion.  Similar results were found 
within the change score conditions as well.   
One of the most positive results found among the univariate models was the 
consistency of the NCE change score models across persistence assumptions.  The 
percentages of teachers classified in each of the three categories were very consistent in 
the three out of the four experimental NCE combinations.  Specifically, there was only 
one time that difference scores exceeded the criterion across time and persistence 
assumptions in these three models.  The only model that did not demonstrate this strong 
consistency was the longitudinally invariant parallel NCE model.  
Final thoughts on the univariate conditions.  As discussed throughout the 
previous sections, there were both strengths and weaknesses among the univariate 
models.  As a whole, the univariate measurement models were less stable than the 
multivariate measurement models.  Yet,  there were strong relationships between a 
particular set of univariate conditions and multivariate models.  Rank-order correlations 
were strong between the longitudinally invariant parallel IRT and NCE conditions and 
the multivariate models.  This was by far the strongest aspect of the univariate models—
the simplest conditions consistently ranked teachers the same as their more complex 
multivariate counterparts. 
However, without knowledge of the true teacher effects it is difficult to determine 
if the strengths of the univariate models—their relative simplicity and consistency among 
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some of the simpler conditions with the multivariate—fully outweigh some of the 
weaknesses.  There were several inconsistencies found among the univariate models, 
particularly at the initial time points, that could be problematic in practice.  For instance, 
Kappa values across the four persistence assumptions in the univariate static achievement 
score conditions did not consistently meet the established benchmark until the third time 
point.  As demonstrated by the low Kappa values for the first two points in time, the type 
of persistence assumed by the model played a role in the consistency of teachers ranked 
in the lowest quartile in the initial time points but less so towards the end.  Subsequently, 
the type of persistence assumed by the researcher or company hired to conduct value-
added analyses may lead to inconsistent rankings with fewer years of student 
achievement data.  As a whole, the consistency among the univariate models depended 
on the time, persistence, dependent variable, and experimental condition.  Additionally, 
these models produced more outliers than the multivariate models.  
Multivariate Conditions 
Multivariate models performed well across all experimental conditions and 
evaluation methods.  These measurement model structures  were more robust with 
respect to changes across experimental combinations and were more consistent across 
experimental combinations than the univariate models.  The degree of consistency among 
the multivariate models made it easy to establish their superiority over the univariate 
models as a whole.  Although no one multivariate model outperformed the others, models 
that used static achievement scores as the dependent variable were more consistent than 
the change score models.  However, the implementation problems encountered with the 
multivariate measurement models tempered some of the enthusiasm for their strengths.   
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Multivariate models were more precise across time, dependent variable, and 
experimental conditions, but they were not as easy to execute as the univariate models.  
Subsequently, the balance between logistics and precision shifted with the multivariate 
models.  Multivariate measurement models pushed the boundaries of the software to the 
point that concessions had to be made to implement the models.  These concessions may 
not be possible with real data, potentially limiting their utility.  In order to evaluate the 
utility of the multivariate conditions, the subsequent sections discuss the weaknesses and 
strengths found among the experimental combinations. 
Weaknesses in the Multivariate Conditions 
There were several logistical weaknesses within the multivariate models, 
particularly the static conditions.  For instance, even the most advanced software 
program, SAS 9.3 software using HPMIXED, struggled with the multivariate 
measurement model structures.  HPMIXED uses a sparse matrix algorithm, which allows 
for multiple crossed random effects and the ability to specify covariance structures for the 
random effects via the repeated statement (repeated effect and residual covariance 
structure).  Yet, the complexity of the multivariate experimental conditions limited the 
size of the dataset.   
Due to estimation problems, multiple rounds of trial and error had to be used to 
discover the combination of concessions necessary to facilitate the complex multivariate 
models.  Models failed to converge until the sample size was capped at 2,000 students 
with no missing data across three time points.  It was hypothesized that unbalanced data 
and additional random effects, in addition to the complex measurement model structure, 
put an extreme burden on the software.  Based on these issues, the smaller, balanced 
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sample size was chosen as the final empirical dataset.  Yet, even with these concessions 
some of the multivariate models that used static achievement scores as the dependent 
variable did not produce solutions.   
Given that the goal of this study was to evaluate the consistency of inferences 
across different experimental combinations, the number of students and time points was 
less relevant to the focus of this methodological study.  Yet, these compromises have 
practical implications and may influence the generalizability of the results (limitations 
related to generalizability are discussed below).  Real world data is complex and datasets 
tend to be quite large.  For instance, the 2011-2012 enrollment statistics for the Houston 
Independent School District (HISD) indicate more than 100,000 elementary students, 
about 30,000 middle school students, and about 45,000 high school students attended 
schools in HISD (HISD, 2012).  The size of this district indicates there is a strong chance 
that the number of students testing at any one time could be much higher than 2,000 and 
there is a high likelihood of missing data with multiple years.  The multivariate models 
used in this study may not be capable of handling school districts of this size at this point 
in time, which limits their utility. 
There were additional concerns with the multivariate measurement models 
beyond their utility and generalizability.  As mentioned previously, the consistency 
within the various experimental conditions depended upon the type of evaluation method.  
The following sections outline the problematic areas found in the multivariate models by 
each evaluation method. 
Rank-order correlations.  The rank-order correlations from the multivariate 
measurement models were generally positive.  In fact, there were only a few 
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experimental conditions where the correlation coefficients fell below r = 0.90.  Given 
these strong correlations, it was noticeable when the magnitude of the coefficients fell 
below a certain standard (below 0.90). 
There were three times in particular where the magnitude of the coefficients fell 
below 0.90, and two of these instances occurred within the multivariate change score 
models.  First, the correlation coefficients between the IRT and NCE scale score 
conditions (RQ3) were not as strong within the multivariate change score models.  
Although the lowest correlation between scaling conditions among the change score 
models was not necessarily poor (r = 0.79), the rank-order across all of the persistence 
and measurement assumptions in the static conditions were above r = 0.98.  Coefficients 
did improve over time, but even then, none of the coefficients in the multivariate change 
score conditions exceed 0.93.  
Another time that rank-order correlations diverged from their common standard 
(above 0.90) was when persistence varied within experimental condition (e.g., the four 
persistence models within the longitudinally invariant parallel IRT score condition; 
RQ5).  In particular, the lowest correlations were found in the static models between the 
complete persistence and zero persistence conditions. Rank-order correlations were 
relatively stronger in the change score conditions (all greater than 0.77) and the majority 
of the lower coefficients were found at the first time point (see below for discussion). 
Overall, rank-order correlations among the multivariate models were strong but 
there were a few weak areas.  For instance, there was some inconsistency among the 
teacher rankings produced by the complete and zero persistence models.  Although many 
of these weaker areas were still within an acceptable range (i.e., correlations above 0.70), 
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these correlations were noticeably different from the average benchmark set with the 
multivariate measurement models.   
Lowest quartile rank consistency.  Not surprisingly, the strong positive results 
found among the rank-order correlations were also seen across the Kappa values.  In fact, 
there was only one instance in the change score conditions where Kappa values fell 
below the established benchmark.  Specifically, Kappa values between the IRT and NCE 
scaled conditions in the change score models were slightly below the benchmark at one 
point (Kappa ranged from 0.56 – 0.84).  Although most of the values exceeded the 
established criterion, there were clear differences in the strength of the agreement 
between the static and change score models.  Kappa values from the static achievement 
score conditions were consistently stronger than those from the change score conditions.  
The highest values in the change score conditions only slightly overlapped the lowest 
values found in the static conditions.   
Kappa values were so strong across the multivariate static and change score 
conditions that values closer to the benchmark were more noticeable.  More precisely, 
while some of the univariate conditions struggled to meet the benchmark, multivariate 
models with Kappa values close to the benchmark value were considered low.  The only 
time Kappa values from the multivariate conditions fell below their typical standards 
when comparisons were made between persistence assumptions.   
Estimate precision.  The estimate precision method exposed some flaws within 
the multivariate models.  Although the percentage breakdown across the three categories 
was very good across measurement (RQ2; parallel and non-parallel) and longitudinal 
invariance assumptions (RQ4; at most three difference scores larger than +/- 5 and all 
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were less than 10%), there large differences between categories across scaling (RQ3) and 
persistence assumptions (RQ5).  Variations in the percentage of teachers classified in the 
three categories were found in both the static and change score models but there were 
differences in the time at which these discrepancies were most pronounced.  That is, both 
dependent variables had large difference scores across these two experimental conditions 
(scaling and persistence), but the differences did not always occur at the same time. 
In the multivariate static conditions, the longitudinally invariant parallel IRT and 
NCE scores did not classify teachers consistently over time.  Specifically, there were 
differences in the percentage of teachers classified as expected from both the IRT and 
NCE conditions across all three-time points.  The majority of the differences in the first 
two time points were within the boundary of +/- 5 percentage points, yet in the third time 
point, differences scores exceeded the benchmark across all of the experimental 
conditions.  Additionally, the direction changed in the final time point, where NCE score 
conditions were more conservative than the IRT.  Difference scores between scaling 
assumptions were much larger within the multivariate change score models.  In contrast 
to the static models, where differences were only slightly larger than the boundary and 
primarily concentrated at the final time point, differences in the change score models 
were large and occurred in the latter two time points.  Not only were difference scores 
larger within the change score models, they also increased over time.  By the final time 
point, absolute differences in the percentage of teachers classified as average between the 
scaling conditions were as high as 26% and the NCE conditions were decidedly more 
conservative than the IRT.   
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Large differences in the percentage of teachers classified among the three 
categories were also found between the persistence assumptions (RQ5).  In the static 
multivariate models, the largest difference was found between the percentage of teachers 
classified as expected between the complete and zero persistence models (about a 15% 
difference).  Although there were a few other difference scores that exceed the 5-point 
boundary, none of them were larger than 15% and primarily occurred in the latter two 
time points.   In contrast, difference scores were much larger and localized within the 
change score models.  At the second time point, the absolute differences in the percentage 
of teachers classified were as large as 29%.  While there were considerable differences 
found across all persistence and experimental combinations at the second time point, 
there were only a few minor differences in the first and final time points. 
Overall, the estimate precision method exposed some flaws within the 
multivariate models not identified across the other evaluation methods.  The other 
evaluation methods found some weaknesses as well, but not to the degree as those found 
within the estimate precision method.  Yet, it is important to remember that the estimate 
precision was the most stringent method because consistency was evaluated across the 
entire performance distribution.   
Summary of weaknesses.  Even though the multivariate measurement model 
conditions were generally strong, there were a few weaknesses revealed in the conditions 
across the three evaluation methods.  In terms of general relationships (i.e., rank-order 
correlation), there was inconsistency among the teacher rankings produced by the 
complete and zero persistence models.  Although many of these correlations were above 
0.70, the strength of the association between the persistence assumptions was noticeably 
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different from the strong relationships found between the other experimental 
combinations.  Kappa values revealed that the same teachers were consistently ranked in 
the lowest quartile of the performance distribution with the multivariate models.  There 
was only one instance in the multivariate change score conditions where Kappa values 
fell below the established 0.61 benchmark.   
 The estimate precision method revealed the largest number of weakness among 
the multivariate models.  In particular, there were large differences between the three 
categories due to scaling (RQ3) and persistence assumptions (RQ5).  Some of the 
differences found in terms of scaling were more pronounced in the multivariate change 
score models, where the absolute differences in the percentage of teachers classified as 
average at the third time point between the scaling conditions was as high as 26.62%.  
Additionally, difference scores were large within the change score models across 
persistence assumptions.  Absolute differences in the percentage of teachers classified as 
expected across the four persistence models at the second time point were almost 30%. 
The primary weakness of the multivariate conditions was the logistical demands 
of the models themselves.  Several compromises had to be made regarding missing data, 
sample size, and number of observations in order to implement the complex multivariate 
latent variable models with the static achievement score outcomes.  These compromises 
have practical implications because real data is likely to contain more than 2,000 students 
and likely contains a large amount of missing information.  Subsequently, the 
multivariate latent variable models may not have a great deal of practical utility at this 
point in time.  
Strengths in the Multivariate Conditions 
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As a whole, multivariate measurement models were more robust to changes 
across experimental combinations than the univariate models.  Although these models 
were more logistically demanding than the univariate models, they were more consistent 
across time, persistence, and experimental conditions.  Additionally, these models did not 
produce the extreme outliers found among the univariate models.  There were some 
outliers among the multivariate change score models but they were not as severe as those 
found within the univariate models (see outliers section).  
Because the true teacher effects were unknown, the goal of this study was to not 
to evaluate the validity of the estimates; rather the goal was evaluate the consistency of 
the estimates across experimental conditions.  Relative to the univariate models, the 
multivariate conditions demonstrated a higher degree of rank-order consistency, 
agreement within the lowest quartile, and estimate precision.  As a whole, these models 
produced more stable results than the univariate.  Overall, the teacher estimates and 
rankings produces by the multivariate models were the most consistent across all of the 
experimental combinations investigated in this study. 
Rank-order correlations.  Multivariate models demonstrated a strong degree of 
rank-order consistency across the measurement model (invariance, scaling, and 
measurement) and persistence conditions.  The static multivariate models were especially 
consistent across the three experimental measurement model conditions.  Rank-order 
correlations from the static multivariate models across measurement, scaling, and 
longitudinal invariance assumptions were all greater than or equal to 0.97.  These same 
conditions were also strong among the multivariate change score models but not to the 
degree found among the static models (correlations were all greater than 0.78).  
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 The only time rank-order correlations fell below 0.78 across both dependent 
variables (static and change) was between two specific persistence conditions—the 
complete and zero persistence assumptions.  Rank-order correlations between the 
complete and zero persistence models in static multivariate non-invariant non-parallel 
IRT condition were always above 0.87.  In contrast, correlations between these two 
persistence conditions across the other experimental combinations were never higher than 
0.77.  Although the initial hypothesis that this model (multivariate non-invariant non-
parallel) would be the less biased overall was not found, it does appear that this model 
had a slight advantage over some of the other multivariate models.  This was the only 
model that did not demonstrate lower rank-order correlations between the two extreme 
persistence conditions. 
 In general, the multivariate measurement models produced consistent teacher 
rankings across a variety of conditions.  Rank-order correlations across the majority of 
the static multivariate models in particular never feel below 0.97.  The relationships 
among the change score models were not quite as strong, yet the majority were still 
greater than 0.85.  The magnitudes and consistency of the correlations among the 
multivariate conditions were a strong indication that models were robust across 
experimental manipulations. 
Lowest quartile rank consistency.  The level of agreement in the lowest quartile 
rank between the multivariate conditions was so strong that only one comparison failed to 
meet the benchmark of 0.61 (substantial agreement).  The only time Kappa values fell 
below the established criterion occurred in the multivariate change score models.  Other 
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than this one instance, Kappa values were strong enough that the majority of the 
comparisons met the next standard indicating almost perfect agreement (κ ≥ 0.81).   
 Similar to the findings from the rank-order correlations, the agreement among 
teachers ranked in the lowest quartile across experimental conditions was stronger in the 
static multivariate models.  Kappa values from the comparisons in the static multivariate 
conditions never fell below 0.85 across experimental measurement model conditions 
(invariance, measurement, scaling).  Values dipped slightly when consistency was 
evaluated across persistence conditions, but still exceeded the established benchmark.  
Although the level of agreement was not quite as robust among the multivariate change 
score models, there was only one instance where Kappa values fell below the criterion.  
Outside of this single occurrence, Kappa values from the multivariate change score 
conditions demonstrated substantial agreement among teachers ranked in the lowest 
portion of the distribution across experimental conditions. 
Estimate precision.  Estimate precision was the most conservative measure of 
consistency across the three evaluation methods.  As opposed to the other two measures 
that evaluated the global consistency and the stability within a specific area of the 
distribution, estimate precision evaluated consistency across the entire distribution.  As a 
whole, multivariate measurement models performed well relative to the univariate 
models across the different experimental combinations.  Although there were some issues 
regarding the consistency across persistence and scaling assumptions (discussed in the 
previous section), the classifications from the multivariate models were more stable than 
the univariate across persistence and experimental conditions.   
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The closest any of the measurement model conditions came to achieving the 
acceptable level of consistency (+/- 5-points) across all three categories and experimental 
conditions occurred with the multivariate models.  Specifically, there were only a few 
times that the percentage of teachers classified across the three categories exceeded the 
established boundary in the measurement and invariance conditions (RQ2 and RQ4, 
respectively).  As shown on tables E.10 and E.12 as well as E.18 and E.20, the percentage 
of teachers classified across the three categories remained fairly stable across the 
different measurement and invariance conditions.  More precisely, these assumptions did 
not appear to influence the teacher rankings across the performance distribution. 
Although none of the models consistently met the established standards in the 
estimate precision method, the multivariate models were more stable than the univariate 
across the entire performance distribution.  These findings were not surprising given that 
the multivariate measurement models did not produce the extreme outliers found among 
the univariate models.  While there were some areas of inconsistency due to scaling and 
persistence assumptions, the models as a whole produced fairly stable classifications 
across teachers.   
Final thoughts on the multivariate conditions.  As discussed throughout the 
previous sections, there were both strengths and weaknesses among the multivariate 
models.  As a whole, the multivariate measurement models produced more consistent 
estimates and rankings across experimental conditions than the univariate models.  In 
particular, the rank-order correlations and Kappa values from these models were very 
strong across experimental combinations (majority close to if not perfect).  At times the 
persistence and scaling assumptions decreased the magnitude of these relationships, but 
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the results from the multivariate models were still more stable than the univariate.  
Additionally, the closest any models came to achieving consistency across the entire 
performance distribution (estimate precision) was with the multivariate models. 
However, these models were not without their drawbacks.  Multivariate models 
had more logistical weaknesses than the simpler univariate models.  In particular, only 
one program (HPMIXED) was capable of implementing the multivariate latent variable 
models and concessions had to be made with the data.  Despite the concessions, there 
were still several static multivariate conditions that did not converge.  These logistical 
constraints tempered the positive aspects of the multivariate models because the models 
were not as easy to implement as the univariate.  In order for the models to useful, they 
must balance precision and practicality, but this balance has not been achieved at this 
point in time. 
Discussion of the Findings  
There is a general consensus in the research community that more research is 
needed to evaluate the reliability and validity of value-added assessment methods 
(Amerein-Beardsley, 2008; Baker et al., 2010; Braun, 2005; Hill et al., 2010).  In 
particular, this study focused on one aspect of these techniques—the reliance on a single 
univariate measure of student-achievement.  Because VAA techniques tend to use only a 
single measure of student achievement each year, there is reason to question the degree to 
which constructs such as mathematics ability are adequately measured by a single test 
score.  This is important in the context of VAA systems because the results from a single 
test administration influence the teacher effects and subsequently may impact teachers’ 
careers.   
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While a mathematics exam may be perceived as measuring a single construct, the 
content and skills within the test may create multiple dimensions within the measure 
influencing both students’ test scores and the subsequent teacher estimates.  Building on 
the previous literature showing that value-added estimates are sensitive to aspects such as 
the choice of outcome measure (Corcoran et al., 2011; Lockwood et al., 2007; Papay, 
2011), imprecision (Corcoran, 2010), effect persistence (Corcoran et al., 2011), changes 
in the construct over time (Martineau, 2006), as well as error and reliability (Schochet & 
Chiang, 2010), the current study focused on the potential benefits of incorporating 
traditional univariate methods and models that utilized a multivariate latent variable 
model (LVM) approach.  It was hypothesized that a multivariate LVM approach would 
address some of the concerns found in the previous literature, because LVM techniques 
explicitly model aspects such as longitudinal invariance and measurement error.  
Although it was not possible to claim that multivariate models were more accurate 
than the univariate models (because the true teacher effects were unknown), the results 
suggest that multivariate models were more consistent.  Teacher estimates and rankings 
fluctuated more across univariate experimental combinations compared to the 
multivariate.  Even without knowledge of the true teacher effects, the degree of 
consistency among the multivariate models was an important finding.  Multivariate 
conditions, both static achievement and change score, came to the same general 
conclusions about teachers.  Rankings did not fluctuate a great deal across multivariate 
conditions—reducing the chance any teachers may be incorrectly classified as ineffective 
or effective when they are in fact not different from average.   
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Yet, this degree of consistency was not found in the univariate conditions.  As 
discussed in the outliers’ section above, rankings across univariate conditions varied a 
great deal across experimental combinations.  For instance, Table F.3 demonstrates that 
some teachers’ rankings jumped from best to worst depending on the measurement model 
combination.  Yet, these same teachers’ rankings were very stable in the multivariate 
conditions (see Table F.4).  Subsequently, if policymakers were using univariate 
outcomes as opposed to multivariate, decisions regarding the measurement model 
assumptions (invariance, measurement, etc.) would have a strong impact on teacher 
rankings.  Overall, these findings demonstrate that the multivariate measurement model 
structures decrease the potential to misclassify a teacher, because multivariate methods 
produced fewer outliers than the univariate approaches.   
Although it is not possible to pinpoint the precise mechanisms at play among the 
multivariate conditions (i.e., invariance, measurement, or scaling alone or the interactions 
among them), there is one aspect that does stand out across experimental combinations.  
The findings suggest that incorporating multiple measures produces more consistent 
estimates than relying upon a single measure.  It appears that multiple measures may 
have reduced the random error variance in the estimates.  Within the residual error 
variance are random error (unreliability) and systematic variance not due to factors 
(Kline, 2011).  The multivariate methods may have accounted for more random variation 
through the use of multiple observations for participants (i.e., one composite test score 
compared to three test scores at any one time).  Because systematic errors do not tend to 
cancel out with multiple observations, multivariate models may have produced 
consistently higher or lower estimates but these patterns were systematic.  More 
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precisely, multivariate approaches may not have accurately reproduced the teacher 
estimates, but the consistency among the conditions suggests that any error may be 
constant across conditions.  
Without knowledge of the true underlying teacher effects, it was not possible to 
fully evaluate the degree to which teacher estimates and rankings were directly impacted 
by the various experimental combinations (and/or interactions).  Nonetheless, the patterns 
found among the results suggest that not only are multivariate methods more consistent 
than univariate, they were also more robust with respect to assumptions regarding the 
measurement model structures.  Thus, the use of multiple measures seemed to mitigate 
some of the error that may occur both in the test scores as well as policymakers’ decision-
making processes (e.g., assuming longitudinal invariance when that does not hold).  Most 
importantly, these findings align with some researchers’ call for the use of multiple 
sources of information in teacher evaluation (Baker et al., 2010; McCaffrey et al., 2004).   
Practical Considerations and Application  
The decision as to which value-added method should be used in practice depends 
on the priorities and goals of the user (e.g., researcher, policymaker, state department of 
education, etc.).  The user will have to decide how to evaluate and prioritize the balance 
between logistics and precision.  The benefits and drawbacks of the univariate and 
multivariate measurement model structures discussed in the current study illustrate this 
balance.  For example, if it were more important that teachers, administrators, parents, 
and the public understand the models, then univariate models would be more appropriate 
than multivariate.  Although value-added methods are not particularly transparent to all 
audiences, the univariate models are easier to understand, relative to the more complex 
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multivariate latent variable models.  However, the choice to use univariate models may 
come at a cost.  The results of this study showed that univariate models produced more 
outliers and were less consistent overall than multivariate models.  Although the true 
teacher estimates were unknown, the lack of consistency demonstrated by the univariate 
measurement models was itself an important finding.  The inconsistency of some of the 
conditions was a sign there were troubling issues with the univariate models.  Reliability 
is an upper bound for validity, thus the low consistency demonstrated by the univariate 
conditions examined in this study may equate to even lower degrees of validly.   
If the user(s) determined that transparency was less important than consistency, 
then the multivariate models would be preferred over the univariate.  The results of the 
multivariate conditions were much more consistent as a whole.  While the degree of 
consistency does not necessarily mean that the multivariate models recovered the true 
underlying teacher effects, it did show that models were less subject to error and bias.  
Multivariate models may have produced systematically higher or lower estimates, but at 
the very least any degree of bias was consistent and more predictable.  That is, 
multivariate models may have produced teacher estimates that did not match the true 
underlying estimates, but the models as a whole made the same predictions so any error 
was more likely to be constant across conditions.  In contrast, univariate models did not 
make the same ranking predictions as a whole, thus rankings depended upon which 
specific experimental condition was evaluated.   
Although multivariate models were more consistent and robust across 
experimental conditions, they have limitations in regards to their practical utility and 
transparency.  Multivariate models struggled in regards to sample size and missing data. 
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Additionally, these models were more complex to program than the univariate, so they 
require the user(s) to have a higher level of statistical expertise to both estimate and 
interpret the results.  In addition, the current software options for these complex models 
are limited, though Mplus version 7 (Muthén & Muthén, 1998-2012) may be a potential 
avenue for the future (more detail below).  Ultimately, the user(s) will have to determine 
the amount of variability that is acceptable for their needs.  User(s) and interested parties 
(e.g., teachers, parents, etc.) will have to work together to determine the appropriate 
balance for their state or district.   
As it currently stands, there is considerable controversy regarding the degree to 
which student test scores should be used to evaluate teachers.  Several states have 
implemented new teacher evaluation policies based on the RTT grant applications, where 
in some cases up to 50% of teachers’ evaluation is derived from student assessment 
information.  Several states, such as Florida, are facing legal challenges and petitions to 
alter the course of these new policies.  For instance, a Florida judge recently invalidated 
aspects of the State Board of Education’s rule tying teaching evaluations to student test 
scores (Solochek, 2012a).  The Florida Education Association (FEA) has also petitioned 
the governor to suspend the legislative mandate that student test score data (i.e., value-
added assessment data) be used in teacher evaluations.  In an article for the Tampa Bay 
Times (Solochek, 2012b), the FEA president points out that research staff at the 
Department of Education have cautioned against the potential unreliability of the VAA 
information. 
While states like Florida prepare for legal and legislative challenges to teacher-
based accountability measures, the newspapers tell a daily story about the legal 
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ramifications of the predecessor to VAA methods—school based accountability via 
Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) measures.  Recent newspaper articles have featured 
school districts in Atlanta, El Paso, and Houston where teachers and/or administrators 
have been accused of tampering with test scores or altering the test-taking population in 
order to meet evaluation standards (Dewan, 2010; Gabriel, 2010; Torres, 2012; Torres & 
Bureau, 2012). These situations are important to point out in the context of VAA methods 
and teacher-level accountability because instances may only be exaggerated with the 
implementation of merit pay or the threat of possible sanctions related to teacher rankings 
(e.g., dismissal of bottom portion of teachers) (Ravitch, 2010). 
Although there are numerous unknowns with VAA methods, there is one general 
consensus among the majority of the research community—student test scores should not 
be the only measure of teacher effectiveness (Baker et al., 2010; McCaffrey et al., 2004).  
Test scores alone are not sufficient enough to measure effective teaching nor are they 
capable of providing the degree of diagnostic information needed to identify areas for 
improvement (Gates, 2012).  Instead, multiple measures of effectiveness should be 
considered in teacher evaluations.  The current Measures of Effective Teaching (MET) 
project is good example of the incorporation of multiple measures (test scores, 
observations, pedagogical content knowledge, student’s perceptions of instructional 
environment, and teacher perceptions of workplace conditions) within a comprehensive 
framework of teacher quality.   
Multiple sources of evidence such as observations and VAA estimates provide a 
means by which to mitigate some of the potential problems of using estimates alone, yet 
new questions arise out of the use of multiple measures.  The use of multiple measures 
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begs the question as to which pieces of information (observation, VAA estimates, etc.) 
should be included, which is the gold standard, and how much weight should be 
attributed to VAA estimates and other measures of effectiveness.  Subsequently, there are 
additional questions regarding the application of these methods above and beyond the 
technical quality of the methods themselves.   
In general, programs such as Race to the Top (RTT) have placed a great deal of 
pressure on states to alter their teacher evaluation procedures by incorporating student 
test score data.  Yet, these policy decisions are moving so fast that some states are 
struggling with litigation while other states and/or districts are trying to determine an 
appropriate methodology for incorporating multiple measures of teacher effectiveness 
and the appropriate weighting for each component.  While policymakers are pushing to 
implement new evaluation systems, the research community is trying to understand the 
underlying components of VAA systems and the degree of reliability and validity of the 
teacher effectiveness information.  Additionally, there are concerns regarding the 
potential consequences of teacher-level evaluation systems given past scandals regarding 
school-level accountability.  Needless to say, any decisions or application regarding VAA 
methods are complicated because there are many issues to deal with in the 
implementation of the methods. 
The current study is only a small piece in a larger puzzle that at times can seem 
like a maze.  There are no simple answers or solutions to the questions regarding the 
application of VAA methods.  Yet, the results from this study have opened a new door 
for further research (see section below) and may spark additional debate regarding the 
reliability and validity of VAA methods, particularly concerning the use of univariate 
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measures of student achievement.  As in many areas of reliability and validity research, 
more work is necessary in order to understand these methods and improve their 
generalizability. 
Limitations 
Although the current study has shed light on several potential psychometric issues 
with VAA methods, there were several limitations to the current study.  In particular, the 
results of this study may not generalize across different datasets or types of value-added 
methods (i.e., covariate adjustment model).  The dataset used for this study, Project 
STAR, was a longitudinal randomized experiment evaluating the effect of class size on 
student achievement.  In practice, students are not randomly assigned to classrooms so 
teachers may have disproportionate numbers of students that are on the higher or lower 
end of the performance distribution.  Without random assignment it is difficult to tell 
whether the treatment or prior differences between groups at the onset of the study led to 
the observed outcomes.  Yet, even randomization itself is not a sufficient enough 
condition to fully understand phenomena, because the results may not generalize across 
multiple contexts.  Although the current study found that multivariate measurement 
models were more consistent than univariate, the degree of consistency may vary 
depending on the context.  At this time, the degree to which the multivariate results 
generalize across educational contexts is unknown.    
Another unanswered question is the degree to which the current results may 
generalize to larger classrooms.  The average classroom size for the current study was 
about 6 students per teacher, which may have influenced the stability of the teacher 
estimates and the size of the estimates’ confidence intervals.  Schochet and Chiang 
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(2010) found that the reliability of value-added estimates was tied to the amount of data 
included in the analysis.  Specifically, they found that reliability did not reach acceptable 
levels (0.82) until ten years of data were included.  Additionally, Corcoran (2010) 
calculated confidence intervals for teachers in the New York City’s TDI experiment and 
found that confidence intervals narrowed with more years of information.  Although 
sample size was a fixed factor in the current study, the results may not generalize to 
larger classrooms and it may be the case the analyses used to evaluate the experimental 
conditions (i.e., rank-order correlations, Kappa, and estimate precision) were 
differentially affected by sample size.  For instance, increased sample size should 
decrease the size of the confidence intervals around teachers’ estimates which in turn 
would most likely alter teachers’ rank order or influence the ability to differentiate 
teachers from average (i.e., when estimates and CIs include 0).  Additional simulation 
work will need to investigate the degree to which sample size influences the consistency 
of teacher estimates and rankings. 
There are also several unanswered questions regarding the interactions between 
some of the conditions.  The results showed that models which were in the middle of the 
spectrum in terms of their measurement and invariance combination tended to perform 
better than models on the extreme ends of the continuum.  More precisely, the non-
invariant/parallel and invariant/parallel combinations performed better than the non-
invariant/non-parallel and invariant/parallel conditions.  Without knowledge of the true 
teacher effects it is not possible to fully understand the underlying mechanisms that 
produced these patterns, yet it does appear that the less stringent models reflected similar 
phenomena.  It may be the case that models with measurement and invariance conditions 
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in the middle of the spectrum are interchangeable compared to those on the extreme, but 
future simulation work will have to address this question.    
The idea of longitudinal non-invariance, and the interaction between persistence 
and longitudinal non-invariance are additional lingering questions from the current study.  
First, if student achievement is longitudinally non-invariant and changes across time, to 
what degree is this captured using the current tools (i.e., vertically scaled assessments)? 
Although vertically scaled assessments are viewed as the solution to measure growth over 
time, shifts in content emphasis across the scale can lead to construct under-
representation and may produce biased teacher estimates (Braun & Wainer, 2007).  In 
fact, Martineau (2006) found that construct shifts in a vertical scale across grades lead to 
biased value-added teacher effects in grade levels where the shift in construct was the 
largest.  In addition to construct concerns with vertical scaling, the methods used to link 
test forms across grades can introduce error into the system.  The combination of factors 
such as the chosen IRT model, linking method, and estimation approach used in during 
the vertical scaling process can lead to the score scale being stretched or compressed 
(Briggs, Weeks, & Wiley, 2008).  All of these factors add to the complexity of accurately 
measuring student progress, let alone teachers’ effectiveness.   
There is also the added complication of the interaction between attempting to 
measure this moving target (i.e., the changing construct) and teacher effect persistence.  
Some VAA approaches assume complete persistence while others assume no persistence.  
Another unanswered question from the current study is how the assumptions related to 
persistence interacted with longitudinal non-invariance.  More precisely, how were 
teacher estimates and rankings influenced by persistence and changes in the degree of 
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importance placed on certain variables over time?  Future work needs evaluate the 
potential bias that may occur from the interaction between these two components.    
Another limitation of this study was the exclusion of student- and school-level 
covariates, although a large majority of value-added assessment systems include 
covariates in practice.  While the degree to which the current findings may have been 
affected by the inclusion or omission of student- and/or school-level covariates is an 
important issue, it was not the main goal of the study.  Several studies have shown 
differences between value-added assessment models that included student-and/or school-
level covariates and those that omitted these additional variables (Goldhaber & Hansen, 
2008; Shaw & Bovaird, 2009; Tekwe et al., 2004).  Future work will need to examine the 
interaction between univariate and multivariate measurement model structures and 
covariates.    
The utility of value-added methodologies depends on their ability to provide an 
unbiased and stable measure of teacher effectiveness over time (McCaffrey et al., 2009). 
While many more questions need to be addressed in order to better understand the 
reliability and validity of value-added techniques, this study was a first step in 
understanding the benefits of incorporating a latent variable framework with value-added 
modeling techniques.  The next step in this process will be to evaluate the degree to 
which models uncover known population parameters via a simulation study. 
Future Directions 
This study was designed to serve as a first step in a larger validity inquiry.  The 
results showed that multivariate models were more consistent as a whole compared to the 
univariate models, but the true teacher effects were unknown.  Without knowledge of the 
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true teacher effects it was not possible to claim that multivariate models were more 
accurate than univariate models.  Multivariate models were more consistent within the 
experimental combinations used in this study, but consistency is not wholly indicative of 
truth.  The next step in this line of research will combine both replication and simulation 
in a series of follow up studies that will examine the reliability and precision of these 
methods.   
Although there were several interesting findings uncovered by the present study, 
which will need to be explored in further detail, the next series of studies will entail 
smaller more focused replications and evaluation.  For instance, the findings from the 
current study suggest that the measurement and longitudinal invariance assumptions 
played a small role in the consistency across conditions.  Thus, these areas will not be the 
prime focus in the next series of investigations.  In contrast, teacher estimates and 
rankings seemed to fluctuate more across the experimental conditions that manipulated 
scaling and persistence with the static achievement scores.  Based on these findings, the 
first step in the next series of studies will focus on the consistency and validity of teacher 
estimates and rankings across different scaling and persistence assumptions. 
 In addition to the measurement model and persistence assumptions, the next study 
in the series will also need to evaluate the comparability of estimates and rankings 
produced from the two-step process used in the current study (Mplus and SAS 
HPMIXED) with a single-step process using Mplus 7 (Muthén & Muthén, 1998-2012).   
Mplus version 7 was not available at the time these specific analyses were conducted, 
thus a comparison was not possible.  The newest version of Mplus is capable of 
implementing three-level cross-classified models, thus it is necessary to examine to 
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alignment between the software programs in regards to the teacher estimates and 
rankings.   
 The main goal of the next series of investigations will be to evaluate the degree to 
which measurement model structures recover known population parameters via 
simulation.  The results of the current study suggest that one of the areas in need of 
further research is the relationship between estimates and rankings across scaling and 
persistence assumptions.  However, the current study was only an empirical exploration, 
thus it was not possible to fully evaluate the degree of inconsistency observed across 
these two assumptions or the degree to which these assumptions (either alone or their 
interactions with other assumptions) influenced model results, teacher estimates and 
rankings directly.  Also, the current study was not able to manipulate other factors that 
may influence the generalizability of the results.  In particular, the degree to which the 
results from the current study generalize across sample size, reliability of the outcome 
measures, and additional observations is unknown.  Simulation research will be able to 
directly examine the impact the scaling and persistence assumptions have on known 
teacher effects and the generalizability of the results across various factors (i.e., sample 
size, reliability, and observations).   
 There are many questions yet to be answered in regards to VAA systems.  The 
current study was a step in the right direction, but ultimately it was only one piece in a 
larger plan.  At the present, VAA systems are multifaceted and it will take several years 
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APPENDIX A: SUMMARY TABLES OF MODEL PARAMETERS 
Table A.1. Univariate/Static: Longitudinally Non-Invariant Parallel IRT score condition 
 
Table A.2. Univariate/Static: Longitudinally Non-Invariant Parallel NCE score condition 
  
Parameter Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p
Fixed Effects:
Intercept 501.93 1.08 <.0001 503.35 0.70 <.0001 503.28 0.72 <.0001 503.25 0.69 <.0001
Wave 40.32 0.08 <.0001 40.31 0.09 <.0001 40.31 0.10 <.0001 40.31 0.09 <.0001
Random Effects:
Teacher T1 248.51 12.49 12.84 3.03
Teacher T2 2.38 0.00 0.00 0.00
Teacher T3 5.67 5.42 3.44 5.47
Child 653.83 865.81 865.38 881.65
Residual 3.63 3.48 3.38 3.48
Model Fit:
Log Likelihood 38707 38806 38667 38834
AIC 38717 38814 38675 38842
BIC 38707 38806 38667 38834
# Parameters 7 7 7 7
Univariate/Static: Longitudinally Non-Invariant Parallel IRT score condition
Complete Partial Half-Life Zero
Parameter Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p
Fixed Effects:
Intercept 56.37 0.56 <.0001 56.88 0.43 <.0001 56.88 0.45 <.0001 56.96 0.40 <.0001
Wave -1.46 0.10 <.0001 -1.43 0.10 <.0001 -1.41 0.11 <.0001 -1.44 0.10 <.0001
Random Effects:
Teacher T1 62.66 10.26 12.11 3.23
Teacher T2 3.26 0.75 0.00 0.00
Teacher T3 5.38 6.49 4.25 5.70
Child 176.43 228.57 235.97 238.28
Residual 10.11 10.09 9.91 10.04
Model Fit:
Log Likelihood 39819 40041 39985 40042
AIC 39829 40051 39993 40050
BIC 39819 40041 39985 40042
# Parameters 7 7 7 7
Univariate/Static: Longitudinally Non-Invariant Parallel NCE score condition
Complete Partial Half-Life Zero
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Table A.3. Univariate/Static: Longitudinally Non-Invariant Non- Parallel IRT score 
condition 
 
Table A.4. Univariate/Static: Longitudinally Non-Invariant Non- Parallel NCE score 
condition 
Parameter Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p
Fixed Effects:
Intercept 502.93 1.05 <.0001 504.41 0.77 <.0001 504.28 0.80 <.0001 504.40 0.70 <.0001
Wave 39.75 0.15 <.0001 39.75 0.15 <.0001 39.74 0.17 <.0001 39.75 0.15 <.0001
Random Effects:
Teacher T1 233.06 45.07 43.55 11.74
Teacher T2 10.12 2.40 1.80 0.00
Teacher T3 13.04 13.48 8.10 12.76
Child 586.03 761.81 772.08 799.35
Residual 11.44 10.97 10.69 11.05
Model Fit:
Log Likelihood 43088 43214 43092 43237
AIC 43098 43224 43102 43245
BIC 43088 43214 43092 43237
# Parameters 7 7 7 7
Univariate/Static: Longitudinally Non-Invariant Non-Parallel IRT score condition
Complete Partial Half-Life Zero
Parameter Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p
Fixed Effects:
Intercept 56.49 0.57 <.0001 57.02 0.43 <.0001 56.99 0.45 <.0001 57.10 0.40 <.0001
Wave -1.46 0.11 <.0001 -1.45 0.11 <.0001 -1.44 0.12 <.0001 -1.44 0.11 <.0001
Random Effects:
Teacher T1 64.63 9.60 10.42 2.66
Teacher T2 2.70 1.81 1.42 0.00
Teacher T3 8.64 9.49 7.90 8.87
Child 175.71 225.84 229.20 239.45
Residual 13.22 13.11 12.91 13.17
Model Fit:
Log Likelihood 40879 41099 41067 41116
AIC 40889 41109 41077 41124
BIC 40879 41099 41067 41116
# Parameters 7 7 7 7
Univariate/Static: Longitudinally Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE score condition
Complete Partial Half-Life Zero
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Table A.5. Univariate/Static: Longitudinally Invariant Parallel IRT score condition 
  
Note: The “.” indicates that the complete and partial conditions did not converge. 
 
Table A.6. Univariate/Static: Longitudinally Invariant Parallel NCE score condition 
  
Parameter Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p
Fixed Effects:
Intercept . . . . . . 515.94 1.76 <.0001 516.97 1.46 <.0001
Wave . . . . . . 35.50 0.60 <.0001 35.95 0.54 <.0001
Random Effects:
Teacher T1 . . 423.70 237.83
Teacher T2 . . 272.06 216.93
Teacher T3 . . 134.37 102.76
Child . . 725.60 829.76
Residual . . 135.52 133.21
Model Fit:
Log Likelihood . . 53821 53900
AIC . . 53831 53910
BIC . . 53821 53900
# Parameters . . 7 7
Univariate/Static: Longitudinally Invariant Parallel IRT score condition
Complete Partial Half-Life Zero
Parameter Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p
Fixed Effects:
Intercept 56.23 0.73 <.0001 56.15 0.80 <.0001 56.15 0.84 <.0001 56.50 0.70 <.0001
Wave -1.44 0.30 <.0001 -1.41 0.28 <.0001 -1.37 0.31 <.0001 -1.37 0.28 <.0001
Random Effects:
Teacher T1 93.40 101.91 86.66 45.77
Teacher T2 49.53 53.54 53.42 42.26
Teacher T3 54.37 46.37 46.08 41.16
Child 186.89 191.16 196.45 223.73
Residual 39.29 36.84 36.48 35.93
Model Fit:
Log Likelihood 46045 45854 45869 45962
AIC 46055 45864 45879 45972
BIC 46045 45854 45869 45962
# Parameters 7 7 7 7
Univariate/Static: Longitudinally Invariant Parallel NCE score condition
Complete Partial Half-Life Zero
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Table A.8. Univariate/Static: Longitudinally Invariant Non-Parallel NCE score condition 
  
Parameter Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p
Fixed Effects:
Intercept 514.14 1.08 <.0001 516.21 0.70 <.0001 515.96 0.72 <.0001 515.86 0.67 <.0001
Wave 34.09 0.10 <.0001 34.02 0.10 <.0001 33.97 0.11 <.0001 34.04 0.10 <.0001
Random Effects:
Teacher T1 259.90 25.87 23.06 6.16
Teacher T2 4.88 0.26 0.91 0.09
Teacher T3 5.19 4.63 2.41 4.76
Child 594.16 779.13 773.66 813.73
Residual 4.35 4.10 3.99 4.10
Model Fit:
Log Likelihood 39329 39332 39213 39401
AIC 39339 39342 39223 39411
BIC 39329 39332 39213 39401
# Parameters 7 7 7 7
Univariate/Static: Longitudinally Invariant Non-Parallel IRT score condition
Complete Partial Half-Life Zero
Parameter Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p
Fixed Effects:
Intercept 56.61 0.57 <.0001 57.13 0.43 <.0001 57.10 0.44 <.0001 57.22 0.40 <.0001
Wave -1.51 0.10 <.0001 -1.50 0.11 <.0001 -1.49 0.11 <.0001 -1.49 0.10 <.0001
Random Effects:
Teacher T1 65.57 10.85 10.27 3.20
Teacher T2 3.30 2.20 1.71 0.11
Teacher T3 7.68 8.65 6.94 7.91
Child 177.27 226.60 230.99 241.77
Residual 10.09 9.96 9.87 10.04
Model Fit:
Log Likelihood 39907 40125 40098 40150
AIC 39917 40135 40108 40160
BIC 39907 40125 40098 40150
# Parameters 7 7 7 7
Univariate/Static: Longitudinally Invariant Non-Parallel NCE score condition
Complete Partial Half-Life Zero
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Table A.9. Multivariate/Static: Longitudinally Non-Invariant Parallel IRT score 
condition 
 
Parameter Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p
Fixed Effects:
Intercept 540.45 1.30 <.0001 542.57 1.30 <.0001 541.36 1.28 <.0001 542.35 1.01 <.0001
Wave 40.92 0.59 <.0001 40.20 0.51 <.0001 40.35 0.59 <.0001 40.62 0.53 <.0001
Random Effects:
Teacher T1 400.49 479.14 406.02 211.54
Teacher T2 184.77 215.01 219.26 177.90
Teacher T3 174.93 118.25 112.47 87.17
Child 662.14 661.66 677.72 791.75
Wave(Child) 1.40 0.68 0.62 0.47
Reading 661.58 654.26 653.76 652.41
Mathematics 661.58 654.26 653.76 652.41
Listening 661.58 654.26 653.76 652.41
Model Fit:
Log Likelihood 173997 173774 173792 173912
AIC 174013 173790 173808 173928
BIC 173997 173774 173792 173912
# Parameters 10 10 10 10
Multivariate/Static: Longitudinally Non-Invariant Parallel IRT score condition
Complete Partial Half-Life Zero
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Table A.10. Multivariate/Static: Longitudinally Non-Invariant Parallel NCE score 
condition 
 
Parameter Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p
Fixed Effects:
Intercept 54.83 0.64 <.0001 54.74 0.63 <.0001 54.80 0.62 <.0001 55.15 0.50 <.0001
Wave -1.36 0.30 <.0001 -1.30 0.28 <.0001 -1.27 0.31 <.0001 -1.28 0.28 <.0001
Random Effects:
Teacher T1 90.90 98.58 83.74 43.09
Teacher T2 45.52 50.99 50.63 39.24
Teacher T3 50.07 43.49 43.68 38.92
Child 184.11 187.42 192.72 222.46
Wave(Child) 1.81 1.12 1.04 0.90
Reading 138.26 137.02 136.85 136.57
Mathematics 138.26 137.02 136.85 136.57
Listening 138.26 137.02 136.86 136.57
Model Fit:
Log Likelihood 146485 146326 146346 146448
AIC 146501 146342 146362 146464
BIC 146485 146326 146346 146448
# Parameters 10 10 10 10
Multivariate/Static: Longitudinally Non-Invariant Parallel NCE score condition
Complete Partial Half-Life Zero
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Table A.11. Multivariate/Static: Longitudinally Non-Invariant Non-Parallel IRT score 
condition 
 
Note: The “.” indicates that the complete condition did not converge. 
 
  
Parameter Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p
Fixed Effects:
Intercept . . . 542.75 1.31 <.0001 541.48 1.30 <.0001 542.40 1.01 <.0001
Wave . . . 39.93 0.51 <.0001 40.07 0.60 <.0001 40.37 0.53 <.0001
Random Effects:
Teacher T1 . 506.49 427.11 223.44
Teacher T2 . 223.41 228.25 186.95
Teacher T3 . 125.25 119.92 94.23
Child . 665.59 680.93 788.68
Wave(Child) . 1.81 1.66 1.32
Reading . 566.90 566.65 566.01
Mathematics . 566.90 566.65 566.01
Listening . 566.90 566.65 566.01
Model Fit:
Log Likelihood . 171598 171617 171746
AIC . 171614 171633 171762
BIC . 171598 171617 171746
# Parameters . 10 10 10
Multivariate/Static: Longitudinally Non-Invariant Non-Parallel IRT score condition
Complete Partial Half-Life Zero
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Parameter Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p
Fixed Effects:
Intercept 54.87 0.64 <.0001 54.81 0.63 <.0001 54.87 0.62 <.0001 55.24 0.50 <.0001
Wave -1.36 0.30 <.0001 -1.29 0.28 <.0001 -1.27 0.31 <.0001 -1.27 0.28 <.0001
Random Effects:
Teacher T1 90.69 98.49 83.60 43.03
Teacher T2 45.50 51.13 50.65 39.29
Teacher T3 50.07 43.56 43.56 38.79
Child 184.89 189.03 193.57 223.42
Wave(Child) 1.83 1.14 1.05 0.91
Reading 138.22 136.99 136.81 136.53
Mathematics 138.22 136.99 136.81 136.53
Listening 138.22 136.99 136.82 136.53
Model Fit:
Log Likelihood 146482 146323 146343 146444
AIC 146498 146339 146359 146460
BIC 146482 146323 146343 146444
# Parameters 10 10 10 10
Multivariate/Static: Longitudinally Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE score condition
Complete Partial Half-Life Zero
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Table A.13. Multivariate/Static: Longitudinally Invariant Parallel IRT score condition 
 
Note: The “.” indicates that the half-life condition did not converge. 
 
 
Parameter Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p
Fixed Effects:
Intercept 550.57 1.32 <.0001 553.49 1.33 <.0001 . . . 553.05 1.03 <.0001
Wave 36.41 0.61 <.0001 35.24 0.52 <.0001 . . . 35.90 0.54 <.0001
Random Effects:
Teacher T1 393.89 478.55 . 216.63
Teacher T2 200.62 237.83 . 198.25
Teacher T3 195.15 118.63 . 84.51
Child 676.67 675.00 . 806.16
Wave(Child) 1.05 0.50 . 0.34
Reading 696.50 688.93 . 686.48
Mathematics 696.50 688.93 . 686.48
Listening 696.50 688.93 . 686.48
Model Fit:
Log Likelihood 174838 174602 . 174723
AIC 174854 174618 . 174739
BIC 174838 174602 . 174723
# Parameters 10 10 . 10
Multivariate/Static: Longitudinally Invariant Parallel IRT score condition
Complete Partial Half-Life Zero
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Parameter Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p
Fixed Effects:
Intercept 54.81 0.64 <.0001 54.78 0.63 <.0001 54.81 0.62 <.0001 55.16 0.50 <.0001
Wave -1.45 0.30 <.0001 -1.42 0.28 <.0001 -1.38 0.31 <.0001 -1.39 0.28 <.0001
Random Effects:
Teacher T1 91.08 98.78 83.77 43.05
Teacher T2 45.60 51.22 50.72 39.30
Teacher T3 50.16 43.51 43.47 38.54
Child 183.90 187.61 192.09 220.77
Wave(Child) 1.79 1.11 1.03 0.88
Reading 138.23 137.00 136.83 136.55
Mathematics 138.23 137.00 136.83 136.55
Listening 138.23 137.00 136.83 136.55
Model Fit:
Log Likelihood 146482 146323 146343 146445
AIC 146498 146339 146359 146461
BIC 146482 146323 146343 146445
# Parameters 10 10 10 10
Multivariate/Static: Longitudinally Invariant Parallel NCE score condition
Complete Partial Half-Life Zero
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Table A.15. Multivariate/Static: Longitudinally Invariant Non-Parallel IRT score 
condition 
 
Note: The “.” indicates that the complete, partial, and zero conditions did not converge. 
 
 
Parameter Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p
Fixed Effects:
Intercept . . . . . . 546.98 1.31 <.0001 . . .
Wave . . . . . . 34.22 0.60 <.0001 . . .
Random Effects:
Teacher T1 . . 429.25 .
Teacher T2 . . 259.93 .
Teacher T3 . . 115.92 .
Child . . 675.21 .
Wave(Child) . . 0.97 .
Reading . . 612.81 .
Mathematics . . 612.81 .
Listening . . 612.81 .
Model Fit:
Log Likelihood . . 172843 .
AIC . . 172859 .
BIC . . 172843 .
# Parameters . . 10 .
Multivariate/Static: Longitudinally Invariant Non-Parallel IRT score condition
Complete Partial Half-Life Zero
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Parameter Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p
Fixed Effects:
Intercept 54.97 0.64 <.0001 54.93 0.63 <.0001 54.96 0.62 <.0001 55.34 0.50 <.0001
Wave -1.46 0.30 <.0001 -1.42 0.28 <.0001 -1.38 0.31 <.0001 -1.38 0.28 <.0001
Random Effects:
Teacher T1 91.02 98.64 83.81 43.09
Teacher T2 45.52 51.06 50.69 39.30
Teacher T3 50.10 43.35 43.41 38.47
Child 184.76 188.10 193.45 222.37
Wave(Child) 1.81 1.12 1.03 0.89
Reading 138.22 136.98 136.81 136.53
Mathematics 138.22 136.98 136.81 136.53
Listening 138.22 136.98 136.81 136.53
Model Fit:
Log Likelihood 146481 146321 146341 146443
AIC 146497 146337 146357 146459
BIC 146481 146321 146341 146443
# Parameters 10 10 10 10
Multivariate/Static: Longitudinally Invariant Non-Parallel NCE score condition
Complete Partial Half-Life Zero
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Table A.17. Univariate/Change: Longitudinally Non-Invariant Parallel IRT score 
condition 
 
Parameter Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p
Fixed Effects:
Intercept 41.19 0.15 <.0001 41.18 0.17 <.0001 41.20 0.18 <.0001 41.16 0.20 <.0001
Wave -0.62 0.11 <.0001 -0.62 0.11 <.0001 -0.63 0.12 <.0001 -0.63 0.14 <.0001
Random Effects:
Teacher T1 2.06 6.24 9.57 1.54
Teacher T2 0.24 1.01 0.04 1.87
Teacher T3 3.14 3.03 3.45 3.93
Child 2.41 2.44 2.56 2.92
Residual 1.68 1.61 1.61 1.53
Model Fit:
Log Likelihood 17290 17266 17282 17367
AIC 17300 17276 17292 17377
BIC 17290 17266 17282 17367
# Parameters 7 7 7 7
Univariate/Change:  Longitudinally Non-Invariant Parallel IRT score condition
Complete Partial Half-Life Zero
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Table A.18. Univariate/Change: Longitudinally Non-Invariant Parallel NCE score 
condition 
 
Parameter Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p
Fixed Effects:
Intercept -1.43 0.22 <.0001 -1.44 0.23 <.0001 -1.43 0.25 <.0001 -1.46 0.27 <.0001
Wave 0.00 0.14 0.98 0.01 0.14 0.9683 0.00 0.16 1.00 0.01 0.18 0.95
Random Effects:
Teacher T1 2.01 7.86 11.35 12.84
Teacher T2 0.37 0.57 0.00 2.09
Teacher T3 1.86 1.97 2.64 3.44
Child 1.46 1.51 1.71 2.19
Residual 13.20 13.11 12.99 12.82
Model Fit:
Log Likelihood 22554 22554 22571 22619
AIC 22564 22564 22579 22629
BIC 22554 22554 22571 22619
# Parameters 7 7 7 7
Univariate/Change: Longitudinally Non-Invariant Parallel NCE score condition
Complete Partial Half-Life Zero
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Table A.19. Univariate/Change: Longitudinally Non-Invariant Non-Parallel IRT 
score condition 
 
Parameter Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p
Fixed Effects:
Intercept 41.10 0.28 <.0001 41.09 0.33 <.0001 41.12 0.35 <.0001 41.06 0.39 <.0001
Wave -0.89 0.20 <.0001 -0.90 0.20 <.0001 -0.92 0.21 <.0001 -0.91 0.25 0.00
Random Effects:
Teacher T1 5.52 13.53 28.79 5.56
Teacher T2 3.11 7.30 2.99 8.40
Teacher T3 10.10 8.45 9.14 9.71
Child 7.09 7.29 7.48 8.57
Residual 6.18 5.82 5.77 5.55
Model Fit:
Log Likelihood 22216 22130 22113 22174
AIC 22226 22140 22123 22184
BIC 22216 22130 22113 22174
# Parameters 7 7 7 7
Univariate/Change: Longitudinally Non-Invariant Non-Parallel IRT score condition
Complete Partial Half-Life Zero
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Table A.20. Univariate/Change: Longitudinally Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE 
score condition 
  
Parameter Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p
Fixed Effects:
Intercept -1.05 0.27 <.0001 -1.06 0.28 <.001 -1.05 0.29 <.001 -1.08 0.31 <.001
Wave -0.28 0.20 0.15 -0.28 0.20 0.1648 -0.28 0.20 0.17 -0.27 0.22 0.22
Random Effects:
Teacher T1 1.17 3.83 5.01 15.89
Teacher T2 1.00 1.57 1.37 2.33
Teacher T3 6.46 6.69 7.05 7.33
Child 2.37 2.49 2.63 3.07
Residual 16.37 16.18 16.07 15.85
Model Fit:
Log Likelihood 23620 23614 23615 23625
AIC 23630 23624 23625 23635
BIC 23620 23614 23615 23625
# Parameters 7 7 7 7
Univariate/Change: Longitudinally Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE score condition
Complete Partial Half-Life Zero
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Table A.21. Univariate/Change: Longitudinally Invariant Parallel IRT score condition 
 
 
Table A.22. Univariate/Change: Longitudinally Invariant Parallel NCE score condition 
  
Parameter Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p
Fixed Effects:
Intercept 58.03 1.66 <.0001 58.09 1.79 <.0001 58.18 1.80 <.0001 58.13 2.12 <.0001
Wave -14.22 1.34 <.0001 -14.29 1.23 <.0001 -14.32 1.23 <.0001 -14.38 1.32 <.0001
Random Effects:
Teacher T1 23.35 32.86 314.17 258.73
Teacher T2 131.61 196.47 125.50 249.25
Teacher T3 475.45 335.92 332.87 215.73
Child 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Residual 276.77 267.36 263.00 258.18
Model Fit:
Log Likelihood 35145 34952 34921 34730
AIC 35153 34960 34929 34738
BIC 35145 34952 34921 34730
# Parameters 7 7 7 7
Univariate/Change:  Longitudinally Invariant Parallel IRT score condition
Complete Partial Half-Life Zero
Parameter Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p
Fixed Effects:
Intercept -1.49 0.85 0.08 -1.48 0.91 0.1046 -1.44 0.91 0.11 -1.47 1.07 0.17
Wave 0.10 0.69 0.88 0.07 0.63 0.907 0.06 0.63 0.92 0.04 0.68 0.95
Random Effects:
Teacher T1 4.72 5.97 61.53 67.53
Teacher T2 33.69 48.43 34.44 60.87
Teacher T3 125.58 90.87 90.01 60.97
Child 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Residual 71.97 69.77 68.83 67.39
Model Fit:
Log Likelihood 29746 29568 29546 29363
AIC 29754 29576 29554 29371
BIC 29746 29568 29546 29363
# Parameters 7 7 7 7
Univariate/Change:  Longitudinally Invariant Parallel NCE score condition
Complete Partial Half-Life Zero
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Table A.23. Univariate/Change: Longitudinally Invariant Non-Parallel IRT score 
condition 
 
Parameter Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p
Fixed Effects:
Intercept 35.68 0.19 <.0001 35.68 0.23 <.0001 35.71 0.24 <.0001 35.66 0.28 <.0001
Wave -1.04 0.14 <.0001 -1.06 0.13 <.0001 -1.07 0.14 <.0001 -1.07 0.17 <.0001
Random Effects:
Teacher T1 3.65 5.94 17.82 2.79
Teacher T2 0.45 3.53 0.61 4.34
Teacher T3 4.77 3.85 4.05 4.23
Child 2.10 2.19 2.23 2.72
Residual 3.12 2.93 2.89 2.78
Model Fit:
Log Likelihood 18857 18760 18710 18802
AIC 18867 18770 18720 18812
BIC 18857 18760 18710 18802
# Parameters 7 7 7 7
Univariate/Change:Longitudinally Invariant Non-Parallel IRT score condition
Complete Partial Half-Life Zero
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Table A.24. Univariate/Change: Longitudinally Invariant Non-Parallel NCE score 
condition 
Parameter Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p
Fixed Effects:
Intercept -1.21 0.24 <.0001 -1.22 0.27 <.0001 -1.21 0.27 <.0001 -1.24 0.30 <.0001
Wave -0.20 0.18 0.26 -0.20 0.19 0.28 -0.21 0.19 0.27 -0.20 0.21 0.34
Random Effects:
Teacher T1 0.62 1.72 5.81 10.65
Teacher T2 1.86 2.64 1.87 3.01
Teacher T3 6.34 6.40 6.57 6.72
Child 2.77 2.90 2.91 3.33
Residual 11.14 10.91 10.80 10.62
Model Fit:
Log Likelihood 22506 22487 22476 22489
AIC 22516 22497 22486 22499
BIC 22506 22487 22476 22489
# Parameters 7 7 7 7
Univariate/Change: Longitudinally Invariant Non-Parallel NCE score condition 
Complete Partial Half-Life Zero
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Parameter Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p
Fixed Effects:
Intercept 85.59 1.05 <.0001 85.54 1.12 <.0001 85.60 1.12 <.0001 85.51 1.27 <.0001
Wave -28.51 0.87 <.0001 -28.50 0.84 <.0001 -28.52 0.84 <.0001 -28.50 0.88 <.0001
Random Effects:
Teacher T1 5.13 0.00 50.58 137.48
Teacher T2 28.84 48.00 36.26 65.16
Teacher T3 189.85 164.65 164.39 132.11
Child 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Residual 145.46 142.08 140.99 137.19
Model Fit:
Log Likelihood 32283 32189 32183 32061
AIC 32291 32195 32191 32069
BIC 32283 32189 32183 32061
# Parameters 7 7 7 7
Multivariate/Change:  Longitudinally Non-Invariant Parallel IRT score condition
Complete Partial Half-Life Zero
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Parameter Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p
Fixed Effects:
Intercept -0.88 0.21 <.0001 -0.89 0.24 <.0001 -0.87 0.24 <.0001 -0.91 0.28 <.001
Wave -0.22 0.15 0.15 -0.22 0.15 0.16 -0.23 0.16 0.15 -0.21 0.18 0.23
Random Effects:
Teacher T1 0.97 1.26 5.64 5.63
Teacher T2 1.72 3.29 2.26 3.74
Teacher T3 5.24 4.59 4.61 4.27
Child 2.07 2.23 2.20 2.55
Residual 6.16 5.88 5.86 5.62
Model Fit:
Log Likelihood 20572 20490 20480 20448
AIC 20582 20500 20490 20458
BIC 20572 20490 20480 20448
# Parameters 7 7 7 7
Multivariate/Change: Longitudinally Non-Invariant Parallel NCE score condition
Complete Partial Half-Life Zero
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Parameter Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p
Fixed Effects:
Intercept 86.48 1.00 <.0001 86.47 1.10 <.0001 86.54 1.11 <.0001 86.45 1.30 <.0001
Wave -29.29 0.79 <.0001 -29.31 0.76 <.0001 -29.34 0.76 <.0001 -29.34 0.83 <.0001
Random Effects:
Teacher T1 11.64 17.59 109.27 119.16
Teacher T2 40.56 66.26 44.12 84.14
Teacher T3 155.24 123.14 122.17 94.65
Child 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Residual 124.89 121.45 120.14 118.91
Model Fit:
Log Likelihood 31806 31673 31651 31537
AIC 31814 31681 31659 31545
BIC 31806 31673 31651 31537
# Parameters 7 7 7 7
Multivariate/Change: Longitudinally Non-Invariant Non-Parallel IRT score condition
Complete Partial Half-Life Zero
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Parameter Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p
Fixed Effects:
Intercept -0.89 0.21 <.0001 -0.91 0.24 <.0001 -0.89 0.25 <.0001 -0.94 0.28 <.01
Wave -0.17 0.15 0.26 -0.17 0.16 0.27 -0.18 0.16 0.26 -0.16 0.18 0.37
Random Effects:
Teacher T1 1.22 1.55 6.82 6.68
Teacher T2 1.46 3.24 2.01 3.73
Teacher T3 4.94 4.43 4.46 4.19
Child 2.22 2.39 2.37 2.77
Residual 7.25 6.95 6.92 6.67
Model Fit:
Log Likelihood 21069 21002 20990 20972
AIC 21079 21012 21000 20982
BIC 21069 21002 20990 20972
# Parameters 7 7 7 7
Multivariate/Change: Longitudinally Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE score condition
Complete Partial Half-Life Zero
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Parameter Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p
Fixed Effects:
Intercept 57.74 1.11 <.0001 57.78 1.22 <.0001 57.87 1.23 <.0001 57.80 1.47 <.0001
Wave -14.06 0.87 <.0001 -14.12 0.82 <.0001 -14.16 0.82 <.0001 -14.19 0.90 <.0001
Random Effects:
Teacher T1 14.63 19.51 172.74 133.87
Teacher T2 56.30 92.70 55.97 119.19
Teacher T3 193.00 139.91 138.47 93.16
Child 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Residual 143.03 137.87 135.45 133.59
Model Fit:
Log Likelihood 32414 32230 32195 32029
AIC 32422 32238 32203 32037
BIC 32414 32230 32195 32029
# Parameters 7 7 7 7
Multivariate/Change:  Longitudinally Invariant Parallel IRT score condition
Complete Partial Half-Life Zero
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Parameter Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p
Fixed Effects:
Intercept -0.88 0.21 <.0001 -0.89 0.25 <.001 -0.87 0.25 <.001 -0.92 0.29 <.01
Wave -0.27 0.15 0.07 -0.27 0.15 0.0754 -0.28 0.15 0.07 -0.26 0.18 0.14
Random Effects:
Teacher T1 0.79 0.54 5.85 6.61
Teacher T2 1.99 3.80 2.61 4.30
Teacher T3 4.70 4.02 4.03 3.62
Child 1.55 1.78 1.71 2.09
Residual 7.34 6.94 6.90 6.60
Model Fit:
Log Likelihood 20891 20788 20776 20732
AIC 20901 20798 20786 20742
BIC 20891 20788 20776 20732
# Parameters 7 7 7 7
Multivariate/Change:  Longitudinally Invariant Parallel NCE score condition
Complete Partial Half-Life Zero
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Parameter Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p
Fixed Effects:
Intercept 52.30 1.04 <.0001 52.33 1.14 <.0001 52.39 1.15 <.0001 52.35 1.36 <.0001
Wave -11.71 0.83 <.0001 -11.76 0.76 <.0001 -11.78 0.76 <.0001 -11.82 0.84 <.0001
Random Effects:
Teacher T1 12.77 20.38 142.52 105.67
Teacher T2 53.66 83.46 52.49 104.71
Teacher T3 179.36 125.62 123.95 81.31
Child 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Residual 112.36 108.42 106.75 105.44
Model Fit:
Log Likelihood 31543 31347 31312 31137
AIC 31551 31355 31320 31145
BIC 31543 31347 31312 31137
# Parameters 7 7 7 7
Multivariate/Change:Longitudinally Invariant Non-Parallel IRT score condition
Complete Partial Half-Life Zero
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Parameter Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p Est. SE p
Fixed Effects:
Intercept -0.93 0.21 <.001 -0.95 0.24 <.001 -0.93 0.25 <.001 -0.97 0.29 <.001
Wave -0.23 0.15 0.13 -0.23 0.15 0.14 -0.23 0.15 0.13 -0.22 0.18 0.22
Random Effects:
Teacher T1 0.77 0.33 5.74 6.57
Teacher T2 1.99 3.80 2.60 4.21
Teacher T3 4.67 4.04 4.05 3.66
Child 1.81 2.04 1.96 2.33
Residual 7.27 6.88 6.85 6.56
Model Fit:
Log Likelihood 20944 20844 20834 20793
AIC 20954 20854 20844 20803
BIC 20944 20844 20834 20793
# Parameters 7 7 7 7
Multivariate/Change: Longitudinally Invariant Non-Parallel NCE score condition 
Complete Partial Half-Life Zero
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APPENDIX B. RANK-ORDER CORRELATION SCATTER PLOTS FOR VALUE-
ADDED ESTIMATES 
Table B.1. Univariate/Static Condition: Complete persistence model for kindergarten 




: SnPI - Static Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; SnPN - Static Non-Invariant Parallel 
NCE; SnNPI - Static Non-Invariant Non-Parallel IRT; SIPI - Static Invariant Parallel 
IRT; SnNPN - Static Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; SIPN - Static Invariant Parallel 




: SIPI (Static Invariant Parallel IRT) did not converge.
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Table B.2. Univariate/Static Condition: Complete persistence model for first grade 




: SnPI - Static Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; SnPN - Static Non-Invariant Parallel 
NCE; SnNPI - Static Non-Invariant Non-Parallel IRT; SIPI - Static Invariant Parallel 
IRT; SnNPN - Static Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; SIPN - Static Invariant Parallel 




: SIPI (Static Invariant Parallel IRT) did not converge.
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Table B.2. Univariate/Static Condition: Complete persistence model for second grade 




: SnPI - Static Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; SnPN - Static Non-Invariant Parallel 
NCE; SnNPI - Static Non-Invariant Non-Parallel IRT; SIPI - Static Invariant Parallel 
IRT; SnNPN - Static Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; SIPN - Static Invariant Parallel 




: SIPI (Static Invariant Parallel IRT) did not converge.
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Table B.4. Univariate/Static Condition: Partial persistence model for kindergarten 




: SnPI - Static Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; SnPN - Static Non-Invariant Parallel 
NCE; SnNPI - Static Non-Invariant Non-Parallel IRT; SIPI - Static Invariant Parallel 
IRT; SnNPN - Static Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; SIPN - Static Invariant Parallel 




: SIPI (Static Invariant Parallel IRT) did not converge.
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Table B.5. Univariate/Static Condition: Partial persistence model for first grade 




: SnPI - Static Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; SnPN - Static Non-Invariant Parallel 
NCE; SnNPI - Static Non-Invariant Non-Parallel IRT; SIPI - Static Invariant Parallel 
IRT; SnNPN - Static Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; SIPN - Static Invariant Parallel 








Table B.6. Univariate/Static Condition: Partial persistence model for second grade 




: SnPI - Static Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; SnPN - Static Non-Invariant Parallel 
NCE; SnNPI - Static Non-Invariant Non-Parallel IRT; SIPI - Static Invariant Parallel 
IRT; SnNPN - Static Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; SIPN - Static Invariant Parallel 




: SIPI (Static Invariant Parallel IRT) did not converge.
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Table B.7. Univariate/Static Condition: Half-life persistence model for kindergarten 
teachers (Time 1) 
 
Note: SnPI - Static Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; SnPN - Static Non-Invariant Parallel 
NCE; SnNPI - Static Non-Invariant Non-Parallel IRT; SIPI - Static Invariant Parallel 
IRT; SnNPN - Static Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; SIPN - Static Invariant Parallel 




Table B.8. Univariate/Static Condition: Half-life persistence model for first grade 
teachers (Time 2) 
 
Note: SnPI - Static Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; SnPN - Static Non-Invariant Parallel 
NCE; SnNPI - Static Non-Invariant Non-Parallel IRT; SIPI - Static Invariant Parallel 
IRT; SnNPN - Static Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; SIPN - Static Invariant Parallel 




Table B.9. Univariate/Static Condition: Half-life persistence model for second grade 
teachers (Time 3) 
 
Note: SnPI - Static Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; SnPN - Static Non-Invariant Parallel 
NCE; SnNPI - Static Non-Invariant Non-Parallel IRT; SIPI - Static Invariant Parallel 
IRT; SnNPN - Static Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; SIPN - Static Invariant Parallel 




Table B.10. Univariate/Static Condition: Zero persistence model for kindergarten 
teachers (Time 1) 
 
Note: SnPI - Static Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; SnPN - Static Non-Invariant Parallel 
NCE; SnNPI - Static Non-Invariant Non-Parallel IRT; SIPI - Static Invariant Parallel 
IRT; SnNPN - Static Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; SIPN - Static Invariant Parallel 




Table B.11. Univariate/Static Condition: Zero persistence model for first grade 
teachers (Time 2) 
 
Note: SnPI - Static Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; SnPN - Static Non-Invariant Parallel 
NCE; SnNPI - Static Non-Invariant Non-Parallel IRT; SIPI - Static Invariant Parallel 
IRT; SnNPN - Static Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; SIPN - Static Invariant Parallel 




Table B.12. Univariate/Static Condition: Zero persistence model for second grade 
teachers (Time 3) 
 
Note: SnPI - Static Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; SnPN - Static Non-Invariant Parallel 
NCE; SnNPI - Static Non-Invariant Non-Parallel IRT; SIPI - Static Invariant Parallel 
IRT; SnNPN - Static Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; SIPN - Static Invariant Parallel 




Table B.13. Multivariate/Static Condition: Complete persistence model for 




: Lv_SnPI – Latent Variable Static Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; Lv_SnPN – Latent 
Variable Static Non-Invariant Parallel NCE; Lv_SIPI – Latent Variable Static Invariant 
Parallel IRT; Lv_SnNPN – Latent Variable Static Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; 
Lv_SIPN – Latent Variable Static Invariant Parallel NCE; Lv_SiNPN – Latent Variable 
Static Invariant Non-Parallel NCE. 
Note
2
: Lv_SnNPI (Latent Variable Static Non-Invariant Non-Parallel IRT) and Lv_SiNPI  
(Latent Variable Static Invariant Non-Parallel IRT) did not converge. 
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Table B.14. Multivariate/Static Condition: Complete persistence model for first grade 




: Lv_SnPI – Latent Variable Static Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; Lv_SnPN – Latent 
Variable Static Non-Invariant Parallel NCE; Lv_SIPI – Latent Variable Static Invariant 
Parallel IRT; Lv_SnNPN – Latent Variable Static Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; 
Lv_SIPN – Latent Variable Static Invariant Parallel NCE; Lv_SiNPN – Latent Variable 
Static Invariant Non-Parallel NCE. 
Note
2
: Lv_SnNPI (Latent Variable Static Non-Invariant Non-Parallel IRT) and Lv_SiNPI  
(Latent Variable Static Invariant Non-Parallel IRT) did not converge.
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Table B.15. Multivariate/Static Condition: Complete persistence model for second 




: Lv_SnPI – Latent Variable Static Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; Lv_SnPN – Latent 
Variable Static Non-Invariant Parallel NCE; Lv_SIPI – Latent Variable Static Invariant 
Parallel IRT; Lv_SnNPN – Latent Variable Static Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; 
Lv_SIPN – Latent Variable Static Invariant Parallel NCE; Lv_SiNPN – Latent Variable 
Static Invariant Non-Parallel NCE. 
Note
2
: Lv_SnNPI (Latent Variable Static Non-Invariant Non-Parallel IRT) and Lv_SiNPI  
(Latent Variable Static Invariant Non-Parallel IRT) did not converge. 
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Table B.16. Multivariate/Static Condition: Partial persistence model for kindergarten 




: Lv_SnPI – Latent Variable Static Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; Lv_SnPN – Latent 
Variable Static Non-Invariant Parallel NCE; Lv_SnNPI – Latent Variable Static Non-
Invariant Non-Parallel IRT; Lv_SIPI – Latent Variable Static Invariant Parallel IRT; 
Lv_SnNPN – Latent Variable Static Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; Lv_SIPN – Latent 




: Lv_SiNPI – Latent Variable Static Invariant Non-Parallel IRT did not converge.
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Table B.17. Multivariate/Static Condition: Partial persistence model for first grade 




: Lv_SnPI – Latent Variable Static Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; Lv_SnPN – Latent 
Variable Static Non-Invariant Parallel NCE; Lv_SnNPI – Latent Variable Static Non-
Invariant Non-Parallel IRT; Lv_SIPI – Latent Variable Static Invariant Parallel IRT; 
Lv_SnNPN – Latent Variable Static Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; Lv_SIPN – Latent 




: Lv_SiNPI – Latent Variable Static Invariant Non-Parallel IRT did not converge.
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Table B.18. Multivariate/Static Condition: Partial persistence model for second grade 




: Lv_SnPI – Latent Variable Static Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; Lv_SnPN – Latent 
Variable Static Non-Invariant Parallel NCE; Lv_SnNPI – Latent Variable Static Non-
Invariant Non-Parallel IRT; Lv_SIPI – Latent Variable Static Invariant Parallel IRT; 
Lv_SnNPN – Latent Variable Static Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; Lv_SIPN – Latent 




: Lv_SiNPI – Latent Variable Static Invariant Non-Parallel IRT did not converge.
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Table B.19. Multivariate/Static Condition: Half-life persistence model for 




: Lv_SnPI – Latent Variable Static Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; Lv_SnPN – Latent 
Variable Static Non-Invariant Parallel NCE; Lv_SnNPI – Latent Variable Static Non-
Invariant Non-Parallel IRT; Lv_SnNPN – Latent Variable Static Non-Invariant Non-
Parallel NCE; Lv_SIPN – Latent Variable Static Invariant Parallel NCE; Lv_SiNPI – 
Latent Variable Static Invariant Non-Parallel IRT; Lv_SiNPN – Latent Variable Static 
Invariant Non-Parallel NCE. 
Note
2
: Lv_SIPI – Latent Variable Static Invariant Parallel IRT did not converge.
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Table B.20. Multivariate/Static Condition: Half-life persistence model for first grade 




: Lv_SnPI – Latent Variable Static Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; Lv_SnPN – Latent 
Variable Static Non-Invariant Parallel NCE; Lv_SnNPI – Latent Variable Static Non-
Invariant Non-Parallel IRT; Lv_SnNPN – Latent Variable Static Non-Invariant Non-
Parallel NCE; Lv_SIPN – Latent Variable Static Invariant Parallel NCE; Lv_SiNPI – 
Latent Variable Static Invariant Non-Parallel IRT; Lv_SiNPN – Latent Variable Static 
Invariant Non-Parallel NCE. 
Note
2
: Lv_SIPI – Latent Variable Static Invariant Parallel IRT did not converge.
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Table B.21. Multivariate/Static Condition: Half-life persistence model for second 




: Lv_SnPI – Latent Variable Static Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; Lv_SnPN – Latent 
Variable Static Non-Invariant Parallel NCE; Lv_SnNPI – Latent Variable Static Non-
Invariant Non-Parallel IRT; Lv_SnNPN – Latent Variable Static Non-Invariant Non-
Parallel NCE; Lv_SIPN – Latent Variable Static Invariant Parallel NCE; Lv_SiNPI – 
Latent Variable Static Invariant Non-Parallel IRT; Lv_SiNPN – Latent Variable Static 
Invariant Non-Parallel NCE. 
Note
2
: Lv_SIPI – Latent Variable Static Invariant Parallel IRT did not converge.
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Table B.22. Multivariate/Static Condition: Zero persistence model for kindergarten 




: Lv_SnPI – Latent Variable Static Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; Lv_SnPN – Latent 
Variable Static Non-Invariant Parallel NCE; Lv_SnNPI – Latent Variable Static Non-
Invariant Non-Parallel IRT; Lv_SIPI – Latent Variable Static Invariant Parallel IRT; 
Lv_SnNPN – Latent Variable Static Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; Lv_SIPN – Latent 




: Lv_SiNPI – Latent Variable Static Invariant Non-Parallel IRT did not converge.
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Table B.23. Multivariate/Static Condition: Zero persistence model for first grade 




: Lv_SnPI – Latent Variable Static Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; Lv_SnPN – Latent 
Variable Static Non-Invariant Parallel NCE; Lv_SnNPI – Latent Variable Static Non-
Invariant Non-Parallel IRT; Lv_SIPI – Latent Variable Static Invariant Parallel IRT; 
Lv_SnNPN – Latent Variable Static Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; Lv_SIPN – Latent 




: Lv_SiNPI – Latent Variable Static Invariant Non-Parallel IRT did not converge.
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Table B.24. Multivariate/Static Condition: Zero persistence model for second grade 




: Lv_SnPI – Latent Variable Static Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; Lv_SnPN – Latent 
Variable Static Non-Invariant Parallel NCE; Lv_SnNPI – Latent Variable Static Non-
Invariant Non-Parallel IRT; Lv_SIPI – Latent Variable Static Invariant Parallel IRT; 
Lv_SnNPN – Latent Variable Static Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; Lv_SIPN – Latent 




: Lv_SiNPI – Latent Variable Static Invariant Non-Parallel IRT did not converge.
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Table B.25. Univariate/Change Condition: Complete persistence model for 
kindergarten teachers (Time 1) 
 
Note: cSnPI – Univariate Change Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; cSnPN – Univariate 
Change Non-Invariant Parallel NCE; cSnNPI – Univariate Change Non-Invariant Non-
Parallel IRT; cSIPI – Univariate Invariant Parallel IRT; cSnNPN – Univariate Change 
Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; cSIPN – Univariate Change Invariant Parallel NCE; 




Table B.26. Univariate/Change Condition: Complete persistence model for first grade 
teachers (Time 2) 
 
Note: cSnPI – Univariate Change Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; cSnPN – Univariate 
Change Non-Invariant Parallel NCE; cSnNPI – Univariate Change Non-Invariant Non-
Parallel IRT; cSIPI – Univariate Invariant Parallel IRT; cSnNPN – Univariate Change 
Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; cSIPN – Univariate Change Invariant Parallel NCE; 




Table B.27. Univariate/Change Condition: Complete persistence model for second 
grade teachers (Time 3) 
 
Note: cSnPI – Univariate Change Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; cSnPN – Univariate 
Change Non-Invariant Parallel NCE; cSnNPI – Univariate Change Non-Invariant Non-
Parallel IRT; cSIPI – Univariate Invariant Parallel IRT; cSnNPN – Univariate Change 
Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; cSIPN – Univariate Change Invariant Parallel NCE; 




Table B.28. Univariate/Change Condition: Partial persistence model for kindergarten 
teachers (Time 1) 
 
Note: cSnPI – Univariate Change Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; cSnPN – Univariate 
Change Non-Invariant Parallel NCE; cSnNPI – Univariate Change Non-Invariant Non-
Parallel IRT; cSIPI – Univariate Invariant Parallel IRT; cSnNPN – Univariate Change 
Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; cSIPN – Univariate Change Invariant Parallel NCE; 




Table B.29. Univariate/Change Condition: Partial persistence model for first grade 
teachers (Time 2) 
 
Note: cSnPI – Univariate Change Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; cSnPN – Univariate 
Change Non-Invariant Parallel NCE; cSnNPI – Univariate Change Non-Invariant Non-
Parallel IRT; cSIPI – Univariate Invariant Parallel IRT; cSnNPN – Univariate Change 
Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; cSIPN – Univariate Change Invariant Parallel NCE; 




Table B.30. Univariate/Change Condition: Partial persistence model for second grade 
teachers (Time 3) 
 
Note: cSnPI – Univariate Change Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; cSnPN – Univariate 
Change Non-Invariant Parallel NCE; cSnNPI – Univariate Change Non-Invariant Non-
Parallel IRT; cSIPI – Univariate Invariant Parallel IRT; cSnNPN – Univariate Change 
Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; cSIPN – Univariate Change Invariant Parallel NCE; 




Table B.31. Univariate/Change Condition: Half-life persistence model for 
kindergarten teachers (Time 1) 
 
Note: cSnPI – Univariate Change Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; cSnPN – Univariate 
Change Non-Invariant Parallel NCE; cSnNPI – Univariate Change Non-Invariant Non-
Parallel IRT; cSIPI – Univariate Invariant Parallel IRT; cSnNPN – Univariate Change 
Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; cSIPN – Univariate Change Invariant Parallel NCE; 




Table B.32. Univariate/Change Condition: Half-life persistence model for first grade 
teachers (Time 2) 
 
Note: cSnPI – Univariate Change Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; cSnPN – Univariate 
Change Non-Invariant Parallel NCE; cSnNPI – Univariate Change Non-Invariant Non-
Parallel IRT; cSIPI – Univariate Invariant Parallel IRT; cSnNPN – Univariate Change 
Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; cSIPN – Univariate Change Invariant Parallel NCE; 




Table B.33. Univariate/Change Condition: Half-life persistence model for second 
grade teachers (Time 3) 
 
Note: cSnPI – Univariate Change Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; cSnPN – Univariate 
Change Non-Invariant Parallel NCE; cSnNPI – Univariate Change Non-Invariant Non-
Parallel IRT; cSIPI – Univariate Invariant Parallel IRT; cSnNPN – Univariate Change 
Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; cSIPN – Univariate Change Invariant Parallel NCE; 




Table B.34. Univariate/Change Condition: Zero persistence model for kindergarten 
teachers (Time 1) 





Table B.35. Univariate/Change Condition: Zero persistence model for first grade teachers 
(Time 2) 
 
Note: cSnPI – Univariate Change Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; cSnPN – Univariate 
Change Non-Invariant Parallel NCE; cSnNPI – Univariate Change Non-Invariant Non-
Parallel IRT; cSIPI – Univariate Invariant Parallel IRT; cSnNPN – Univariate Change 
Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; cSIPN – Univariate Change Invariant Parallel NCE; 
cSiNPI – Univariate Change Invariant Non-Parallel IRT; cSiNPN – Univariate Change 




Table B.36. Univariate/Change Condition: Zero persistence model for second grade 
teachers (Time 3) 
 
Note: cSnPI – Univariate Change Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; cSnPN – Univariate 
Change Non-Invariant Parallel NCE; cSnNPI – Univariate Change Non-Invariant Non-
Parallel IRT; cSIPI – Univariate Invariant Parallel IRT; cSnNPN – Univariate Change 
Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; cSIPN – Univariate Change Invariant Parallel NCE; 
cSiNPI – Univariate Change Invariant Non-Parallel IRT; cSiNPN – Univariate Change 




Table B.37. Multivariate/Change Condition: Complete persistence model for 
kindergarten teachers (Time 1) 
 
Note: clvSnPI – Multivariate Change Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; clvSnPN – Multivariate 
Change Non-Invariant Parallel NCE; clvSnNPI – Multivariate Change Non-Invariant 
Non-Parallel IRT; clvSIPI – Multivariate Invariant Parallel IRT; clvSnNPN – 
Multivariate Change Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; clvSIPN – Multivariate Change 
Invariant Parallel NCE; clvSiNPI – Multivariate Change Invariant Non-Parallel IRT; 




Table B.38. Multivariate/Change Condition: Complete persistence model for first 
grade teachers (Time 2) 
 
Note: clvSnPI – Multivariate Change Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; clvSnPN – Multivariate 
Change Non-Invariant Parallel NCE; clvSnNPI – Multivariate Change Non-Invariant 
Non-Parallel IRT; clvSIPI – Multivariate Invariant Parallel IRT; clvSnNPN – 
Multivariate Change Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; clvSIPN – Multivariate Change 
Invariant Parallel NCE; clvSiNPI – Multivariate Change Invariant Non-Parallel IRT; 
clvSiNPN – Multivariate Change Invariant Non-Parallel NCE. 
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Table B.39. Multivariate/Change Condition: Complete persistence model for second 
grade teachers (Time 3) 
 
Note: clvSnPI – Multivariate Change Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; clvSnPN – Multivariate 
Change Non-Invariant Parallel NCE; clvSnNPI – Multivariate Change Non-Invariant 
Non-Parallel IRT; clvSIPI – Multivariate Invariant Parallel IRT; clvSnNPN – 
Multivariate Change Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; clvSIPN – Multivariate Change 
Invariant Parallel NCE; clvSiNPI – Multivariate Change Invariant Non-Parallel IRT; 




Table B.40. Multivariate/Change Condition: Partial persistence model for 
kindergarten teachers (Time 1) 
 
Note: clvSnPI – Multivariate Change Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; clvSnPN – Multivariate 
Change Non-Invariant Parallel NCE; clvSnNPI – Multivariate Change Non-Invariant 
Non-Parallel IRT; clvSIPI – Multivariate Invariant Parallel IRT; clvSnNPN – 
Multivariate Change Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; clvSIPN – Multivariate Change 
Invariant Parallel NCE; clvSiNPI – Multivariate Change Invariant Non-Parallel IRT; 




Table B.41. Multivariate/Change Condition: Partial persistence model for first grade 
teachers (Time 2) 
 
Note: clvSnPI – Multivariate Change Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; clvSnPN – Multivariate 
Change Non-Invariant Parallel NCE; clvSnNPI – Multivariate Change Non-Invariant 
Non-Parallel IRT; clvSIPI – Multivariate Invariant Parallel IRT; clvSnNPN – 
Multivariate Change Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; clvSIPN – Multivariate Change 
Invariant Parallel NCE; clvSiNPI – Multivariate Change Invariant Non-Parallel IRT; 




Table B.41. Multivariate/Change Condition: Partial persistence model for second 
grade teachers (Time 3) 
 
Note: clvSnPI – Multivariate Change Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; clvSnPN – Multivariate 
Change Non-Invariant Parallel NCE; clvSnNPI – Multivariate Change Non-Invariant 
Non-Parallel IRT; clvSIPI – Multivariate Invariant Parallel IRT; clvSnNPN – 
Multivariate Change Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; clvSIPN – Multivariate Change 
Invariant Parallel NCE; clvSiNPI – Multivariate Change Invariant Non-Parallel IRT; 




Table B.42. Multivariate/Change Condition: Half-life persistence model for 
kindergarten teachers (Time 1) 
 
Note: clvSnPI – Multivariate Change Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; clvSnPN – Multivariate 
Change Non-Invariant Parallel NCE; clvSnNPI – Multivariate Change Non-Invariant 
Non-Parallel IRT; clvSIPI – Multivariate Invariant Parallel IRT; clvSnNPN – 
Multivariate Change Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; clvSIPN – Multivariate Change 
Invariant Parallel NCE; clvSiNPI – Multivariate Change Invariant Non-Parallel IRT; 
clvSiNPN – Multivariate Change Invariant Non-Parallel NCE. 
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Table B.42. Multivariate/Change Condition: Half-life persistence model for first 
grade teachers (Time 2) 
 
Note: clvSnPI – Multivariate Change Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; clvSnPN – Multivariate 
Change Non-Invariant Parallel NCE; clvSnNPI – Multivariate Change Non-Invariant 
Non-Parallel IRT; clvSIPI – Multivariate Invariant Parallel IRT; clvSnNPN – 
Multivariate Change Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; clvSIPN – Multivariate Change 
Invariant Parallel NCE; clvSiNPI – Multivariate Change Invariant Non-Parallel IRT; 
clvSiNPN – Multivariate Change Invariant Non-Parallel NCE. 
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Table B.43. Multivariate/Change Condition: Half-life persistence model for second 
grade teachers (Time 3) 
 
Note: clvSnPI – Multivariate Change Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; clvSnPN – Multivariate 
Change Non-Invariant Parallel NCE; clvSnNPI – Multivariate Change Non-Invariant 
Non-Parallel IRT; clvSIPI – Multivariate Invariant Parallel IRT; clvSnNPN – 
Multivariate Change Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; clvSIPN – Multivariate Change 
Invariant Parallel NCE; clvSiNPI – Multivariate Change Invariant Non-Parallel IRT; 
clvSiNPN – Multivariate Change Invariant Non-Parallel NCE. 
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Table B.44. Multivariate/Change Condition: Zero persistence model for kindergarten 
teachers (Time 1) 






Table B.44. Multivariate/Change Condition: Zero persistence model for first grade 
teachers (Time 2) 
 
Note: clvSnPI – Multivariate Change Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; clvSnPN – Multivariate 
Change Non-Invariant Parallel NCE; clvSnNPI – Multivariate Change Non-Invariant 
Non-Parallel IRT; clvSIPI – Multivariate Invariant Parallel IRT; clvSnNPN – 
Multivariate Change Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; clvSIPN – Multivariate Change 
Invariant Parallel NCE; clvSiNPI – Multivariate Change Invariant Non-Parallel IRT; 
clvSiNPN – Multivariate Change Invariant Non-Parallel NCE. 
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Table B.45. Multivariate/Change Condition: Zero persistence model for second grade 
teachers (Time 3) 
 
Note: clvSnPI – Multivariate Change Non-Invariant Parallel IRT; clvSnPN – Multivariate 
Change Non-Invariant Parallel NCE; clvSnNPI – Multivariate Change Non-Invariant 
Non-Parallel IRT; clvSIPI – Multivariate Invariant Parallel IRT; clvSnNPN – 
Multivariate Change Non-Invariant Non-Parallel NCE; clvSIPN – Multivariate Change 
Invariant Parallel NCE; clvSiNPI – Multivariate Change Invariant Non-Parallel IRT; 




APPENDIX C. SUMMARY TABLES OF SPEARMAN RHO RANK-ORDER 
CORRELATION RESULTS FOR VALUE-ADDED ESTIMATES 
Table C.1.  All rank-order correlations for static achievement scores: Complete 
persistence for kindergarten teachers (Time 1) 
 
Note: The “.” indicates that the condition did not converge. 
 
Table C.2.  All rank-order correlations for static achievement scores: Complete 
persistence for first grade teachers (Time 2) 
 
Note: All labels are consistent with Tables C.1. - C.24 and the “.” indicates that the 


































. . . .
0.92 0.95 0.96 0.95 .
0.99 1.00 1.00 0.99 . 0.96
0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 . 0.96 1.00
0.93 0.96 0.96 0.96 . 1.00 0.96 0.97
0.93 0.96 0.97 0.95 . 1.00 0.96 0.96 1.00
. . . . . . . . . .
0.92 0.96 0.97 0.95 . 1.00 0.96 0.96 0.99 1.00 .
0.93 0.96 0.96 0.96 . 1.00 0.96 0.97 1.00 1.00 . 1.00
0.93 0.96 0.97 0.95 . 1.00 0.96 0.96 1.00 1.00 . 1.00 1.00
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .



















































. . . .
0.74 0.84 0.86 0.84 .
0.96 0.76 0.91 0.75 . 0.80
0.83 0.98 0.93 0.99 . 0.87 0.78
0.78 0.84 0.86 0.85 . 0.99 0.83 0.88
0.74 0.85 0.86 0.85 . 1.00 0.80 0.88 0.99
. . . . . . . . . . .
0.74 0.85 0.86 0.85 . 1.00 0.80 0.88 0.99 1.00 .
0.77 0.84 0.85 0.84 . 0.99 0.82 0.87 1.00 0.99 . 0.99
0.74 0.85 0.86 0.85 1.00 0.80 0.88 0.99 1.00 . 1.00 0.99
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .




















Table C.3.  All rank-order correlations for static achievement scores: Complete 
persistence for second grade teachers (Time 3) 
 
 
Table C.4.  All rank-order correlations for static achievement scores: Partial persistence 
for kindergarten grade teachers (Time 1) 
 
Note: All labels are consistent with Tables C.1. - C.24 and the “.” indicates that the 


































. . . .
0.88 0.83 0.89 0.80 .
0.97 0.72 0.90 0.70 . 0.81
0.84 0.97 0.92 0.97 . 0.83 0.73
0.92 0.77 0.88 0.75 . 0.98 0.88 0.78
0.89 0.84 0.90 0.81 . 1.00 0.81 0.84 0.98
. . . . . . . . . .
0.89 0.84 0.90 0.81 1.00 0.81 0.84 0.98 1.00 .
0.92 0.76 0.88 0.74 0.97 0.89 0.77 1.00 0.97 . 0.97
0.89 0.84 0.90 0.81 1.00 0.81 0.84 0.98 1.00 . 1.00 0.97
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .



















































. . . .
0.83 0.83 0.80 0.89 .
0.97 0.95 0.96 0.92 . 0.89
0.94 0.97 0.93 0.98 . 0.89 0.94
0.78 0.78 0.73 0.85 . 0.99 0.85 0.85
0.81 0.82 0.79 0.88 . 1.00 0.88 0.88 0.99
0.79 0.78 0.73 0.85 . 0.99 0.85 0.85 1.00 0.99
0.81 0.82 0.79 0.88 . 1.00 0.88 0.88 0.99 1.00 0.99
0.78 0.78 0.73 0.85 . 0.99 0.85 0.85 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99
0.82 0.82 0.79 0.88 1.00 0.88 0.88 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .




















Table C.5.  All rank-order correlations for static achievement scores: Partial 
persistence for first grade teachers (Time 2) 
 
 
Table C.6.  All rank-order correlations for static achievement scores: Partial persistence 
for second grade teachers (Time 3) 
 
 
Note: All labels are consistent with Tables C.1. - C.24 and the “.” indicates that the 


































. . . .
0.76 0.88 0.89 0.89 .
0.90 0.77 0.91 0.75 . 0.83
0.82 0.97 0.93 1.00 . 0.90 0.78
0.75 0.89 0.88 0.90 . 0.99 0.81 0.91
0.75 0.89 0.89 0.90 . 1.00 0.83 0.91 1.00
0.75 0.89 0.88 0.90 . 1.00 0.82 0.91 1.00 1.00
0.75 0.89 0.89 0.89 . 1.00 0.83 0.91 1.00 1.00 1.00
0.74 0.88 0.88 0.90 . 0.99 0.81 0.91 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99
0.75 0.89 0.89 0.89 1.00 0.83 0.91 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .



















































. . . .
0.86 0.92 0.94 0.89 .
0.97 0.65 0.86 0.64 . 0.75
0.77 0.97 0.90 0.97 . 0.91 0.66
0.92 0.88 0.95 0.85 . 0.98 0.83 0.88
0.85 0.92 0.94 0.89 . 1.00 0.74 0.91 0.98
0.92 0.88 0.95 0.85 . 0.98 0.83 0.88 1.00 0.98
0.85 0.92 0.94 0.89 . 1.00 0.74 0.91 0.98 1.00 0.98
0.92 0.88 0.95 0.85 . 0.98 0.84 0.88 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.98
0.85 0.92 0.94 0.89 . 1.00 0.74 0.91 0.98 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.98
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .




















Table C.7.  All rank-order correlations for static achievement scores: Half-life 
persistence for kindergarten grade teachers (Time 1) 
 
 
Table C.8.  All rank-order correlations for static achievement scores: Half-life persistence 
for first grade teachers (Time 2) 
 
Note: All labels are consistent with Tables C.1. - C.24 and the “.” indicates that the 



































0.84 0.70 0.76 0.82
0.87 0.75 0.81 0.85 0.99
0.97 0.88 0.93 0.91 0.92 0.94
0.95 0.96 0.94 0.98 0.82 0.85 0.92
0.83 0.69 0.73 0.80 1.00 0.98 0.91 0.80
0.86 0.74 0.80 0.84 0.99 1.00 0.93 0.84 0.99
0.83 0.69 0.73 0.80 1.00 0.99 0.91 0.80 1.00 0.99
0.86 0.74 0.80 0.84 0.99 1.00 0.93 0.84 0.99 1.00 0.99
. . . . . . . . . . . .
0.86 0.74 0.80 0.84 0.99 1.00 0.93 0.84 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 .
0.82 0.68 0.73 0.80 1.00 0.98 0.90 0.79 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 . 0.99



















































0.82 0.89 0.90 0.88
0.82 0.90 0.92 0.89 0.99
0.93 0.78 0.93 0.73 0.89 0.89
0.81 0.97 0.90 1.00 0.90 0.91 0.77
0.80 0.90 0.90 0.91 1.00 0.99 0.86 0.92
0.81 0.90 0.91 0.90 0.99 1.00 0.88 0.92 0.99
0.81 0.90 0.90 0.90 1.00 0.99 0.87 0.92 1.00 1.00
0.81 0.90 0.91 0.90 0.99 1.00 0.88 0.92 1.00 1.00 0.99
. . . . . . . . . . . .
0.81 0.90 0.91 0.90 0.99 1.00 0.88 0.92 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .
0.80 0.90 0.90 0.90 1.00 0.99 0.86 0.91 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 . 0.99




















Table C.9.  All rank-order correlations for static achievement scores: Half-life 
persistence for second grade teachers (Time 3) 
 
 
Table C.10.  All rank-order correlations for static achievement scores: Zero persistence 
for kindergarten grade teachers (Time 1) 
 
Note: All labels are consistent with Tables C.1. - C.24 and the “.” indicates that the 



































0.87 0.91 0.94 0.87
0.80 0.94 0.92 0.89 0.99
0.97 0.68 0.88 0.63 0.81 0.74
0.74 0.97 0.88 0.97 0.89 0.92 0.66
0.85 0.92 0.93 0.87 1.00 0.99 0.78 0.90
0.79 0.94 0.92 0.89 0.98 1.00 0.73 0.92 0.99
0.84 0.92 0.93 0.87 1.00 0.99 0.78 0.90 1.00 0.99
0.79 0.94 0.92 0.89 0.98 1.00 0.73 0.92 0.99 1.00 0.99
. . . . . . . . . . . .
0.80 0.94 0.92 0.89 0.99 1.00 0.73 0.92 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 .
0.84 0.92 0.93 0.87 1.00 0.99 0.79 0.90 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 . 0.99



















































0.93 0.76 0.82 0.77
0.95 0.81 0.88 0.82 0.99
0.97 0.85 0.93 0.85 0.95 0.97
0.91 0.98 0.95 0.98 0.79 0.84 0.87
0.93 0.76 0.82 0.77 1.00 0.98 0.95 0.79
0.95 0.81 0.88 0.82 0.99 1.00 0.97 0.84 0.98
0.93 0.75 0.81 0.76 1.00 0.98 0.95 0.78 1.00 0.98
0.95 0.81 0.88 0.82 0.99 1.00 0.97 0.84 0.98 1.00 0.98
0.93 0.75 0.81 0.76 1.00 0.98 0.95 0.78 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.98
0.95 0.81 0.88 0.82 0.99 1.00 0.97 0.84 0.98 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.98
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .




















Table C.11.  All rank-order correlations for static achievement scores: Zero 
persistence for first grade teachers (Time 2) 
 
 
Table C.12.  All rank-order correlations for static achievement scores: Zero persistence 
for second grade teachers (Time 3) 
 
Note: All labels are consistent with Tables C.1. - C.24 and the “.” indicates that the 




































0.75 0.89 0.84 0.84
0.79 0.92 0.88 0.87 0.99
0.93 0.84 0.95 0.76 0.85 0.87
0.85 0.95 0.86 0.99 0.87 0.90 0.81
0.73 0.89 0.82 0.85 1.00 0.99 0.83 0.87
0.77 0.92 0.87 0.88 0.99 1.00 0.86 0.90 0.99
0.73 0.89 0.82 0.85 1.00 0.99 0.83 0.87 1.00 0.99
0.77 0.92 0.87 0.88 0.99 1.00 0.86 0.89 0.99 1.00 0.99
0.72 0.89 0.82 0.84 1.00 0.99 0.83 0.86 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99
0.77 0.92 0.86 0.88 0.99 1.00 0.86 0.89 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .



















































0.75 0.89 0.84 0.84
0.79 0.92 0.88 0.87 0.99
0.93 0.84 0.95 0.76 0.85 0.87
0.85 0.95 0.86 0.99 0.87 0.90 0.81
0.73 0.89 0.82 0.85 1.00 0.99 0.83 0.87
0.77 0.92 0.87 0.88 0.99 1.00 0.86 0.90 0.99
0.73 0.89 0.82 0.85 1.00 0.99 0.83 0.87 1.00 0.99
0.77 0.92 0.87 0.88 0.99 1.00 0.86 0.89 0.99 1.00 0.99
0.72 0.89 0.82 0.84 1.00 0.99 0.83 0.86 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99
0.77 0.92 0.86 0.88 0.99 1.00 0.86 0.89 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0.77 0.92 0.86 0.87 0.99 1.00 0.86 0.89 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 .
11. Lv_SnNPI


















Table C.13.  All rank-order correlations for change scores: Complete persistence for 
kindergarten teachers (Time 1) 
 
 
Table C.14.  All rank-order correlations for change scores: Complete persistence for first 
grade teachers (Time 2) 
 
Note: All labels are consistent with Tables C.25. - C.45 and the “.” indicates that the 


































0.81 0.71 0.86 0.76
0.77 0.73 0.88 0.79 0.98
0.97 0.76 0.91 0.77 0.83 0.79
0.85 0.94 0.92 0.97 0.83 0.85 0.79
0.77 0.72 0.85 0.78 0.95 0.96 0.78 0.83
0.79 0.86 0.91 0.89 0.85 0.89 0.74 0.92 0.87
0.79 0.79 0.93 0.83 0.94 0.97 0.80 0.88 0.94 0.92
0.79 0.87 0.90 0.90 0.81 0.85 0.73 0.91 0.86 0.97 0.88
0.84 0.75 0.89 0.80 0.99 0.97 0.86 0.85 0.95 0.86 0.94 0.83
0.78 0.84 0.90 0.87 0.83 0.87 0.74 0.90 0.85 0.98 0.89 0.96 0.85
0.82 0.74 0.90 0.79 0.99 0.98 0.85 0.84 0.95 0.88 0.96 0.84 0.99 0.86



















































0.78 0.68 0.84 0.76
0.75 0.70 0.86 0.78 0.99
0.94 0.71 0.90 0.73 0.83 0.81
0.82 0.93 0.90 0.98 0.82 0.84 0.75
0.73 0.68 0.82 0.76 0.97 0.98 0.77 0.82
0.78 0.87 0.90 0.90 0.84 0.87 0.73 0.93 0.85
0.76 0.77 0.91 0.83 0.94 0.97 0.80 0.87 0.95 0.91
0.77 0.87 0.89 0.89 0.81 0.84 0.70 0.91 0.82 0.97 0.88
0.80 0.71 0.87 0.79 1.00 0.99 0.85 0.85 0.97 0.86 0.95 0.83
0.75 0.84 0.87 0.88 0.81 0.84 0.70 0.90 0.82 0.97 0.87 0.97 0.83
0.79 0.72 0.88 0.79 0.99 0.99 0.84 0.85 0.97 0.87 0.97 0.84 0.99 0.84




















Table C.15.  All rank-order correlations for change scores: Complete persistence for 
second grade teachers (Time 3) 
 
 
Table C.16.  All rank-order correlations for change scores: Partial persistence for 
kindergarten grade teachers (Time 1) 
 
Note: All labels are consistent with Tables C.25. - C.45 and the “.” indicates that the 


































0.98 0.85 0.98 0.84
0.98 0.89 0.99 0.88 0.99
0.97 0.84 0.99 0.83 0.99 0.98
0.95 0.95 0.93 0.98 0.91 0.93 0.89
0.97 0.89 0.95 0.89 0.94 0.94 0.93 0.93
0.94 0.89 0.93 0.89 0.92 0.93 0.91 0.92 0.93
0.98 0.86 0.99 0.86 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.91 0.96 0.93
0.91 0.86 0.89 0.86 0.88 0.89 0.86 0.89 0.90 0.96 0.89
0.97 0.82 0.97 0.82 1.00 0.98 0.99 0.89 0.94 0.91 0.98 0.87
0.93 0.88 0.92 0.87 0.91 0.92 0.91 0.90 0.92 0.98 0.93 0.95 0.91
0.96 0.82 0.98 0.81 0.99 0.98 0.99 0.88 0.93 0.91 0.98 0.86 0.99 0.91



















































0.81 0.64 0.85 0.68
0.79 0.68 0.88 0.73 0.97
0.94 0.68 0.88 0.67 0.87 0.81
0.84 0.94 0.88 0.97 0.75 0.80 0.72
0.79 0.69 0.84 0.74 0.91 0.93 0.77 0.79
0.79 0.83 0.89 0.85 0.80 0.86 0.70 0.89 0.84
0.81 0.74 0.93 0.77 0.92 0.96 0.82 0.82 0.92 0.88
0.78 0.82 0.87 0.84 0.76 0.82 0.68 0.87 0.83 0.96 0.84
0.84 0.67 0.86 0.70 0.99 0.96 0.88 0.77 0.92 0.80 0.93 0.77
0.77 0.79 0.88 0.81 0.79 0.84 0.71 0.85 0.81 0.98 0.86 0.96 0.79
0.82 0.67 0.88 0.69 0.99 0.97 0.89 0.76 0.91 0.81 0.94 0.78 0.99 0.81




















Table C.17.  All rank-order correlations for change scores: Partial persistence for first 
grade teachers (Time 2) 
 
 
Table C.18.  All rank-order correlations for change scores: Partial persistence for second 
grade teachers (Time 3) 
 
 
Note: All labels are consistent with Tables C.25. - C.45 and the “.” indicates that the 


































0.89 0.84 0.91 0.86
0.87 0.86 0.93 0.87 0.99
0.96 0.82 0.93 0.82 0.93 0.91
0.87 0.96 0.93 0.99 0.89 0.90 0.85
0.83 0.84 0.88 0.85 0.98 0.98 0.86 0.88
0.82 0.92 0.92 0.94 0.87 0.90 0.80 0.95 0.88
0.84 0.90 0.95 0.90 0.95 0.98 0.88 0.92 0.96 0.92
0.81 0.91 0.90 0.93 0.86 0.88 0.78 0.94 0.87 0.98 0.91
0.90 0.86 0.92 0.88 1.00 0.99 0.93 0.91 0.98 0.89 0.95 0.88
0.79 0.89 0.88 0.91 0.84 0.86 0.77 0.92 0.84 0.97 0.89 0.97 0.86
0.90 0.88 0.94 0.88 0.99 1.00 0.93 0.91 0.98 0.90 0.97 0.89 0.99 0.87



















































0.98 0.88 0.97 0.86
0.98 0.92 0.98 0.89 0.99
0.98 0.87 0.98 0.85 0.98 0.97
0.93 0.95 0.94 0.98 0.89 0.92 0.88
0.97 0.89 0.96 0.89 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.91
0.94 0.91 0.95 0.90 0.91 0.93 0.91 0.93 0.93
0.99 0.89 0.99 0.87 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.90 0.97 0.93
0.91 0.88 0.91 0.88 0.88 0.90 0.86 0.90 0.90 0.96 0.89
0.98 0.86 0.96 0.83 1.00 0.97 0.98 0.87 0.95 0.90 0.99 0.86
0.95 0.91 0.95 0.90 0.92 0.93 0.92 0.92 0.94 0.99 0.93 0.95 0.91
0.97 0.86 0.97 0.83 0.99 0.97 0.99 0.86 0.94 0.90 0.99 0.86 0.99 0.91




















Table C.19.  All rank-order correlations for change scores: Half-life persistence for 
kindergarten grade teachers (Time 1) 
 
 
Table C.20.  All rank-order correlations for change scores: Half-life persistence for first 
grade teachers (Time 2) 
 
Note: All labels are consistent with Tables C.25. - C.45 and the “.” indicates that the 


































0.86 0.80 0.90 0.82
0.83 0.81 0.92 0.84 0.99
0.97 0.81 0.92 0.80 0.90 0.86
0.88 0.96 0.94 0.98 0.87 0.89 0.84
0.79 0.79 0.87 0.82 0.97 0.97 0.82 0.86
0.79 0.89 0.91 0.90 0.87 0.90 0.76 0.93 0.88
0.81 0.86 0.94 0.87 0.94 0.98 0.84 0.91 0.95 0.93
0.80 0.89 0.90 0.90 0.85 0.88 0.76 0.92 0.87 0.98 0.90
0.88 0.82 0.92 0.84 1.00 0.98 0.91 0.89 0.97 0.88 0.95 0.87
0.78 0.86 0.89 0.87 0.84 0.88 0.75 0.90 0.85 0.97 0.90 0.98 0.86
0.86 0.83 0.93 0.85 0.99 0.99 0.90 0.90 0.97 0.90 0.97 0.88 0.99 0.88



















































0.82 0.78 0.87 0.82
0.79 0.80 0.89 0.84 0.99
0.95 0.78 0.91 0.76 0.87 0.84
0.84 0.96 0.92 0.99 0.87 0.88 0.79
0.73 0.77 0.83 0.82 0.97 0.98 0.78 0.86
0.78 0.90 0.90 0.92 0.86 0.89 0.75 0.94 0.87
0.78 0.85 0.92 0.87 0.94 0.97 0.83 0.90 0.95 0.91
0.78 0.90 0.89 0.92 0.85 0.87 0.73 0.93 0.85 0.97 0.90
0.84 0.81 0.89 0.85 1.00 0.99 0.88 0.89 0.97 0.88 0.95 0.87
0.75 0.87 0.87 0.90 0.83 0.86 0.72 0.91 0.83 0.97 0.88 0.96 0.85
0.83 0.82 0.91 0.85 0.99 0.99 0.88 0.89 0.97 0.90 0.97 0.88 0.99 0.86




















Table C.21.  All rank-order correlations for change scores: Half-life persistence for 
second grade teachers (Time 3) 
 
 
Table C.22.  All rank-order correlations for change scores: Zero persistence for 
kindergarten grade teachers (Time 1) 








Note: All labels are consistent with Tables C.25. - C.45 and the “.” indicates that the 


































0.94 0.83 0.95 0.84
0.94 0.88 0.97 0.87 0.99
0.97 0.83 0.97 0.84 0.96 0.95
0.93 0.95 0.94 0.98 0.88 0.92 0.88
0.97 0.87 0.96 0.87 0.96 0.95 0.96 0.91
0.94 0.90 0.95 0.90 0.91 0.93 0.91 0.93 0.93
0.97 0.85 0.97 0.86 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.90 0.97 0.93
0.91 0.88 0.91 0.87 0.87 0.89 0.87 0.90 0.90 0.96 0.89
0.94 0.80 0.94 0.81 1.00 0.97 0.97 0.86 0.95 0.90 0.98 0.86
0.94 0.90 0.95 0.89 0.92 0.93 0.92 0.92 0.93 0.99 0.94 0.95 0.91
0.93 0.80 0.94 0.81 0.99 0.97 0.98 0.85 0.95 0.89 0.99 0.85 0.99 0.91




















Table C.23.  All rank-order correlations for change scores: Zero persistence for first 
grade teachers (Time 2) 
 
 
Table C.24.  All rank-order correlations for change scores: Zero persistence for second 
grade teachers (Time 3) 
 
Note: All labels are consistent with Tables C.25. - C.45 and the “.” indicates that the 


































0.88 0.88 0.91 0.89
0.85 0.89 0.92 0.90 0.99
0.97 0.86 0.94 0.86 0.91 0.82
0.90 0.97 0.96 1.00 0.91 0.92 0.88
0.81 0.86 0.88 0.88 0.98 0.99 0.84 0.90
0.81 0.92 0.91 0.93 0.89 0.91 0.80 0.94 0.90
0.83 0.92 0.94 0.92 0.95 0.98 0.86 0.93 0.96 0.93
0.81 0.92 0.90 0.94 0.88 0.90 0.79 0.94 0.89 0.98 0.92
0.89 0.90 0.92 0.91 1.00 0.99 0.92 0.93 0.98 0.91 0.96 0.90
0.79 0.90 0.88 0.91 0.86 0.88 0.78 0.91 0.86 0.97 0.90 0.97 0.88
0.88 0.91 0.94 0.92 0.99 1.00 0.92 0.93 0.98 0.92 0.98 0.91 0.99 0.89
0.79 0.90 0.88 0.91 0.87 0.88 0.77 0.92 0.87 0.97 0.89 0.97 0.88 0.99 0.89


















































0.95 0.84 0.92 0.85
0.93 0.90 0.94 0.90 0.98
0.97 0.79 0.93 0.80 0.92 0.87
0.90 0.96 0.94 0.98 0.87 0.92 0.82
0.95 0.85 0.92 0.85 0.97 0.96 0.91 0.88
0.92 0.92 0.95 0.91 0.91 0.94 0.85 0.93 0.91
0.97 0.87 0.96 0.87 0.99 0.98 0.94 0.89 0.97 0.93
0.89 0.89 0.91 0.88 0.88 0.91 0.81 0.91 0.88 0.97 0.89
0.96 0.81 0.91 0.83 0.99 0.96 0.94 0.85 0.97 0.89 0.99 0.85
0.93 0.92 0.95 0.91 0.92 0.95 0.86 0.93 0.92 0.99 0.94 0.96 0.90
0.96 0.82 0.92 0.83 0.99 0.96 0.95 0.85 0.96 0.89 0.99 0.85 0.99 0.90




















Table C.25. Research Question 1: Rank-order correlations in the static achievement 
score conditions across univariate and multivariate models (Complete persistence – Time 
1) 
 
Table C.26. Research Question 1: Rank-order correlations in the static achievement score 
conditions across univariate and multivariate models (Complete persistence – Time 2) 
 
Table C.27. Research Question 1: Rank-order correlations in the static achievement score 



















 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.93 0.96 0.96 0.96 . 1.00 0.96 0.97
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.93 0.96 0.97 0.95 . 1.00 0.96 0.96
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel . . . . . . . .
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.92 0.96 0.97 0.95 . 1.00 0.96 0.96
 Invariant IRT Parallel 0.93 0.96 0.96 0.96 . 1.00 0.96 0.97
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.93 0.96 0.97 0.95 . 1.00 0.96 0.96
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel . . . . . . . .



























 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.78 0.84 0.86 0.85 . 0.99 0.83 0.88
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.74 0.85 0.86 0.85 . 1.00 0.80 0.88
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel . . . . . . . .
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.74 0.85 0.86 0.85 . 1.00 0.80 0.88
 Invariant IRT Parallel 0.77 0.84 0.85 0.84 . 0.99 0.82 0.87
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.74 0.85 0.86 0.85 1.00 0.80 0.88
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel . . . . . . . .




























 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.92 0.77 0.88 0.75 . 0.98 0.88 0.78
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.89 0.84 0.90 0.81 . 1.00 0.81 0.84
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel . . . . . . . .
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.89 0.84 0.90 0.81 1.00 0.81 0.84
 Invariant IRT Parallel 0.92 0.76 0.88 0.74 0.97 0.89 0.77
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.89 0.84 0.90 0.81 1.00 0.81 0.84
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel . . . . . . . .













Note: The “.” indicates that the condition did not converge. 
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Table C.28. Research Question 1: Rank-order correlations in the static achievement 
score conditions across univariate and multivariate models (Partial persistence – Time 1) 
 
Table C.29. Research Question 1: Rank-order correlations in the static achievement score 
conditions across univariate and multivariate models (Partial persistence – Time 2) 
 
Table C.30. Research Question 1: Rank-order correlations in the static achievement score 
conditions across univariate and multivariate models (Partial persistence – Time 3) 
 


















 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.78 0.78 0.73 0.85 . 0.99 0.85 0.85
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.81 0.82 0.79 0.88 . 1.00 0.88 0.88
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.79 0.78 0.73 0.85 . 0.99 0.85 0.85
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.81 0.82 0.79 0.88 . 1.00 0.88 0.88
 Invariant IRT Parallel 0.78 0.78 0.73 0.85 . 0.99 0.85 0.85
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.82 0.82 0.79 0.88 1.00 0.88 0.88
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel . . . . . . . .




























 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.75 0.89 0.88 0.90 . 0.99 0.81 0.91
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.75 0.89 0.89 0.90 . 1.00 0.83 0.91
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.75 0.89 0.88 0.90 . 1.00 0.82 0.91
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.75 0.89 0.89 0.89 . 1.00 0.83 0.91
 Invariant IRT Parallel 0.74 0.88 0.88 0.90 . 0.99 0.81 0.91
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.75 0.89 0.89 0.89 1.00 0.83 0.91
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel . . . . . . . .




























 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.92 0.88 0.95 0.85 . 0.98 0.83 0.88
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.85 0.92 0.94 0.89 . 1.00 0.74 0.91
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.92 0.88 0.95 0.85 . 0.98 0.83 0.88
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.85 0.92 0.94 0.89 . 1.00 0.74 0.91
 Invariant IRT Parallel 0.92 0.88 0.95 0.85 . 0.98 0.84 0.88
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.85 0.92 0.94 0.89 . 1.00 0.74 0.91
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel . . . . . . . .













Table C.31. Research Question 1: Rank-order correlations in the static achievement 
score conditions across univariate and multivariate models (Half-life persistence – Time 
1) 
 
Table C.32. Research Question 1: Rank-order correlations in the static achievement score 
conditions across univariate and multivariate models (Half-life persistence – Time 2) 
 
Table C.33. Research Question 1: Rank-order correlations in the static achievement score 



















 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.83 0.69 0.73 0.80 1.00 0.98 0.91 0.80
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.86 0.74 0.80 0.84 0.99 1.00 0.93 0.84
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.83 0.69 0.73 0.80 1.00 0.99 0.91 0.80
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.86 0.74 0.80 0.84 0.99 1.00 0.93 0.84
 Invariant IRT Parallel . . . . . . . .
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.86 0.74 0.80 0.84 0.99 1.00 0.93 0.84
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.82 0.68 0.73 0.80 1.00 0.98 0.90 0.79




























 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.80 0.90 0.90 0.91 1.00 0.99 0.86 0.92
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.81 0.90 0.91 0.90 0.99 1.00 0.88 0.92
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.81 0.90 0.90 0.90 1.00 0.99 0.87 0.92
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.81 0.90 0.91 0.90 0.99 1.00 0.88 0.92
 Invariant IRT Parallel . . . . . . . .
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.81 0.90 0.91 0.90 0.99 1.00 0.88 0.92
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.80 0.90 0.90 0.90 1.00 0.99 0.86 0.91




























 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.85 0.92 0.93 0.87 1.00 0.99 0.78 0.90
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.79 0.94 0.92 0.89 0.98 1.00 0.73 0.92
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.84 0.92 0.93 0.87 1.00 0.99 0.78 0.90
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.79 0.94 0.92 0.89 0.98 1.00 0.73 0.92
 Invariant IRT Parallel . . . . . . . .
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.80 0.94 0.92 0.89 0.99 1.00 0.73 0.92
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.84 0.92 0.93 0.87 1.00 0.99 0.79 0.90













Note: The “.” indicates that the condition did not converge.  
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Table C.34. Research Question 1: Rank-order correlations in the static achievement 
score conditions across univariate and multivariate models (Zero persistence – Time 1) 
 
Table C.35. Research Question 1: Rank-order correlations in the static achievement score 
conditions across univariate and multivariate models (Zero persistence – Time 2) 
 
Table C.36. Research Question 1: Rank-order correlations in the static achievement score 
conditions across univariate and multivariate models (Zero persistence – Time 3) 
 


















 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.93 0.76 0.82 0.77 1.00 0.98 0.95 0.79
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.95 0.81 0.88 0.82 0.99 1.00 0.97 0.84
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.93 0.75 0.81 0.76 1.00 0.98 0.95 0.78
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.95 0.81 0.88 0.82 0.99 1.00 0.97 0.84
 Invariant IRT Parallel 0.93 0.75 0.81 0.76 1.00 0.98 0.95 0.78
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.95 0.81 0.88 0.82 0.99 1.00 0.97 0.84
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel . . . . . . . .




























 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.73 0.89 0.82 0.85 1.00 0.99 0.83 0.87
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.77 0.92 0.87 0.88 0.99 1.00 0.86 0.90
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.73 0.89 0.82 0.85 1.00 0.99 0.83 0.87
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.77 0.92 0.87 0.88 0.99 1.00 0.86 0.89
 Invariant IRT Parallel 0.72 0.89 0.82 0.84 1.00 0.99 0.83 0.86
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.77 0.92 0.86 0.88 0.99 1.00 0.86 0.89
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel . . . . . . . .




























 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.73 0.89 0.82 0.85 1.00 0.99 0.83 0.87
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.77 0.92 0.87 0.88 0.99 1.00 0.86 0.90
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.73 0.89 0.82 0.85 1.00 0.99 0.83 0.87
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.77 0.92 0.87 0.88 0.99 1.00 0.86 0.89
 Invariant IRT Parallel 0.72 0.89 0.82 0.84 1.00 0.99 0.83 0.86
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.77 0.92 0.86 0.88 0.99 1.00 0.86 0.89
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel . . . . . . . .













Table C.37. Research Question 1: Rank-order correlations in the change score 
conditions across univariate and multivariate models (Complete persistence – Time 1) 
 
Table C.38. Research Question 1: Rank-order correlations in the change score conditions 
across univariate and multivariate models (Complete persistence – Time 2) 
 
Table C.39. Research Question 1: Rank-order correlations in the change score conditions 



















 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.77 0.72 0.85 0.78 0.95 0.96 0.78 0.83
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.79 0.86 0.91 0.89 0.85 0.89 0.74 0.92
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.79 0.79 0.93 0.83 0.94 0.97 0.80 0.88
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.79 0.87 0.90 0.90 0.81 0.85 0.73 0.91
 Invariant IRT Parallel 0.84 0.75 0.89 0.80 0.99 0.97 0.86 0.85
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.78 0.84 0.90 0.87 0.83 0.87 0.74 0.90
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.82 0.74 0.90 0.79 0.99 0.98 0.85 0.84




























 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.73 0.68 0.82 0.76 0.97 0.98 0.77 0.82
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.78 0.87 0.90 0.90 0.84 0.87 0.73 0.93
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.76 0.77 0.91 0.83 0.94 0.97 0.80 0.87
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.77 0.87 0.89 0.89 0.81 0.84 0.70 0.91
 Invariant IRT Parallel 0.80 0.71 0.87 0.79 1.00 0.99 0.85 0.85
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.75 0.84 0.87 0.88 0.81 0.84 0.70 0.90
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.79 0.72 0.88 0.79 0.99 0.99 0.84 0.85




























 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.97 0.89 0.95 0.89 0.94 0.94 0.93 0.93
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.94 0.89 0.93 0.89 0.92 0.93 0.91 0.92
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.98 0.86 0.99 0.86 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.91
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.91 0.86 0.89 0.86 0.88 0.89 0.86 0.89
 Invariant IRT Parallel 0.97 0.82 0.97 0.82 1.00 0.98 0.99 0.89
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.93 0.88 0.92 0.87 0.91 0.92 0.91 0.90
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.96 0.82 0.98 0.81 0.99 0.98 0.99 0.88













Table C.40. Research Question 1: Rank-order correlations in the change score 
conditions across univariate and multivariate models (Partial persistence – Time 1) 
 
Table C.41. Research Question 1: Rank-order correlations in the change score conditions 
across univariate and multivariate models (Partial persistence – Time 2) 
 
Table C.42. Research Question 1: Rank-order correlations in the change score conditions 


















 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.79 0.69 0.84 0.74 0.91 0.93 0.77 0.79
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.79 0.83 0.89 0.85 0.80 0.86 0.70 0.89
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.81 0.74 0.93 0.77 0.92 0.96 0.82 0.82
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.78 0.82 0.87 0.84 0.76 0.82 0.68 0.87
 Invariant IRT Parallel 0.84 0.67 0.86 0.70 0.99 0.96 0.88 0.77
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.77 0.79 0.88 0.81 0.79 0.84 0.71 0.85
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.82 0.67 0.88 0.69 0.99 0.97 0.89 0.76




























 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.83 0.84 0.88 0.85 0.98 0.98 0.86 0.88
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.82 0.92 0.92 0.94 0.87 0.90 0.80 0.95
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.84 0.90 0.95 0.90 0.95 0.98 0.88 0.92
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.81 0.91 0.90 0.93 0.86 0.88 0.78 0.94
 Invariant IRT Parallel 0.90 0.86 0.92 0.88 1.00 0.99 0.93 0.91
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.79 0.89 0.88 0.91 0.84 0.86 0.77 0.92
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.90 0.88 0.94 0.88 0.99 1.00 0.93 0.91




























 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.97 0.89 0.96 0.89 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.91
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.94 0.91 0.95 0.90 0.91 0.93 0.91 0.93
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.99 0.89 0.99 0.87 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.90
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.91 0.88 0.91 0.88 0.88 0.90 0.86 0.90
 Invariant IRT Parallel 0.98 0.86 0.96 0.83 1.00 0.97 0.98 0.87
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.95 0.91 0.95 0.90 0.92 0.93 0.92 0.92
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.97 0.86 0.97 0.83 0.99 0.97 0.99 0.86













Table C.43. Research Question 1: Rank-order correlations in the change score 
conditions across univariate and multivariate models (Half-life persistence – Time 1) 
 
 
Table C.43. Research Question 1: Rank-order correlations in the change score conditions 
across univariate and multivariate models (Half-life persistence – Time 2) 
 
 
Table C.44. Research Question 1: Rank-order correlations in the change score conditions 



















 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.79 0.79 0.87 0.82 0.97 0.97 0.82 0.86
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.79 0.89 0.91 0.90 0.87 0.90 0.76 0.93
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.81 0.86 0.94 0.87 0.94 0.98 0.84 0.91
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.80 0.89 0.90 0.90 0.85 0.88 0.76 0.92
 Invariant IRT Parallel 0.88 0.82 0.92 0.84 1.00 0.98 0.91 0.89
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.78 0.86 0.89 0.87 0.84 0.88 0.75 0.90
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.86 0.83 0.93 0.85 0.99 0.99 0.90 0.90




























 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.73 0.77 0.83 0.82 0.97 0.98 0.78 0.86
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.78 0.90 0.90 0.92 0.86 0.89 0.75 0.94
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.78 0.85 0.92 0.87 0.94 0.97 0.83 0.90
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.78 0.90 0.89 0.92 0.85 0.87 0.73 0.93
 Invariant IRT Parallel 0.84 0.81 0.89 0.85 1.00 0.99 0.88 0.89
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.75 0.87 0.87 0.90 0.83 0.86 0.72 0.91
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.83 0.82 0.91 0.85 0.99 0.99 0.88 0.89




























 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.97 0.87 0.96 0.87 0.96 0.95 0.96 0.91
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.94 0.90 0.95 0.90 0.91 0.93 0.91 0.93
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.97 0.85 0.97 0.86 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.90
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.91 0.88 0.91 0.87 0.87 0.89 0.87 0.90
 Invariant IRT Parallel 0.94 0.80 0.94 0.81 1.00 0.97 0.97 0.86
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.94 0.90 0.95 0.89 0.92 0.93 0.92 0.92
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.93 0.80 0.94 0.81 0.99 0.97 0.98 0.85













Table C.45. Research Question 1: Rank-order correlations in the change score 
conditions across univariate and multivariate models (Zero persistence – Time 1) 




Table C.46. Research Question 1: Rank-order correlations in the change score conditions 
across univariate and multivariate models (Zero persistence – Time 2) 
 
 
Table C.47. Research Question 1: Rank-order correlations in the change score conditions 




















 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.81 0.86 0.88 0.88 0.98 0.99 0.84 0.90
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.81 0.92 0.91 0.93 0.89 0.91 0.80 0.94
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.83 0.92 0.94 0.92 0.95 0.98 0.86 0.93
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.81 0.92 0.90 0.94 0.88 0.90 0.79 0.94
 Invariant IRT Parallel 0.89 0.90 0.92 0.91 1.00 0.99 0.92 0.93
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.79 0.90 0.88 0.91 0.86 0.88 0.78 0.91
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.88 0.91 0.94 0.92 0.99 1.00 0.92 0.93




























 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.95 0.85 0.92 0.85 0.97 0.96 0.91 0.88
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.92 0.92 0.95 0.91 0.91 0.94 0.85 0.93
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.97 0.87 0.96 0.87 0.99 0.98 0.94 0.89
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.89 0.89 0.91 0.88 0.88 0.91 0.81 0.91
 Invariant IRT Parallel 0.96 0.81 0.91 0.83 0.99 0.96 0.94 0.85
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.93 0.92 0.95 0.91 0.92 0.95 0.86 0.93
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.96 0.82 0.92 0.83 0.99 0.96 0.95 0.85













Table C.48. Research Question 2: Rank-order correlations in the univariate static 
achievement score conditions across parallel and non-parallel models 
 
Table C.49. Research Question 2: Rank-order correlations in the multivariate static 
achievement score conditions across parallel and non-parallel models 
 
Note: The “.” indicates that the condition did not converge.  
Outcome  Time 1 Time 2  Time 3
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel Complete 0.99 0.92 0.95
v. Partial 0.96 0.89 0.92
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel Half-life 0.96 0.92 0.92
Zero 0.94 0.93 0.93
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel Complete 1.00 0.98 0.94
v. Partial 0.95 0.98 0.94
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel Half-life 0.93 0.97 0.94
Zero 0.96 0.94 0.94
 Invariant IRT Parallel Complete . . .
v. Partial . . .
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel Half-life 0.92 0.89 0.81
Zero 0.95 0.85 0.85
 Invariant NCE Parallel Complete 0.96 0.87 0.83
v. Partial 0.89 0.90 0.91
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel Half-life 0.85 0.91 0.92
Zero 0.84 0.90 0.90
Outcome  Time 1 Time 2  Time 3
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel Complete . . .
v. Partial 1.00 1.00 1.00
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel Half-life 1.00 1.00 1.00
Zero 1.00 1.00 1.00
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel Complete 1.00 1.00 1.00
v. Partial 1.00 1.00 1.00
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel Half-life 1.00 1.00 1.00
Zero 1.00 1.00 1.00
 Invariant IRT Parallel Complete . . .
v. Partial . . .
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel Half-life . . .
Zero . . .
 Invariant NCE Parallel Complete 1.00 1.00 1.00
v. Partial 1.00 1.00 1.00
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel Half-life 1.00 1.00 1.00
Zero 1.00 1.00 1.00
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Table C.50. Research Question 2: Rank-order correlations in the univariate change 
score conditions across parallel and non-parallel models 
 
Table C.51. Research Question 2: Rank-order correlations in the multivariate change 
score conditions across parallel and non-parallel models 
 
Note: The “.” indicates that the condition did not converge.  
Outcome  Time 1 Time 2  Time 3
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel Complete 0.93 0.92 0.98
v. Partial 0.92 0.94 0.99
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel Half-life 0.93 0.92 0.98
Zero . 0.94 0.97
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel Complete 0.94 0.93 0.94
v. Partial 0.94 0.97 0.93
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel Half-life 0.96 0.96 0.94
Zero . 0.97 0.94
 Invariant IRT Parallel Complete 0.83 0.83 0.99
v. Partial 0.87 0.93 0.98
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel Half-life 0.90 0.87 0.96
Zero . 0.91 0.92
 Invariant NCE Parallel Complete 0.85 0.84 0.93
v. Partial 0.80 0.90 0.92
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel Half-life 0.89 0.88 0.92
Zero . 0.92 0.92
Outcome  Time 1 Time 2  Time 3
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel Complete 0.94 0.95 0.96
v. Partial 0.92 0.96 0.97
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel Half-life 0.95 0.95 0.97
Zero . 0.96 0.97
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel Complete 0.97 0.97 0.96
v. Partial 0.96 0.98 0.96
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel Half-life 0.98 0.97 0.96
Zero . 0.98 0.97
 Invariant IRT Parallel Complete 0.99 0.99 0.99
v. Partial 0.99 0.99 0.99
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel Half-life 0.99 0.99 0.99
Zero . 0.99 0.99
 Invariant NCE Parallel Complete 0.99 0.99 0.98
v. Partial 0.99 0.99 0.98
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel Half-life 0.99 0.99 0.98
Zero . 0.99 0.98
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Table C.52.  Research Question 3: Rank-order correlations in the univariate static 
achievement score conditions across IRT and NCE scaled models 
 
 
Table C.53.  Research Question 3: Rank-order correlations in the multivariate static 
achievement score conditions across IRT and NCE scaled models 
 
Note: The “.” indicates that the condition did not converge.  
 Time 1 Time 2  Time 3
Complete 0.99 0.81 0.83
v. Partial 0.95 0.81 0.76
Half-life 0.93 0.81 0.76
Zero 0.89 0.84 0.84
Complete 0.99 0.91 0.89
v. Partial 0.90 0.92 0.87
Half-life 0.92 0.88 0.85
Zero 0.93 0.82 0.82
Complete . . .
v. Partial . . .
Half-life 0.99 0.99 0.99
Zero 0.99 0.99 0.99
Complete 1.00 0.78 0.73
v. Partial 0.94 0.78 0.66
Half-life 0.92 0.77 0.66
Zero 0.87 0.81 0.81
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Invariant IRT Parallel
 Invariant NCE Parallel
 Time 1 Time 2  Time 3
Complete 1.00 0.99 0.98
v. Partial 0.99 1.00 0.98
Half-life 0.99 0.99 0.99
Zero 0.98 0.99 0.99
Complete . . .
v. Partial 0.99 1.00 0.98
Half-life 0.99 0.99 0.99
Zero 0.98 0.99 0.99
Complete 1.00 0.99 0.97
v. Partial 0.99 0.99 0.98
Half-life . . .
Zero 0.98 0.99 0.99
Complete . . .
v. Partial . . .
Half-life 0.99 0.99 0.99
Zero . . .
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Invariant IRT Parallel
 Invariant NCE Parallel
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Table C.54.  Research Question 3: Rank-order correlations in the univariate change 
score conditions across IRT and NCE scaled models 
 
 
Table C.55.  Research Question 3: Rank-order correlations in the multivariate change 
score conditions across IRT and NCE scaled models 
 
Note: The “.” indicates that the condition did not converge.  
 Time 1 Time 2  Time 3
Complete 0.84 0.82 0.91
v. Partial 0.82 0.87 0.91
Half-life 0.86 0.86 0.89
Zero . 0.88 0.87
Complete 0.91 0.89 0.88
v. Partial 0.84 0.92 0.91
Half-life 0.92 0.90 0.92
Zero . 0.95 0.92
Complete 0.98 0.99 0.99
v. Partial 0.97 0.99 0.99
Half-life 0.99 0.99 0.99
Zero . 0.99 0.98
Complete 0.79 0.75 0.89
v. Partial 0.72 0.85 0.88
Half-life 0.84 0.79 0.88
Zero . 0.88 0.82
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Invariant IRT Parallel
 Invariant NCE Parallel
 Time 1 Time 2  Time 3
Complete 0.87 0.85 0.93
v. Partial 0.84 0.88 0.93
Half-life 0.88 0.87 0.93
Zero . 0.90 0.91
Complete 0.88 0.88 0.89
v. Partial 0.84 0.91 0.89
Half-life 0.90 0.90 0.89
Zero . 0.92 0.89
Complete 0.85 0.83 0.91
v. Partial 0.79 0.86 0.91
Half-life 0.86 0.85 0.91
Zero . 0.88 0.90
Complete 0.85 0.84 0.89
v. Partial 0.79 0.87 0.89
Half-life 0.86 0.86 0.89
Zero . 0.89 0.89
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Invariant IRT Parallel
 Invariant NCE Parallel
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Table C.56.  Research Question 4: Rank-order correlation in the univariate static 
achievement score conditions across longitudinally invariant and non-invariant models 
 
 
Table C.57.  Research Question 4: Rank-order correlation in the multivariate static 
achievement score conditions across longitudinally invariant and non-invariant models 
 
 
Note: The “.” indicates that the condition did not converge.  
 Time 1 Time 2  Time 3
Complete . . .
v. Partial . . .
Half-life 0.84 0.82 0.87
Zero 0.93 0.75 0.75
Complete 0.95 0.84 0.83
v. Partial 0.83 0.88 0.92
Half-life 0.75 0.90 0.94
Zero 0.81 0.92 0.92
Complete 1.00 0.91 0.90
v. Partial 0.96 0.91 0.86
Half-life 0.93 0.93 0.88
Zero 0.93 0.95 0.95
Complete 1.00 0.99 0.97
v. Partial 0.98 1.00 0.97
Half-life 0.98 1.00 0.97
Zero 0.98 0.99 0.99
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
 Invariant IRT Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
 Invariant NCE Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Time 1 Time 2  Time 3
Complete 1.00 1.00 1.00
v. Partial 1.00 1.00 1.00
Half-life . . .
Zero 1.00 1.00 1.00
Complete 1.00 1.00 1.00
v. Partial 1.00 1.00 1.00
Half-life 1.00 1.00 1.00
Zero 1.00 1.00 1.00
Complete . . .
v. Partial . . .
Half-life 1.00 1.00 1.00
Zero . . .
Complete 1.00 1.00 1.00
v. Partial 1.00 1.00 1.00
Half-life 1.00 1.00 1.00
Zero 1.00 1.00 1.00
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
 Invariant IRT Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
 Invariant NCE Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
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Table C.58.  Research Question 4: Rank-order correlation in the univariate change 
score conditions across longitudinally invariant and non-invariant models 
 
 
Table C.59.  Research Question 4: Rank-order correlation in the multivariate change 
score conditions across longitudinally invariant and non-invariant models 
 
Note: The “.” indicates that the condition did not converge.  
 Time 1 Time 2  Time 3
Complete 0.81 0.78 0.98
v. Partial 0.81 0.89 0.98
Half-life 0.86 0.82 0.94
Zero . 0.88 0.95
Complete 0.73 0.70 0.89
v. Partial 0.68 0.86 0.92
Half-life 0.81 0.80 0.88
Zero . 0.89 0.90
Complete 0.91 0.90 0.99
v. Partial 0.88 0.93 0.98
Half-life 0.92 0.91 0.97
Zero . 0.94 0.93
Complete 0.97 0.98 0.98
v. Partial 0.97 0.99 0.98
Half-life 0.98 0.99 0.98
Zero . 1.00 0.98
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
 Invariant IRT Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
 Invariant NCE Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Time 1 Time 2  Time 3
Complete 0.95 0.97 0.94
v. Partial 0.92 0.98 0.95
Half-life 0.97 0.97 0.95
Zero . 0.98 0.97
Complete 0.98 0.97 0.98
v. Partial 0.98 0.97 0.99
Half-life 0.97 0.97 0.99
Zero . 0.97 0.99
Complete 0.96 0.97 0.98
v. Partial 0.94 0.97 0.99
Half-life 0.97 0.97 0.99
Zero . 0.98 0.99
Complete 0.96 0.97 0.96
v. Partial 0.96 0.97 0.97
Half-life 0.97 0.97 0.97
Zero . 0.97 0.97
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
 Invariant IRT Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
 Invariant NCE Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
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Table C.60.  Research Question 5: Rank-order correlation in the univariate static 
achievement score conditions across persistence models (holding outcome constant) 
 
Note: The “.” indicates that the condition did not converge.  
Complete Partial Half-life Complete Partial Half-life Complete Partial Half-life
Partial 0.36 0.53 1.00
Half-life 0.36 0.99 0.40 0.96 0.95 0.96
Zero 0.30 1.00 0.99 0.19 0.84 0.91 1.00 1.00 0.96
Partial 0.46 0.80 0.98
Half-life 0.27 0.97 0.76 0.99 0.95 0.97
Zero 0.09 0.91 0.97 0.54 0.85 0.91 0.99 1.00 0.97
Partial 0.42 0.57 0.98
Half-life 0.36 0.99 0.52 0.97 0.92 0.95
Zero 0.21 0.96 0.96 0.24 0.82 0.89 0.99 0.99 0.95
Partial 0.57 0.82 0.98
Half-life 0.42 0.97 0.79 1.00 0.95 0.98
Zero 0.11 0.84 0.91 0.64 0.90 0.93 0.99 1.00 0.98
Partial . . .
Half-life . . . . . .
Zero . . 0.95 . . 0.91 . . 0.93
Partial 0.93 0.83 0.92
Half-life 0.89 0.99 0.84 1.00 0.87 0.97
Zero 0.73 0.90 0.93 0.63 0.92 0.93 0.75 0.93 0.96
Partial 0.55 0.34 0.99
Half-life 0.59 0.98 0.35 0.95 0.88 0.92
Zero 0.48 1.00 0.97 0.11 0.91 0.92 0.99 1.00 0.91
Partial 0.57 0.80 0.97
Half-life 0.42 0.97 0.79 1.00 0.94 0.98
Zero 0.13 0.85 0.92 0.60 0.89 0.92 0.99 0.99 0.98
 Invariant IRT Parallel
 Invariant NCE Parallel
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
Persistence- Time 2
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
Persistence- Time 3Persistence- Time 1
Outcome
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
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Table C.61.  Research Question 5: Rank-order correlation in the multivariate static 
achievement score conditions across persistence models (holding outcome constant) 
 
Note: The “.” indicates that the condition did not converge.  
Complete Partial Half-life Complete Partial Half-life Complete Partial Half-life
Partial 0.96 0.78 0.91
Half-life 0.93 0.99 0.79 1.00 0.82 0.95
Zero 0.79 0.91 0.94 0.54 0.91 0.91 0.67 0.89 0.95
Partial 0.94 0.83 0.93
Half-life 0.90 0.99 0.84 1.00 0.87 0.97
Zero 0.72 0.90 0.93 0.63 0.92 0.93 0.77 0.94 0.96
Partial . . .
Half-life 0.99 . 1.00 . 0.95 .
Zero 0.92 0.94 . 0.91 0.92 . 0.88 0.94 .
Partial 0.94 0.83 0.93
Half-life 0.90 0.99 0.84 1.00 0.87 0.97
Zero 0.72 0.90 0.93 0.63 0.92 0.93 0.77 0.94 0.96
Partial 0.96 0.79 0.91
Half-life . . . . . .
Zero 0.80 0.92 . 0.55 0.91 . 0.66 0.89 .
Partial 0.94 0.83 0.93
Half-life 0.90 0.99 0.84 1.00 0.87 0.97
Zero 0.72 0.90 0.93 0.63 0.92 0.93 0.77 0.94 0.96
Partial . . .
Half-life . . . . . .
Zero . . . . . . . . .
Partial 0.94 0.83 0.93
Half-life 0.90 0.99 0.84 1.00 0.87 0.97
Zero 0.73 0.90 0.93 0.63 0.92 0.93 0.77 0.94 0.96
 Invariant IRT Parallel
 Invariant NCE Parallel
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
Persistence- Time 2
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
Persistence- Time 3Persistence- Time 1
Outcome
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
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Table C.62.  Research Question 5: Rank-order correlation in the univariate change 
score conditions across persistence models (holding outcome constant) 
 
Note: The “.” indicates that the condition did not converge.  
Complete Partial Half-life Complete Partial Half-life Complete Partial Half-life
Partial 0.97 0.84 0.99
Half-life 0.97 0.90 0.92 0.92 0.95 0.98
Zero . . . 0.79 0.94 0.87 0.84 0.90 0.96
Partial 1.00 0.92 1.00
Half-life 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.98 0.97 0.98
Zero . . . 0.84 0.96 0.93 0.90 0.91 0.97
Partial 0.91 0.91 0.97
Half-life 0.97 0.82 0.96 0.96 0.93 0.99
Zero . . . 0.87 0.97 0.93 0.74 0.88 0.93
Partial 1.00 0.96 0.99
Half-life 0.98 0.98 0.98 1.00 0.98 1.00
Zero . . . 0.88 0.97 0.96 0.93 0.96 0.98
Partial 0.86 0.99 0.99
Half-life 0.97 0.77 0.98 0.99 0.98 1.00
Zero . . . 0.96 0.99 0.99 0.89 0.95 1.00
Partial 0.88 0.99 0.99
Half-life 0.97 0.79 0.98 0.99 0.98 1.00
Zero . . . 0.95 0.99 0.98 0.90 0.96 0.96
Partial 0.86 0.89 0.97
Half-life 0.98 0.82 0.96 0.92 0.93 0.99
Zero . . . 0.84 0.98 0.87 0.71 0.85 0.91
Partial 0.99 0.97 0.98
Half-life 0.98 0.95 0.98 0.99 0.97 1.00
Zero . . . 0.91 0.98 0.96 0.88 0.95 0.96
Persistence- Time 3Persistence- Time 1
Outcome
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
 Invariant IRT Parallel
 Invariant NCE Parallel
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
Persistence- Time 2
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
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Table C.63.  Research Question 5: Rank-order correlation in the multivariate change 
score conditions across persistence models (holding outcome constant) 
 
Note: The “.” indicates that the condition did not converge.  
Complete Partial Half-life Complete Partial Half-life Complete Partial Half-life
Partial 0.92 0.98 0.99
Half-life 0.97 0.83 0.98 1.00 0.99 1.00
Zero . . . 0.92 0.98 0.97 0.96 0.98 0.98
Partial 0.93 0.97 0.98
Half-life 0.98 0.87 0.98 0.99 0.97 1.00
Zero . . . 0.91 0.98 0.97 0.86 0.94 0.95
Partial 0.90 0.98 0.98
Half-life 0.98 0.83 0.98 0.99 0.98 1.00
Zero . . . 0.94 0.99 0.97 0.89 0.95 0.96
Partial 0.93 0.96 0.98
Half-life 0.97 0.87 0.97 0.99 0.97 1.00
Zero . . . 0.89 0.98 0.96 0.87 0.95 0.96
Partial 0.85 0.99 0.98
Half-life 0.98 0.78 0.98 0.98 0.98 1.00
Zero . . . 0.96 0.99 0.98 0.87 0.94 1.00
Partial 0.92 0.98 0.97
Half-life 0.98 0.86 0.98 0.99 0.97 1.00
Zero . . . 0.92 0.98 0.97 0.85 0.94 0.94
Partial 0.86 0.98 0.98
Half-life 0.98 0.78 0.98 0.99 0.98 1.00
Zero . . . 0.96 0.99 0.97 0.87 0.94 0.94
Partial 0.92 0.98 0.97
Half-life 0.98 0.86 0.98 0.99 0.97 1.00
Zero . . . 0.92 0.98 0.97 0.85 0.94 0.95
Persistence- Time 3Persistence- Time 1
Outcome
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
 Invariant IRT Parallel
 Invariant NCE Parallel
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
Persistence- Time 2
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
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Table C.64.  Research Question 6: Rank-order correlation between the univariate 
static achievement and change scores (Complete persistence – Time 1) 
 
Table C.65.  Research Question 6: Rank-order correlation between the univariate static 
achievement and change scores (Complete persistence – Time 2) 
 
Table C.66.  Research Question 6: Rank-order correlation between the univariate static 
achievement and change scores (Complete persistence – Time 3) 
 


















 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel -0.28 -0.36 -0.38 -0.36 . -0.58 -0.37 -0.38
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.12 0.03 0.01 0.04 . -0.20 0.02 0.02
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel -0.04 -0.13 -0.16 -0.12 . -0.35 -0.14 -0.14
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.12 0.03 0.01 0.05 . -0.20 0.02 0.02
 Invariant IRT Parallel -0.08 -0.14 -0.16 -0.14 . -0.32 -0.15 -0.15
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.03 -0.04 -0.05 -0.03 . -0.22 -0.05 -0.05
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel -0.38 -0.46 -0.48 -0.45 . -0.66 -0.46 -0.47




























 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.91 0.75 0.85 0.74 . 0.68 0.88 0.76
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.80 0.94 0.87 0.91 . 0.70 0.72 0.90
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.87 0.88 0.95 0.86 . 0.82 0.87 0.88
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.84 0.94 0.91 0.97 . 0.77 0.78 0.96
 Invariant IRT Parallel 0.81 0.79 0.85 0.79 . 0.96 0.87 0.83
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.78 0.82 0.87 0.82 . 0.98 0.84 0.85
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.84 0.68 0.81 0.67 . 0.73 0.88 0.70




























 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.70 0.55 0.65 0.53 . 0.90 0.68 0.55
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.74 0.77 0.75 0.71 . 0.93 0.67 0.74
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.61 0.48 0.57 0.46 . 0.84 0.59 0.48
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.76 0.73 0.76 0.77 . 0.93 0.69 0.77
 Invariant IRT Parallel 0.56 0.41 0.51 0.39 . 0.80 0.55 0.41
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.59 0.48 0.55 0.46 . 0.84 0.56 0.47
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.56 0.40 0.50 0.38 . 0.79 0.56 0.40













Table C.67.  Research Question 6: Rank-order correlation between the univariate 
static achievement and change scores (Partial persistence – Time 1) 
 
Table C.68.  Research Question 6: Rank-order correlation between the univariate static 
achievement and change scores (Partial persistence – Time 2) 
 
Table C.69.  Research Question 6: Rank-order correlation between the univariate static 
achievement and change scores (Partial persistence – Time 3) 
 


















 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel -0.97 -0.91 -0.94 -0.87 . -0.75 -0.90 -0.89
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel -0.79 -0.82 -0.80 -0.68 . -0.42 -0.70 -0.71
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel -0.84 -0.80 -0.88 -0.72 . -0.56 -0.76 -0.74
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel -0.79 -0.80 -0.81 -0.74 . -0.44 -0.70 -0.74
 Invariant IRT Parallel -0.75 -0.69 -0.74 -0.63 . -0.56 -0.71 -0.67
 Invariant NCE Parallel -0.71 -0.66 -0.74 -0.59 . -0.47 -0.66 -0.63
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel -0.90 -0.85 -0.89 -0.82 . -0.79 -0.88 -0.84




























 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.82 0.58 0.62 0.60 . 0.60 0.66 0.62
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.81 0.81 0.75 0.80 . 0.70 0.63 0.80
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.82 0.72 0.74 0.73 . 0.73 0.69 0.74
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.76 0.78 0.71 0.81 . 0.69 0.57 0.80
 Invariant IRT Parallel 0.72 0.64 0.63 0.67 . 0.75 0.64 0.68
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.73 0.69 0.69 0.72 . 0.80 0.67 0.73
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.71 0.50 0.53 0.52 . 0.56 0.58 0.54




























 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.79 0.53 0.67 0.52 . 0.75 0.76 0.52
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.77 0.73 0.75 0.69 . 0.85 0.71 0.70
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.77 0.56 0.69 0.54 . 0.77 0.74 0.54
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.81 0.73 0.79 0.77 . 0.87 0.75 0.75
 Invariant IRT Parallel 0.68 0.44 0.56 0.42 . 0.67 0.66 0.42
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.70 0.52 0.62 0.50 . 0.75 0.66 0.50
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.72 0.43 0.59 0.42 . 0.66 0.73 0.42













Table C.70.  Research Question 6: Rank-order correlation between the univariate 
static achievement and change scores (Half-life persistence – Time 1) 
 
Table C.71.  Research Question 6: Rank-order correlation between the univariate static 
achievement and change scores (Half-life persistence – Time 2) 
 
Table C.72.  Research Question 6: Rank-order correlation between the univariate static 




















 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel -0.94 -0.91 -0.91 -0.88 -0.76 -0.78 -0.92 -0.91
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel -0.79 -0.92 -0.84 -0.79 -0.45 -0.50 -0.71 -0.82
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel -0.84 -0.88 -0.90 -0.80 -0.58 -0.63 -0.81 -0.84
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel -0.78 -0.88 -0.82 -0.82 -0.45 -0.51 -0.70 -0.82
 Invariant IRT Parallel -0.75 -0.76 -0.75 -0.71 -0.58 -0.61 -0.74 -0.75
 Invariant NCE Parallel -0.72 -0.75 -0.75 -0.68 -0.50 -0.55 -0.69 -0.72
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel -0.91 -0.87 -0.90 -0.86 -0.80 -0.83 -0.93 -0.88




























 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.69 0.54 0.55 0.55 0.48 0.48 0.53 0.58
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.67 0.76 0.65 0.76 0.61 0.62 0.52 0.77
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.73 0.69 0.71 0.71 0.64 0.66 0.62 0.73
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.63 0.74 0.63 0.78 0.64 0.65 0.51 0.79
 Invariant IRT Parallel 0.75 0.67 0.70 0.68 0.76 0.77 0.72 0.72
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.76 0.72 0.75 0.73 0.80 0.81 0.74 0.77
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.68 0.50 0.57 0.50 0.50 0.51 0.60 0.53




























 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.92 0.62 0.79 0.57 0.80 0.73 0.90 0.59
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.90 0.87 0.90 0.79 0.93 0.90 0.86 0.81
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.89 0.66 0.81 0.61 0.83 0.77 0.88 0.62
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.89 0.80 0.87 0.82 0.90 0.86 0.85 0.80
 Invariant IRT Parallel 0.80 0.52 0.67 0.45 0.73 0.66 0.81 0.46
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.82 0.60 0.74 0.53 0.80 0.74 0.82 0.54
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.85 0.51 0.70 0.46 0.71 0.62 0.87 0.46













Table C.73.  Research Question 6: Rank-order correlation between the univariate 
static achievement and change scores (Zero persistence – Time 1) 
*Change score conditions did not produce BLUPs for Time 1 
 
Table C.74.  Research Question 6: Rank-order correlation between the univariate static 
achievement and change scores (Zero persistence – Time 2) 
 
Table C.75.  Research Question 6: Rank-order correlation between the univariate static 




















 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.51 0.46 0.36 0.55 0.26 0.33 0.32 0.53
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.54 0.67 0.47 0.73 0.46 0.51 0.40 0.70
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.58 0.63 0.50 0.70 0.44 0.51 0.44 0.68
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.56 0.64 0.48 0.76 0.47 0.53 0.41 0.73
 Invariant IRT Parallel 0.62 0.68 0.55 0.73 0.58 0.63 0.54 0.72
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.65 0.72 0.59 0.77 0.62 0.67 0.57 0.76
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.49 0.46 0.37 0.53 0.28 0.35 0.34 0.52




























 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.96 0.72 0.89 0.71 0.65 0.62 0.93 0.73
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.86 0.94 0.91 0.88 0.85 0.85 0.77 0.91
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.94 0.80 0.94 0.78 0.74 0.73 0.90 0.81
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.86 0.86 0.89 0.91 0.80 0.80 0.78 0.89
 Invariant IRT Parallel 0.86 0.64 0.79 0.62 0.60 0.58 0.83 0.64
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.85 0.73 0.83 0.70 0.70 0.69 0.79 0.72
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.93 0.62 0.83 0.61 0.51 0.49 0.96 0.63













Table C.76.  Research Question 6: Rank-order correlation between the multivariate 
static achievement and change scores (Complete persistence – Time 1) 
 
Table C.77.  Research Question 6: Rank-order correlation between the multivariate static 
achievement and change scores (Complete persistence – Time 2) 
 
Table C.78.  Research Question 6: Rank-order correlation between the multivariate static 
achievement and change scores (Complete persistence – Time 3) 
 


















 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel -0.19 -0.20 . -0.20 -0.19 -0.20 . -0.20
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel -0.06 -0.08 . -0.08 -0.07 -0.08 . -0.08
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel -0.16 -0.19 . -0.19 -0.17 -0.19 . -0.19
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel -0.07 -0.09 . -0.09 -0.08 -0.09 . -0.09
 Invariant IRT Parallel -0.32 -0.33 . -0.33 -0.33 -0.33 . -0.33
 Invariant NCE Parallel -0.08 -0.09 . -0.09 -0.09 -0.09 . -0.09
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel -0.28 -0.29 . -0.29 -0.28 -0.29 . -0.29




























 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.95 0.95 . 0.95 0.95 0.95 . 0.95
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.86 0.88 . 0.88 0.86 0.88 . 0.88
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.93 0.95 . 0.95 0.93 0.95 . 0.95
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.84 0.85 . 0.85 0.83 0.85 . 0.85
 Invariant IRT Parallel 0.97 0.95 . 0.95 0.96 0.95 . 0.95
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.83 0.85 . 0.85 0.83 0.85 . 0.85
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.96 0.96 . 0.96 0.96 0.96 . 0.96




























 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.92 0.89 . 0.89 0.92 0.89 . 0.89
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.88 0.87 . 0.87 0.88 0.87 . 0.87
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.86 0.82 . 0.82 0.86 0.82 . 0.82
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.86 0.85 . 0.85 0.86 0.85 . 0.85
 Invariant IRT Parallel 0.80 0.76 . 0.76 0.80 0.76 . 0.76
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.87 0.86 . 0.86 0.87 0.86 . 0.86
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.79 0.76 . 0.76 0.79 0.76 . 0.76













Table C.79.  Research Question 6: Rank-order correlation between the multivariate 
static achievement and change scores (Partial persistence – Time 1) 
 
Table C.80.  Research Question 6: Rank-order correlation between the multivariate static 
achievement and change scores (Partial persistence – Time 2) 
 
Table C.81.  Research Question 6: Rank-order correlation between the multivariate static 
achievement and change scores (Partial persistence – Time 3) 
 


















 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel -0.40 -0.45 -0.41 -0.45 -0.40 -0.45 . -0.45
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel -0.27 -0.33 -0.28 -0.33 -0.26 -0.33 . -0.33
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel -0.38 -0.45 -0.39 -0.45 -0.38 -0.45 . -0.45
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel -0.28 -0.34 -0.29 -0.34 -0.27 -0.34 . -0.34
 Invariant IRT Parallel -0.52 -0.56 -0.53 -0.56 -0.51 -0.56 . -0.55
 Invariant NCE Parallel -0.28 -0.34 -0.29 -0.34 -0.28 -0.34 . -0.34
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel -0.49 -0.53 -0.50 -0.53 -0.48 -0.53 . -0.53




























 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.81 0.81 0.80 0.81 0.80 0.81 . 0.81
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.79 0.80 0.79 0.80 0.79 0.80 . 0.80
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.80 0.81 0.79 0.81 0.79 0.81 . 0.81
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 . 0.78
 Invariant IRT Parallel 0.74 0.74 0.73 0.74 0.73 0.74 . 0.74
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.74 0.75 0.73 0.75 0.74 0.74 . 0.74
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.76 0.77 0.76 0.77 0.76 0.77 . 0.77




























 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.81 0.74 0.81 0.74 0.81 0.74 . 0.74
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.84 0.80 0.85 0.80 0.85 0.80 . 0.80
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.75 0.69 0.76 0.69 0.76 0.69 . 0.69
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.83 0.78 0.83 0.78 0.83 0.78 . 0.78
 Invariant IRT Parallel 0.68 0.62 0.69 0.62 0.69 0.62 . 0.62
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.84 0.79 0.84 0.79 0.84 0.79 . 0.79
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.68 0.61 0.68 0.61 0.68 0.62 . 0.62













Table C.82.  Research Question 6: Rank-order correlation between the multivariate 
static achievement and change scores (Half-life persistence – Time 1) 
 
Table C.83.  Research Question 6: Rank-order correlation between the multivariate static 
achievement and change scores (Half-life persistence – Time 2) 
 
Table C.84.  Research Question 6: Rank-order correlation between the multivariate static 
achievement and change scores (Half-life persistence – Time 3) 
 


















 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel -0.42 -0.47 -0.43 -0.47 . -0.47 -0.42 -0.47
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel -0.33 -0.39 -0.33 -0.39 . -0.39 -0.32 -0.39
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel -0.42 -0.49 -0.43 -0.49 . -0.49 -0.42 -0.49
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel -0.33 -0.39 -0.33 -0.39 . -0.39 -0.32 -0.39
 Invariant IRT Parallel -0.56 -0.61 -0.57 -0.61 . -0.61 -0.56 -0.61
 Invariant NCE Parallel -0.33 -0.39 -0.34 -0.39 . -0.39 -0.33 -0.39
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel -0.53 -0.58 -0.53 -0.58 . -0.58 -0.52 -0.58




























 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.82 0.83 0.82 0.83 . 0.82 0.81 0.82
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.77 0.78 0.77 0.78 . 0.78 0.77 0.78
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.78 0.80 0.78 0.80 . 0.80 0.78 0.80
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.75 0.76 0.75 0.76 . 0.76 0.75 0.76
 Invariant IRT Parallel 0.74 0.75 0.74 0.75 . 0.75 0.74 0.75
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.72 0.74 0.72 0.74 . 0.74 0.72 0.73
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.76 0.78 0.76 0.78 . 0.78 0.76 0.78




























 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.75 0.69 0.75 0.69 . 0.69 0.75 0.69
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.82 0.77 0.82 0.77 . 0.77 0.82 0.77
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.72 0.66 0.72 0.66 . 0.66 0.72 0.66
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.80 0.76 0.80 0.76 . 0.76 0.80 0.76
 Invariant IRT Parallel 0.66 0.59 0.66 0.59 . 0.59 0.66 0.59
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.80 0.75 0.80 0.75 . 0.75 0.80 0.75
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.65 0.59 0.66 0.59 . 0.59 0.65 0.59













Table C.85.  Research Question 6: Rank-order correlation between the multivariate 
static achievement and change scores (Zero persistence – Time 1) 
*Change score conditions did not produce BLUPs for Time 1 
 
Table C.86.  Research Question 6: Rank-order correlation between the multivariate static 
achievement and change scores (Zero persistence – Time 2) 
 
Table C.87.  Research Question 6: Rank-order correlation between the multivariate static 
achievement and change scores (Zero persistence – Time 3) 
 


















 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.69 0.73 0.69 0.73 0.69 0.73 . 0.73
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.62 0.66 0.61 0.66 0.61 0.66 . 0.66
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.63 0.68 0.62 0.68 0.62 0.68 . 0.68
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.61 0.65 0.60 0.65 0.60 0.65 . 0.65
 Invariant IRT Parallel 0.57 0.62 0.56 0.62 0.56 0.62 . 0.62
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.58 0.62 0.57 0.62 0.57 0.62 . 0.62
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.59 0.64 0.58 0.64 0.58 0.64 . 0.64




























 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.63 0.61 0.62 0.61 0.63 0.61 . 0.61
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.78 0.76 0.77 0.76 0.77 0.76 . 0.76
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.64 0.62 0.63 0.62 0.64 0.62 . 0.62
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.77 0.75 0.76 0.75 0.76 0.75 . 0.75
 Invariant IRT Parallel 0.56 0.53 0.55 0.53 0.55 0.53 . 0.53
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.77 0.75 0.76 0.75 0.76 0.75 . 0.75
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.57 0.54 0.55 0.54 0.56 0.54 . 0.54













APPENDIX D. SUMMARY TABLES OF KAPPA VALUES 
Table D.1.  Research Question 1: Kappa values across all (estimated) univariate and 





Table D.2.  Research Question 2: Kappa values in the univariate static achievement score 
conditions across parallel and non-parallel models 
 
 
Note: The “.” indicates that the condition did not converge.  
 Time 1 Time 2  Time 3
Static Achivement Scores:
Complete 0.46 0.37 0.36
Partial 0.53 0.53 0.54
Half-life 0.53 0.57 0.54
Zero 0.53 0.54 0.52
Change Scores:
Complete 0.71 0.67 0.82
Partial 0.71 0.75 0.80
Half-life 0.73 0.70 0.78
Zero . 0.76 0.75
 Time 1 Time 2  Time 3
Complete 0.90 0.77 0.80
v. Partial 0.84 0.66 0.77
Half-life 0.82 0.70 0.74
Zero 0.74 0.75 0.80
Complete 0.97 0.90 0.88
v. Partial 0.85 0.93 0.92
Half-life 0.79 0.97 0.88
Zero 0.92 0.87 0.88
Complete . . .
v. Partial . . .
Half-life 0.77 0.67 0.62
Zero 0.80 0.69 0.37
Complete 0.85 0.69 0.60
v. Partial 0.67 0.72 0.75
Half-life 0.67 0.75 0.77
Zero 0.61 0.69 0.74
Outcome
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
 Invariant IRT Parallel
 Invariant NCE Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
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Table D.3.  Research Question 2: Kappa values in the multivariate static achievement 
score conditions across parallel and non-parallel models 
 
 
Table D.4.  Research Question 2: Kappa values in the univariate change score conditions 
across parallel and non-parallel models 
 
 
Note: The “.” indicates that the condition did not converge.  
 Time 1 Time 2  Time 3
Complete . . .
v. Partial 0.97 0.97 0.98
Half-life 1.00 1.00 0.93
Zero 0.97 0.98 0.98
Complete 0.98 1.00 1.00
v. Partial 0.98 0.98 1.00
Half-life 1.00 1.00 1.00
Zero 1.00 1.00 1.00
Complete . . .
v. Partial . . .
Half-life . . .
Zero . . .
Complete 1.00 1.00 1.00
v. Partial 1.00 1.00 1.00
Half-life 1.00 1.00 0.98
Zero 1.00 1.00 1.00
Outcome
 Invariant NCE Parallel
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Invariant IRT Parallel
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Time 1 Time 2  Time 3
Complete 0.77 0.79 0.93
v. Partial 0.77 0.77 0.90
Half-life 0.77 0.79 0.88
Zero . 0.72 0.85
Complete 0.85 0.82 0.85
v. Partial 0.87 0.84 0.82
Half-life 0.89 0.82 0.85
Zero . 0.92 0.88
Complete 0.72 0.64 0.93
v. Partial 0.74 0.84 0.87
Half-life 0.75 0.69 0.84
Zero . 0.75 0.74
Complete 0.70 0.67 0.77
v. Partial 0.67 0.74 0.74
Half-life 0.74 0.70 0.70
Zero . 0.75 0.72
Outcome
 Invariant NCE Parallel
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Invariant IRT Parallel
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
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Table D.5.  Research Question 2: Kappa values in the multivariate change score 
conditions across parallel and non-parallel models 
 
 
Table D.6.  Research Question 3: Kappa values in the univariate static achievement score 
conditions across IRT and NCE scaled models 
 
 
Note: The “.” indicates that the condition did not converge.  
 Time 1 Time 2  Time 3
Complete 0.82 0.89 0.90
v. Partial 0.79 0.90 0.90
Half-life 0.84 0.84 0.90
Zero . 0.87 0.90
Complete 0.89 0.89 0.90
v. Partial 0.92 0.90 0.85
Half-life 0.93 0.90 0.85
Zero . 0.92 0.87
Complete 0.95 0.92 0.92
v. Partial 0.93 0.92 0.95
Half-life 0.95 0.93 0.95
Zero . 0.95 0.95
Complete 0.92 0.92 0.92
v. Partial 0.93 0.90 0.88
Half-life 0.93 0.90 0.88
Zero . 0.90 0.93
Outcome
 Invariant NCE Parallel
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Invariant IRT Parallel
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Time 1 Time 2  Time 3
Complete 0.95 0.61 0.69
v. Partial 0.85 0.56 0.56
Half-life 0.74 0.61 0.56
Zero 0.66 0.62 0.64
Complete 0.93 0.77 0.79
v. Partial 0.77 0.77 0.74
Half-life 0.79 0.75 0.69
Zero 0.80 0.59 0.77
Complete . . .
v. Partial . . .
Half-life 0.95 0.90 0.82
Zero 0.89 0.95 0.88
Complete 0.95 0.67 0.56
v. Partial 0.85 0.62 0.47
Half-life 0.77 0.61 0.42
Zero 0.66 0.61 0.56
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
 Invariant NCE Parallel
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Invariant IRT Parallel
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
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Table D.7.  Research Question 3: Kappa values in the multivariate static achievement 
score conditions across IRT and NCE scaled models 
 
 
Table D.8.  Research Question 3: Kappa values in the univariate change score conditions 
across IRT and NCE scaled models 
 
Note: The “.” indicates that the condition did not converge.  
 Time 1 Time 2  Time 3
Complete 0.97 0.90 0.90
v. Partial 0.92 0.92 0.84
Half-life 0.92 0.92 0.84
Zero 0.87 0.92 0.90
Complete . . .
v. Partial 0.90 0.90 0.85
Half-life 0.92 0.92 0.87
Zero 0.87 0.93 0.90
Complete 0.97 0.89 0.87
v. Partial 0.92 0.90 0.82
Half-life . . .
Zero 0.85 0.92 0.90
Complete . . .
v. Partial . . .
Half-life 0.92 0.90 0.85
Zero . . .
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Invariant IRT Parallel
 Invariant NCE Parallel
 Time 1 Time 2  Time 3
Complete 0.66 0.62 0.75
v. Partial 0.64 0.72 0.75
Half-life 0.75 0.66 0.80
Zero . 0.70 0.74
Complete 0.77 0.69 0.72
v. Partial 0.67 0.79 0.69
Half-life 0.75 0.70 0.74
Zero . 0.80 0.75
Complete 0.89 0.90 0.93
v. Partial 0.87 0.90 0.90
Half-life 0.93 0.92 0.90
Zero . 0.93 0.90
Complete 0.62 0.64 0.75
v. Partial 0.61 0.75 0.69
Half-life 0.64 0.64 0.72
Zero . 0.75 0.62
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Invariant IRT Parallel
 Invariant NCE Parallel
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Table D.9.  Research Question 3: Kappa values in the multivariate change score 
conditions across IRT and NCE scaled models 
 
 
Table D.10.  Research Question 4: Kappa values in the univariate static achievement 
score conditions across longitudinally invariant and non-invariant models 
 
 
Note: The “.” indicates that the condition did not converge.  
 Time 1 Time 2  Time 3
Complete 0.70 0.64 0.84
v. Partial 0.66 0.70 0.84
Half-life 0.67 0.67 0.84
Zero . 0.75 0.72
Complete 0.69 0.66 0.79
v. Partial 0.70 0.69 0.72
Half-life 0.74 0.70 0.72
Zero . 0.75 0.67
Complete 0.61 0.62 0.84
v. Partial 0.62 0.66 0.79
Half-life 0.64 0.66 0.77
Zero . 0.70 0.74
Complete 0.61 0.56 0.82
v. Partial 0.62 0.66 0.72
Half-life 0.66 0.67 0.70
Zero . 0.69 0.70
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Invariant IRT Parallel
 Invariant NCE Parallel
 Time 1 Time 2  Time 3
Complete . . .
v. Partial . . .
Half-life 0.62 0.57 0.70
Zero 0.75 0.54 0.46
Complete 0.85 0.62 0.65
v. Partial 0.59 0.70 0.77
Half-life 0.48 0.74 0.77
Zero 0.54 0.72 0.75
Complete 0.97 0.75 0.75
v. Partial 0.84 0.77 0.69
Half-life 0.75 0.80 0.64
Zero 0.70 0.87 0.72
Complete 1.00 0.93 0.97
v. Partial 0.92 0.95 0.97
Half-life 0.97 0.93 0.93
Zero 0.90 0.92 0.95
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Invariant IRT Parallel
 Invariant NCE Parallel
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Table D.11.  Research Question 4: Kappa values in the multivariate static 
achievement score conditions across longitudinally invariant and non-invariant models 
 
 
Table D.12.  Research Question 4: Kappa values in the univariate change score 
conditions across longitudinally invariant and non-invariant models 
 
 
Note: The “.” indicates that the condition did not converge.  
 Time 1 Time 2  Time 3
Complete 0.98 0.98 0.97
v. Partial 1.00 0.95 0.98
Half-life . . .
Zero 0.97 0.97 0.98
Complete 1.00 0.98 1.00
v. Partial 1.00 1.00 1.00
Half-life 1.00 1.00 0.98
Zero 1.00 1.00 1.00
Complete . . .
v. Partial . . .
Half-life 1.00 0.98 0.97
Zero . . .
Complete 0.98 0.98 1.00
v. Partial 0.98 0.98 1.00
Half-life 1.00 1.00 1.00
Zero 1.00 1.00 1.00
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
 Invariant IRT Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
 Invariant NCE Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Time 1 Time 2  Time 3
Complete 0.69 0.54 0.90
v. Partial 0.70 0.74 0.87
Half-life 0.70 0.57 0.77
Zero . 0.69 0.75
Complete 0.57 0.47 0.69
v. Partial 0.52 0.67 0.72
Half-life 0.67 0.56 0.62
Zero . 0.77 0.72
Complete 0.75 0.84 0.93
v. Partial 0.79 0.82 0.92
Half-life 0.79 0.82 0.84
Zero . 0.77 0.75
Complete 0.90 0.90 0.90
v. Partial 0.93 0.95 0.92
Half-life 0.97 0.97 0.93
Zero . 0.95 0.95
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
 Invariant IRT Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
 Invariant NCE Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
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Table D.13.  Research Question 4: Kappa values in the multivariate change score 
conditions across longitudinally invariant and non-invariant models 
 
 
Note: The “.” indicates that the condition did not converge. 
 
Table D.14.  Research Question 5: Kappa values in the univariate static achievement 
score conditions across persistence models 
 
Note: * Only two persistence conditions converged in this condition. 
  
 Time 1 Time 2  Time 3
Complete 0.84 0.90 0.84
v. Partial 0.77 0.90 0.87
Half-life 0.89 0.92 0.87
Zero . 0.90 0.95
Complete 0.95 0.87 0.95
v. Partial 0.95 0.89 0.93
Half-life 0.92 0.90 0.93
Zero . 0.87 0.95
Complete 0.84 0.92 0.88
v. Partial 0.80 0.92 0.92
Half-life 0.87 0.89 0.90
Zero . 0.89 0.90
Complete 0.90 0.89 0.90
v. Partial 0.92 0.92 0.88
Half-life 0.92 0.92 0.88
Zero . 0.92 0.92
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
 Invariant IRT Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
 Invariant NCE Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
Outcome Time 1 Time 2 Time 3
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.54 0.52 0.87
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.43 0.62 0.85
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.44 0.47 0.85
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.44 0.65 0.87






 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.68 0.69 0.68
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.61 0.47 0.84
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.45 0.63 0.87
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Table D.15.  Research Question 5: Kappa values in the multivariate static 





Table D.16.  Research Question 5: Kappa values in the univariate change score 
conditions across persistence models 
 
 
Note: The “.” indicates that the condition did not converge.  
Outcome Time 1 Time 2 Time 3
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.72 0.64 0.66
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.68 0.68 0.70
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.79 0.86 0.71
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.68 0.69 0.70
 Invariant IRT Parallel 0.67 0.53 0.62
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.68 0.69 0.70
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel . . .
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.68 0.69 0.70
Outcome Time 1 Time 2 Time 3
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.83 0.72 0.76
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.87 0.76 0.82
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.74 0.78 0.72
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.87 0.85 0.85
 Invariant IRT Parallel 0.75 0.91 0.85
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.77 0.87 0.84
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.78 0.76 0.72
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.86 0.87 0.80
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Table D.17.  Research Question 5: Kappa values in the multivariate change score 





Table D.18.  Research Question 6: Kappa values in the univariate conditions across static 





Table D.19.  Research Question 6: Kappa values in the multivariate conditions across 
static achievement and change scores 
 
 
Note: The “.” indicates that the condition did not converge. 
  
Outcome Time 1 Time 2 Time 3
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 0.80 0.86 0.91
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.80 0.83 0.82
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.75 0.90 0.85
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.77 0.82 0.81
 Invariant IRT Parallel 0.76 0.90 0.85
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.77 0.84 0.82
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 0.76 0.88 0.86
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.75 0.82 0.82
 Time 1 Time 2  Time 3
Complete 0.23 0.48 0.41
Partial 0.13 0.42 0.41
Half-life 0.18 0.56 0.61
Zero . 0.52 0.67
Persistence model
 Time 1 Time 2  Time 3
Complete 0.35 0.76 0.75
Partial 0.29 0.65 0.66
Half-life 0.28 0.67 0.63




APPENDIX E. SUMMARY TABLES OF ESTIMATE PRECISION 
Table E.1.  Full percentage breakdown in the univariate static achievement score 
conditions 
 
Note: BE – “Below Expected”; E – “Expected”; AE – “Above Expected” and the “.” 
indicates that the condition did not converge. 
 
  
BE E AE BE E AE BE E AE
Complete 7.65 84.10 8.26 1.53 88.69 9.79 11.73 77.47 10.80
Partial 7.65 81.96 10.40 0.00 100.00 0.00 10.80 77.78 11.42
Half-life 9.48 76.45 14.07 0.00 100.00 0.00 4.32 90.12 5.56
Zero 2.75 86.54 10.70 0.00 100.00 0.00 10.80 77.78 11.42
Complete 6.12 85.63 8.26 0.61 96.64 2.75 1.85 92.90 5.25
Partial 0.31 96.64 3.06 0.00 100.00 0.00 2.47 90.12 7.41
Half-life 2.45 91.13 6.42 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.62 95.68 3.70
Zero 0.31 96.64 3.06 0.00 100.00 0.00 2.16 91.98 5.86
Complete 8.26 82.87 8.87 5.50 80.73 13.76 8.64 81.79 9.57
Partial 7.65 81.96 10.40 0.00 100.00 0.00 10.19 79.32 10.49
Half-life 10.09 76.15 13.76 0.00 99.69 0.31 4.01 91.36 4.63
Zero 7.34 81.04 11.62 0.00 100.00 0.00 10.49 79.63 9.88
Complete 6.42 85.02 8.56 0.00 98.78 1.22 2.47 93.21 4.32
Partial 0.31 98.47 1.22 0.00 99.69 0.31 3.70 89.20 7.10
Half-life 0.92 95.11 3.98 0.00 99.69 0.31 2.47 93.21 4.32
Zero 0.31 97.86 1.83 0.00 100.00 0.00 2.78 91.67 5.56
Complete . . . . . . . . .
Partial . . . . . . . . .
Half-life 15.29 69.72 14.98 6.12 65.14 28.75 12.96 78.70 8.33
Zero 16.82 71.87 11.31 5.20 72.48 22.32 4.63 91.36 4.01
Complete 7.65 81.04 11.31 12.23 71.87 15.90 13.58 71.91 14.51
Partial 8.87 78.29 12.84 10.70 74.31 14.98 14.20 70.06 15.74
Half-life 9.17 79.20 11.62 10.70 74.01 15.29 10.80 76.54 12.65
Zero 6.73 81.96 11.31 6.42 83.18 10.40 7.10 83.02 9.88
Complete 8.87 81.04 10.09 4.59 78.29 17.13 8.02 85.19 6.79
Partial 14.37 73.39 12.23 0.00 100.00 0.00 7.72 85.49 6.79
Half-life 14.68 71.25 14.07 0.00 99.08 0.92 0.93 97.22 1.85
Zero 10.09 76.76 13.15 0.00 100.00 0.00 7.41 85.80 6.79
Complete 6.42 84.40 9.17 0.31 96.64 3.06 1.85 93.21 4.94
Partial 0.61 96.94 2.45 0.00 99.08 0.92 4.01 87.65 8.33
Half-life 0.92 94.19 4.89 0.00 99.08 0.92 2.47 92.59 4.94
Zero 0.61 96.02 3.36 0.00 100.00 0.00 2.47 91.36 6.17
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Time 1 Time 2  Time 3
Outcome
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Invariant IRT Parallel
 Invariant NCE Parallel
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
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Table E.2.  Full percentage breakdown in the multivariate static achievement score 
conditions 
 
Note: BE – “Below Expected”; E – “Expected”; AE – “Above Expected” and the “.” 
indicates that the condition did not converge. 
 
  
BE E AE BE E AE BE E AE
Complete 10.09 78.59 11.31 5.50 75.84 18.65 15.12 80.56 4.32
Partial 14.07 74.62 11.31 5.81 76.76 17.43 8.95 85.49 5.56
Half-life 11.93 75.84 12.23 5.20 77.06 17.74 6.79 87.35 5.86
Zero 11.01 79.51 9.48 3.98 82.26 13.76 2.78 93.83 3.40
Complete 7.03 81.65 11.31 8.26 78.59 13.15 9.57 77.47 12.96
Partial 8.56 79.82 11.62 9.17 77.37 13.46 10.80 74.69 14.51
Half-life 7.95 81.35 10.70 10.09 76.15 13.76 8.64 79.32 12.04
Zero 5.20 84.40 10.40 5.20 86.24 8.56 5.56 85.19 9.26
Complete . . . . . . . . .
Partial 15.29 72.17 12.54 7.34 74.31 18.35 10.49 82.10 7.41
Half-life 13.76 72.78 13.46 6.73 74.62 18.65 7.72 85.49 6.79
Zero 12.54 76.76 10.70 4.89 79.82 15.29 3.70 92.59 3.70
Complete 7.03 81.96 11.01 7.95 78.90 13.15 9.57 77.47 12.96
Partial 8.56 79.82 11.62 9.17 77.06 13.76 10.80 74.38 14.81
Half-life 7.95 81.35 10.70 9.79 76.45 13.76 8.64 79.32 12.04
Zero 5.20 84.71 10.09 5.20 86.24 8.56 5.56 85.19 9.26
Complete 9.17 79.20 11.62 4.28 75.54 20.18 18.21 79.01 2.78
Partial 14.68 74.62 10.70 3.36 77.37 19.27 8.64 86.42 4.94
Half-life . . . . . . . . .
Zero 11.31 79.20 9.48 3.06 81.35 15.60 2.47 94.14 3.40
Complete 7.03 81.96 11.01 7.95 78.90 13.15 10.19 77.47 12.35
Partial 8.56 80.12 11.31 9.17 77.06 13.76 10.80 75.62 13.58
Half-life 7.95 81.35 10.70 9.79 76.45 13.76 8.64 79.63 11.73
Zero 5.20 84.40 10.40 5.20 86.24 8.56 5.56 85.19 9.26
Complete . . . . . . . . .
Partial . . . . . . . . .
Half-life 14.98 74.01 11.01 3.67 72.48 23.85 7.41 86.42 6.17
Zero . . . . . . . . .
Complete 7.03 81.65 11.31 7.95 78.90 13.15 10.19 77.47 12.35
Partial 8.56 80.12 11.31 9.17 77.06 13.76 11.11 75.62 13.27
Half-life 7.95 81.35 10.70 9.17 76.76 14.07 8.64 79.63 11.73
Zero 5.20 84.71 10.09 5.20 86.24 8.56 5.56 85.49 8.95
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Time 1 Time 2  Time 3
Outcome
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Invariant IRT Parallel
 Invariant NCE Parallel
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
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Table E.3.  Full percentage breakdown in the univariate change score conditions 
 
Note: BE – “Below Expected”; E – “Expected”; AE – “Above Expected” and the “.” 
indicates that the condition did not converge. 
 
  
BE E AE BE E AE BE E AE
Complete 2.75 88.99 8.26 0.00 100.00 0.00 8.33 71.30 20.37
Partial 3.06 93.58 3.36 0.00 98.78 1.22 8.02 74.07 17.90
Half-life 8.87 80.12 11.01 0.00 100.00 0.00 9.88 68.21 21.91
Zero . . . 2.75 85.63 11.62 8.95 72.84 18.21
Complete 0.31 96.33 3.36 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.31 99.07 0.62
Partial 0.61 96.94 2.45 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.62 98.77 0.62
Half-life 1.83 94.80 3.36 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.62 97.53 1.85
Zero . . . 0.31 97.55 2.14 1.23 94.75 4.01
Complete 2.45 95.11 2.45 0.00 99.69 0.31 11.73 69.75 18.52
Partial 0.61 98.78 0.61 3.36 90.52 6.17 9.88 75.93 14.20
Half-life 4.89 91.13 3.98 0.00 99.69 0.31 11.42 68.21 20.37
Zero . . . 7.34 77.37 15.29 9.88 76.54 13.58
Complete 0.00 99.69 0.31 0.00 99.69 0.31 2.16 96.60 1.23
Partial 0.00 99.69 0.31 0.00 99.39 0.61 1.85 96.30 1.85
Half-life 0.00 99.69 0.31 0.00 99.69 0.31 2.16 95.06 2.78
Zero . . . 0.00 98.17 1.83 2.47 92.90 4.63
Complete 0.00 100.00 0.00 7.95 85.02 7.03 18.83 62.35 18.83
Partial 0.00 100.00 0.00 12.54 74.31 13.15 19.44 61.11 19.44
Half-life 1.22 97.86 0.92 3.67 92.66 3.67 19.75 60.49 19.75
Zero . . . 17.74 64.22 18.04 17.90 64.81 17.28
Complete 0.00 100.00 0.00 7.03 84.71 8.26 18.52 60.19 21.30
Partial 0.00 100.00 0.00 10.40 75.23 14.37 18.21 60.19 21.60
Half-life 0.61 98.78 0.61 4.59 90.83 4.59 18.52 59.88 21.60
Zero . . . 15.29 67.89 16.82 15.43 66.05 18.52
Complete 6.42 81.96 11.62 0.00 100.00 0.00 9.26 74.07 16.67
Partial 0.92 98.17 0.92 2.75 91.13 6.12 7.41 78.70 13.89
Half-life 9.48 80.43 10.09 0.00 100.00 0.00 10.49 72.53 16.98
Zero . . . 6.42 77.37 16.21 7.10 77.78 15.12
Complete 0.00 99.69 0.31 0.00 99.08 0.92 1.54 95.99 2.47
Partial 0.00 99.69 0.31 0.31 96.94 2.75 1.85 94.75 3.40
Half-life 0.00 99.69 0.31 0.00 99.39 0.61 2.16 93.83 4.01
Zero . . . 0.61 95.11 4.28 1.85 92.28 5.86
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Time 1 Time 2  Time 3
Outcome
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Invariant IRT Parallel
 Invariant NCE Parallel
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
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Table E.4.  Full percentage breakdown in the multivariate change score conditions 
 
Note: BE – “Below Expected”; E – “Expected”; AE – “Above Expected” and the “.” 
indicates that the condition did not converge. 
 
  
BE E AE BE E AE BE E AE
Complete 0.00 100.00 0.00 2.45 94.80 2.75 20.99 58.95 20.06
Partial 0.00 100.00 0.00 6.73 85.32 7.95 23.46 55.25 21.30
Half-life 0.00 100.00 0.00 2.14 95.11 2.75 23.46 54.94 21.60
Zero . . . 8.56 79.51 11.93 20.06 59.88 20.06
Complete 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 97.86 2.14 4.63 85.49 9.88
Partial 0.00 100.00 0.00 1.22 89.30 9.48 5.25 84.26 10.49
Half-life 0.00 99.69 0.31 0.31 97.55 2.14 5.86 82.10 12.04
Zero . . . 3.36 85.32 11.31 4.01 83.64 12.35
Complete 0.00 100.00 0.00 3.98 91.44 4.59 16.67 66.98 16.36
Partial 0.00 100.00 0.00 8.56 79.82 11.62 17.59 65.12 17.28
Half-life 1.22 98.78 0.00 3.67 93.58 2.75 17.28 64.20 18.52
Zero . . . 12.84 70.64 16.51 15.43 67.90 16.67
Complete 0.00 99.39 0.61 0.00 99.39 0.61 3.09 88.58 8.33
Partial 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.61 91.74 7.65 3.40 88.27 8.33
Half-life 0.31 99.08 0.61 0.00 98.78 1.22 3.40 87.04 9.57
Zero . . . 2.75 86.54 10.70 2.78 87.04 10.19
Complete 0.00 100.00 0.00 6.12 88.38 5.50 17.28 66.67 16.05
Partial 0.00 100.00 0.00 11.01 74.31 14.68 17.59 65.12 17.28
Half-life 1.83 97.86 0.31 2.45 94.19 3.36 17.90 63.58 18.52
Zero . . . 16.21 65.14 18.65 15.74 69.14 15.12
Complete 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.31 95.72 3.98 2.78 90.12 7.10
Partial 0.00 100.00 0.00 1.83 87.46 10.70 2.47 88.27 9.26
Half-life 0.00 99.69 0.31 0.31 96.64 3.06 2.47 88.27 9.26
Zero . . . 3.06 84.40 12.54 2.78 88.89 8.33
Complete 0.00 100.00 0.00 7.34 85.02 7.65 17.59 64.51 17.90
Partial 0.00 100.00 0.00 11.62 74.31 14.07 17.90 63.89 18.21
Half-life 1.53 97.55 0.92 3.06 93.27 3.67 18.83 62.65 18.52
Zero . . . 16.21 65.75 18.04 15.43 68.21 16.36
Complete 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 96.64 3.36 2.78 90.12 7.10
Partial 0.00 100.00 0.00 3.06 86.54 10.40 3.09 88.27 8.64
Half-life 0.00 99.69 0.31 0.31 97.25 2.45 3.40 87.65 8.95
Zero . . . 3.06 85.32 11.62 3.09 86.73 10.19
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Time 1 Time 2  Time 3
Outcome
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Invariant IRT Parallel
 Invariant NCE Parallel
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
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Table E.5.  Average percentage breakdown in the static achievement score conditions 
 
Note: BE – “Below Expected”; E – “Expected”; AE – “Above Expected” 
  
BE E AE BE E AE BE E AE
Univariate 6.88 82.26 10.86 0.38 97.17 2.45 9.41 80.79 9.80
Multivariate 11.77 77.14 11.09 5.12 77.98 16.90 8.41 86.81 4.78
Univariate 2.29 92.51 5.20 0.15 99.16 0.69 1.77 92.67 5.56
Multivariate 7.19 81.80 11.01 8.18 79.59 12.23 8.64 79.17 12.19
Univariate 8.33 80.50 11.16 1.38 95.11 3.52 8.33 83.02 8.64
Multivariate 13.86 73.90 12.23 6.32 76.25 17.43 7.30 86.73 5.97
Univariate 1.99 94.11 3.90 0.00 99.54 0.46 2.85 91.82 5.32
Multivariate 7.19 81.96 10.86 8.03 79.66 12.31 8.64 79.09 12.27
Univariate 16.06 70.80 13.15 5.66 68.81 25.54 8.80 85.03 6.17
Multivariate 11.72 77.68 10.60 3.57 78.08 18.35 9.77 86.52 3.70
Univariate 8.10 80.12 11.77 10.02 75.84 14.14 11.42 75.39 13.19
Multivariate 7.19 81.96 10.86 8.03 79.66 12.31 8.80 79.48 11.73
Univariate 12.00 75.61 12.39 1.15 94.34 4.51 6.02 88.43 5.56
Multivariate 14.98 74.01 11.01 3.67 72.48 23.85 7.41 86.42 6.17
Univariate 2.14 92.89 4.97 0.08 98.70 1.22 2.70 91.20 6.10
Multivariate 7.19 81.96 10.86 7.87 79.74 12.38 8.87 79.55 11.57
 Time 1 Time 2  Time 3
Outcome
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Invariant IRT Parallel
 Invariant NCE Parallel
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
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Table E.6.  Average percentage breakdown in the change score conditions 
 
Note: BE – “Below Expected”; E – “Expected”; AE – “Above Expected” and the “.” 




BE E AE BE E AE BE E AE
Univariate 4.89 87.56 7.54 0.69 96.10 3.21 8.80 71.60 19.60
Multivariate . . . 4.97 88.69 6.35 21.99 57.25 20.76
Univariate 0.92 96.02 3.06 0.08 99.39 0.54 0.70 97.53 1.77
Multivariate . . . 1.22 92.51 6.27 4.94 83.87 11.19
Univariate 2.65 95.01 2.34 2.68 91.82 5.52 10.73 72.61 16.67
Multivariate . . . 7.26 83.87 8.87 16.74 66.05 17.21
Univariate 0.00 99.69 0.31 0.00 99.24 0.76 2.16 95.22 2.62
Multivariate . . . 0.84 94.11 5.05 3.16 87.73 9.10
Univariate 0.41 99.29 0.31 10.48 79.05 10.47 18.98 62.19 18.83
Multivariate . . . 8.94 80.50 10.55 17.13 66.13 16.74
Univariate 0.20 99.59 0.20 9.33 79.66 11.01 17.67 61.57 20.76
Multivariate . . . 1.38 91.06 7.57 2.62 88.89 8.49
Univariate 5.61 86.85 7.54 2.29 92.13 5.58 8.57 75.77 15.66
Multivariate . . . 9.56 79.59 10.86 17.44 64.81 17.75
Univariate 0.00 99.69 0.31 0.23 97.63 2.14 1.85 94.21 3.94
Multivariate . . . 1.61 91.44 6.96 3.09 88.19 8.72
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Time 1 Time 2  Time 3
Outcome
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Invariant IRT Parallel
 Invariant NCE Parallel
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
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Table E.7.  Research Question 1: Average percentage difference in the static 






Table E.8.  Research Question 1: Average percentage difference in the change score 




: BE – “Below Expected”; E – “Expected”; AE – “Above Expected” 
Note
2
: Black numbers are outside the +/- 5 percentage point boundary and gray numbers 
are within the boundary 
  
Outcome BE E AE BE E AE BE E AE
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel -4.89 5.12 -0.23 -4.74 19.19 -14.45 1.00 -6.02 5.02
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel -4.89 10.70 -5.81 -8.03 19.57 -11.55 -6.87 13.50 -6.64
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel -5.53 6.60 -1.07 -4.94 18.86 -13.91 1.03 -3.70 2.67
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel -5.20 12.16 -6.96 -8.03 19.88 -11.85 -5.79 12.73 -6.94
 Invariant IRT Parallel 4.33 -6.88 2.55 2.09 -9.28 7.19 -0.98 -1.49 2.47
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.92 -1.83 0.92 1.99 -3.82 1.83 2.62 -4.09 1.47
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel -2.98 1.61 1.38 -2.52 21.87 -19.34 -1.39 2.01 -0.62
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel -5.05 10.93 -5.89 -7.80 18.96 -11.16 -6.17 11.65 -5.48
Time 1 Time 2 Time 3
Outcome BE E AE BE E AE BE E AE
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 3.67 -9.33 5.66 -4.28 7.42 -3.14 -13.20 14.35 -1.16
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 0.69 -2.91 2.22 -1.15 6.88 -5.73 -4.24 13.66 -9.41
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 1.68 -3.44 1.76 -4.59 7.95 -3.35 -6.02 6.56 -0.54
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel -0.08 0.15 -0.08 -0.84 5.12 -4.28 -1.00 7.48 -6.48
 Invariant IRT Parallel -0.15 0.00 0.15 1.53 -1.45 -0.08 1.85 -3.94 2.08
 Invariant NCE Parallel 0.15 -0.23 0.08 7.95 -11.39 3.44 15.05 -27.31 12.27
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 3.82 -9.25 5.43 -7.26 12.54 -5.27 -8.87 10.96 -2.08
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 0.00 -0.15 0.15 -1.38 6.19 -4.82 -1.24 6.02 -4.78
Time 1 Time 2 Time 3
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Table E.9.  Research Question 2: Average percentage difference in the univariate 
static achievement score conditions across parallel and non-parallel models 
 
 
Table E.10.  Research Question 2: Average percentage difference in the multivariate 




: BE – “Below Expected”; E – “Expected”; AE – “Above Expected” 
Note
2
: Black numbers are outside the +/- 5 percentage point boundary and gray numbers 
are within the boundary   
Outcome BE E AE BE E AE BE E AE
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
v. -1.45 1.76 -0.31 -0.99 2.06 -1.07 1.08 -2.24 1.16
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
v. 0.31 -1.61 1.30 0.15 -0.38 0.23 -1.08 0.85 0.23
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Invariant IRT Parallel
v. 4.05 -4.82 0.76 4.51 -25.54 21.02 2.78 -3.40 0.62
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Invariant NCE Parallel
v. 5.96 -12.77 6.80 9.94 -22.86 12.92 8.72 -15.82 7.10
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
Time 1 Time 2 Time 3
Outcome BE E AE BE E AE BE E AE
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
v. -2.09 3.24 -1.15 -1.20 1.73 -0.54 1.11 0.08 -1.18
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
v. 0.00 -0.15 0.15 0.15 -0.08 -0.07 0.00 0.08 -0.08
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Invariant IRT Parallel
v. -3.26 3.67 -0.41 -0.10 5.61 -5.50 2.37 0.10 -2.47
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Invariant NCE Parallel
v. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.15 -0.08 -0.08 -0.08 -0.08 0.15
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
Time 1 Time 2 Time 3
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Table E.11.  Research Question 2: Average percentage difference in the univariate 
change score conditions across parallel and non-parallel models 
 
 
Table E.12.  Research Question 2: Average percentage difference in the multivariate 




: BE – “Below Expected”; E – “Expected”; AE – “Above Expected” 
Note
2
: Black numbers are outside the +/- 5 percentage point boundary and gray numbers 
are within the boundary  
Outcome BE E AE BE E AE BE E AE
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
v. 1.68 -5.58 3.90 -1.99 4.28 -2.31 -1.93 -1.00 2.93
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
v. 0.69 -2.75 2.06 0.08 0.15 -0.23 -1.47 2.31 -0.85
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Invariant IRT Parallel
v. -3.90 9.33 -5.43 8.18 -13.07 4.89 10.42 -13.58 3.16
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Invariant NCE Parallel
v. 0.15 -0.08 -0.08 9.10 -17.97 8.87 15.82 -32.64 16.82
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
Time 1 Time 2 Time 3
Outcome BE E AE BE E AE BE E AE
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
v. -0.31 0.31 0.00 -2.29 4.82 -2.52 5.25 -8.80 3.55
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
v. -0.08 0.31 -0.23 0.38 -1.61 1.22 1.77 -3.86 2.08
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Invariant IRT Parallel
v. 0.08 0.08 -0.15 -0.61 0.92 -0.31 -0.31 1.31 -1.00
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Invariant NCE Parallel
v. 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.23 -0.38 0.61 -0.46 0.69 -0.23
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
Time 1 Time 2 Time 3
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Table E.13.  Research Question 3: Average percentage difference in the univariate 
static achievement score conditions across IRT and NCE scaled models 
 
 
Table E.14.  Research Question 3: Average percentage difference in the multivariate 




: BE – “Below Expected”; E – “Expected”; AE – “Above Expected” 
Note
2
: Black numbers are outside the +/- 5 percentage point boundary and gray numbers 
are within the boundary 
  
Outcome BE E AE BE E AE BE E AE
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
v. 4.59 -10.24 5.66 0.23 -1.99 1.76 7.64 -11.88 4.24
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
v. 6.35 -13.61 7.26 1.38 -4.43 3.06 5.48 -8.80 3.32
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Invariant IRT Parallel
v. 7.95 -9.33 1.38 -4.36 -7.03 11.39 -2.62 9.65 -7.02
 Invariant NCE Parallel
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
v. 9.86 -17.28 7.42 1.07 -4.36 3.29 3.32 -2.78 -0.54
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
Time 1 Time 2 Time 3
Outcome BE E AE BE E AE BE E AE
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
v. 4.59 -4.66 0.08 -3.06 -1.61 4.66 -0.23 7.64 -7.41
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
v. 6.68 -8.05 1.38 -1.71 -3.41 5.12 -1.34 7.64 -6.30
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Invariant IRT Parallel
v. 4.54 -4.28 -0.25 -4.46 -1.58 6.04 0.98 7.05 -8.02
 Invariant NCE Parallel
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
v. 7.80 -7.95 0.15 -4.20 -7.26 11.47 -1.47 6.87 -5.40
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
Time 1 Time 2 Time 3
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Table E.15.  Research Question 3: Average percentage difference in the univariate 
change score conditions across IRT and NCE scaled models 
 
 
Table E.16.  Research Question 3: Average percentage difference in the multivariate 




: BE – “Below Expected”; E – “Expected”; AE – “Above Expected” 
Note
2
: Black numbers are outside the +/- 5 percentage point boundary and gray numbers 
are within the boundary   
Outcome BE E AE BE E AE BE E AE
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
v. 2.98 -6.35 3.36 0.61 -3.29 2.68 8.10 -25.93 17.82
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
v. 1.99 -3.52 1.53 2.68 -7.42 4.75 8.57 -22.61 14.04
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Invariant IRT Parallel
v. 0.15 -0.23 0.08 1.15 -0.61 -0.53 1.31 0.62 -1.93
 Invariant NCE Parallel
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
v. 4.21 -9.63 5.43 2.06 -5.50 3.44 6.72 -18.44 11.73
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
Time 1 Time 2 Time 3
Outcome BE E AE BE E AE BE E AE
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
v. 0.00 0.08 -0.08 3.75 -3.82 0.08 17.05 -26.62 9.57
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
v. 0.23 0.08 -0.31 6.42 -10.24 3.82 13.58 -21.68 8.10
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Invariant IRT Parallel
v. 0.46 -0.46 0.00 7.57 -10.55 2.98 14.51 -22.76 8.26
 Invariant NCE Parallel
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
v. 0.38 -0.54 0.15 7.95 -11.85 3.90 14.35 -23.38 9.03
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
Time 1 Time 2 Time 3
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Table E.17.  Research Question 4: Average percentage difference in the univariate 





: BE – “Below Expected”; E – “Expected”; AE – “Above Expected” 
Note
2
: Black numbers are outside the +/- 5 percentage point boundary and gray numbers 
are within the boundary 
  
Outcome BE E AE BE E AE BE E AE
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
v. -9.17 11.47 -2.29 -5.28 28.36 -23.09 0.62 -4.24 3.63
 Invariant IRT Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
v. -5.81 12.39 -6.57 -9.86 23.32 -13.45 -9.65 17.28 -7.64
 Invariant NCE Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
v. -3.67 4.89 -1.22 0.23 0.76 -0.99 2.31 -5.40 3.09
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
v. -0.15 1.22 -1.07 -0.08 0.84 -0.76 0.15 0.62 -0.77
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
Time 1 Time 2 Time 3
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Table E.18.  Research Question 4: Average percentage difference in the multivariate 





: BE – “Below Expected”; E – “Expected”; AE – “Above Expected” 
Note
2
: Black numbers are outside the +/- 5 percentage point boundary and gray numbers 
are within the boundary 
  
Outcome BE E AE BE E AE BE E AE
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
v. 0.05 -0.54 0.48 1.55 -0.10 -1.45 -1.36 0.28 1.08
 Invariant IRT Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
v. 0.00 -0.15 0.15 0.15 -0.08 -0.07 -0.15 -0.31 0.46
 Invariant NCE Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
v. -1.12 -0.10 1.22 2.65 3.77 -6.42 -0.10 0.31 -0.21
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
v. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.15 -0.08 -0.08 -0.23 -0.46 0.69
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
Time 1 Time 2 Time 3
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Table E.19.  Research Question 4: Average percentage difference in the univariate 




: BE – “Below Expected”; E – “Expected”; AE – “Above Expected” 
Note
2
: Black numbers are outside the +/- 5 percentage point boundary and gray numbers 
are within the boundary 
Outcome BE E AE BE E AE BE E AE
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
v. 3.37 -8.79 5.43 -9.79 17.05 -7.26 -10.19 9.41 0.77
 Invariant IRT Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
v. 0.54 -2.68 2.14 -9.25 19.72 -10.47 -16.98 35.96 -18.98
 Invariant NCE Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
v. -2.22 6.12 -3.90 0.38 -0.31 -0.06 2.16 -3.16 1.00
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
v. 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.23 1.61 -1.38 0.31 1.00 -1.31
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
Time 1 Time 2 Time 3
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Table E.20.  Research Question 4: Average percentage difference in the multivariate 




: BE – “Below Expected”; E – “Expected”; AE – “Above Expected” 
Note
2
: Black numbers are outside the +/- 5 percentage point boundary and gray numbers 
are within the boundary   
Outcome BE E AE BE E AE BE E AE
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
v. -0.46 0.54 -0.08 -3.98 8.18 -4.21 4.86 -8.87 4.01
 Invariant IRT Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
v. 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.15 1.45 -1.30 2.31 -5.02 2.70
 Invariant NCE Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
v. -0.08 0.31 -0.23 -2.29 4.28 -1.99 -0.69 1.23 -0.54
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
v. 0.08 -0.31 0.23 -0.76 2.68 -1.91 0.08 -0.46 0.39
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
Time 1 Time 2 Time 3
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Table E.21.  Research Question 5: Percentage difference in the univariate static 




: BE – “Below Expected”; E – “Expected”; AE – “Above Expected” 
Note
2
: Black numbers are outside the +/- 5 percentage point boundary, gray numbers are 
within the boundary, and the “.” indicates the condition did not converge.   
BE E AE BE E AE BE E AE
0.00 2.14 -2.14 1.53 -11.31 9.79 0.93 -0.31 -0.62
-1.83 7.65 -5.81 1.53 -11.31 9.79 7.41 -12.65 5.25
4.89 -2.45 -2.45 1.53 -11.31 9.79 0.93 -0.31 -0.62
-1.83 5.50 -3.67 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.48 -12.35 5.86
4.89 -4.59 -0.31 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6.73 -10.09 3.36 0.00 0.00 0.00 -6.48 12.35 -5.86
5.81 -11.01 5.20 0.61 -3.36 2.75 -0.62 2.78 -2.16
3.67 -5.50 1.83 0.61 -3.36 2.75 1.23 -2.78 1.54
5.81 -11.01 5.20 0.61 -3.36 2.75 -0.31 0.93 -0.62
-2.14 5.50 -3.36 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.85 -5.56 3.70
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.31 -1.85 1.54
2.14 -5.50 3.36 0.00 0.00 0.00 -1.54 3.70 -2.16
0.61 0.92 -1.53 5.50 -19.27 13.76 -1.54 2.47 -0.93
-1.83 6.73 -4.89 5.50 -18.96 13.46 4.63 -9.57 4.94
0.92 1.83 -2.75 5.50 -19.27 13.76 -1.85 2.16 -0.31
-2.45 5.81 -3.36 0.00 0.31 -0.31 6.17 -12.04 5.86
0.31 0.92 -1.22 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.31 -0.31 0.62
2.75 -4.89 2.14 0.00 -0.31 0.31 -6.48 11.73 -5.25
6.12 -13.46 7.34 0.00 -0.92 0.91 -1.23 4.01 -2.78
5.50 -10.09 4.59 0.00 -0.92 0.92 0.00 0.00 0.00
6.12 -12.84 6.73 0.00 -1.22 1.22 -0.31 1.54 -1.23
-0.61 3.36 -2.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.23 -4.01 2.78
0.00 0.61 -0.61 0.00 -0.31 0.31 0.93 -2.47 1.54
0.61 -2.75 2.14 0.00 -0.31 0.31 -0.31 1.54 -1.23
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
-1.53 -2.14 3.67 0.92 -7.34 6.42 8.33 -12.65 4.32
-1.22 2.75 -1.53 1.53 -2.45 0.92 -0.62 1.85 -1.23
-1.53 1.83 -0.31 1.53 -2.14 0.61 2.78 -4.63 1.85
0.92 -0.92 0.00 5.81 -11.31 5.50 6.48 -11.11 4.63
-0.31 -0.92 1.22 0.00 0.31 -0.31 3.40 -6.48 3.09
2.14 -3.67 1.53 4.28 -8.87 4.58 7.10 -12.96 5.86
2.45 -2.75 0.31 4.28 -9.17 4.89 3.70 -6.48 2.78
-5.50 7.65 -2.14 4.59 -21.71 17.13 0.31 -0.31 0.00
-5.81 9.79 -3.98 4.59 -20.80 16.21 7.10 -12.04 4.94
-1.22 4.28 -3.06 4.59 -21.71 17.13 0.62 -0.62 0.00
-0.31 2.14 -1.83 0.00 0.92 -0.92 6.79 -11.73 4.94
4.28 -3.36 -0.92 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.31 -0.31 0.00
4.59 -5.50 0.92 0.00 -0.92 0.92 -6.48 11.42 -4.94
5.81 -12.54 6.73 0.31 -2.45 2.14 -2.16 5.56 -3.40
5.50 -9.79 4.28 0.31 -2.45 2.14 -0.62 0.62 0.00
5.81 -11.62 5.81 0.31 -3.36 3.06 -0.62 1.85 -1.23
-0.31 2.75 -2.45 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.54 -4.94 3.40
0.00 0.92 -0.92 0.00 -0.92 0.92 1.54 -3.70 2.16
0.31 -1.83 1.53 0.00 -0.92 0.92 0.00 1.23 -1.23
Partial v.   Half-life
Half-life
Time 1 Time 2 Time 3
Zero
Zero
Partial v.   Half-life
Zero
Half-life v.     Zero
Complete v.   Partial
Partial v.   Half-life
Zero
Half-life v.     Zero
Complete v.   Partial
Half-life
Zero
Half-life v.     Zero




Complete v.   Partial
Half-life
Zero
Partial v.   Half-life
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
Outcome
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
Zero
Half-life v.     Zero
 Invariant IRT Parallel Complete v.   Partial
Half-life
Zero
Partial v.   Half-life
Zero
Half-life v.     Zero
 Invariant NCE Parallel Complete v.   Partial
Half-life
Zero
Partial v.   Half-life
Zero
Half-life v.     Zero
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel Complete v.   Partial
Half-life
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel Complete v.   Partial
Half-life
Zero
Partial v.   Half-life
Zero
Partial v.   Half-life
Zero
Half-life v.     Zero
Zero
Half-life v.     Zero
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Table E.22.  Research Question 5: Percentage difference in the multivariate static 




: BE – “Below Expected”; E – “Expected”; AE – “Above Expected” 
Note
2
: Black numbers are outside the +/- 5 percentage point boundary, gray numbers are 
within the boundary, and the “.” indicates the condition did not converge.  
BE E AE BE E AE BE E AE
-3.98 3.98 0.00 -0.31 -0.92 1.22 6.17 -4.94 -1.23
-1.83 2.75 -0.92 0.31 -1.22 0.92 8.33 -6.79 -1.54
-0.92 -0.92 1.83 1.53 -6.42 4.89 12.35 -13.27 0.93
2.14 -1.22 -0.92 0.61 -0.31 -0.31 2.16 -1.85 -0.31
3.06 -4.89 1.83 1.83 -5.50 3.67 6.17 -8.33 2.16
0.92 -3.67 2.75 1.22 -5.20 3.98 4.01 -6.48 2.47
-1.53 1.83 -0.31 -0.92 1.22 -0.31 -1.23 2.78 -1.54
-0.92 0.31 0.61 -1.83 2.45 -0.61 0.93 -1.85 0.93
1.83 -2.75 0.92 3.06 -7.65 4.59 4.01 -7.72 3.70
0.61 -1.53 0.92 -0.92 1.22 -0.30 2.16 -4.63 2.47
3.36 -4.59 1.22 3.98 -8.87 4.90 5.25 -10.49 5.25
2.75 -3.06 0.31 4.89 -10.09 5.20 3.09 -5.86 2.78
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
1.53 -0.61 -0.92 0.61 -0.31 -0.30 2.78 -3.40 0.62
2.75 -4.59 1.83 2.45 -5.50 3.06 6.79 -10.49 3.70
1.22 -3.98 2.75 1.83 -5.20 3.36 4.01 -7.10 3.09
-1.53 2.14 -0.61 -1.22 1.83 -0.61 -1.23 3.09 -1.85
-0.92 0.61 0.31 -1.83 2.45 -0.61 0.93 -1.85 0.93
1.83 -2.75 0.92 2.75 -7.34 4.59 4.01 -7.72 3.70
0.61 -1.53 0.92 -0.61 0.61 0.00 2.16 -4.94 2.78
3.36 -4.89 1.53 3.98 -9.17 5.20 5.25 -10.80 5.56
2.75 -3.36 0.61 4.59 -9.79 5.20 3.09 -5.86 2.78
-5.50 4.59 0.92 0.92 -1.83 0.91 9.57 -7.41 -2.16
. . . . . . . . .
-2.14 0.00 2.14 1.22 -5.81 4.59 15.74 -15.12 -0.62
. . . . . . . . .
3.36 -4.59 1.22 0.31 -3.98 3.67 6.17 -7.72 1.54
. . . . . . . . .
-1.53 1.83 -0.31 -1.22 1.83 -0.61 -0.62 1.85 -1.23
-0.92 0.61 0.31 -1.83 2.45 -0.61 1.54 -2.16 0.62
1.83 -2.45 0.61 2.75 -7.34 4.59 4.63 -7.72 3.09
0.61 -1.22 0.61 -0.61 0.61 0.00 2.16 -4.01 1.85
3.36 -4.28 0.92 3.98 -9.17 5.20 5.25 -9.57 4.32
2.75 -3.06 0.31 4.59 -9.79 5.20 3.09 -5.56 2.47
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
-1.53 1.53 0.00 -1.22 1.83 -0.61 -0.93 1.85 -0.93
-0.92 0.31 0.61 -1.22 2.14 -0.92 1.54 -2.16 0.62
1.83 -3.06 1.22 2.75 -7.34 4.59 4.63 -8.02 3.40
0.61 -1.22 0.61 0.00 0.31 -0.31 2.47 -4.01 1.54
3.36 -4.59 1.22 3.98 -9.17 5.20 5.56 -9.88 4.32
2.75 -3.36 0.61 3.98 -9.48 5.50 3.09 -5.86 2.78
Half-life v.     Zero
Time 1 Time 2 Time 3
Outcome Persistence model
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel Complete v.   Partial
Half-life
Zero
Partial v.   Half-life
Zero
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel Complete v.   Partial
Half-life
Zero
Partial v.   Half-life
Zero
Half-life v.     Zero
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel Complete v.   Partial
Half-life
Half-life v.     Zero
Zero
Partial v.   Half-life
Zero
Half-life v.     Zero
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel Complete v.   Partial
Half-life
Zero
Partial v.   Half-life
Zero
Partial v.   Half-life
 Invariant IRT Parallel Complete v.   Partial
Half-life
Zero
Partial v.   Half-life
Zero
Half-life v.     Zero
 Invariant NCE Parallel Complete v.   Partial
Half-life
Zero
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel Complete v.   Partial
Half-life
Zero
Half-life v.     Zero




Partial v.   Half-life
Zero
Half-life v.     Zero
Partial v.   Half-life
Zero
Half-life v.     Zero
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Table E.23.  Research Question 5: Percentage difference in the univariate change 




: BE – “Below Expected”; E – “Expected”; AE – “Above Expected” 
Note
2
: Black numbers are outside the +/- 5 percentage point boundary and gray numbers 
are within the boundary.    
BE E AE BE E AE BE E AE
-0.31 -4.59 4.89 0.00 1.22 -1.22 0.31 -2.78 2.47
-6.12 8.87 -2.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 -1.55 3.09 -1.54
2.75 -11.01 8.26 -2.75 14.37 -11.62 -0.62 -1.54 2.16
-5.81 13.46 -7.65 0.00 -1.22 1.22 -1.86 5.86 -4.01
3.06 -6.42 3.36 -2.75 13.15 -10.40 -0.93 1.23 -0.31
8.87 -19.88 11.01 -2.75 14.37 -11.62 0.93 -4.63 3.70
-0.30 -0.61 0.92 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.31 0.31 0.00
-1.52 1.53 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.31 1.54 -1.23
0.31 -3.67 3.36 -0.31 2.45 -2.14 -0.92 4.32 -3.40
-1.22 2.14 -0.92 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.23 -1.23
0.61 -3.06 2.45 -0.31 2.45 -2.14 -0.61 4.01 -3.40
1.83 -5.20 3.36 -0.31 2.45 -2.14 -0.61 2.78 -2.16
1.84 -3.67 1.83 -3.36 9.17 -5.86 1.85 -6.17 4.32
-2.44 3.98 -1.53 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.31 1.54 -1.85
2.45 -4.89 2.45 -7.34 22.32 -14.98 1.85 -6.79 4.94
-4.28 7.65 -3.36 3.36 -9.17 5.86 -1.54 7.72 -6.17
0.61 -1.22 0.61 -3.98 13.15 -9.12 0.00 -0.62 0.62
4.89 -8.87 3.98 -7.34 22.32 -14.98 1.54 -8.33 6.79
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.31 -0.30 0.31 0.31 -0.62
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.54 -1.54
0.00 -0.31 0.31 0.00 1.53 -1.53 -0.31 3.70 -3.40
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.31 0.30 -0.31 1.23 -0.93
0.00 -0.31 0.31 0.00 1.22 -1.22 -0.62 3.40 -2.78
0.00 -0.31 0.31 0.00 1.53 -1.53 -0.31 2.16 -1.85
0.00 0.00 0.00 -4.59 10.70 -6.12 -0.61 1.23 -0.62
-1.22 2.14 -0.92 4.28 -7.65 3.36 -0.92 1.85 -0.93
0.00 0.00 0.00 -9.79 20.80 -11.01 0.93 -2.47 1.54
-1.22 2.14 -0.92 8.87 -18.35 9.48 -0.31 0.62 -0.31
0.00 0.00 0.00 -5.20 10.09 -4.89 1.54 -3.70 2.16
1.22 -2.14 0.92 -14.07 28.44 -14.37 1.85 -4.32 2.47
0.00 0.00 0.00 -3.37 9.48 -6.11 0.31 0.00 -0.31
-0.61 1.22 -0.61 2.44 -6.12 3.67 0.00 0.31 -0.31
0.00 0.00 0.00 -8.26 16.82 -8.56 3.09 -5.86 2.78
-0.61 1.22 -0.61 5.81 -15.60 9.78 -0.31 0.31 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 -4.89 7.34 -2.45 2.78 -5.86 3.09
0.61 -1.22 0.61 -10.70 22.94 -12.23 3.09 -6.17 3.09
5.50 -16.21 10.70 -2.75 8.87 -6.12 1.85 -4.63 2.78
-3.06 1.53 1.53 0.00 0.00 0.00 -1.23 1.54 -0.31
6.42 -18.04 11.62 -6.42 22.63 -16.21 2.16 -3.70 1.54
-8.56 17.74 -9.17 2.75 -8.87 6.12 -3.08 6.17 -3.09
0.92 -1.83 0.92 -3.67 13.76 -10.09 0.31 0.93 -1.23
9.48 -19.57 10.09 -6.42 22.63 -16.21 3.39 -5.25 1.85
0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.31 2.14 -1.83 -0.31 1.23 -0.93
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.31 0.31 -0.62 2.16 -1.54
0.00 -0.31 0.31 -0.61 3.98 -3.36 -0.31 3.70 -3.40
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.31 -2.45 2.14 -0.31 0.93 -0.62
0.00 -0.31 0.31 -0.30 1.83 -1.53 0.00 2.47 -2.47
0.00 -0.31 0.31 -0.61 4.28 -3.67 0.31 1.54 -1.85
Half-life v.     Zero
Time 1 Time 2 Time 3
Outcome Persistence model
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel Complete v.   Partial
Half-life
Zero
Partial v.   Half-life
Zero
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel Complete v.   Partial
Half-life
Zero
Partial v.   Half-life
Zero
Half-life v.     Zero
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel Complete v.   Partial
Half-life
Half-life v.     Zero
Zero
Partial v.   Half-life
Zero
Half-life v.     Zero
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel Complete v.   Partial
Half-life
Zero
Partial v.   Half-life
Zero
Partial v.   Half-life
 Invariant IRT Parallel Complete v.   Partial
Half-life
Zero
Partial v.   Half-life
Zero
Half-life v.     Zero
 Invariant NCE Parallel Complete v.   Partial
Half-life
Zero
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel Complete v.   Partial
Half-life
Zero
Half-life v.     Zero




Partial v.   Half-life
Zero
Half-life v.     Zero
Partial v.   Half-life
Zero
Half-life v.     Zero
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Table E.24.  Research Question 5: Percentage difference in the multivariate change 




: BE – “Below Expected”; E – “Expected”; AE – “Above Expected” 
Note
2
: Black numbers are outside the +/- 5 percentage point boundary and gray numbers 
are within the boundary.    
BE E AE BE E AE BE E AE
0.00 0.00 0.00 -4.28 9.48 -5.20 -2.47 3.70 -1.23
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.31 -0.31 0.00 -2.47 4.01 -1.54
0.00 0.00 0.00 -6.12 15.29 -9.17 0.93 -0.93 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 4.59 -9.79 5.20 0.00 0.31 -0.31
0.00 0.00 0.00 -1.83 5.81 -3.98 3.40 -4.63 1.23
0.00 0.00 0.00 -6.42 15.60 -9.17 3.40 -4.94 1.54
0.00 0.00 0.00 -1.22 8.56 -7.34 -0.62 1.23 -0.62
0.00 0.31 -0.31 -0.31 0.31 0.00 -1.23 3.40 -2.16
0.00 0.00 0.00 -3.36 12.54 -9.17 0.62 1.85 -2.47
0.00 0.31 -0.31 0.92 -8.26 7.34 -0.62 2.16 -1.54
0.00 0.00 0.00 -2.14 3.98 -1.83 1.23 0.62 -1.85
0.00 -0.31 0.31 -3.06 12.23 -9.17 1.85 -1.54 -0.31
0.00 0.00 0.00 -4.59 11.62 -7.03 -0.93 1.85 -0.93
-1.22 1.22 0.00 0.31 -2.14 1.83 -0.62 2.78 -2.16
0.00 0.00 0.00 -8.87 20.80 -11.93 1.23 -0.93 -0.31
-1.22 1.22 0.00 4.89 -13.76 8.87 0.31 0.93 -1.23
0.00 0.00 0.00 -4.28 9.17 -4.89 2.16 -2.78 0.62
1.22 -1.22 0.00 -9.17 22.94 -13.76 1.85 -3.70 1.85
0.00 -0.61 0.61 -0.61 7.65 -7.04 -0.31 0.31 0.00
-0.31 0.31 0.00 0.00 0.61 -0.61 -0.31 1.54 -1.23
0.00 -0.61 0.61 -2.75 12.84 -10.09 0.31 1.54 -1.85
-0.31 0.92 -0.61 0.61 -7.03 6.43 0.00 1.23 -1.23
0.00 0.00 0.00 -2.14 5.20 -3.05 0.62 1.23 -1.85
0.31 -0.92 0.61 -2.75 12.23 -9.48 0.62 0.00 -0.62
0.00 0.00 0.00 -4.89 14.07 -9.18 -0.31 1.54 -1.23
-1.83 2.14 -0.31 3.67 -5.81 2.14 -0.62 3.09 -2.47
0.00 0.00 0.00 -10.09 23.24 -13.15 1.54 -2.47 0.93
-1.83 2.14 -0.31 8.56 -19.88 11.32 -0.31 1.54 -1.23
0.00 0.00 0.00 -5.20 9.17 -3.97 1.85 -4.01 2.16
1.83 -2.14 0.31 -13.76 29.05 -15.29 2.16 -5.56 3.40
0.00 0.00 0.00 -1.53 8.26 -6.72 0.31 1.85 -2.16
0.00 0.31 -0.31 0.00 -0.92 0.92 0.31 1.85 -2.16
0.00 0.00 0.00 -2.75 11.31 -8.56 0.00 1.23 -1.23
0.00 0.31 -0.31 1.53 -9.17 7.64 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 -1.22 3.06 -1.84 -0.31 -0.62 0.93
0.00 -0.31 0.31 -2.75 12.23 -9.48 -0.31 -0.62 0.93
0.00 0.00 0.00 -4.28 10.70 -6.42 -0.31 0.62 -0.31
-1.53 2.45 -0.92 4.28 -8.26 3.98 -1.23 1.85 -0.62
0.00 0.00 0.00 -8.87 19.27 -10.40 2.16 -3.70 1.54
-1.53 2.45 -0.92 8.56 -18.96 10.40 -0.93 1.23 -0.31
0.00 0.00 0.00 -4.59 8.56 -3.97 2.47 -4.32 1.85
1.53 -2.45 0.92 -13.15 27.52 -14.37 3.40 -5.56 2.16
0.00 0.00 0.00 -3.06 10.09 -7.04 -0.31 1.85 -1.54
0.00 0.31 -0.31 -0.31 -0.61 0.92 -0.62 2.47 -1.85
0.00 0.00 0.00 -3.06 11.31 -8.26 -0.31 3.40 -3.09
0.00 0.31 -0.31 2.75 -10.70 7.95 -0.31 0.62 -0.31
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.22 -1.22 0.00 1.54 -1.54
0.00 -0.31 0.31 -2.75 11.93 -9.17 0.31 0.93 -1.23
Half-life v.     Zero
Time 1 Time 2 Time 3
Outcome Persistence model
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel Complete v.   Partial
Half-life
Zero
Partial v.   Half-life
Zero
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel Complete v.   Partial
Half-life
Zero
Partial v.   Half-life
Zero
Half-life v.     Zero
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel Complete v.   Partial
Half-life
Half-life v.     Zero
Zero
Partial v.   Half-life
Zero
Half-life v.     Zero
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel Complete v.   Partial
Half-life
Zero
Partial v.   Half-life
Zero
Partial v.   Half-life
 Invariant IRT Parallel Complete v.   Partial
Half-life
Zero
Partial v.   Half-life
Zero
Half-life v.     Zero
 Invariant NCE Parallel Complete v.   Partial
Half-life
Zero
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel Complete v.   Partial
Half-life
Zero
Half-life v.     Zero




Partial v.   Half-life
Zero
Half-life v.     Zero
Partial v.   Half-life
Zero
Half-life v.     Zero
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Table E.25.  Research Question 6: Average percentage breakdown across univariate 
static achievement and change scores 
 
  
BE E AE BE E AE BE E AE
Static 6.88 82.26 10.86 0.38 97.17 2.45 9.41 80.79 9.80
Change 3.67 90.67 5.66 0.69 96.10 3.21 8.80 71.60 19.60
Static 2.29 92.51 5.20 0.15 99.16 0.69 1.77 92.67 5.56
Change 0.69 97.02 2.29 0.08 99.39 0.54 0.70 97.53 1.77
Static 8.33 80.50 11.16 1.38 95.11 3.52 8.33 83.02 8.64
Change 1.99 96.25 1.76 2.68 91.82 5.52 10.73 72.61 16.67
Static 1.99 94.11 3.90 0.00 99.54 0.46 2.85 91.82 5.32
Change 0.00 99.77 0.23 0.00 99.24 0.76 2.16 95.22 2.62
Static 16.06 70.80 13.15 5.66 68.81 25.54 8.80 85.03 6.17
Change 0.31 99.46 0.23 10.48 79.05 10.47 18.98 62.19 18.83
Static 8.10 80.12 11.77 10.02 75.84 14.14 11.42 75.39 13.19
Change 0.15 99.69 0.15 9.33 79.66 11.01 17.67 61.57 20.76
Static 12.00 75.61 12.39 1.15 94.34 4.51 6.02 88.43 5.56
Change 4.21 90.14 5.66 2.29 92.13 5.58 8.57 75.77 15.66
Static 2.14 92.89 4.97 0.08 98.70 1.22 2.70 91.20 6.10
Change 0.00 99.77 0.23 0.23 97.63 2.14 1.85 94.21 3.94
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Invariant IRT Parallel
 Invariant NCE Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel




Table E.26.  Research Question 6: Average percentage breakdown across multivariate 
static achievement and change scores 
 
  
BE E AE BE E AE BE E AE
Static 11.77 77.14 11.09 5.12 77.98 16.90 8.41 86.81 4.78
Change 0.00 100.00 0.00 4.97 88.69 6.35 21.99 57.25 20.76
Static 7.19 81.80 11.01 8.18 79.59 12.23 8.64 79.17 12.19
Change 0.00 99.90 0.10 1.22 92.51 6.27 4.94 83.87 11.19
Static 13.86 73.90 12.23 6.32 76.25 17.43 7.30 86.73 5.97
Change 0.41 99.59 0.00 7.26 83.87 8.87 16.74 66.05 17.21
Static 7.19 81.96 10.86 8.03 79.66 12.31 8.64 79.09 12.27
Change 0.10 99.49 0.41 0.84 94.11 5.05 3.16 87.73 9.10
Static 11.72 77.68 10.60 3.57 78.08 18.35 9.77 86.52 3.70
Change 0.61 99.29 0.10 8.94 80.50 10.55 17.13 66.13 16.74
Static 7.19 81.96 10.86 8.03 79.66 12.31 8.80 79.48 11.73
Change 0.00 99.90 0.10 1.38 91.06 7.57 2.62 88.89 8.49
Static 14.98 74.01 11.01 3.67 72.48 23.85 7.41 86.42 6.17
Change 0.51 99.18 0.31 9.56 79.59 10.86 17.44 64.81 17.75
Static 7.19 81.96 10.86 7.87 79.74 12.38 8.87 79.55 11.57
Change 0.00 99.90 0.10 1.61 91.44 6.96 3.09 88.19 8.72
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel
 Invariant IRT Parallel
 Invariant NCE Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel




Table E.27.  Research Question 6: Percentage difference in the univariate conditions 
across static achievement and change scores 
 
 
Table E.28.  Research Question 6: Percentage difference in the multivariate conditions 




: BE – “Below Expected”; E – “Expected”; AE – “Above Expected” 
Note
2
: Black numbers are outside the +/- 5 percentage point boundary and gray numbers 
are within the boundary.   
 
Outcome BE E AE BE E AE BE E AE
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 3.21 -8.41 5.20 -0.31 1.07 -0.76 0.62 9.18 -9.80
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 1.61 -4.51 2.91 0.08 -0.23 0.15 1.08 -4.86 3.78
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 6.35 -15.75 9.40 -1.30 3.29 -2.00 -2.39 10.42 -8.02
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 1.99 -5.66 3.67 0.00 0.31 -0.30 0.69 -3.40 2.70
 Invariant IRT Parallel 15.75 -28.67 12.92 -4.82 -10.24 15.06 -10.18 22.84 -12.65
 Invariant NCE Parallel 7.95 -19.57 11.62 0.69 -3.82 3.13 -6.25 13.81 -7.56
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 7.80 -14.53 6.73 -1.15 2.22 -1.07 -2.55 12.65 -10.11
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 2.14 -6.88 4.74 -0.15 1.07 -0.92 0.85 -3.01 2.16
Time 1 Time 2 Time 3
Outcome BE E AE BE E AE BE E AE
 Non-Invariant IRT Parallel 11.77 -22.86 11.09 0.15 -10.70 10.55 -13.58 29.55 -15.97
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 7.19 -18.09 10.91 6.96 -12.92 5.96 3.70 -4.71 1.00
 Non-Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 13.46 -25.69 12.23 -0.94 -7.62 8.56 -9.44 20.68 -11.24
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 7.08 -17.53 10.45 7.19 -14.45 7.26 5.48 -8.64 3.16
 Invariant IRT Parallel 11.11 -21.61 10.50 -5.38 -2.42 7.80 -7.36 20.40 -13.04
 Invariant NCE Parallel 7.19 -17.94 10.75 6.65 -11.39 4.74 6.17 -9.41 3.24
 Invariant IRT Non-Parallel 14.48 -25.18 10.70 -5.89 -7.11 13.00 -10.03 21.60 -11.57
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 7.19 -17.94 10.75 6.27 -11.70 5.43 5.79 -8.64 2.85
Time 1 Time 2 Time 3
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APPENDIX F.  OUTLIERS ACROSS CONDITIONS 
Table F.1.  Consistent outliers across univariate conditions  
 
 
Table F.2.  Outlier rank-order within the univariate static achievement score NCE 













A B C D E
Complete
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 308 291 240 2 1
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 15 3 2 233 1
 Invariant NCE Parallel 267 301 118 163 237
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 309 2 242 223 1
Partial
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 312 285 264 2 1
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 34 3 2 242 1
 Invariant NCE Parallel 304 289 206 216 300
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 315 2 271 237 1
Half-life
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 313 297 259 2 1
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 31 3 2 232 1
 Invariant NCE Parallel 311 295 209 196 303
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 316 2 270 228 1
Zero
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 311 287 260 2 1
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 19 3 2 241 1
 Invariant NCE Parallel 317 300 262 228 311
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 312 2 267 233 1
Teacher
Ranking in each outcome
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Table F.3.  Outlier rank-order within the multivariate static achievement score NCE 
conditions (Time 3) 
 
  
A B C D E
Complete
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 279 300 121 166 242
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 279 300 121 166 242
 Invariant NCE Parallel 279 300 120 165 241
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 279 300 120 165 241
Partial
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 307 289 208 217 300
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 307 289 208 217 301
 Invariant NCE Parallel 307 289 208 217 300
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 307 289 208 217 301
Half-life
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 313 297 207 197 305
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 313 296 207 198 305
 Invariant NCE Parallel 313 297 208 197 305
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 313 297 207 197 305
Zero
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 317 299 258 229 312
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 317 299 257 229 312
 Invariant NCE Parallel 317 299 258 228 311
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 317 300 257 228 312
Teacher
Ranking in each outcome
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A B C D E
Complete
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 239 306 126 1 2
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 4 3 2 149 1
 Invariant NCE Parallel 155 303 42 91 131
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 228 2 98 117 1
Partial
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 247 306 130 1 2
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 4 3 2 165 1
 Invariant NCE Parallel 198 298 57 111 167
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 281 2 125 159 1
Half-life
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 289 298 154 1 2
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 4 3 2 178 1
 Invariant NCE Parallel 199 294 60 111 169
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 288 2 132 162 1
Zero
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 306 288 182 2 1
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 5 3 2 209 1
 Invariant NCE Parallel 249 292 90 160 217
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 309 2 174 203 1
Teacher
Ranking in each outcome
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A B C D E
Complete
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 160 288 47 99 137
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 188 307 68 95 159
 Invariant NCE Parallel 143 292 46 92 126
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 168 302 49 93 133
Partial
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 226 293 77 135 188
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 239 305 92 131 207
 Invariant NCE Parallel 218 293 69 130 179
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 237 305 77 121 193
Half-life
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 233 293 81 144 194
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 255 305 95 140 215
 Invariant NCE Parallel 219 292 72 133 179
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 237 305 78 125 193
Zero
 Non-Invariant NCE Parallel 298 291 132 196 262
 Non-Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 302 291 148 181 275
 Invariant NCE Parallel 298 291 126 193 257
 Invariant NCE Non-Parallel 301 297 139 182 268
Teacher
Ranking in each outcome
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Appendix G. SELECTED MODEL SYNTAX 
 
 
1. Factor scores and loadings in Mplus: 
 
Factor scores and loadings for the longitudinally non-invariant non-parallel IRT condition 
with static achievement scores 
 
TITLE:  
Number 1: 3 time points No miss N=2000 
 
Static,LONGITUDINALLY NON INVARIANT & NON Parallel indicators 
 
DATA: 




  NAMES ARE  
stdntid  
 g1tchid gread1 gmath1 glist1 
 g2tchid gread2 gmath2 glist2 
 g3tchid gread3 gmath3 glist3 
Ngread1 Ngmath1 Nglist1 
Ngread2 Ngmath2 Nglist2 
Ngread3 Ngmath3 Nglist3; 
 
USEVARIABLES =  
gread1 gmath1 glist1 
gread2 gmath2 glist2 
gread3 gmath3 glist3; 
 
MISSING are all (-99); 
 
auxiliary = stdntid; 
     
MODEL: 
!these are allowed to vary across time - Longitudianlly NON invariant; 
A1 by gread1 gmath1 glist1  (1); 
A2 by gread2 gmath2 glist2  (2); 
A3 by gread3 gmath3 glist3  (3);  
 















i s | A1@0 A2@1 A3@2  ; 
  I*             ; 
  s*             ; 
 
 I WITH s*; 
 A1-A3*(9); 
[I* s*]; 
 [ A1-A3@0] (10); 
 [gread1-gread3@0]  (11); 
 [gmath1-gmath3@0] (12); 
 [glist1-glist3@0]  (13); 
 







2. SAS syntax for univariate static achievement score conditions 
************************Changing WIDE TO LONG*******************; 
******************** 5/27--- basefile is base10--- 3tp & 2,000 students; 
 
DATA work.Star_Su_long2; SET Star.base10;  
wave=1; SnPI=SnPI_1; SnPN=SnPN_1; SnNPI=SnNPI_1; SnNPN=SnNPN_1; Irtctt= 
Irtctt_1; NCEctt= NCEctt_1; SiNPI= SiNPI_1; SiNPN= SiNPN_1;Teacher= G1TCHID; 
OUTPUT; 
 
wave=2; SnPI=SnPI_2; SnPN=SnPN_2; SnNPI=SnNPI_2; SnNPN=SnNPN_2; Irtctt= 
Irtctt_2; NCEctt= NCEctt_2;SiNPI= SiNPI_2; SiNPN= SiNPN_2; Teacher= 
G2TCHID;OUTPUT; 
 
wave=3; SnPI=SnPI_3; SnPN=SnPN_3; SnNPI=SnNPI_3; SnNPN=SnNPN_3; Irtctt= 




   wave = "wave: Wave of Study (1 to 3)" 
   SnPI =  "1: Univar. Static Non-Invariant IRT Parallel" 
    SnPN =  "2: Univar. Static NON-invariant NCE parallel" 
   SnNPI = "3: Univar. Static Non-invariant IRT NON-parallel" 
   SnNPN = "4: Univar. Static Non-invariant NCE NON-parallel" 
   Irtctt ="5: Univar. Static Invariant IRT Parallel" 
   NCEctt ="6: Univar. Static Invariant NCE Parallel"  
   SiNPI = "7: Univar. Static Invariant IRT NON-parallel" 
   SiNPN = "8: Univar. Static invariant NCE NON-parallel"; 
 
 * Removing old multivariate variables; 
DROP  SnPI_1 SnPI_2 SnPI_3 SnPN_1 SnPN_2 SnPN_3 SnNPI_1 SnNPI_2 SnNPI_3 
SnNPN_1 SnNPN_2 SnNPN_3 Irtctt_1 Irtctt_2 Irtctt_3 NCEctt_1  NCEctt_2  NCEctt_3  
SiNPI_1 SiNPI_2 SiNPI_3 SiNPN_1 SiNPN_2 SiNPN_3 G1TREADS G1TMATHS 
G1TLISTS G2TREADS G2TMATHS G2TLISTS G3TREADS G3TMATHS G3TLISTS 
  
410
NCE_1read NCE_1math NCE_1list  NCE_2read NCE_2math NCE_2list  NCE_3read 
NCE_3math NCE_3list 




********ADDING TEACHER IDS********************** ; 
 
data work.Star_Su_long2; set work.Star_Su_long2; 
wave0 = wave-1; 
 label  wave0= "wave0 (1=0)"; 
 wave1 = wave - 2; 
  label wave1= "wave1 (2=0)"; 
  wave2 = wave -3; 
  label wave2= "wave2 (3=0)"; 
  Run; 
 
 ************CUMULATIVE SET UP*******************; 
data work.Star_Su_long2; set work.Star_Su_long2; 
if wave0=0 then do;   cteach0=1; cteach1=0;  cteach2=0; end; 
else if wave0=1 then do; cteach0=1; cteach1=1;  cteach2=0; end; 




data work.Star_Su_long2; set work.Star_Su_long2; 
if wave0=0 then do; pteach0=1; pteach1=0;  pteach2=0;; end; 
else if wave0=1 then do; pteach0=0.5; pteach1=1;  pteach2=0; end; 




data work.Star_Su_long2; set work.Star_Su_long2; 
if wave0=0 then do; hteach0=1; hteach1=0;  hteach2=0;  end; 
else if wave0=1 then do; hteach0=0.5; hteach1=1;  hteach2=0; end; 





data work.Star_Su_long2; set work.Star_Su_long2; 
if wave0=0 then do;  ateach0=1; ateach1=0;  ateach2=0;  end; 
else if wave0=1 then do; ateach0=0; ateach1=1;  ateach2=0;  end; 
else if wave0=2 then do; ateach0=0; ateach1=0;  ateach2=1;  end; 
run; 
 
Proc sort data=work.Star_Su_long2; By STDNTID wave0; run; 
Data teacherU; set work.Star_Su_long2; Keep  teacher STDNTID wave0; run; 
Proc transpose data=teacherU OUT=teacherUt; by STDNTID; ID wave0; VAR teacher; run; 
 
data teacherUtb (rename= ( _0=t0 _1=t1 _2=t2 )); 
set teacherUt ; drop _name_ _Label_; run; 
 





data work.Star_Su_long2c; set work.Star_Su_long2b; 
label t0 ="First grade teacher"; 
label t1 = "Second grade teacher"; 
label t2 = "Third grade teacher"; run; 
 
 
LIBNAME tables "C:\Users\s-lshaw6\Documents\Diss_05_31\Tables\Static\Univariate"; 
 
%macro STAR1(sasdata, type, long, scale, parallel, number, outcome); 
 
************COMPLETE************; 
Title1 " Results for: &type. &long. &scale. &parallel. &number."; 
Title2 'Cumulative effect for Teacher'; 
ODS HTML BODY="C:\Users\s-lshaw6\Documents\Diss_05_31\Excel 
files\Static\Cum_&outcome..xls" style=journal; 
Proc HPMixed data=&sasdata.  NOCLPRINT NOITPRINT  METHOD=REML  ; 
Class STDNTID t0 t1 t2  ; 
Model &outcome. = wave /  SOLUTION ; 
Random cteach0 / subject  =T0 type=un solution CL; 
random cteach1 / subject  =t1 type=un solution CL; 
Random cteach2 / subject  =t2 type=un solution CL; 
RANDOM INTERCEPT / Subject=STDNTID TyPE=UN;  
ods output SolutionR=BlupUnvCum_&outcome. ;  
ods output  ParameterEstimates=UnvCumFix_&outcome.; 
ods output CovParms=UnvCumCov_&outcome.;  
ods output FitStatistics=UnvCumFit_&outcome.; 
run; 




Title1 " Results for: &type. &long. &scale. &parallel. &number."; 
Title2 'Partial effect for Teacher'; 
ODS HTML BODY="C:\Users\s-lshaw6\Documents\Diss_05_31\Excel 
files\Static\Part_&outcome..xls" style=journal; 
Proc HPMixed data=&sasdata.  NOCLPRINT NOITPRINT  METHOD=REML  ; 
Class STDNTID t0 t1 t2  ; 
Model &outcome. = wave /  SOLUTION ; 
Random pteach0 / subject  =T0 type=un solution CL; 
random pteach1 / subject  =t1 type=un solution CL; 
Random pteach2 / subject  =t2 type=un solution CL; 
RANDOM INTERCEPT / Subject=STDNTID TyPE=UN;  
ods output SolutionR=BlupUnvPart_&outcome. ;  
ods output  ParameterEstimates=UnvPartFix_&outcome.; 
ods output CovParms=UnvPartCov_&outcome.;  
ods output FitStatistics=UnvPartFit_&outcome.; 
run; 
ods html close; 
 
*****************************************HALF-LIFE*****************; 
Title1 "Results for: &type. &long. &scale. &parallel. &number."; 
Title2 'Half-life effect for Teacher'; 
ODS HTML BODY="C:\Users\s-lshaw6\Documents\Diss_05_31\Excel 
files\Static\Half_&outcome..xls" style=journal; 
Proc HPMixed data=&sasdata.   NOCLPRINT NOITPRINT  METHOD=REML  ; 
Class STDNTID t0 t1 t2  ; 
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Model  &outcome.= wave /  SOLUTION ; 
Random hteach0 / subject  =T0 type=un solution CL; 
random hteach1 / subject  =t1 type=un solution CL; 
Random hteach2 / subject  =t2 type=un solution CL; 
RANDOM INTERCEPT / Subject=STDNTID TyPE=UN;  
ods output SolutionR=BlupUnvHalf_&outcome. ;  
ods output  ParameterEstimates=UnvHalfFix_&outcome.; 
ods output CovParms=UnvHalfCov_&outcome.;  
ods output FitStatistics=UnvHalfFit_&outcome.; 
run; 
ods html close; 
 
************ZERO************; 
Title1 "Results for: &type. &long. &scale. &parallel. &number."; 
Title2 'Acute effect for Teacher'; 
ODS HTML BODY="C:\Users\s-lshaw6\Documents\Diss_05_31\Excel 
files\Static\Acute_&outcome..xls" style=journal; 
Proc HPMixed data=&sasdata.    NOCLPRINT NOITPRINT  METHOD=REML  ; 
Class STDNTID t0 t1 t2   ; 
Model  &outcome. = wave /  SOLUTION ; 
Random ateach0/ subject  =T0 type=un solution CL; 
Random ateach1/ subject  =t1 type=un solution CL; 
Random ateach2/ subject  =t2 type=un solution CL; 
RANDOM INTERCEPT / Subject=STDNTID TyPE=UN;  
ods output SolutionR=BlupUnvACT_&outcome. ;  
ods output  ParameterEstimates=UnvACTFix_&outcome.; 
ods output CovParms=UnvACTCov_&outcome.;  
ods output FitStatistics=UnvACTFit_&outcome.; 
run; 
ods html close; 
 
 
data blups.BlupUnvCum_&outcome.; set work.BlupUnvCum_&outcome.; run; 
data tables.UnvCumFix_&outcome.; set work.UnvCumFix_&outcome.; run; 
data tables.UnvCumCov_&outcome.; set work.UnvCumCov_&outcome.; run; 
data tables.UnvCumFit_&outcome.; set work.UnvCumFit_&outcome.; run; 
 
data blups.BlupUnvPART_&outcome.; set work.BlupUnvpart_&outcome.; run; 
data tables.UnvPartFix_&outcome.; set work.UnvPartFix_&outcome.; run; 
data tables.UnvPartCov_&outcome.; set work.UnvPartCov_&outcome.; run; 
data tables.UnvPartFit_&outcome.; set work.UnvPartFit_&outcome.; run; 
 
data blups.BlupUnvHalf_&outcome.; set work.BlupUnvhalf_&outcome.; run; 
data tables.UnvHalfFix_&outcome.; set work.UnvHalfFix_&outcome.; run; 
data tables.UnvHalfCov_&outcome.; set work.UnvHalfCov_&outcome.; run; 
data tables.UnvHalfFit_&outcome.; set work.UnvHalfFit_&outcome.; run; 
 
data blups.BlupUnvACT_&outcome.; set work.BlupUnvAct_&outcome.; run; 
data tables.UnvACTFix_&outcome.; set work.UnvACTFix_&outcome.; run; 
data tables.UnvACTCov_&outcome.; set work.UnvACTCov_&outcome.; run; 








%STAR1(star.Star_Su_long2c,static, NONinvariant, IRT, parallel, univariate, SnPI); 
 
*2. static NON-invariant NCE parallel   
SnPN; 
%STAR1(star.Star_Su_long2c,static, NONinvariant, NCE, parallel, univariate, SnPN); 
 
*3. Static Non-invariant IRT NON-parallel  
 SnNPI; 
%STAR1(star.Star_Su_long2c,static, NONinvariant, IRT, NONparallel, univariate, SnNPI); 
 
*4. Static Non-invariant NCE NON-parallel   
SnNPN; 
%STAR1(star.Star_Su_long2c,static, NONinvariant, NCE, NONparallel, univariate, SnNPN); 
 
*5. Static Invariant IRT Parallel Irtctt or SiPI; 
%STAR1(star.Star_Su_long2c,static, invariant, IRT, parallel, univariate,IRTctt); 
 
*6. Static Invariant NCE Parallel  NCEctt or SiPN ; 
%STAR1(star.Star_Su_long2c,static, invariant, NCE, parallel, univariate, NCEctt); 
 
*7. Static Invariant IRT NON-parallel  SiNPI; 
%STAR1(star.Star_Su_long2c,static, invariant, IRT, NONparallel, univariate, SiNPI); 
 
*8. Static invariant NCE NON-parallel  SiNPN; 
%STAR1(star.Star_Su_long2c,static, invariant, NCE, NONparallel, univariate, SiNPN); 
 
 
3. Piecewise model in Mplus: 
Piecewise model for multivariate change scores in the longitudinally non-invariant non 
parallel NCE score condition 
TITLE:  
Number 4: 3 time points No miss N=2000 
CHANGE,LONGITUDINALLY NON INVARIANT & NON Parallel indicators 
DATA: 
FILE IS  
C:\Users\s-lshaw6\Documents\Diss_05_31\Mplus\basefile_STARc.dat; 
VARIABLE: 
  NAMES ARE  
stdntid   g1tchid gread1 gmath1 glist1 
 g2tchid gread2 gmath2 glist2 
 g3tchid gread3 gmath3 glist3 
Ngread1 Ngmath1 Nglist1 
Ngread2 Ngmath2 Nglist2 
Ngread3 Ngmath3 Nglist3; 
 
USEVARIABLES =  
Ngread1 Ngmath1 Nglist1 
Ngread2 Ngmath2 Nglist2 




MISSING are all (-99); 
auxiliary = stdntid; 
MODEL: 
!these are allowed to vary across time – Longitudianlly non-invariant; 
A1 by ngread1@1 
      ngmath1 (1) 
      nglist1 (2); 
A2 by ngread2@1 
      ngmath2 (3) 
      nglist2 (4); 
A3 by ngread3@1 
      ngmath3 (5) 
      nglist3 (6); 
 












   
    I by A1@1 A2@1 A3@1; 
    Diff12 by  A2@1 A3@1  ; 
    Diff23 by A3@1   ; 
    I*; 
    Diff12*; 
    Diff23*; 
    A1-A3* (9); 
    I WITH DIFF12  DIFF23 (15);  
    DIFF12 WITH DIFF23(15); 
[I*] ; 
[DIFF12*] ; 
[DIFF23*]  ; 
 [ A1-A3@0] (6); 
 [ngread1-ngread3@0]  (11); 
 [ngmath1-ngmath3@0] (12); 
 [nglist1-nglist3@0]  (13); 
Savedata: file is  
C:\Users\s-lshaw6\Documents\Diss_05_31\Mplus\Datfiles\4C_Nin_Np_NCE.txt; 
save=fscores ; 
OUTPUT: STAND; 
